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Dual hyperdrive woofers

Tapered crossover system

Convergent Source Module

Distortion reduced up to 66%
from conventional woofers

Provides extended bass response
& accurate midrange

For accurate treble & midrange
response with wide dispersion

Dovetail cabinet construction

Threaded rod mounting system

New Butyl rubber surround

Provides aconsistently
solid enclosure

Reduced woofer & cabinet vibration

Improved bass response
& dynamics
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Introducing new

ventas

seriesf..E.gy

Thinking inside the box!

A culmination of over 30 years research in perfecting sound has resulted in the new Ventas iseries
flagship speakers from Energy. The old saying goes "you get out what you put in" and the
engineers at Energy have put every technological advancement into the design of these new
speakers. Wait until you hear what comes out! In keeping with Energy's three design
philosophies; wide & constant dispersion, low distortion & resonance and flat on-axis response
with wide bandwidth -the new iseries from Ventas raises the bar in fidelity!
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Aluminum phase plug

Interlocking bosses

Improved heat clis,ipatt

Reduced resonance & better
basket/motor aEse -nbly conne

Raised spider
Allows for unif
woofer excursio

Newly designed woofer basket
•

New 180 degree terminals
Opposing flex leads ensue
linear cone mo\rement

Sleek design of cabinet & grill

•

Never before has aspeaker been so thoroughly engineered
for the ultimate in sound reproducori -obviously we were
thinking inside the box!

Discover the many forme of Energy

www.energy-speakers.com
416.32.1800
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Allows for higher
woofer excursion
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connoisseu
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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the
development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering

advanced

loudspeaker designs and

its

strong focus on

research

and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level

of quality that

simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.

DVNAUDIO
More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and S R Surround models are available for home theater applications
WorldRadioHistory
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anging above the expensive desk
in my penthouse office atop
Manhattan's prestigious Stereophile
Tower is aphotocopy of aNew Yorker cartoon, in which abewildered-looking guy
complains, "There has been an alarming
increase in the number of things Iknow
nothing about."
Indeed. It has been nearly 15 years since
I started accompanying this magazine's
equipment reports with measurements.
Not only have Imeasured every loudspeaker Stereophile has reviewed since the fall
of 1989 and every digital component since
June 1997, Ihave been responsible for measuring every amplifier since June 2000.
Editors as abreed are both pedants — Ikeep
aworkbook for every component Imeasure—and pack rats: against the wall opposite that New Yorker cartoon resides alarge
filing cabinet that holds not only all those
workbooks, but aCD-ROM on which are
stored all the measurement data files for
560 loudspeakers, 330 amps and preamps,
160 digital products, and about 100 other
products ranging from microphones to
turntables and even listening rooms.
That's one heck of alot of information!
Gotta mean something, right? So when
you read, in Art Dudley's December
"Listening" (p.47), the sentence "In this
Promethean conflict [between objectivity
and subjectivity], audiophiles who are
technically oriented insist that measurements, because they are objective, are the
best if not the only reliable way to describe audio gear," you probably thought
that Icould throw some light on what
measurements can tell us about sound
quality. Particularly as Art went on to state
that he is forever bugging me to share my
considerable experience on the subject,
adding that "looking for and occasionally
finding correlations between science and
sound [is] fun."
Fun. Back in August 1989, announcing
our intention to include measurement
data in Stereophilds reviews ("Must We
Test? Yes, 'We Must!," www.stereophile
.com/asweseeit/489), Iwrote that one of
the motives behind this decision was to
build up a measurement database that
would eventually throw up correlations
with what is heard. Yes, we have made
some progress in some areas with some kinds
of equipment. However, the more Ilearn
about measuring audio equipment, the
more there appears for me still to learn.
Iwas reminded of this Zen paradox—
the more Iknow, the less Iknow —when
Stereophile, January 2004

Iwas cruising wwvv.audioasylum.com just
before this issue's deadline. Ivisit the
Asylum daily because its moderators' light
touch maximizes debate by minimizing
flames. Even so, the audio Internet is populated by people who seem to have never
had adoubt in their lives. About anything.
Especially not audio. One of these Internet bullies offered me some advice on the
Asylum on how to write equipment
reports. "I think you should be more critical about obviously bad engineering," I
was told. "A good example is the first
EgglestonWorks Andra. Who designed
that terrible crossover???"
"Terrible"? Well, it certainly wasn't optimal. As you can read in the measurements
accompanying our October 1997 review
of the original Andra at www.stereo
phile.com/loudspeakerreviews/237/index
8.html, the "terrible crossover" did produce an alarming suckout on the tweeter
axis. However, this axis was only 33" from
the ground. A listener with his ears 40"
high or so would experience better integration between the tweeter and the midrange drivers. In addition, the farther back
that listener sat from the Andra, the more
his perception of its balance would be influenced by the room's reverberant field,
which would ameliorate the influence of
the speaker's flawed first-arrival sound. As
Icommented in the review, it was surprising how inaudible the Andra's crossoverregion suckout could be much of the time.
But yes, Icould hear it, and did comment in the review on the speaker's inability to reproduce timbres correctly, noting a
slight degree of hollowness "that made
violin and viola, for example, sound alittle as if played with mutes." (Which was
one reason Iscratched my head when I
read the letter from Stereophilds founder, J.
Gordon Holt, on p.9 of this issue, in which
he condemns all audio magazines, saying,
"you'll...never find astatement like qins
loudspeaker cannot properly reproduce...
timbres' in any review.")
More important, with the Andra, just as
with the Hom Shoppe and Moth Audio
speakers reviewed by Art Dudley in this
issue, what one person dismisses as "bad
engineering" is still the balance the designer worked to achieve. One man's "bad
engineering" is another's acceptable tradeoff. Yes, the Andra changes instrumental
timbres, but it will also never sound
aggressive, and its distant soundstage perspective will compensate to some extent
for the in-your-face balance of so many
WorldRadioHistory
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modern recordings. The speaker is not
"accurate," nor is it a speaker Iwould
choose to use, but does that mean it is
"bad"? Idon't think so.
Iregard the job of an audio critic as
being, first, to try to approach aproduct
from the viewpoint of its designer, then to
try to determine the "fit" between what
that designer was trying to achieve and
what the reviewer needs from an audio
component. As part of that process, the reviewer must describe what aproduct does
right and what it does wrong. But Ido not
believe that reviewers should dismiss or
trivialize the efforts of those who have put
their livelihoods on the line, particularly
when they themselves do not have the
creativity or design skills to do likewise.
Changes
John Gourlay, Stereophiles publisher since
1998, left the company at the beginning of
November. John had been avalued collaborator and the moving force behind the
launch of the 2004 Stereophile Buyer's Guide
(see p.15). We all wish him well in his
future career.
Joining Stereophile as its publisher (as well
as publisher of our sister magazines Home
Theater and Stereophile Guide to Home Theater)
is Jay Rosenfield. A veteran of consumerelectronics publishing, Jay created Video
'ein the 1970s. After the title was
sold to
Filipacchi Magazines, he
was Video's publisher there for three years,
and subsequently served as publisher of Vail
Beaver Creek and Rocky Mountain Golf magazines. Jay even had aStereophile connection, albeit an indirect one: he was most
recently aconsultant to Santa Pean magazine, with which we share our talented art
director, Natalie Brown-Baca. Nat was also
heavily involved in our Buyer's Guide.
One new name and one not-so-new
name appear this issue. First, I'd like to welcome back Ken Kessler, who contributes a
report from the 2003 Milan Show. Ihave
been afan of Ken's since Ifirst hired him to
write for Hi-Fi News &Record Review magazine more than 20 years ago. Second, this
issue includes the first of what Iplan to be
aseries of articles from English writer Keith
Howard. Keith is the best technical writer
on audio around, and Ihave been afan of
his since the early 1980s, though Ishould
own up that our relationship was alittle
more adversarial back then —I edited Hi-Fi
News, and Keith edited my No.1 competitor, Hi-Fi Answers. Welcome aboard, Keith,
and welcome back, Ken.
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John Atkinson reflects on the role of measurements in magazine reviews and what
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This month readers write in defense of the crickets!, votefor Stereophile recordings
focused at ayounger audience, request more objective (read, negative) reviews, discuss
future audiophile-quality audio formats, applaudJon Iverson's views on digital music,
and offerJA acorrection for "The Hot 100" audio products feature.
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Industry Update
High-end news, induding dealer-promoted seminars, plus: The 2004 Stereophile
Buyer's Guide, CEA sales projections on the dedine, turntable manufacturerJohn
Michell passes, Sony Corp. to restructure company, more music industry mergers, and
reports from CEDIA 2003, Milan's TOP Audio, and the UK's HiFi AV Expo.
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Sam Tellig listens to the Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 21 digital processor, the
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Crickets & high fidelity

came to reproducing accurate sound? A
golden opportunity missed!
Carl
Ces4x4@aol.com

Is

"Recordings" page at wwwstereophilecom.

—JA

Holt in action
Editor:
Ifound Stereophilès November "Letters"
Crickets & music
unusually interesting, and not solely beEditor:
cause it mentioned my name seven times!
Too bad that Jim Austin missed the point
My comments, for what they're worth:
entirely: The real music was emanating
Allen Schmidt, Ibelieve, missed an
from the cricket.
Joseph Cohen
important point when speculating why
joe@pranawirecom
some people still prefer vinyl to digital.
For all its positive qualities, the LP was at
Halt's Law in action
Crickets & bricks
its very worst when trying (laughably) to
Editor:
Editor:
reproduce wide-dynamic-range material
Isaved long and hard to purchase my
In regard to Jim Austin's "As We See It" in
such as operas, big pipe organs, and symdream speakers — now all Ineeded was
November (p.7), I'm glad God doesn't
phony orchestras. To those of us who live
drop abrick on my head when Imake a the perfect recording! With all of the
hype surrounding John Atkinson's
for those kinds of music, the CD's velvet
little noise!
skin2cats@grics.net
silence during even the quietest passages is
Cantus recording ...Against the Dying of the
like aloud, juicy raspberry directed at the
Light, Ithought Iwould give it atry.
Crickets & cues
pathetic LP, with its ticks, pops, and occaYoung audiophiles everywhere: Please
Editor:
sional butt-boosting bangers.
do not fall into the same trap Idid. This
Jim Austin may be an audiophile, but he
Norm Strong made agood point in
might well be the dreariest music Ihave
needs to consult apsychiatrist about his
questioning the apparent lack of scientific
ever heard! But at the same time, it might
compulsive need to write in detail about
documentation for the audible superiority
be the best recording Ihave ever heard.
how he disposed of asinging cricket outof the hi-rez digital formats, but their proPlease, JA, release a recording that
side his Maine window on a summer
would appeal to ayounger generation of ponents, as it turned out, clearly made the
night (November, p.7). In his last senright decision. DVD-Audio and SACD
audiophiles — acoustic guitar and drums
tence he not only was sadistic, he also
are the first new formats whose objective
with alittle bit of upbeat vocals thrown in.
congratulated himself on his aural sensisuperiorities over the previous format are
kwould be very much appreciated!
tivity with these words: "When [the
in only those areas of reproduced sound
Greg Walowina
cricket] started to play, Iused my wellthat are worshipped exclusively by audiogiwalowina@sympatico.ca
honed sensitivity to subtle spatial cues to
philes: soundstaging, low-level detail, and
pinpoint his exact location. Then I
high-end openness.
dropped abrick on his head. We do what
Iam currently working on an alternative rock
Knowing these things, it was aforegone
project in which Iam trying to preserve audiowe must." Oh, so clever!
conclusion that high-end audiophiles
If Austin were to check out various
phile sonic values without making the result
sound too soft. A challenge! In the meantime; !f would hear and applaud these superioriwebsites, he would discover that crickets
are first-class "musicians" in the insect people would like to check out the three CDs I ties whether or not they are relevant to
have engineered of choral group Cantus (which I typical music lovers or are, in fact, actually
world and can produce high-frequency
audible. Any attempt by hi-rez's backers
think rock), they are available from the secure
sounds far beyond anything Austin or
to try to actually prove how much better
anyone else can hear. They are part of the
the new systems are would have been
summer scene at such venues as the
counterproductive or, worse, potentially
Letters to the Editor should be sent
Music Shed at Tanglewood, the Hollyembarrassing. The fact is, the differences
as faxes or e-mails only (until furwood Bowl, and the Blossom, Ojai, and
are subtle on excellent systems and inaudither notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809.
Ravinia Festivals. Ihaven't ever heard of
ble on the systems owned by most musicE-mail: STletters@Primediamags.
any of these venues trying to kill these
lovers. Only true believers could overlook
harmless creatures. Can you picture
com. Unless marked otherwise, all
the cost/value disadvantages of hi-rez.
Beethoven or Mahler walking in their beletters are assumed to be for possiGary Richey's indictments of the
ble publication. In the spirit of vigloved woods, killing anearby cricket?
recording industry are right on the money,
orous debate implied by the First
Stanley Slome
but why should he be so surprised?
Amendment, and unless we are
stanance@msn.com
Recording is Big Business, and in the US
requested not to, we publish corretoday, aBig Business is more likely to
spondents' e-mail addresses. Please
Crickets & accuracy
make headlines when it is caught doing
note: We are unable to answer resomething honorable, perhaps even
quests for information on specific
Imay not be the sharpest pencil in the
arguably legal, than when it is just as
products or systems. If you have
box, but it just seems to me that Jim
greed-sleazy as its competitors. The world
problems with your subscription,
Austin's November killing of a cricket
would be abetter place .
if most major
call toll-free (800) 666-3746, or
because it was interfering with his music
write to Stereophile, P.O. Box 53117,
record companies were replaced by small,
was a missed opportunity. Why not
hungry, idealistic newcomers.
Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
record the sound of the cricket and play it
Allen Edelstein precisely expressed my
back to see just how close his system

Jim Austin: you killed aharmless cricket
in the name of high fidelity? That is appalling. Cancel my subscription. No, wait,
Idon't have asubscription —I pay full
newsstand price 12 times ayear. I'll fix
you. Gimme asubscription.
Mark Knudsen
captainwillard@rogers.com
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Letters
views about fidelity, which is not surprising
considering the fact that we have hour-long
phone conversations from time to time. But
face it The proportion of US adults who
ever get to hear real, unamplified music is
around 36% of the entire adult population,
aniggardly proportion of the number who
hear nothing but amplified music. Realism
is for fogies; excessively amplified is for the
hip. (The operative aphorism here is: If it's
too loud, you're too old.)
Paul Alter states my views about fidelity as well as Icould have. Iagree that
none of the "opposing" camps is misguided; my letter last September about Art
Dudley's column just stated what Mr.
Alter reiterated: That there are alot of
audiophiles out there who love the sound
of live music, and are going to try to
reproduce it regardless of what tin-ears
like Mr. Dudley believe.
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater does
serve our ilk better than Stereophile, as does
The Absolute Sound, but you'll still never
find astatement like "This loudspeaker
cannot properly reproduce the timbres of
atrumpet" in any review in any high-end
audio magazine. As far as I'm concerned,
none of them makes the grade.
J. Gordon Holt
Boulder, CO
Tell it like it is
Editor:
Ihave been reading Stereophile on and off
for years. During this time Ihave not
read more than ahandful of negative reviews. Everything is always good and
therefore recommended.
My experience in audio is very different
from this. Ihave been an audio nut for
more than 20 years, and over this time I
have been evolving two reference systems
(one in my dedicated sound room, one in
my living room). Ihave auditioned dozens
of components over the years and found
many of them to be nothing short of
unacceptable. My guess would be that
only about 20% of the gear Ihave evaluated is worth considering.
This is in deep contrast to your reviews
(always good and recommended). When I
talk to other audiophiles or read other
audio publications, most agree that there is
alot of garbage on the market. When are
Stereophiles reviewers going to start telling
it like it is?
Rob White
robw@ogcca
Intolerance
Editor:
It seems Daniel Emerson's intolerance of
others' views is showing ("Letters,"
November 2003, p.15). Did he read his
own "Letter E"? Or is Mr. Emerson like
the wonderfully politically correct left in
this country, totally intolerant of others'
views yet all the while espousing tolerance? Can Mr. Emerson say "hypocrite"?!
The controversy is what makes Stereo10

phile's "Letters" column fun. If he doesn't
like it, don't read it! Ilove this column. It
could be published on its own, à la
Penthouse's Letters.
My own view is that Stereophile doesn't
hold acandle to the now defunct Audio. I
think Stereophiles reviewers are all full of
shit. They use hundreds of superlatives in
their reviews, some even contradictory
("transparent yet veiled"). They must sit
around and drink Ripple and laugh at the
crap they make up. Most of the esoteric
products reviewed in your 'zine are snake
oil. (IEC power cables the size of garden
hoses? Please! Hell, the electric utility
cables coming into their houses aren't that
big! Real electrical engineers laugh so hard
at this stuff they have to go outside for air!)
Most of Stereophiles readers are so unsophisticated, uninformed, and technically
incompetent that they wouldn't know a
hertz from an ampere. You could sell
them anything if it had aPow-Zap-Bang
name and cost 10 times what it's worth.
Your reviews and the claims of the equipment manufacturers that advertise in your
'zinc are P.T. Barnum at his best.
If it weren't for Stereophiles "Letters"
column, Iwould cancel. Give me more
letters —1 love reading what the dumbasses think.
John Hubert
jchubert@airmaiLnet
Tolerance
Editor:
It seems that many of the letters you
print, no doubt to present a"fair and balanced view" of the right, left, center, rear,
and woofers, are from readers who make
two fundamental mistakes.
The first pertains to those who criticize
Stereophile for printing articles about very
expensive kits that most of us cannot afford.
The flaw is that the true audiophile often is
interested in things he or she cannot purchase, for the same reason that the readers
of, say, Architectural Digest read about homes
they cannot buy. Such dream systems (or
homes) give us ideas about what we might
like, even if we have to modify our expectations to meet the reality of our pocketbooks. Also, many of the high-end
products inspire less expensive versions that
we can afford; your writers frequently and
correctly allude to this as "tridde-down
technology."
The second fallacy has to do with comparing Stereophile to other audio enthosinst
magazines. It seems every issue offends
someone so much that he or she plans to
cancel my subscription and subscribe instead to
The Absolute Sound, What Hi-Fi?, Hi-Fi News,
or —heaven forbid! —Sound &Vision! This,
too, seems to miss the point It is not unusual for enthusiasts of all kinds, from outdoor
sportsmen to fashionistas, to subscribe to
several special-interest magazines. Indeed,
that is the definition of an enthusiast
Isubscribe to all of the above publications, each of which seems to me to offer
WorldRadioHistory

something alittle different. Can't we all
just get along?
David Krassner
Fresno, CA
Isettembrini@hotmail.com
Questions
Editor:
By far the most useful thing in last
September's Stereophile, in fact the most
useful thing in the three or four issues that
Ihave received, was the letter from reader
David Dennis, who discussed the Exact
Audio Copy CD-ripping software and the
LAME MP3 encoder (p.10). In the new
millennium, there are new ways of enjoying music. Not that you guys would know
anything about that.
Ihave aPC in my bedroom. Ihave
ripped many of my CDs onto the hard
disk as MP3s. Ican listen to any album in
my collection, or arandom selection of favorite tunes, or Internet radio, without
any fuss. This allows me to listen to music
at times when Iotherwise could not. Ialso
purchased aproduct that allows my stereo
(downstairs) to access my PC and play any
of these songs, or arandom sampling, or
Internet radio.
What MP3 ripping software produces
the best-sounding files? What's the best
tradeoff of bit rate and file size? What
computer speakers and audiocard produce
the best sound? What are my options for
playing MP3s on my stereo? What's the
best program for playing back MP3s?
What MP3 players sound better than others? I'd like to know, but Stereophile will
never tell me.
I'm not going to get dramatic and
exdaim "Cancel my subscription!!!" Ipaid
for ayear, and I'll take the year Ipaid for.
But at the moment, it is extremely unlikely that I'll re-subscribe.
Andrew Oliner
andy88488@comcast.net
Answers
Editor:
In the October 2003 Stereophile, Jon
Iverson talked about the future of audiophile-quality audio formats (p.5). Ihave a
couple of suggestions:
1) 3" Mini-DVDs. Using Meridian
Lossless Packing, a single-layer, singlesided Mini-DVD could easily hold afull
album of 24-bit/96kHz stereo audio.
Dual-layer opens up even more possibilities. Portable players could be almost as
small as today's MiniDisc players. It also
has the sexy factor going for it.
2) There are numerous lossless audiocompression formats out there. The most
commercially viable is probably Microsoft's
WMA9 Lossless. I'm kind of scared to
admit this to you guys, but Ithink 24/96 is
overkill. I'd be perfectly happy with 20 bits
and 48kHz sampling. A four-minute
20/48 stereo song with lossless compression would require approximately 2Z5MB.
That is perfectly manageable for broadband
users. It may not be suitable for convenStereophile, January 2004
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Letters
grate it with your hi-fis. Why not?
Accessing music through agood "MP3
player" application such as iTunes (note to
Windows users: you can now get it too) is
wholly different from getting it through
your regular components, and can be addictively easier and more fun.
But for those who have decent systems,
the sound quality i'sn't there yet Time has
marched by while audiocentric lossless
compression schemes such as Shorten and
FLAC have been allowed to languish.
MP3 took hold instead, despite (or, in a
way, because of) the fact that alarge chunk
of data is simply tossed. AAC, based on
MP4, is asmall step in apositive direction.
Fear not, audio traditionalists — the discussion has only just begun. There are
important differences in just MP3 files
alone, and AAC won't always be better
than MP3. The hardcore users often use
LAME, which is said to make MP3 files
sound better at similar file sizes to other
implementations — so, in other words, all
Cojones
128kbs MP3 files aren't necessarily alike.
Editor:
Actually, if you head over to hydrogen
In all my years (10) of reading Stereophile,
Jon Iverson's October "As We See It" is
audio.org, you'll be introduced to other
the closest it has gotten to As ISee It.
competing encoding technologies and
Finally, somebody in the audiophile busiserious discussion.
You thought tubes vs transistor or
ness has the cojones to admit that audiophiles count for nothing in the world of SACD vs DVD-Audio was acakewalk?
Get ready for those who lament the passbusiness, and that "What the mass market
ing of older, cacheless CD-ROM drives.
selects, audiophiles [have no other option
Yes, it appears that how aCD is ripped
but to] perfect." Jon's rant was the most
down-to-earth piece Ihave ever seen in
and what software is used to rip it has
some bearing on the quality of the music,
Stereophile.
Jaime Arbona
Address withheld
even before you can argue about codecs or
compression schemes.
If running
Windows or CD Paranoia for Linux or
Format wars?
Editor:
Mac OSX, check out Exact Audio Copy
So, it took your very own Web Monkey to
(EAC). Man, all of this is sure right up
Mikey's alley!
officially put the Stereophile stamp of apBut what are we really talking about
proval on the use of digital music files. It's
been along time coming for the magazine.
here? Getting the best sound has always
meant using the best (consumer) sources,
Jon Iverson's absolutely correct: It is
now the audiophile community's task to
induding LP and CD. Okay, fine, but what
embrace digiut music for the purpose of if you can preserve that (or most of it) and
improving it, just as it has for most other
gain real convenience — the kind you
haven't imagined before? The kind that
music "formats." To get you going, he and
can transform the way you listen to music?
Wes Phillips list afew quick generalities
Enter playlists, quick access, and the reabout the differences between the various
flavors of MP3 and AAC.
emergence of home recording. It's almost
Iwas thrilled to see areview of one of 2004, and Stereophile still has more reviews
in its history of cassette decks than honest disthe most popular music-listening devices
cussion of digital home recording.
on the market, the Apple iPod (updated
These reviews are risky. JA's earlier forsince Wes's review). Whenever asingle
component becomes so popular, I'm glad
ays with high-end PCI soundcards were
meant with disdain. [Not so, Mr. Dedeert. —
Stereophile at least acknowledges it, even
though it and the readership probably JA] Was it the very-pro price of the
Nagra-D that scared away reader interest,
don't have aclue how something so lowbrow as an "MP3 player" fits in the
even though it had received so much coverage in these pages? MF has long hinted
scheme of things.
We've already had one issue of that CD-Rs of vinyl made on his Mac
Stereophile come out since then, without a sound better than original CD releases of
peep more about this! Whatsa matter,
the same recording, but nobody takes the
hint of what that means. Then, he reviews
gang? Hate the idea of any sort of lossy
an actual hard-disk-based pro recorde
compression? Me too, but that's missing
the Alesis MasterLink. Does anybody care
the point. Many of you secretly have some
that they can make great recordings at
music organized on your computers, but
home? Hello? Anybody out there?
you don't take it to the next step and intetional modem users, but it can be offered as
an alternative in addition to MP3/AAC.
Your October issue also had areview of
the Apple iPod, but it did not include any
specifics on the encoder used. It would be
interesting to see acomparison of uncompressed WAV/AIFF and:
1) AAC using the latest Nero encoder
with various VBR settings, encoder quality set to High, profile set to Low Complexity. The quality should be significantly
higher than with Apple's encoder. (To
make this encoder compatible with the
iPod, you must load the AAC, aka MP4,
into Quicktime afterward, then export it
using the "pass through" option, then
rename the extension ".m4a").
2) Variable Bit-Rate MP3 using the
LAME 3.90.3 encoder with the Alt-Preset
Standard and Alt-Preset Insane settings.
Leo
lekim@ic.sunysb.edu
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Imagine if you could keep the sound
quality you crave but gain convenience beyond any jukebox CD player. Linn tried
this, of course, with its Kivor. Where is that
box now? Probably waiting for areal interface that won't happen. Well, iTunes and a
few large hard drives can be not only a
cheaper alternative, but abetter one today.
Het, my new G5's aluminum skin should
look at home in anybody's quality rack, and
even has TosLink built-in. Anybody else out
there see some potential?
David Decked
dgdeckert@minclspring.com
And if we think we've seen format wars —just
wait until the WMA-vs-everybody fracas begins!!
Sensitivity wars
Editor:
Ihad asmall question regarding speaker
sensitivity and impedance. Many good
speakers have low sensitivity and impedance. What advantages does the speaker
designer (and, consequently, the speaker)
get from adesign of low sensitivity and
impedance?
Ashish Dharmadhikari
India
ashish_dd@yahoo.com
As you can see from Art Dudley's review of the
Moth and Hom Shoppe speakers in this issue
Mr. Dhannadhikari, ahigh-impedance highsensitivity design allows aspeaker to be driven to
high SPLs with very few ampleer watts and
sound convincingly lifelike at least with some
kinds of musk The downside is that neutrality,
low-frequency extension, and dispersion can
become compromised. By contrast, by going the
low-sensitivity, low-impedance route aspeaker
designer can minimize coloration and maximize
bass extension for agiven endosure size The
downside is that the speaker can then make excessive demands for current from the amplifier
and perhaps sound lifeless. You pays your money,
you makes your choice
— JA
Highs and lows
Editor:
I'm probably not the first to let you know
about this. In the entry on the AR
turntable in your 40th-anniversary article
on "The Hot 100" audio products
(November 2002, p.66), John Atkinson
stated that it had a"high-pass filter" function. This is untrue: aturntable suspension
is actually a /ow-pass filter, which will
allow movement below its resonant frequency into the replay system. Hence the
sensitivity of such turntables to footfalls in
homes with suspended wooden floors. All
isolation suspensions work as low-pass filters.
Tim Bailey
Australia
tim_bailey@bigpond.com
Thanks, Tim. In the heat of the moment, I
screwed up my highs and lows. If aturntable's
suspension were indeed ahigh-pass filter, you
wouldn't be able to
— JA

it!
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US: YOUR LOCAL DEALER
Stephen Mejias
We don't have a"Calendar" this month.
Dealers and audio manufacturers promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings should fax (do not call) the
when, where, and who to (212) 8862809 at least eight weeks before the
month of the event. The deadline for
the March 2004 issue is January 2, 2004.
Mark the fax "Attention Stephen
Mejias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will
fax back aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours,
please fax us again.
Attention All Audio Societies:
We don't have room every month to
print all of the society listings we
receive. If you'd like to have your audiosociety information posted on the
Stereophile website, e-mail Chris Vogel at
List@ antiphon.hyp ermartnet
and
request an info-pack.

is the best recipe for multichannel musical success, we feel.
Our 2004 Stereophile Buyer's Guide
costs $6.99. If you can't find it on your
favorite newsstand, you can purchase it
from www.stereophile.com.

US: YOUR LOCAL NEWSSTAND
John Atkinson
The 2004 Stereophile Buyer's Guide hit the
newsstands at the end of November.
Within its 228 jumbo-sized and colorcoded pages you'll find listings of every
audio component currendy available in
the US (other than boomboxes and
other portable players), along with their
specifications and prices. It also includes
what we feel is the most complete listing of audio manufacturer websites on
the planet.
Each section in our Buyer's Guide is
headed by an essay on the basics by veteran audio writer Wes Phillips. In the
categories for which we don't yet have
listings — cables, audio furniture, portables, and dedicated music-surround
components — Wes has provided useful
advice. As in the annual directory issues
of the long-defunct Audio magazine, by
far the biggest section of our Buyer's
Guide is devoted to loudspeakers and
subwoofers. But because Stereophile is
concerned with how to get the best
from recordings of music—including
multichannel music — not movie
soundtracks with explosions and helicopters, we have not listed dedicated
center-channel or surround loudspeakers. Using the same speakers all around

The CEA predicts slow growth in
2004, with projected total revenues at
$97.3 billion, a3% rise over the $95 billion expected for fiscal 2003. The industry has seen back-to-back years of
incremental growth. For 2002, the CEA
reported total sales of $93.9 billion.
Results for 2003 should come in at just
over 1% above that mark, and significandy under the $98 billion predicted
last January by the Arlington,
Virginia-based trade group.
The CEA has long hoped to break
the $100 billion mark. That goal has
now been pushed back to 2005 at the
earliest. The projected 2004 total of
$97.3 billion is 6% lower than the CEA's
first estimate of $103 billion, and the
industry isn't likely to see arevival until
the general economy perks up — an
eventuality some market analysts are
predicting for the following year.
Some of the CERs hopes for 2003
failed to materialize, such as big gains in
the video sector. Despite the growing
popularity of flat-panel and big-screen
televisions, the sector actually declined
1.4% from 2002, due to the rock-bottom
pricing of entry-level DVD players,
VCRs, and direct-view TVs. The CM
predicts that the video sector will come
in at about $182 billion in total revenue
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US: WASHINGTON, DC
Barry Willis
Manufacturers and retailers don't expect
an upswing in electronics sales next
year. That's the consensus of members
polled by the Consumer Electronics
Association, published in mid-October.

The CEA projects total
audio sales for 2004
at $4.06 billion.
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Update
for 2003, with 2004 slightly better, at
$18.4 billion. The strongest related category will likely be video games and software, up 12% in 2003 to $12.5 billion,
and projected to hit $13.8 billion in 2004.
In January 2003, the CEA projected a
down year for audio, expecting sales to
be off by approximately 3% over 2002
levels. In October, the projection was
revised downward to an 18.1% decline,
for atotal of $4.19 billion. The trend
may continue through next year; the
CEA projects total audio sales for 2004
at $4.06 billion.
A note of dismay for high-end manufacturers: the strongest categories next
year will likely be portable music players, automotive electronics, and hometheater-in-a-box systems. One of the
strongest niches this year and next is
blank media (recordable CDs and
DVDs) and accessories such as batteries,
lumped together by the CEA in asingle
category for which they predict total
sales of $9.48 billion this year and $10.1
billion in 2004: respective increases of
82% and 6.7%.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Turntable manufacturer John Michell
died on October 23, 2003, aged 67. It's
rare to find people praising acompetitor
in this hi-fi business, but Ifirst met John
Michell soon after one of his biggest
rivals had described him as an "engineer's engineer." Memorably, he'd be
the first port of call for anyone in the
UK who wanted something mechanical
done properly and without compromise. Another competitor described
him as quite the nicest person he'd
worked with, and a naturally gifted
practical engineer.
After his apprenticeship, John started out on his own by applying his
engineering skills in the film industry.
He built the model of the Discovery
spaceship for Stanley Kubrick's 2001:
A Space Odyssey, and some years later
made the eyes for the Star Wars robot
C3P0.
His first involvement in hi-fi was with
the dramatically futuristic Transcriptors
Hydraulic Reference turntable — a
design classic memorably featured in
15
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Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange. Then,
when Transcriptors moved to Ireland in
the mid-1970s, he founded his own
Michell hi-fi brand. A number of turntable designs followed, distinguished as
much by their striking styling and
superb finish as by their superior sound
quality. Key models included the Electronic Reference, the Focus One, and,
most famously, the 1981 GyroDec.
After Jolui became ill at the beginning
of 2003, his daughters, Julie and Beverley,
and his son-in-law, Steve Rowland, began
to run the operation. While John took a
back seat from the daily routine, he relished designing and developing new
products, such as the TecnoDec,
TecnoAnn, and TecnoWeight, all of
which appeared in 2003.
John carried on working until the
end, developing new ideas, and even
spending half aday at the Heathrow hifi show last September. Inever heard an
unkind word spoken about this softspoken gentleman — unusual in our
sometimes tetchy little industry. He will
be missed by all who knew him.
JAPAN
Barry Willis
Each month, Sony Corporation announces what seems to be an even more
drastic cure for its lingering financial
malaise. On October 28, the Japanese
industrial giant announced that it would
reduce its workforce by approximately
13% over the next three years, cutting
some 20,000 workers from its payroll,
7000 of them in Japan.
Sony will also seek to improve administrative efficiency by combining
redundant or overlapping jobs, according to an announcement from Tokyo
headquarters. The corporation employs
about 154,500 people worldwide. In
mid-October, Sony posted a25% drop
in net income for its most recent quarter, attributed primarily to afalloff in its
video game business. Until recently, the
PlayStation II was one of Sony's
strongest product lines. Sony Pictures
Entertainment, the company's movie
unit, has been hammered by lackluster
performance, and Sony Music is suffering from the long sales decline affecting
the entire music industry.
Uncharacteristically, Sony has fallen
behind its electronic industry rivals in
some key hardware niches. Sony has little presence in the mobile phone market, and has lost ground to Sharp,
Matsushita, and Samsung in the flatpanel television market, one of the
hottest sectors of the electronics industry. Profits from cathode-ray-tube TVs,
16

traditionally one of Sony's strong revenue streams, are evaporating as the
market embraces flat-panel displays.
Sony recently announced an unusual
joint venture with Samsung to produce
LCD panels in anew plant in South
Korea, with construction to begin in
early 2004. The ¥236 billion ($2.17 billion) investment should yield its first
harvest by summer 2005.
The news of job cutbacks follows
announcements of the restructuring of
Sony's American sales and marketing
organization, and of aplan to reduce the
company's massive parts inventory from

last year to ¥20.4 billion ($187.9 million)
this year. Business is up all around for
Matsushita, with strong demand for
video products, mobile phone equipment, batteries, and raw semiconductors, president Kunio Nakamura told
reporters. Matsushita is benefiting from
its own massive reorganization, begun a
couple of years ago. Year-to-date total
sales were up 3%, Nakamura noted, despite the generally slow global economy.
Matsushita projects net profits of ¥30
billion ($27.6 million) for the year ending March 31, on sales of ¥7.45 trillion
($68.6 billion).

YOUR LOCAL MUSIC STORE
Barry Willis
Approximately 8000
Many analysts believe consolidation is
inevitable in the music industry, which
music-industry jobs
is entering its fourth year of diminishing
sales. On Wednesday, October 15,
have been eliminated
Universal Music Group (UMG) officially joined the downsizing trend with
since 2001.
an announcement that it had cut 550
employees from its ranks this year, 200
of them in the US. Approximately 800
its present almost 900,000 to about more will receive pink slips in the first
100,000, amove that will also cut parts
quarter of 2004, according to reports in
suppliers from 4700 to about 1000. The
the Financial Times, the Wall StreetJournal,
parts-and-suppliers streamlining could
and elsewhere.
save Sony as much as 15% annually,
The news is especially sobering beaccording to some analysts. Further savcause UMG is the world's largest music
ings will come from plans to drop 16
label, and the only one of the music
unprofitable product categories from
industry's "Big Five" companies to post
the current total of 137. By March 2006, profitable results in the past two years.
Sony hopes to have reduced its factory
Operating income in 2001 was reported
space by 30%.
at $841 million on revenues of $7.7 bilThe overall restructuring will take
lion; in 2002, operating income was reapproximately three years and cost ported at $650 million on revenues of
about ¥335 billion ($3.08 billion). The
$7.4 billion. For the first half of 2003,
move will include integrating Sony's
however, UMG's business slid to an
financial services—banking and insuroperating loss of $49 million.
ance — into asingle company. "It may
The music giant aims to reduce its
look like Sony is being sucked into a global workforce by approximately 11%
black hole," PlayStation guru Ken
by next spring, with aprojected total of
Kutaragi told reporters, "but we'll exit about 10,850 remaining on the payroll.
that black hole into the next generation,
UMG is repeating apattern set by Sony
with abig bang." The company's reMusic Entertainment, which in March
structuring includes putting Kutaragi in 2003 cut 1000 workers. EMI has done
charge of anew division that will intelikewise, but more slowly, removing
grate software and semiconductor de1900 workers over the past three years,
velopment for the next generation of areduction of about 19%. A few weeks
"smart products."
prior to publicizing its workforce reducSony's long-time rival Matsushita is
tion, UMG announced significant price
currently one of the brightest stars in
reductions for many titles and genres, a
the Japanese industrial firmament. On
move that some analysts predicted
October 29, the company posted an
might temporarily improve the corporastounding 45% increase in profits for
ate bottom line at retailers' expense.
its second fiscal quarter, ended SepApproximately 8000 music-industry
tember 30. Citing strong sales of DVD jobs have been eliminated since 2001 in
recorders and flat-panel televisions,
response to shrinking sales, which have
Panasonic's parent company reported
declined by 26% since 1999. Rising
that profits surged from ¥14.1 billion prices have offset dropping unit sales,
($130 million) for the second quarter but not sufficiently to sustain revenue,
WorldRadioHistory
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"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Steredphile Magazine, October 2002
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home theatre
installations are
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Listen to 16 HaIcro mon.oblocks powering the amazing DTS home
theatre demonstration at the Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show.
r
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Room N243 during the CES to experience sound and vision at its absolute best.

Halcro will also be demonstrating two systems at the San Remo Convention Center
in conference rooms 4 & 5 from January 8th to the 11th. The San Remo has been
chosen in preference to Alexis Park due to superior room size and acoustics
to ensure a quality presentation.

Super-fidelity impact with super-low distortion.

All HaIcro models are now available in
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which has dropped 14% for
the industry overall.
The Big Five — Sony,
EMI, Warner, Bertelsmann,
UMG — are scrambling to
license their catalogs to aslew
of online music-subscription
services in the wake of the
success of Apple Computer's
iTunes Music Store. They are
also exploring merger and
buyout possibilities that
would consolidate many operations and probably eliminate hundreds more jobs.
While UMG was announcing job cuts, Time Warner
was courting potential buyers of its
Warner Music Group unit, among
them the EMI Group PLC and former
Seagram Company Ltd. chief Edgar
Bronfman, Jr. WMG is valued at approximately $2 billion. UMG was
placed on the auction block last summer by parent company Universal
Vivendi, which had agreed to sell its
Universal Pictures unit to NBC, keeping UMG as aseparate entity.
On November 6, in the first of what
may be several such consolidations in
the music industry, Sony Music and
Bertelsmann Music Group announced
their intention to merge. Should the
deal win regulatory approval, the combined entity would be managed by two
former television executives, with
Sony's Andrew Lack serving as chief
executive officer and BMG's Rolf
Schmidt-Holz serving as chairman of
the board of directors. Lack joined Sony
Music last year after along stint as an
executive with NBC television. In his
few months at the helm, Lack reportedly has saved Sony $150 million.
Schmidt-Rolf has long experience as an
executive with Bertelsmann's publishing and television divisions. The two are
said to enjoy an amicable relationship.
The proposed deal, described in a
joint statement as "a 50/50 merger of
equals," would combine the two
companies' recorded music businesses, including A&R, engineering, and
marketing. The partners would have
equal representation on the board of
directors, but would maintain separate manufacturing, distribution, and
publishing units. BMG's chief operating officer, Michael Smellie, would
retain his position in the new company. Among the proposed entity's top
three executives, Smellie is the only
one with long experience in the
music industry.
A Sony-BMG merger could save the
18

Monoliths from Quad puzzled CEDIA-goers.

Avision .
nFerran yellow: Wilson's X-2

partners $250-$300 million annually,
according to Bertelsmann AG chief
executive Gunter Thielen, but faces an
uncertain future with European Union
regulators, who have blocked previous
music-industry mergers due to fears of
creating monopolies. The music industry's ongoing malaise may make them
consider the new proposal in adifferent
light, but nothing is certain at this point.
Sony Corporation vice president
Howard Stringer told reporters that the
EU's position is unclear.
Should the deal win approval, the
combined entity would be roughly the
size of the industry leader, Universal
Music Group, with a global market
share of about 25%, representing combined annual sales of around $5.7 billion. A Warner-EMI combo would
have asimilar share.
WorldRadioHistory

US: INDIANAPOLIS
Michael Fremer
Music didn't take aback seat
at the 2003 CEDIA Expo,
held in Indianapolis in
September —it was stuffed in
the trunk and left to suffocate.
While the Custom Electronics, Design & Installation
Association and its annual
trade show have become synonymous with home theater,
"custom electronics design"
does include the distribution
of music throughout one's
home, along with the raising
and lowering of blinds, starting up the spa, and the rest of the kingof-the-castle remote-control fantasies
people now indulge.
Following atypically noisy, explosionln home-theater demo in one crowded, fairly well-isolated booth, when the
presenter said, "And now for some
music...," you might have thought he'd
said, "By the way, I've got SARS." That's
how fast the place emptied out.
Demonstrating high-quality music
reproduction in acavernous convention
hall is difficult enough; when the attendees themselves aren't interested, it
becomes impossible. Enormous highdefinition monitors and banks of smaller
ones fare much better at such events, and
they dominated the active displays.
Quad Electronics' retro-looking
tube electronics and electrostatic loudspeakers were enclosed in afreestanding rectangular glass display near an
aisle. Iwas reminded of the famous
scene near the beginning of 2001: A
Space Odyssey, as befuddled showgoers
cautiously approached the display and
gently touched the glass, wondering
what they were looking at and whether
it might harm them. More than afew
probably walked away thinking they'd
seen some new type of room divider or
space heater.
On the playing field of the enormous
RCA Dome, Ifound Peter McGrath
standing next to agenuine monolith: a
Ferrari-yellow
Wilson
Audio
Specialties Alexandria X-2. These
speakers cost $125,000/pair, but can
they be mounted on the ceiling...?
Across the way, Ispotted the two
Chrises, Koster and West, from Naim
North America, sitting at a table
before asilent display of Nairn electronics that looked positively sinister compared to the surrounding baubly glitz.
Naim components are dark to begin
with; not plugged in, they look like so
many rectangular black holes. The
Stereophile, January 2004
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Invisibly the room fills. You close your eyes.

Like awall, afull orchestra is formed before you.
It transports you — to the Carnegie Hall, to La Scala,
into another time, to another world. Experience the power of music.
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optional moving-coil/magscene reminded me of araffle
net phono section. Will
table at a church bazaar.
wonders never cease?
When I asked what Nairn
gains by exhibiting at ashow
ITALY: MILAN
at which most attendees probKen Kessler
ably thought they were lookThe
fact that it takes place in
ing at cheap homebrew gear,
Milan is reason enough to
the Chrises told me it was
rank TOP Audio among the
good to be seen by dealers
truly great hi-fi shows. But it
who carried their line, and
----- 111111.Ar.
rehas other characteristics that
that plenty of other dealers
•
make it something special. For
who sell both high-end audio
one,
it doesn't look like an alland video had stopped by to
tr
male convention of jaded
get acquainted.
Musical Fidelity's new -turntable, with SME -sourced arm
fiftysomething audiophiles —
Kevro
International,
it teems with wives and girlNorth American importers of
friends who don't look as if
Monitor Audio loudspeakthey've been dragged along under threat
sound, demoing video using three standers and Musical Fidelity electronics
of death. For another, it proves that audio
mount PCS two-way speakers, and pairs
(until the end of this month) had alarge
and video, stereo and multichannel, and
of ceiling-mounted PowerPoint rear surbooth. While Monitor competes on the
analog and digital can sit side by side
crowded, often chaotic playing field of rounds and SW-1 subs.
without causing political ructions.
The biggest audio news was from
home theater, Musical Fidelity no
TOP Audio's organizers figured it
Meridian, who have brought forth no
longer does. Yet Kevro had schlepped
fewer than a dozen products in a out afew years ago: The sign over every
the entire MF line to the Expo, includdoor tells you not just the exhibitor's
handsome new line, the G Series,
ing the enormous kW amps and aproname, but the country of origin of the
which offers more variations than
totype of MF's new turntable, which
equipment (something to appease xenoenjoyed the singular distinction of hav- Bach did Goldberg. The G components draw from the technology estab- phobes) and whether or not the room is
ing its world premiere at a CEDIA
show. According to Kevro, they saw a lished in Meridian's state-of-the-art demonstrating two-channel, multichannel, or both. So you know which
Reference 800 series, but at far lower
sufficient number of dealers and did
rooms to skip.
prices. Included are four optical disc
enough business to make the trip
There are other reasons, too, for
worthwhile. And "You'd be surprised at players—two CD, two CD/DVDmaking the trip to Italy, and Idon't
Audio/Video — a modular surround
how much interest there was in the
mean the food or the fashion (though
controller, and one five-channel and
turntable!" No, Iwouldn't.
two two-channel power amps. It those do influence some): TOP Audio
Marant2s 50th-anniversary display
would take pages to summarize all of always hosts global launches. The show
featured all of its classic tube gear and
turntables. Speaking of tubes, Cary
the permutations and combinations is always filled with the best selection
made possible by the G line, but of wild and wonderful audio and video
Audio was there with some tube gear
Meridian has made the lineup stereo- furniture. The exhibitors display
and some solid-state home-theater processors, and Jim Rockford showed a and analog-friendly with awide range everything with panache, even in the
bedrooms. There's always an enthusiof setup and configuration options,
limited-edition, all-tube, all-analog surround-sound preamplifier-processor. A and all of the components are attrac- asm that's often missing elsewhere.
tively priced. The CD players cost Oh, and did Imention that the show is
German company with The Man
Show-friendly name T+A announced a $2875 and $3993, the 100Wx5 ampli- held in Milan?
In September 2003, because TOP
fier $4895. With so many companies
gorgeous 25th-anniversary integrated
out of the two-channel receiver mar- preceded the London Hi-Fi Show by a
tube amp.
week, there were some serious scoops.
ket, Meridian sees an opening with the
There was some excellent and musiT+A arrived from Germany with their
G51, which features an RDS (metacal sound at the show, mostly in off-site
V-10 tube amplifier and G-10 turntable,
data-enabled) tuner, 100Wpc, and
demos, but even Audio Research and
both firsts for the company, which is
Thiel were in multichannel mode.
celebrating its first quarter-century
Audio Research shared a room 5
in style. Managing director Siggi
with Magnepan; the sound they got
Amft wants these products to repreusing the relatively inexpensive (ca
sent the pure-audio side of the
$2400 total) Maggie five-channel
brand, which has already shown its
wall-mount system Kal Rubinson
commitment to multichannel. The
wrote about in his December colV-10 is aremote-controlled integratumn (plus small, inexpensive powed amp capable of delivering 80Wpc
ered subs from Velodyne), driven by
from four EL509 tubes, and its looks
the Audio Research MP-1 analog
alone will find it afollowing: this
multichannel preamp ($6995) and
et,
baby is gorgeous, and finished to a
150M modular digital amp ($6500
standard that eludes far too many
with five modules; see Jon Iverson's
makers of tube amps. The G-10
October "Industry Update"), was
turntable matches the amp's styling,
spacious, coherent, and thoroughly
with its blue-glass top plate and apilT-FA's all-tube integrated: ahit at CEDIA and TOP Audio.
enticing. Thiel also had memorable
Stereophile, January 2004
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lar at each corner. The record
deck is afew months away
from production, but it was
seen sporting the all-new
SME tonearm —the first
record deck to do so. (We've
already learned that the second to be fitted with this arm
is the forthcoming 'table from
Musical Fidelity.)
Italy's Audio Analogue
also showed its first-ever turntable, again in pre-production
form. The Indso's chassis and
feet are made from 80mm sections of MDF damped with
Sorbothane, the platter is 50mmthick acrylic, and the standard
tonearm is a modified Rega
250/300. But Audio Analogue
had another surprise, along with a
host of new amplifiers and processors: the company also showed
aprototype tonearm, finished in a
fetching shade of blue; Ibelieve it
was an inverted unipivot, but
don't hold me to that. With T+A,
Audio Analogue, and Musical
Fidelity joining the ranks of turntable manufacturers this late in
the game, Mikey Fremer has
more ammo for arguing that
vinyl is stronger than ever.
Not their first but their third is
Audio Note's Turntable Three. This
gorgeous beast—the UK price is
£10,000, or about $15,800 —uses three
motors, endowing the device with a
"mass-inertia equivalent to an 800 kilogram platter." The speed stability is said
to be unmatched, and the suspension is
tuned to 2Hz. We heard it with Audio
Note's IO Gold cartridge, AN-1S arm,
and AN S-8 step-up transformer.
Typical of Italy's radical approach to
speakers was CDSDesigns'
(The Dawn). This unusual two-way
bass-reflex design features acone tweeter and 8" woofer in acomplex cabinet
consisting of separate staves of wood
bonded together, with ahole running
through it. Fortunately, CDSDesigns
also displayed the bare cabinet.
As for the Godfather of Italian speaker
companies, Sonus Faber wasn't showing anything new; instead, they were
marking 20 years with afantastic display of early products, including
rare and radical Snail, aprecursor
current sub/sat systems —the satellites are held out on wooden arms.
But there are things a-brewing. SF
president Cesare Bevilacqua
whispered one important word
to me, and Ihope the surrounding
22

and the necessary glasses.
Kinda makes the cup-holder
in the arm of your La-Z-Boy
seem so-o-o déclassé, eh?
UK: LONDON
Paul Messenger
Why have just one hi-fi show
when you can have two, both
taking place the same three
days but 15 painfully slow
urban miles apart? It's
SME's new tonearm graced T+A's turntable
enough to make one query
the collective sanity of the
British hi-fi industry — at least
until the realization that these
concurrent shows weren't organized by the industry itself, but
by two large rival magazine publishing houses.
HiFi & AV Expo, the longestablished event sponsored by
Hi-Fi News, is now back in its traditional home: two of the large
hotels near Heathrow airport, on
the fringes of London. The other,
smaller show, What HiFi Sound
& Vision, sponsored by What HiH, was linked to abroader-based
consumer
electronics-event
Audio Analogue's Inciso turntable.
called Stuff Live, in central
London. A few brands exhibited
silence implies a CES arrival: "Stradiat both, but being personally indivisible
varius!" Also seen was Nagra's first-ever and following the advice of the rumor
loudspeake4 the HE though its passive
mill, I decided the Heathrow event
display was part of the exhibit of S.A.P.,
would be more likely to interest
the Italian company that manufactures Stereophile readers.
the speaker for the Swiss.
There was some audio/visual and
TOP Audio is always filled with wild multichannel around at HiFi & AV
furniture and fittings — leather or Expo, but the overwhelming majority
wooden trims for your PC or plasma of rooms were two-channel audio only,
display? —so it's hard to single out a with plenty of tubes and vinyl alongside
design that stood above the others. From
the optical discs and solid-state electronOmicron's tubular racks to Sensorial's
ics. The exhibitors seemed very happy.
whole walls, it's adelight for those who Both Bob Surgeoner, of Neat
love Italian furnishings. But mention Acoustics, and Doug Graham, of
must be made of Vismara's solution to
Naitn Audio, were delighted with the
CD and DVD storage: they've com- way things were going when Isaw them
bined the racks with acoffee table that
Saturday morning, and crowds were
just happens to hold five wine bottles
milling outside the demo rooms of such
top importers as Absolute Sounds
(Krell, Wilson).
The key new-product launch was of
Meridian's G-series components,
which are gorgeous-looking and
slated to replace the decadeold 500 series. Meridian
head Bob Stuart said
he'd never had to work
harder than in summer
2003, in order to bring
a dozen new components to the marketplace simultaneously.
A detailed rundown of
WorldRadioHistory
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"Valkyrie brings the reality(' nord Ichose carefully) of
monolikemed performance significantly doser to agreat
many more people, as well as offering asteppiag stole
to the stacs—.its nearer perfect than anything I've heard
sire Valhalla..." Roy Gregory. Hi El eIssue 23
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the Meridians must wait, for
fear of overwhelming this entire report, but the lineup
includes four optical disc spinners, several stereo or surround preamps, and three
power amplifiers. Separately
or in combination, the G components encompass just about
every stereo or multichannel
alternative except SACD, and
make many of the benefits of
the costly Reference 800 series
(with digital room equalization) available at much lower
prices. In the UK, the G components range from £1450 for the G01
stereo preamplifier to £4995 for the
most elaborate version of the G68 surround controller.
My vote for the beauty-contest winner, however, goes to Chord
Electronics' hunky little CD disc drive
with its chunky top-loading mechanism, codenamed Blu and designed to
deliver super-accurate upsampled data
to Chord's already successful DAC 64.
The Blu will cost £4195.
Style and styling matter these days; it
was nice to see that the tube-amp guys
have begun taking this on board and
making better-looking amps — and
across ahuge range of prices. Notable
examples included the very inexpensive
UK-designed and -tweaked, Chinesebuilt range from Icon Audio, who neatly cover up their tubes with chrome and
Perspex. Much more costly yet even
more elegant, Tube Technology's
bulky Genetix monoblocks are cleverly
integrated into stacking, cage-like stands.
There were lots of brands from
around the world, many exhibiting in
the hope of finding distributors. Worthy
though many of these were, my prime
brief here is to report on UK activities,
and new British electronics covered a
wide spectrum. Genuine budget hi-fi
separates seem an endangered species
these days, but Cambridge Audio,
with some links to the UK's very
successful budget-oriented Richer
Sounds chain, was showing six new
sub-£250 components. Naitn is
also trying cheaper products this
year, with the new entry-level Nait
Si power amp and CD5i CD player,
at £699 and £825, respectively.
Russ Andrews has been "breathing on" the SJ Audio products (the
"SJ" stands for Samuel Johnson),
which first appeared a few years
back, and is launching his heavily
modified Signature version of this
stylish pre-power combo, along with

Eye-catching—Chord's Blu CD transport.

The Ferguson Hill FH 001 -front-horn loudspeaker.

aquarter-wave-loaded hexagonal corner speaker. Tim de Paravicini's EAR is
celebrating their 25th year with an
Anniversary version of their famous 509
monoblock, and aprototype of the new
Q730 solid-state amp that was doing its
best to look like atube design, with
transformer-coupled outputs and heatsinks looking like tube covers.
Interesting speakers seemed less
prevalent
than
usual,
though
Wharfedale's new upmarket trio of

Update

Opus floorstanders, all with
curved and tapered enclosures
and featuring 3"
dome
midrange drivers, were notable
exceptions. Tannoy might have
been using movies to demonstrate its new active-drive Eyris
iDPTM speakers, but there was
no disguising the considerable
effectiveness of this design's
room-equalization feature in
smoothing out the bottom end,
even in asmall room.
Iwas very taken with anew
flagship speaker: the Krypton,
from Finnish brand Amphion.
Ashort horn allows the Krypton's tweeter to operate down to lkHz, and other
clever techniques achieve a"hyper-cardioid" midrange distribution. A pair of
Kryptons was delivering very authoritative and dynamic sound on the end of
Rogue amplification. Rather less elegant
but no less interesting was Overkill
Audio's Ovation, a squat, truncated
pyramid weighing some 200 lbs, running
asingle Manga driver above 400Hz, and
driven to very good effect by Tom
Evans amplification.
Ispotted several single-driver speaker
systems, so it was great to meet up with
one of the granddaddies of the genre,
Ted Jordan, whose small metal cones
were making some of the most enjoyable sounds at the show, on the end of
the very cute Shigarald system from cult
Japanese manufacturer 47 Laboratory.
Another cute Japanese brand is speaker
specialist Eclipse TD, which also
focuses on full-range drivers: as its hefty
"egg" speakers continue to shrink, they
need more and more bass help from
what the company claims is the world's
"fastest" subwoofer. Full-range European action of avery different kind
could be found in Reson's intriguing
horn-loaded
4th
Rethm,
with
Supravox drive-unit.
Among the bits and pieces, it was
nice to see that the Decca-style "moving-iron" phono cartridges — surely
among the oldest components
around — are still going strong.
Presence Audio introduced their
new London Reference model, with
much improved mechanical integrity. Isotek is now selling its anticipated PowerStation power regenerator,
which incorporates a number of
clever features and provides four
separately isolated feeds.
Iwas intrigued by some of the
ancillaries being demonstrated by the
bizarrely named VertexAq brand,
including techniques for mechanical-

Icon's Chinese-made tube amp
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GREAT SOUND
LOOKS LIKE

RESPONSIVE!
The 60-inch, custom-made, 0.3 mil ribbon is the most
responsive ribbon driver available, rivaling the
transparency and delicacy of the finest electrostats.

DYNAMIC!
One of the few home audio speakers able
reproduce live-concert sound levels and dynamics.

to

GOT BASS!
The four, custom-made, free-air, long-throw, twelveinch, planar-dynamic-hybrid woofers move a lot of air.
Incredible bass without asubwoofer! (-3dB @ 17 HZ)

COHERENT!
Unlike other planar designs, the ribbon & woofer
topologies are equivalent,
resulting in exceptional
coherency.

H UGE SOUNDSTAGE!
At 66 inches tall, 1 inch thick and 33 inches wide,
these planar dipoles are an impessive line source and
produce ahuge soundstage.

VERSATILE!
From the most delicate solo piano to the most intense
heavy metal, no other speaker communicates the
emotion of live performance better.

ACCURATE!
The panel is made from Conan® and is essentially
non-resonant at audio frequencies. The drivers exhibit
exceptionally low distortion.
Linda O'Neil

Model 2
Left Channel

Mark Gilmore

UNI QUE!
Classic Beauty. Peerless Sound. Nothing looks or
sounds like the new Gilmore Audio speaker. There are
two models and many colors to choose from.
Manufactured exclusively in the United States.

VISIT US IN VEGAS JANUARY 8-11, 2004 •THE EXPO St. Tropez, Room 1201 • CES Alexis Park, Room 1501

GLACIER AUDIO IS THE INTERNATIO
SALES & M ARKETING AGENT
& M ASTER DISTRIBUTOR FOR
GILMORE AUDIO & ATMA- SPHER
www.g/acieraudio.com •888 291-8'
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ly damping the sound vibrations generated within speaker and interconnect
cables. Sounds fanciful? Maybe, but the
demonstration sparked my curiosity.
One clever new idea, especially for
those computer music systems in the
home office, came from Australians
Gless Audio, whose Mudlark A2-1
combines a stereo single-ended tube
amp and asolid-state subwoofer amp in
one very compact unit: 5" by 5" by 5.5".
Even journalists contributed creatively this year! Quad fans were queuing up
to buy copies of the large, beautifully
illustrated book about the company that
former Stereophile writer Ken Kessler
(see "As We See It" on p.5) has put
together, and which was launched at the
show. And UK reviewer-musician
Richard Black has produced an interesting new test CD, Ultimate Stereo Hearing
& Equipment Refresher (check out
www.musaeus.co.4.
Even without visiting the What Hi-Fi
show, I've strayed over the editor's target
length for this report. HiFi & AV Expo
is like that, and it seemed no smaller or
less busy than usual in 2003. Here's
hoping sanity returns next year, and
there will once again be only one fall
UK show to cover.

US: SILICON VALLEY
Barry Willis
Business may be spiraling downward
for the music industry, but it's surging
for Apple. On October 15, the Cupertino, California—based computer pioneer reported a fourth-quarter net
income of $44 million, ahuge improvement over the $45 million loss posted
for the same period in 2002. Revenue
for the period was $1.7 billion, a19%
increase over last year's $1.4 billion.
Contributing to that number, Apple
sold 336,000 iPod music players in the
fourth quarter, a 140% improvement
over the same period in 2002. Downloadable music services are liberalizing
their copy policies in the wake of the
initial success of Apple Computer's
iTunes Music Store. The big news for
PC owners in October was the release
of Apple's iTunes software for 'Windows XP and 2000. Also in October,
MusicMatch announced that it would
allow subscribers to burn any downloaded song to aCD or transfer it to a
portable device supporting Windows
Media Audio (WMA), adigital-rightsmanagement (DRM) format. A partner
of America Online, MusicMatch
recently renegotiated its contracts with

Performing ARTs
Introducing the Premier 17LS2
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conrad-johnson design, inc. 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031
www.conradjohnson.com
phone: 703-698-8581, fax: 703-560-5360
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record labels to give subscribers more
leeway in how they use downloaded
music. The service currently offers
approximately 200,000 songs from
major labels and independents, priced
at 990 each, or $9.95 per album. The
data rate is 160kps.
As you read these words in midDecember, ROXi0 should have the revived Napster in operation, offering a
pay-per-tune nonsubscription service
through which music fans can buy
downloads for 990 each. Such downloads will be burnable to any number
of CD-Rs, and transferable to an
unlimited number of portable players.
The tunes will be blocked from e-mail
transfer, but will be playable on computers registered with Napster. The service will also offer asubscription option
at $9.95/month, with "more than
500,000 songs from the big-five music
companies and from hundreds of independent labels." Samsung is Napster's
hardware partner. The company's
YP910 portable player will feature a
20GB hard drive, MP3 encoder, and
FM tuner, and will allow PC users to
drag-and-drop selected tunes directly
into the player. The Y13910's price is
projected to be $399.

With its introduction in 1996, the
Conrad-Johnson ART set the standard
for preamplifier performance, establishing
areputation as the best sounding
preamplifier in the world. Upgraded to a
Series 2edition in 2000, the ART has
maintained its top ranking continuously
for over seven years. Conrad Johnson has
since endeavored to extend this circuit
approach and performance to more
affordable products. These efforts have
now culminated in the Premier 17LS2, a
stereo preamplifier that embodies the
ART Series 2circuit and quality in a
single chassis. At less than 1/3 the price,
the Premier 17LS2 brings you closer to
the musical performance of the ART than
any other preamplifier available. Audition
one at your nearest Conrad-Johnson
dealer and hear for yourself just how
life-like recorded music can sound.

conrad-johnson
h
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here's only so far you can go with "Red
Book" CD. CD is as good as it's going
to get. Come on, Sam, lees all jump
aboard the SACD bandwagon.
That was the sentiment of some of
my fellow Stereophile scribes at HI-FI
'99, in Chicago, when SACD was introduced to the public. It's still being introduced. Not yet properly launched, in
my opinion.
But afunny thing has happened since
the introduction of SACD: Regular CD
has morphed into ahi-rez format, too.
This wasn't supposed to happen.
Iwas skeptical about SACD back in
the previous century. Ididn't see the
public clamoring for anew digital audio
disc format. For what? An improvement
over "perfect sound forever"? Multichannel music? That had flopped before, when it was called quadraphony.
(Of course, home theater hardly existed
back in the 1970s. And there was no
movie surround sound.)
Ipredicted that CD would still be the
dominant digital format five years
hence, and that progress with CD sound
was far from finished.
Ilaugh my evil laugh.
CD sound has advanced greatly since
the introduction of SACD. Better interface chips. Better DACs. More knowledge on the part of designers about how
to do things with,power supplies, etc.
I've come to like my CDs the way
Mikey loves his LPs.
Speaking of Mikey, he raved about
the dCS combination in last April's
Stereophile (Vo126 No.4) — that's the
Verdi SACD transport, Purcell D/D
converter, and Elgar Plus D/A converter.
Here's Mikey, on p.119 of that issue:
"I thought, `If CDs had sounded like this
in 1982, I'm not sure there would ever
have been an "Analog Corner." '"
And, a few paragraphs later: "[A]s
good as the system's SACD playback
was.. it was the dCS gear's ability to
extract the maximum musicality and
dimensionality from CDs that most
impressed me."
dCS gear is deep-pocket digital:
$34,000 for the trio. You could pass on
the Purcell D/D converter, but then
you'd lose the upsampling, and maybe
the whole point of it all. Be happy there
Stereophile, January 2004

Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 21 digital processor

are products like the dCS Verdi, Purcell,
and Elgar Plus. They establish abenchmark. They show what's possible.
Part of the dCS magic with CDs has
to do with the mysterious process of upsampling, which some see as oversampiing with added hype. Mikey called it
"voodoo." Ilike that.
Upsampling does add something: 8
bits of random dither to bring the compact disc's 16-bit word length up to 24
bits. It also increases the sampling frequency, usually to 961cHz or 192kHz.
Those extra samplings consist of interpolated data—phantom data, if you
will. There's something about upsampling that makes these phantom data
seem real, and no one does it better than
dCS, who claim that upsampling can
reveal information that's on the master
recording but is obscured by regular CD
playback. Indeed, to my ears, it does.
Alas, Ican't afford the dCS troika —
not that Ifeel bad about that. Nowadays
you can do very well with digital and
spend far less than $34k. Here are two
ways how.
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 21 digital
processor
I've been following Musical Fidelity
gear for 20 years, and Musical Fidelity
DACs since Antony Michaelson introduced his Digilog digital processor in
1989. One of the first outboard digital
processors, the Digilog sold for $995.
Antony's previous processor was the
A3 24 ,last seen selling on these shores
for $1195. It was abargain. The Tri-Vista
21 DAC, at $2395, is double the price.
I'd call it asteal, too—if it were $1995.
WorldRadioHistory

But wait. Antony has a deal for
you. Or rather, his new US distributor does — that's Jirts Spainhour, of
Signal Path International, in Charlotte,
North Carolina, who takes over the
line on January 1, 2004.
Your US Musical Fidelity dealer will
allow you $400 in trade on any DAC,
dead or alive. Obviously, you won't
trade in your dCS Elgar Plus. If you
have an MF A3 24,your dealer will allow you $800 in trade. Cheapskates on
the prowl might look for A324 trade-ins.
It's still asplendid DAC — far from obsolete — and it has upsampling. The
Magic Bullet.
At just under 30 lbs, the Tri-Vista 21 is
abig beast. Much of its heft comes from
five chokes and eight separate power
supplies. There are coaxial and TosLink
optical digital inputs, a digital coaxial
output, and apair of RCA analog outputs. There are no balanced analog outs.
A switch on the rear panel lets you
choose between 961cHz and 1921cHz
oversampling. The upsampling is handled by Crystal's 24-bit Delta Sigma
CS8420 interface chip working in dualdifferential mode to cancel noise.
"The Crystal chip will lock on to virtually anything," Antony said. Choice of
transport is not critical, he added.
"Oh, really?" My eyebrows rose.
"I know this is controversial, but I
believe that adigital stream is adigital
stream. The trouble with alot of this
high-end stuff is that everyone believes
there is something magical about it because they charge alot of money. Or the
converse. If it's cheap, it can't be any
good. That is simply untrue."
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The THIEL PCS/SW1 Speaker System
The THIEL PCS/SW1 speaker system reveals the heart and soul of sound. Its exceptionally real istic
performance narrates the emotion of aperfectly reproduced music recording or video soundtrack.
The system's outstanding tonal, spatial, and dynamic abilities are achieved by the PCS's time and
phase correct Coherent Source® design, ultra-low distortion drivers, and rugged cabinet
construction seamlessly integrated with the SW1 subwoofer's deep and powerful bass.
Performance that inspires.

THIEL
Engineered by music lovers for music lovers
Contact us for afree 44 page brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 859-254-9427 •Email: mail@thielaudio.com
WorldRadioHistory
Visit www.thielaudio.com to find out what's
behind the PCS/SW1 system's innovative design.

Sam's
Your present CD player or transport
will probably do quite nicely. Heck,
Antony suggested that even a cheap
changer or CD portable (with digital
out) will do.
"The heart of the Tri-Vista 21 is the
Burr-Brown DSD1792 DAC," he continued. "Tile DSD1792 has 10dB more
dynamic range than the A3 24's
PCM1738. The stopband attenuation has
been improved from -82dB to -130dB,
and the passband ripple has been
improved by 100 times."
Gosh! A hundred times better? I'd
been losing much sleep over this matter
of passband ripple.
"The Tri-Vista 21 has greatly improved digital filtering. Channel separation has been improved by 4dB, and the
signal-to-noise ratio by 5dB. The 21's
output stage is exactly the same as that
used in the Tri-Vista SACD player, but
with an even lower output impedance.
The output stage can deliver apeak current of about 1amp."
There was no stopping Antony.
"The Burr-Brown DSD1792 DAC is
so extraordinary that we were able to
'see into' the noise to agreater extent
and, as aresult, refine the power supply
significandy. Three stages of regulation
have been added around the DAC, and
each analog channel has its own separate power supply."
"And there are five chokes?"
"Yes, we have increased the choke regulation, compared to the A324."
Chokes are so called because they
choke off noise that comes in from your
AC mains; being inductive coils, they do
so passively. If more high-end products
had choke-regulated power supplies, we
might not need expensive power-line
conditioners and voodoo power cords.
"You've gone to all this trouble to
reduce noise and you haven't included
balanced analog outputs," Iobserved.
"I don't believe in balanced for domestic applications," said Antony. "Why
add to the expense of aproduct? Balanced outputs were designed for recording studios, where there is lots of
interference and there are hundreds of
feet of cable runs. In adomestic situation, you do not have such long runs or
so much interference. If you have alow
enough output impedance —less than
100 ohms —you can drive acable up to
100' with no deterioration, assuming
that the cable is properly shielded."
The Tri-Vista 21 is part of the limitededition Tri-Vista series — only 1300
units will be made. Like other models
in the Tri-Vista series, the 21 uses the
subminiature 5703WB heater-cathode
Stereophile, January 2004

tube, produced in the US by Raytheon
for military purposes. There are four of
these little Christmas-tree lights inside
the Tri-Vista 21: two per channel.
"What about tube failure?"
'We haven't had one of these tubes fail
yet," Antony answered. "But just in case,
we've laid in agood supply of spares."
"Leave your unit powered all the
time?"
"I do."
Like the other Tri-Vista products, the
21 has four illuminated feet When you
turn it on, its feet glow red. When the
automatic mute turns te the feet turn
amber. And when the unit is fully
warmed up — after about half an hour —
the feet become blue.
Istill had Antony's Tri-Vista 300 integrated amp ($5995) and Tri-Vista
SACD player ($6495), which Iused as a
transport. Speakers were the Sonus
Faber Cremona Auditor ($3595/pair),
followed by the extraordinarily transparent Focal-JMlab Micro Utopia
Beryllium ($5750/pair). Idid most of
my listening in our living room.
Hmmm, Ithought. This is interesting.
For starters, Icould compare the TriVista 21 to the DAC inside the Tri-Vista
SACD player. Iexpected the two to
sound more or less identical. And they
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did sound similar. The Tri-Vista SACD
player was a departure from Musical
Fidelity's previous model, the Nu-Vista
CD player. (I'm talking only about CD
playback now.) The Nu-Vista had afull,
rich, slightly warm, analog-like sound.
The Tri-Vista SACD player was leaner,
more incisive, somehow quicker, with
tighter, more controlled, if not more
ample bass. Iheard better low-level resolution. Funny thing — by improving
the quality of CD playback over the
Nu-Vista, the Tri-Vista player called into
question the need for SACD in the first
place, especially given the continued
miserable dearth of SACD software.
The Tri-Vista 21 made CD even
more hi-rez, Ithought.
Compared to the Tri-Vista player's
playback of CDs, the Tri-Vista 21 sounded less lean. Iheard more authoritative
bass. With the Tri-Vista 21, the music
seemed to flow more easily. Iheard
more body, more bloom, more space. I
won't call the sound "relaxed," but Iwas
more relaxed—more conscious of listening to music and not to hi-fi. And yes,
Iheard better low-level resolution. As
for the relaxation business, that's probably due to less noise. The Tri-Vista 21
sounded pristine without sounding clinical. Quite acoup!
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Space

Antony told me that Iwas
likely hearing the benefits of
the Burr-Brown DSD1792
DAC, which became available only recently. If this
Burr-Brown DAC done did
it, then it's further support for
my belief that CD has continued to improve and will likeiy go on doing so. Perfect
sound forever!
Brass had real bite, as it does in the
zoncert hall. Horns sounded horny —
Dops, brassy, as they should. Violins
;ounded exciting and edgy, when required. But not wiry.
Massed strings were remarkably rich
Ind smooth — given agood recording.
Those little Raytheon tubes probably
lelp. But there was no softening of the
ound. Iwas especially impressed by
he way the Tri-Vista 21 handled solo
3iano — the attack, the speed, the resolance, and the dynamic authority. CD
)layback doesn't get much better than
:his — short of paying $34,000.
Iwon't tell you that the Tri-Vista 21
ounded much better than the TriVista SACD player in CD mode — or
'ar better than MF's A3 24 DAC,
which you can now probably pick up
'or asong. But the bar has been raised,
spedally at this price point. Isuspect
hat the Tri-Vista 21 is now the proces;or to beat.
Isuspect, too, that the Tri-Vista 21 will
)e quite at home in some very expensive
;ystems, proving Antony's point that
orne high-end products are pure bullhit. (Bet JA won't run that!) The res)lution is extraordinary, as Iheard when
he phenomenal Focal-JMlab Micro
3eryllium speakers arrived. In fact, if the
est of your system isn't up to snuff,
rou're not likely to hear what the Triiista 21 is capable of. Plug in agood set
headphones. Read on.
If your Musical Fidelity dealer is ac:ommodating, perhaps you can borrow
us demo unit for aday or two and try it
nyour system. Before you spend more,
'ou should hear the Tri-Vista 21.
Ausic Hall Maverick SACD/CD
)layer

bui you thought this was going to be
One thing the Tri-Vista 21 won't do is
lecode DSD. Unfortunately, some
;ACD players have sounded less than
tellar with regular "Red Book" CDs.
[he engineering and the fine-tuning
irobably went into optimizing SACD
ierformance, while CD was left to fend
or itself.

Music Hall Maverick SACD/CD player

"I deliberately made the
Maverick two-channel.
I'm adinosaur. Idon't
like multichannel."
—Roy Hall
Not so with the Music Hall
Maverick.
The Maverick is made in China by
Shanling and sold exclusively, worldwide, by Music Hall, aka Roy Hall, erstwhile of Glasgow and the penny
pincher's best friend. He's aScot. The
idea of charging too much pains him.
The price is $1495, and the player is a
stunner, in terms of both build and
sound quality.
Being part Scots myself, Iasked Roy
if one could buy the identical player
under the Shanling brand, for less. Ido
know how to rile Roy. It's awonder I
have any friends at all.
"It's exclusively made for Music
Hall," Roy said. "Yes, it does use some
existing technology that Shanling has
developed for other SACD players. But
if you open it up, you'll see that all the
boards say 'Music Hall.' There are specific boards, and there is specific software, just for the Maverick. It was
developed exclusively for me."
When you consider what you get in
the Maverick — a beautifully built
SACD player that doesn't shortchange
CD — $1495 is akiller price. The rear
panel is Spartan. The whole player is
Spartan. No clutter. On the back, just a
pair of analog outputs (RCA) and acoaxial digital output. Period. Oh, and the
On/Off switch.
Don't lose that remote! If you do,
you'll be up the creek —some necessary
functions are handled only via the
Maverick's remote, whose case is beautifully machined aluminum. Mike Creek,
take note!
And once again, we encounter the
ubiquitous Crystal CS8420 upsampling
chip —yes, the same one as in the TriWorldRadioHistory

Vista 21. The Maverick
upsamples to 192kHz, with
no user-set option for 96kHz.
The DAC is by Burr-Brown: a
PCM1738 this time.
The Maverick can be
switched among its three
playback options: regular
CD, upsampled CD, or
SACD. An LED on the front
panel tells you which you've
chosen — you may need to know. Red
means regular CD, no upsampling.
Purple means regular CD with upsampling. Blue means SACD. Again, you
can change these settings only with the
remote. The arrangement does reduce
front-panel clutter. Note that if you've
been playing regular CDs and then
insert an SACD, the Maverick will play
the CD layer unless you change the setting to blue (SACD).
Iasked Roy why he made upsampling optional instead of default.
"To give people achoice. Sometimes
upsampling doesn't sound better. Ihad
the option to put in the choice — upsampling or not —without affecting the
price. So Idid it."
Iasked him why the Maverick is twochannel only.
"I deliberately made it two-charmeL I
don't like multichanneL Iheard ademonstration by avery good high-end company Iadmire, but Iwill not reveal their
name. Iplayed anumber of discs. Some
surround-sound discs worked. All of asudden, guitars started twanging behind me,
beautifully separated. Ifound this strange.
So Istood up and walked back, and Iheard
a fabulous hi-fi system once Iwas 6'
beyond the surround speakers.
"When anyone, anywhere, has ever
gone to aperformance —even if it's two
kids banging stones together — you
stood in front and listened to them with
two ears. Iknow that stereo is an artifice, but it's an artifice much closer to
what we go to when we hear live music.
I'm adinosaur. I'm atwo-channel guy."
Me too.
Idid have fun with the Maverick. For
starters, SACD is capable of better resolution than CD, even with all the
voodoo. The problem, of course, is software. And software support. Sony
Classical? Why don't you issue Vladimir
Horowitz's 1965 Returns to Carnegie Hall
on SACD? Enough already with the
Bob Dylan and Rolling Stones.
Upsampling, as mentioned before, is
optional with the Maverick. This was
the first bit of fun. Having heard the
Maverick in its upsampling and downsampling modes, I'm not sure why anyStereophile, January 2004
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So smart, it
knows what
your speakers
are thinking.
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They say that knowledge is power. So when it comes
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power
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to be very smart indeed. Big dynamic swings from

channels driven simultaneously. The result: honor roll

exploding planets and earthquaking bass drums give

performance for your movies and music.

your system alot to think about.
NADelectronics.com/power
But alot of wimpy NV receivers fail the test. And when their
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numbers don't add up, you get distortion. At NAD, we

systems for yourself. For your nearest NAD dealer or
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NAD Electronics of America, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067 800.263.4641
NAD and PowerDrive are trademarks of NAD Electronics International, a division of Lenbrook Industries Limited
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Harmonic Technology has exclusive distribution rights for "Single Cyrstal" Furutech products in Canada and the United States.

"...l prefered listening through the Harmonic Technology cable."
-Michael Fremer, Stereophile, April 2003
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Single Crystar Wire for Superior Audio &
Video Cable & Wire Company in the USA

The Most Famous Audio & Video Cable
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e-mail: info@harmonictech.com

website: www.harmonictech.com

label other than Telarc will
adequately support SACD,
then the Tri-Vista 21 is a
compelling buy. If you want
very good CD sound with
SACD as abonus, then the
Maverick is agreat way to
go.
Perhaps you should buy
the Music Hall Maverick
and the Musical Fidelity TriVista 21.
Musical Fidelity X-Canv3

one would choose downsampling. Apparently, there are those who like their
CD sound stripped bare —ambience
removed, air sucked out. All the better,
perhaps, for Glaswegians and others
tapping their toes. Anyway, there it is,
your choice —via the remote.
It was rather more interesting to
switch upsampling in and note what
was added: air, atmosphere, dimensionality —the illusion, at least, of more loley rez.
Roy Hall says that much SACD software is coming in the future. I'll believe
it when Isee it. But maybe Roy is right:
With the Maverick, you're prepared.
Meanwhile, Icompared the Maverick
to the Tri-Vista 21, feeding the
Maverick's digital output into the
Musical Fidelity unit.
Alas, the Tri-Vista 21 won out, providing alittle more space, dimensionality, resolution, dynamic authority, blah
blah blah. It was better. But do you
know what? Not by alot. Enough to
make adifference. Arghhhh!
Which puts me in afix with these
two products. If your aim is to extract
as much musical pleasure as possible
from your CD library, and if, like me,
you're skeptical about whether any

Contacts
Musical Fidelity Ltd., 15-17
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex
HA9 OTF, England, UK Tel: (44)
(0)181-900-2866.
Web:www.
musical-fidelity.co.uk. US distributor: see Signal Path Imports.
Music Hall, 108 Station Road,
Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516)
487-3663. Fax: (516) 773-3891.
Web: wwvv.musichallaudio.com.
Signal Path International, 215
Lawton Road, Charlotte, NC
28216. Tel: (704) 391-9337. Fax:
(704) 391-9338.
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Musical Fidelity X-Canv 3
headphone amplifier
Just as I've followed Musical Fidelity's
digital processors, so, too, have Ifollowed their headphone amps. The XCanv3 sells for $395. No trade-ins, alas.
Yes, it's much better than the v2.
Gone is the cylindrical chassis, its volume-control knob so small as to be
almost ungrabbable. Yet the sound, with
my Sennheiser HD 600 headphones,
was excellent.
I'm running out of "Sam's Space,"
but.. the X-Canv3 does things better.
The amplifier sounds more pristine —
more resolution, more dynamic authority, with nary ahint of hum.
Antony Michaelson told me that the
X-Can's circuitry is derived from the
Tri-Vista series, this time using apair of
ECC88 tubes.
Fine by me. Ihooked up the XCanv3 directly to the analog outputs of
the Tri-Vista 21 and the Tri-Vista
SACD. This was, in part, how Iconcluded that the Tri-Vista 21 was slightly
more hi-rez.
For review purposes, Iattached the
X-Canv3 directly to the output of the
Tri-Vista 21, or the Tri-Vista SACD, or
the Music Hall Maverick. The X-Canv3
let me hear and appreciate the subtle
differences between the three. The TriVista 21 won when it came to CD —
there was amore relaxed quality to the
sound, and greater resolution. The TriVista 21 was astunner.
Playing SACDs, the Tri-Vista SACD
did surpass the Music Hall Maverick, I
thought —but not by much, and at
more than four times the price. Iheard
greater resolution with the more expensive Musical Fidelity player, alas. But
would Ispend the money on the TriVista player, given the paucity of SACD
software? Nyet. Not yet.
For SACD and quite good upsampled CD, and with no apologies, I'd
consider the Music Hall Maverick. To
get the most from CD with my present
player, I'd look to the Tri-Vista 21.
Right now, I'm enjoying both.
WorldRadioHistory
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AGAIN!
"Music may be art and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if we're very lucky,
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls;
Isuspect magic happens
around them alot."
'Wes Phillips, Stereopitile
September 2002

Visit your JosephAudio dealer,
where you can experience the magic
from $1,799 to $20,000 per pair.

The JosephAudio Pearl $20,000 pair
Winner, Best Sound At Show, HE 2002

JosephAudio
US TOLL FREE (800) 474- I
I
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AX (631) 42+7086
Box 1529 MELVILLE, NY USA 11747
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N9400 Series4
Multi-Mono
Amplifiers

For more than 30 years, Mark Levinson® amplifiers have impressed
music lovers worldwide with their precise balance of power, finesse and beauty.
The new N9400 Series Multi-Mono Amplifiers carry on that tradition with
better sound, more muscle, and flexibility than the 300 Series amplifiers they replace.
Rated at 200 and 400 watts per channel respectively, the N2431, and
N2432 dual-mono amplifiers benefit from massive independent power supplies
and balanced voltage gain circuitry that allows them to generate amore precise
signal with less noise. Both possess abottom end authority that takes command of
the music with astounding confidence, dynamics and ease while critical midrange
performance is improved with more body and dimensionality.
The introduction of the N9433, triple-mono amplifier later this year
adds multi-channel system capability to this impressive series. All three models
carry the refined, sculptural look that sets Mark Levinson apart from all others.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer soon to experience the difference a
balanced approach to design can make.

3 Oa\jc Park, Bedford. MA 01730-1413 USA
Tel: ,
\
81-280-0300 I Fax: 781-280-0490
www 9rmanspecialtvgroup.com
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file with potentially better
tracing ability is that a less
finicky elliptical shape should
result in higher overall performance in less-than-perfect
"real world" setups.
The Blackbird's highish output means that it can be used
with astandard moving-magnet (MM) phono preamplifier,
thus avoiding extra gain stages,
as well as the noise and RFI
that can enter when you use
anything but the best — and
most expensive —phono preamps. Who's going to be using
a$750 cartridge with amultikilobuck phono preamp? Yet
Sumiko Blackbird cartridge
the Blackbird's output —
about half that of the typical MM carrange. When they showed me aprototridge —is achieved with low enough
type at the 2003 Consumer Electronics
coil mass that the resolution does not go
Show, Isuggested naming it the Sumiko
to hell. Weighing 9.6gm and having a
Giant Clam, the Oysters Rockefeller,
compliance of 12cu, the Blackbird,
the Sumiko Red Tide, or the Sumiko
which tracks at between 1.8 and 22gm,
Slug (the cartridge has no outer shell).
should mate well with awide variety of
Oddly, all of my suggestions were retonearms.
jected, and eventually Sumiko dropped
Sumiko's packaging is super-deluxe.
the mollusk motif altogether and adWhen you open the box, you'll get a
vanced arung on the evolutionary ladtaste of how the other half lives: aniceder by calling the new cartridge the
ly turned outer corrugated box, an inner
Blackbird ($750).
foam insert cut out to receive asweetThe Blackbird is another "bare" design, lacking abody around the genera- smelling wooden box in which is
tor. If you're uncomfortable with such a stashed the Blackbird itself, and around
metal pillbox containing high-quality
design you'll have to look elsewhere,
hex-head screws for the tapped mountbut you'd be missing an extraordinary
ing platform. Nice.
bargain. Though it outwardly resembles
Even nicer are the 26 pages of instalthe Blue Point Special and has the same
lation instructions, obviously written by
output of 2.5mV, the Blackbird's perforSumiko's chatty analog guru, Jim
mance is in another league entirely
Alexander. The instructions define the
Like the most expensive cartridges,
setup parameters, tell you how to
the Blackbird is said to be hand-caliachieve them, then how to listen to your
brated and individually auditioned to
work to ensure that you've done it corensure unit-to-unit consistency. Its
rectly. There are even drawings. No
open design saves the cost of an expensive nonresonant body, and is surely other cartridge in my experience, regardless of price, comes with such desuperior to acheap body that vibrates.
tailed, helpful instructions. Bravo! Way
In addition, the generator system is
attached to avibration-reducing "inerto go, Jim!
A Sumiko Cartridge for the Birds
But all of these outer trappings
Sumiko established abenchmark phono
tia block." The cantilever is made of
would be pointless if this Blackbird did
cartridge with their high-output Blue
long-grain boron, used for its low mass
not sing. I'm not here to tell you this
and high rigidity, and the low-mass
Point MC cartridge ($250), then
$750 cartridge is as good as the $4500
elliptical stylus is hand-ground (the
stripped it bare and refined it into the
Lyra Titan —it's not. But the Blackbird
grinder must have very small hands).
Blue Point Special ($349). Now they've
is so damn good that, unless you comgone one step further and designed a Sumiko's rationale for using an elliptical rather than amore severe stylus pro- pare it directly with something like the
cartridge for the tricky $500-$1000

ose ran afull-page ad
for its Wave radio a
few weeks ago in the
New York Times. The headline
was "Proof That Great Ideas
Get Heard." The company
patted itself on the back for
winning atechnology award
for the radio from "Forbes
ASAP" (www.forbes.com/
asap/). The award cites the
Wave as being one of 15
"world-changing" technological breakthroughs, on an
equal footing with Bell's telephone, Edison's light bulb,
and the invention of the CD.
When I read that, my
morning coffee went up my
nose and back into the cup. Iimmediately applied for a patent on "The
Endless Cup of Coffee" (Pat. Pend.),
then tried to find "Forbes ASAP" online
to explain to someone there that, however good it might sound (in my opinion, not that good), the Wave is af—ing
radio and nothing more, that my parent's
1940s-era Stromberg-Carlson console
also had an "acoustic labyrinth," and that
if anyone deserved an award for inventing the high-performance tabletop
radio, it was — all together now — the
late genius Henry Kloss.
Idon't fault Bose for getting such an
award — that's the fault of some
knucklehead at "Forbes ASAP" whatever that might be or have been. (The
latest — and only — edition of "Forbes
ASAP" Icould find online was dated
"Fall 20021 But Ifault Amar Bose for
not being embarrassed by such an
absurd accolade, and for having the
nerve to trumpet it in the pages of the
limes. As Joseph Welch said to Joseph
McCarthy on June 9, 1954, "Have you
no sense of decenc-y, sir?"
There. Ifeel better now.
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Titan, you might wonder just how much
better analog can get. It's that good.
The Blackbird's strongest points are
its background quiet and the power, extension, and focus of its bass. Iplayed
Classic Records' 200gm Quiex SV-P
pressing of Billie Holiday's Songs for
Distingué Lovers (Verve/Classic MG VS6021) with the Blackbird plugged into
an under-$1000 MM phono stage
(more about that later). The kick drum
wowed me big time.
With
stereo
recordings,
the
Blackbird threw abig, wide-open, very
transparent soundstage, revealing plenty of low-level detail. What separates it
from the far more expensive cartridges,
and perhaps some similarly priced ones
that have different balances of strengths
and weaknesses? Spend more money
(and then more for aphono preamp)
and you can get more supple mids and
highs, more delicacy and palpability
I've heard some cartridges at or near
the Blackbird's price that can give you a
richer midrange, but they can't compete with the Blackbird's bass extension
and focus, or with its shimmering, wellbalanced top end and clean — but not
at all brittle — transients. It gave no hint
of brightness or edge. While the
Blackbird might look like aBlue Point
Special, and as good as that cartridge is
for its price, the Blackbird is in adifferent league. And in the Graham 22

In Heavy Rotation
1) Miles Davis, The Complete
Blackhawk Sessions, Mosaic
180gm LPs (6)
2) AC/DC, Box Set, 180gm LPs
(17)
3) Peggy Lee, Latin àla Lee!, S&P
180gm LP
4) The Meters, Zany Mash,
Sundazed 180gm LP
5) Oliver Nelson, The Blues and
the Abstract Truth, Impulse!/
Speakers Corner 180gm LP
6) The Strokes, Room On Fire,
RCA LP
7) The Who, A Quick One,
Polydor/Universal 180gm LP
8) Peter Gabriel, 4, Classic
200gm Quiex SV-P LP
9) Jefferson Airplane, After
Bathing at Baxter's, RCA CD
10) Eddie Gale, Ghetto Music, 4
Men With Beards 180gm LP
Visit www.musicangle.com for full
reviews.
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tonearm, it was an
excellent tracker.
The
Sumiko
Blackbird is a strong
Class B cartridge. I
highly recommend it.
If you're currently living with a$300—$350
cartridge, move up to
this and your world
will be rocked—
though if you're fixated on midband riches
to the exclusion of
everything else, you
might be happier elsewhere. Even so, I'd
confidently put the Blackbird up against
some $1000 cartridges. Its sound is as
sumptuous as its packaging.
Four More Phono Preamplifiers
Sutherland PhD MC phono preamplifier ($3000): The moving-coil
(MC) PhD, available from Chad
Kassem's Acoustic Sounds operation, is
a monumental achievement that, for
me, sets new standards for the deanness
and transparency possible in aphono
preamp — and I've had alot of experience with phono preamps.
The PhD runs on 16 alkaline "D"
cells. (I didn't compare the sound of
Energizers to the sound of Duracells,
but you're welcome to do so and report
back.) As we all know, and as Ron
Sutherland explains in the instructions,
an amplifier doesn't make asignal "bigger," but basically modulates the output
of the power supply — if that's not dean
and stable, how can the sound be, especially with ultra-low-level signals from
typical MC cartridges? Owners of
Marcoff PPA-1 head amps, your 1979
purchases have been vindicated!
Sutherland says the batteries should
last for more than 800 listening hours.
He also claims that, thanks to highvalue storage capacitance, low powersupply impedance is maintained as the
batteries age, so the PhD's performance
won't suffer—at least, not until you're
listening in the middle of the night and
the red lights come on to tell you the
batteries are running low.
But Ikid Chad and Ron. You'll be
more likely to forget to turn the unit
off, thus draining the batteries. So
Sutherland has come up with apowermanagement system that awakens the
PhD only when it senses stylus output.
The system is so fast that my dropping
the stylus in the groove was all it took to
get the PhD out of bed every time.
However, if you insist on a warmup
WorldRadioHistory

Sutherland PhD phono preamp

period (Sutherland says the PhD doesn't
need it), just tap the headshell or dean
the stylus and the alarm will go off.
Instead of computer-grade DIP
switches, the PhD has four unique plugin circuit boards: two for gain, two for
loading. How they're oriented when
they are plugged into the mother board
determines the setting. The loading
choices are 100, 200, 1k, and 47k ohms;
the choices of gain are 45dB, 50dB,
55dB, and 60dB. Or you can get blank
boards and roll your own.
The dual-mono mother board is
nicely laid out, and the faceplate of
milled aluminum is first-rate. My only
gripe is with the 12-gauge steel chassis,
aU-shaped design whose cover overlaps
its bottom section. The PhD's rubber
feet are screwed through holes in the
bottom of the outer cover and directly
into the main chassis. To slide the chassis out in order to make adjustments,
you have to turn the PhD over, unscrew
its feet, then turn it right-side up again.
It's cumbersome, but unless you constantly play around with loading and
gain, the problem is short-lived. Don't
let it spook you.
At first, Iset the PhD on the top shelf
of my Finite Elemente stand with its
gain set to 60dB and its loading to 200
ohms. The first LP Iplayed was an original UK Apple pressing of Paul
McCarmey's
first
solo
album,
McCartney. I've heard it ahundred times
since it was first issued in 1970, and I
was stunned by how it sounded when
preamplified and equalized by the PhD.
This was easily the most quiet, transparent rendering of McCartney— and the
most free of electronic detritus — that
I'd ever heard. The sense of being in the
room where the recording was made
was eerie. On "That Would Be
Something," McCartney mouths off
like adrum kit, and Icould hear his
mouth rendered more clearly as flesh
Stereophile, January 2004

SUMIKO

A passion for analog thirty years strong
For over three decades, SUMIKO have been deeply and

passionately committed to furthering the state of the analog art.
Whether by identifying and supporting the best works of others,
such as SME, or by designing and crafting our own solutions,
the beauty of analog is something we celebrate everyday.
Follow along with us as we bring before you anew generation of
analog products. We're convinced the "golden age" of analog
is now, both in performance and value.

Sumiko Pearwood Celebration:
Hand-built. Slowly. One at atime, blending
classic materials and time honored
assembly techniques;
C
el
eb
ra fl on TM delivers all
the richness and emotion
of analog. Ahand cut
pearwood body surrounds a
mechanical backbone milled
from asolid billet of aluminum. Excessive?
Not to us. Carefully fitted moving parts,
selected for the utmost in musicality and
longevity result in amoving coil cartridge
that possesses exceptional transparency,
but not at the expense of balance and
sweetness. stsoo.00

SME Model 10: When less is more. Its small circular footprint

occupies little more space than the LP record it plays; yet the
SME Model 10 is no small feat of engineering excellence.
Its ultra-quiet background, presence and total freedom from
coloration delivers the most musical content possible from your
treasured recordings. Fitted with the superb M10 tonearm and
the Sumiko phono cartridge of your choice, robust bass, rhythmic
complexity and total recovery of the recordings acoustic space
are fully realized. $6995.00 with tonearm, $6250.00 without

SUMIKO
North American Distributor of SME Ltd.
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and blood than I've ever heard
it. His rinky-dink little drum
kit had never sounded so
clean, or so clearly defined
against an ink-black backdrop.
It was amemorable listening
experience.
McCartney was the perfect
kind of recording to show off
the PhD's strongest suits: luscious, liquid, velvety midband
response, and ultra-pure,
non-"edge-enhanced"
3D
images set against dead-black
backgrounds. Ihave not heard
better performance from any
phono preamp in those areas.
The PhD had its weaknesses. With
its general delicacy and liquidity carne a
tendency toward soft, somewhat overripe, but nicely extended bass, and an
overall rhythmic softness that prevented the PhD from being the ultimate in
tunefulness, though it was plenty tuneful. Dynamics were not as extended as
with some more expensive phono preamps, but at $3000, the PhD was plenty good even in those areas where it
didn't offer the ultimate performance.
As you might expect, the PhD would
provide the ideal foil for an etched,
hyper-accurate-sounding
cartridge.
Though Ididn't have it on hand, I'd bet
the combination of PhD and van den
Hul Colibri would be dynamite. The
Lyra Titan wasn't the ideal choice, but
the slightly leaner, faster Helikon SL
surely was.
After aweek's worth of listening, I
put the PhD on acompact SAP Relaxa
3+ magnetic repulsion isolation stand.
The last thing the PhD needed was more
relaxation. What Iwas hoping for was
the opposite, and that's what I got.
Subtly but obviously, the SAP stand clarified and tightened the PhD's bass. The
Finite Elemente stand is quite effective
itself; so Iimagine using the SAP stand
on aless sophisticated support would
yield even more significant results.
The Sutherland PhD is one of the
best-sounding phono preamplifiers I've
heard. It's not perfect, and it has aparticular character, though part of that
character is simply its unusual purity
and delicacy. If you like atight, snappy
sound, the PhD won't be to your liking.
But if you like afull, lush presentation,
pure as the driven snow and set against
ink-black backdrops the likes of which
you've never heard, the PhD might be
for you. Perhaps in part because of its
jet-black backgrounds, its ability to resolve low-level detail with unforced
precision was uncanny. The Sutherland
42

Perreaux SXV1 phono preamplifier

MID will let you play in the majors for
a stiff but still minor-league price. If
Acoustic Sounds offers amoney-back
guarantee on the PhD and you're shopping for something around $3000, the
PhD should be at the top of your list. It
is a unique, unforgettable-sounding
phono preamplifier.

What the Perreaux SXV1
lacked in warmth
it made up for in detail
and transient snap.
Perreaux
SXV1
Silhouette
MM/MC phono preamplifier
($349): As Idid with all of the phono
preamps covered here, Ibroke in the
attractively designed Perreaux SXV1
Silhouette with the Thor Phono Burn.
Unlike some of the other relatively
inexpensive phono preamps, the
Perreawes power supply is built into the
unit and not provided as awall wart; it
has atoroidal transformer and 17600p.F
of capacitance.
The SXV1 comes with an exceptionally well-thought-out instruction
manual, and its rear-panel DIP switches (separate ones for each channel)
permit awide variety of settings for
gain and loading, capacitive and resistive. Five DIP switches let you set
resistive loading from 9 ohms to 47k
ohms, in 32 steps; another four let you
set capacitance from 761pF to 27pF, in
16 steps; and three more let you set
gain from 40dB to an impressive
73dB. More impressive is that
Perreaux lists the sensitivity, S/N
ratio, and THD+noise spec for each
setting. For instance, Sumiko suggests
using 50dB gain with their Sumiko
WorldRadioHistory

Blackbird cartridge's 2.5mV
output. The Perreaux's S/N
ratio with this gain setting is
listed as 74.6dB, the THD at
0.022. Once you go above
61dB gain, the distortion increases to 0.122%, which is
getting up there, but these
days, who needs that much
gain? And if you're using a
tweaky ultra-low-output cartridge, it's bound to be
expensive; you won't be
using a budget preamp like
this anyway.
For whatever reason, the
Perreaux was sensitive to
placement and prone to pick up 60Hz
AC hum; Ihad to position it carefully.
Once I'd done that, it was very quiet.
At first, Iwas somewhat disappointed
with the Perreawes sound. It was slightly opaque, and made the Blackbird
sound more wiry than I'd been used to
hearing with other phono preamps.
Detail was pretty good, though, and it
was rhythmically taut and had crisp
transient response, if a bit sharp. But
when Iplayed Billie Holiday's Songs for
Distingué Lovers there was abit of hardness and alack of warmth, and while
bass transients were well-executed,
there wasn't enough post-event harmonic development for me. It sounded
abit gray. But what the SXV1 lacked in
warmth it made up for in detail and
transient snap.
Iwas listening under afalse assumption. Ihadn't checked the Perreawes
price before listening to it, and given the
SXV1's high-quality parts, attractive
looks, enormous available gain, and
wide-ranging
configurability,
I'd
thought Iwas auditioning something
that cost between $500 and $1000. But
the SVX1 sells for an incredibly low
$349. Iwent back for another listen.
Compared to the other boxes I've
heard for around $350, the Perreaux
SXV1 Silhouette is an excellent value
and a reasonably good performer. I
never liked Musical Surroundings'
Phonomena for $600 —but had it cost
$349, it would have been a different
story. The SXV1 easily competes with
the Phonomena, and costs just a bit
more than half as much. Mated with a
warmish cartridge such as the $300
Grado Platinum, Ifigure the Perreaux
would make an ideal entry-level phono
preamp. Don't expect miracles for $349,
but this level of quality, configurability,
and reasonably good performance is
impressive for the price. Just be sure to
pick asmoothy of acartridge.
Stereophile, January 2004
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KEF UNI -Q LOUDSPEAKERS
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SERIES

The only thing
missing is you.
Here are speakers so technologically advanced that their performance
envelope extends way beyond the limits of human hearing. Crammed with
patented design innovations found nowhere else and meticulously
constructed by hand, the new Reference Series fills the room with the
richest, most lavishly detailed 3-D sound image.
If you know your music, the effect is little short of incredible. Stradivarius
or Stratocaster, you lose yourself in the purity of the original performance.
•;)

We call it emotional technology. Created by KEF because only KEF can.
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KEF AND UNI -0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI -0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929 AND U.S. PAT. NO 5,548,657. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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sounding phono preamps not
Musical Fidelity X-LPSv3
built into plastic project boxes,
MM/MC phono preamplifieach costing less than $400.
er ($395): Musical Fidelity has
abandoned its cylindrical "can"
Graham Slee GSP Audio Era
chassis —people didn't like it.
Gold Mk.V MM/MC phono
Instead, the X-LPSv3 is housed in
preamplifier ($759.95): Idon't
anicely finished, more traditionknow Graham Slee from Gram
al-looking rectangular box with a
Parsons, or which House he was
brushed-aluminum faceplate and
in at Harry Potter's Hogwarts
extruded finned casing, but with
School, but let me tell you: If
awall-wart power supply. The Xyou'd just been listening to a
LPSv3 offers zero configurability,
bunch of budget phono preamps,
save for apushbutton switch that
as Ihad, then came upon the GSP
lets you choose between movingAudio Era Gold Mk.V, you'd
Mt.t.icat Fidelity X-LPSv 3 phono preamp
magnet and moving-coil carthink someone had switched out
tridges — each gets its own input.
not just the phono preamp but
The MM input gives you 350mV
your entire system. You might
output for 3mV input at 1kHz at
think you were listening to adif47k ohms, with <01% THD,
ferent pressing or adifferent carand S/N ratios of >83dB Atridge. How can this be?
weighted, >75dB unweighted.
The GSP Audio Era Gold
The MC input delivers the same
Mk.V is about twice as expensive
350mV output for a 35011V
as the Perreaux SXV1 and the
input. The MC input impedance
Musical Fidelity X-LPSv3,but it
is fixed at 100 ohms with aS/N
sounded at least 10 times better.
of >65dB unweighted, >74dB AIt was amazingly dynamic, quiet,
weighted.
full-bodied, harmonically comThe X-LPSv3 reaffirmed
plete, supple, sensuous, and specsomething I've believed for some
tacular. It had nearly full dynamic
time: When building abudgetexpression at both ends of the
priced item, don't try to offer too
scale, and absolutely astonishing
much. The X-LPSv3 doesn't
bass performance. It made music
Graham Slee's miraculous Era Gold Mk.V MM phono preamp.
come close to offering the consound almost as real as the really
figurability and gain of the
expensive stuff does, and it carried a
Paul Chambers, Eric Dolphy, Bill Evans,
Perreaux SXV1, but it sounded far more
1000-lb tune with ease.
Roy Haynes, and Freddie Hubbard. It's
rich, warm, and pleasing. It was less
The Gold Mk.V requires a long
an outstanding-sounding reissue, if abit
opaque, less brittle, and had more comburn-in period, but your patience will
softer and warmer than the original
plete harmonic development. Icould
be rewarded. It's designed for high-out"see" farther into the soundstage. It also just as the X-LPSv3 sounded abit more
put MCs or MMs of 2-10mV, and had
sounded abit softer, but at this price I soft and warm than the Perreaux SXV1.
The Musical Fidelity X-LPSv3 is aser- plenty of gain (41.5dB) for the 2.5mV
think "soft and round" are better than
viceable budget component. It neither
Sumiko Blackbird. It has no lights, no
"detailed and brittle."
bells, no whistles, and abig regulated
Ilistened to the Billie Holiday LP, as wowed nor annoyed, but made music
wall-wart. And unlike the budget Slee
sound rich and relaxing, with reasonably
well as Speakers Corner's excellent new
that Iwrote about in June 2002, the
reissue of Oliver Nelson's classic The good detail. What's great, though, is that,
Gold Mk.V has a nicely made aluBlues and the Abstract Truth (Impulse! A- with the Perreaux SXV1, here are two
minum case.
fine, well-made, but very different5), featuring such minor-leaguers as
But you won't buy this one for its
looks. Given its price and its miraculous — and this agnostic means miracuContact Information
lous—performance, Irecommend the
GSP Audio Era Gold Mk.V as enthusiCharlotte, NC 28216. Tel: (704) 391Sutherland
PhD:
AcousTech
astically, if not more so, as I've recom9337. Fax: (704) 391-9338.
Electronics, 1000 W. Elm Street,
mended any product I've reviewed and
Graham Mee GSP Audio Era
Salina, KS 67402. Tel: (785) 825recommended in all the years rve been
8609. Fax: (785) 825-0156. Web:
Gold Mk.V: Elex Atelier, PO Box
doing this. Instead of dropping $1500
3186, Andover, MA 01810. Tel: (603)
www.acousticsounds.com.
668-2073. Web: www.elexatelier.
on anew cartridge to use with your lessPerreaux SXV1 Silhouette: Audio
than-outstanding phono stage, spend
Advisor, Inc., 4717 Broadmoor SE,
com.
Sumiko Blackbird: Sumiko, 2431
your $1500 on aSumiko Blackbird and
Suite A, Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel:
Fifth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel:
a Graham Slee GSP Audio Era Gold
(800) 942-0220, (616) 656-9587. Fax:
Mk.V, and you could live happily ever
(510) 843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120.
(616) 656-9592. Web: www.audio
Web: www.sumikoaudio.net.
after in analog land. Ithink Icould, and
advisor.com.
I've been playing with ridiculously exMusical Fidelity X-LPSv3: Signal
pensive stuff for years. This is one budPath International, 215 Lawton Road,
get piece Bob Reina has to hear.
Stereophile, January 2004
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hen some people record
music, they make an effort to
record the ambient sound of
the hall or other performing space along
with it. On the other side of the coin,
some engineers work to capture only
the sounds of the performers, so the
recordings they make sound comparatively dry. And, of course, there are
engineers who don't make an effort one
way or the other, and whose work contains whatever hall sound does or does
not come their way by accident.
The libraries and private collections
of the world are filled with great recordings — masterpieces, in some instances — that were made in all the
various ways described above.
Now let's switch gears and think
about loudspeakers. Some are made to
give the listener only what's on (one
channel of) arecording. Others use, say,
arear-firing tweeter to give the spatial
component of music playback alittle
pizzazz. And others still go thoroughly
batshit in this regard, with drivers aimed
every which way in an effort to "reproduce" the "true sound" of the "concert
hall." (My childish overuse of quotation
marks is meant to imply, of course, the
misguidedness of such notions.)
Did Isay loudspeakers? Now that I
think about it, why stop there? Let's
talk about entire systems. Let's talk
about surround sound (pace, Kal
Rubinson). Some systems are made to
present the home listener with only the
material on the recording, the way the
microphones heard it in the first place.
Some systems are made to use additional amplifiers and loudspeakers to
"reproduce" the "true sound" of...you
know where I'm going.
What Iwant to know, Mister Death, is
this: What happens when you play a
reverberantly recorded piece of music
through aloudspeaker or asystem that
was itself designed to add areverberant
effect? Or: What happens when you play
a recording made with reverberation
scheme A on asystem designed to add
reverberation scheme B? Or: What happens when you play back adryly recorded orchestra on asystem or loudspeakers
designed to add only atiny, chambermusic-sized dollop of room sound?
Stereophile, January 2004

Dudley

um must abide: Paintings and photographs must be centered at acertain
height. Light must be acertain intensity,
in lumens — no more, no less. People
must be forced to sit acertain distance
from each work of art, no more, no less.
Sound stupid? There's agood reason
for that: It is.
Any attempt to define the way in
which humans must interact with
works of art is afoolish, venal thing, and
doubtless the product of an intolerant
and unhappy mind. For philistines like
me to reject those guidelines — any
guidelines — is not, as some would try
If the music moves you
to frame the argument, amatter of tryand connects with you
ing to paint amoustache on the Mona
Lisa; rather, it's amatter of saying that no
in some otherwise
one has the right to tell me how far to
stand from it. Iremain free to imagine a
indescribable physical,
moustache on it.)
Forcing people to appreciate the
emotional, or even spiritual
recorded arts in any way — mine, yours,
anyone's — is just as wrong. Maybe
way, then it's good.
more so, depending on how good or
bad your hi-fi sounds.
The pursuit of unhappiness is constiThe pursuit of unhappiness
The above is only one of the many, tutionally guaranteed, and you're free to
many reasons Isay that real music and go after it in any way you see fit. Go
hi-fi have nothing to do with one anoth- ahead and sink all your money into
er. They are different experiences. whatever it is that baits your hook or
Wishing they weren't different is under- frosts your cupcake: A whole roomful
standable and perhaps even noble, but of speakers. A 10-channel amplifier to
go with your 10-gallon hat. Aprocessor
pointless. Wishing won't make it so.
It won't make it so because, no mat- that you and Iboth know will be obsoter what "philosophy" informs your hi- lete before the ink has even begun to
fi system, that system will do what you dry on this page.
You are not free, however, to force
want it to do with only arelatively small
percentage of the recordings in your your vision of unhappiness on everyone
collection — unless, of course, your col- else ("unless, of course, they ask you," as
lection is very tiny and very limited to Andy Partridge sings in "The Garden of
well-recorded performances of...well, I Earthly Delights"). History suggests that
guess it might actually work for an afew of you will try to do that anyway,
audiophile, after all. But for everyone and because every playground has its
suckups as well as its bullies, you'll
else, the pursuit of fidelity is pointless —
so you might as well just have fun with probably succeed asmall part of the
that multi-thousand-dollar rack of toys time — enough to make you start to
believe in your own goo-roo-vity. Go
filling one end of your room.
Some readers, of course, will sniff ahead...
indignantly (as if there were any other
...but remember!
way to sniff): It's bad attitudes like mine
that keep our industry from adopting Leonard Bernstein made some artistithe guidelines that could correct all this. cally brilliant recordings during the
Guidelines? Yes, by all means — let's years when his label, Columbia
pass alaw, by which any architect or Masterworks, opted for ahouse sound
contractor who aspires to create amuse- that today's audiophiles abhor: alittle bit

For once, Ican answer my own stupid question. It might sound good or it
might sound bad; your opinion of how
it sounds might change over time, or
even from day to day. But if you get
something out of it — if the music
moves you and connects with you in
some otherwise indescribable physical,
emotional, or even spiritual way — then
it's good.
The end. Finis. That's all Ireally had
to say.
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edgy and alittle bit colorless, with
LEONARD BERNSTEIN
brass instruments that sound too
13ERNSTEIN,
041 111t
:'On the Town: Dance Suite
lean, instrumental images that often
I"Fancy Free Ballet
1'On the Waterfront: Symphonic Suite
exhibit "unrealistic" (hoo, boy —
1NetoYod Philharmonic
don't get me started on that one)
Nei
scale and perspective, and ashocking
THE ROYAL EDIT 10.
dearth of both stage depth and audimr...1.4sr
RH
ble subway trains.
THE PRINCE
()FINALES
A lot of people choose not to listen to Bernstein's recordings, and
that's their right. But to ignore his
music merely because they don't
care for his recorded sound strikes me
as sad. Good grief, the man was an
original — adistinct talent whose understanding of certain composers
(Mahler, obviously, not to mention
Ives and even Mozart) enabled him
to create recorded interpretations of real endless supply of self-delusion — but it is
importance. By all means, ignore music, and it is art. How you interact
Bernstein's recordings because you don't with it is your business.
care for his exaggerations, his melodrama, his musical neuroses (no wonder Anger management
fhe only thing ni the world of home
he understood Mahler so well), but not
because you're afraid his recordings audio that comes close to truly enraging
aren't conducive to the "high-end" lis- me is the ranting of anyone who would
suggest that there's anything in home
tening experience.
When you die young and you cross audio worth getting enraged over. There
The Great Divide, which are you like- isn't. Not the people who sell $10,000
lier to say as you take one final look speakers with $29 tweeters. Not the
back at this world? That you regret not people who sell $500 sets of pointed
spending tens of thousands of dollars on feet, yet who can't tell you whether
surround-sound gear in order to height- they're acoustic "couplers" or "deen your appreciation of a minuscule couplers" (well, what do you want them
percentage of available recordings? Or to be?). Not even the magazines and
that you regret avoiding the music of websites that would offer you reviews
Josef Hofmann, Arturo Toscanini, or written by people who are paid to proLeadbelly, just because you thought you mote either the gear they're reviewing
or that product's competitors. All of
couldn't do without stereo imaging?
Everyone's personal relationship with these are cause for annoyance and, one
music is different — an indisputable might hope, bemused dismissal. But
truth. Some people listen in order to get anger? Nope. After all, no one's forcing
away from the events in their lives. us to buy any of those things.
Others listen to get closer to God. Some
Judging from asmall portion of the
listeners revel in the abstract, the inde- responses John Atkinson and Ihave rescribable. Others listen to be reminded ceived to my column, the notion that
precisely what happened to Billie Jo hi-fi ought to be fun — that compoMcAllister. (Hint: It involved a
bridge.) Whatever the case, we all
LEONARD BERNSTEIN
get something different out of art,
----MAHLER: Symphony No.1 Titan'
the only universal truth being that
Symphony No.2
"Resurrection'
•
sAuferstehung.
the more we bring to awork of art,
Janet Baker Shelia Armstrong
the more we can take home with us.
Edinburgh Festival Chorus
London Symphony Orchestra •
New York Phiniannonir
I'm not going to raise my glass and
toast the designer of a$70,000 speaker with apompous, fatuous, and ultimately untrue "To Music!"... and
then slap on another Amanda
McBroom side. What I'm saying is
this: What you get out of ahi-fi is art.
It isn't quite the same as live music —
it's very different, since microphones
and ears don't function the same way,
a fact regarding which even the
smartest engineers seem to have an
1111
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nents should or should not be purchased solely on the basis of how
much pleasure they seem capable of
delivering — is just about the most
noxiously dangerous idea in the history of the world. In my 49 years I've
played music in biker bars and roadhouses, joined protest marches for
unpopular causes, visited an inpatient in amental hospital, and taught
sixth grade. Yet, by far, the most
pathetic paroxysms of anger I've ever
had to endure as an adult have come
my way since Ibegan writing about
hi-fi, and mostly in direct response
to my suggestions that fun beats
fidelity 10 times out of 10. There are
so many genuinely nasty things in
the world — things that truly ought to
get our dander up (drunk drivers?
drunk voters?) — that the idea of any
person of any age getting apoplectic
about listening to records just boggles
my middle-aged mind.
Iused to let other people's anger set
me off— sort of like feeling my gorge
rise when Isee someone else throw up.
But now Idon't even go that far, and it's
all thanks to The Anger Habit: Proven
Principles to Calm the Stormy Mind
(Writer's Showcase Press, 2000). This
sensible guide to controlling your emotions, written by Carl Setrunelroth and
Donald E.P. Smith (I can only guess what
the "E.P." stands for), is now available in
paperback, at apopular price. With chapters like "Struggling for Control" and
"Communicating Without Effect," it's
obvious that this book was not only written with audiophiles in mind, but audiophiles whose relationships with
Stereophile are causing them distress.
Highly recommended to some of you
right now. Don't wait for the (you'll pardon the expression) audio version.
Until then, Iprescribe the usual: Get
out. Go for awalk. Hug your children.
Call your mom. Go bird-watching.
Give alot of money to someone you
think really needs it (use your imagination). Buy aZane Grey novel, take
it to anursing home, and read from
it to the first patient you find there.
(Old people love Zane Grey.) Go to a
pet store and look at the bunnies.
Smile more. Lose alittle weight. Go
to the library and read abiography of
your favorite composer. Shovel
someone's sidewalk. Hug your children again.
Any of those things will serve the
dual purpose of making you less
angry, and giving you something
more to bring to music the next time
you approach it.
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Anthony Cordesman,
The Absolute Sound

Loudspeakers
for Serious
Listeners.
The NEW [Si Series
Advanced technology, stunning sound,
sensible price. For more information
and full text reviews, call 800-377-7655
ext.163 or visit www.polkspeakers.cominew2.
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Reprinted by PermissIon
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Joseph and his colleagues (in that room,
othe great surprise of not that the land of the deaf, he who can hear
the Ensemble Amarcord CD Iraved
many people at all, at Home En- even alittle is king. As my safe-hearing
about in the September issue, www
guru
Bob
Ludwig
asks,
usually
both
tertainment 2003, as at the two
stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?932,
rhetorically
and
to
little
effect,
"Do
you
immediately previous shows, the room
had people holding their breaths), other
plan
to
make
a
career
out
of
using
your
featuring loudspeakers by Joseph
rooms Ifound to be on an equally eleAudio was voted by showgoer ballot ears, or are you in it just for today?"
vated
level of sonic and emotional inSpeaking
of
fingers
and
ears,
here
is
"Best Sound of Show" (see September
volvement were (in no particular order):
2003, p.62). I'm not going to pick a some handy practical advice from loudfight over that. Not only was the sound speaker manufacturer Duntech's web- •Triangle Magellan speakers, with
Hovland electronics: This room feavery, very good; the entire vibe was site (www.duntech.com.au): Take your
tured tremendously involving, authorithumb
and
first
two
fingers
and
rub
confidently relaxed, while at the same
tative (but most assuredly not "in your
time being purposeful in a manner them together in the nearly universal
"It's amatter of money" gesture (my face") playback of one of my own unrebusinesslike yet friendly.
leased organ recordings, yet it scaled
Some other manufacturers and exdown just fine for small vocal groups. I
hibitors could learn afew things from Jeff
have in the past had problems with (and
In the land of the deaf,
Joseph and his co-exhibitor colleagues.
mentioned in print) the tipped-up tonal
Not everyone, of course, is blessed with
balance Iheard with some of Triangle's
he who can hear even
JefPs winning sense of showmanship; but
speakers, but that was not the case at all
even on the basic level of what happens
alittle is king.
with the Magellans.
once someone walks into an exhibitor's
•Dali Megaline speakers, Ming Da
suite, in many cases there was ample
amps, etc.: A different take on the
room for improvement
Magellans' modular construction techcharacterization,
not
theirs).
Do
this
reaThe management axiom "if something is everybody's job, it really is no- sonably close to, but not right on top of, nique —yet, curiously enough, at the
body's job" was proven true, time and one of your ears. If you do this close to same $30,000/pair price, and with a
similar name — the Megalines sport ribagain at HE2003. Irefer to "jobs" such your ear while you're playing music but
bon
tweeters running nearly full-length
can't
hear
your
fingers,
you're
probably
as saying hello, explaining what the system is, and offering to play some music playing the music too loudly. This is a along the insides of ca 6" stacked (three
rough and ready measure, obviously, per module) woofer-mids. As heard
or to change what is playing.
Not every company has to run awell- but it seems to me avery sensible and with Ming Da's classy tube amps, the
result was alighter yet sweeter, more
oiled get-out-the-vote machine that's eeri- portable, no-tech test. Pass it on!
Romantic sound, with supernatural
Getting back to HE Show voting —
ly reminiscent of John Kennedy's early
imaging
between the speakers. Ibuttonand,
again,
going
somewhat
out
on
a
election campaigns in Massachusetts (or
holed several journalist peers and
limb
here
—1
am
often
left
with
the
his presidential race in Illinois, for that
dragged them into aroom they doubtmatter); in fact, that would be areal down- sneaking suspicion that the polling results
et There's alot to be said for free-form, would be tighter if more exhibitors had less had walked past many times on
their way to the press lounge. Once
no-pressure, come-as-you-are demoing, as spent more energy envisioning creative
opposed to timed, scripted run-throughs ways to use limited amounts of time to they'd sat and heard, though, not one
that have people lined up in the hall, wait- let consumers (and even journalists), objected to the imposition. These
who perhaps had not previously even speakers deserve afull review.
ing for the next one.
• Wilson Benesch loudspeakers:
I'm always a bit leery of getting known of a product's existence, hear
both the home-theater setup — with
locked into timed and scripted demos, if something of what it can do. 1
To digress for abit, and without taking Naim electronics powering Chimeras at
only because, if Ihave to leave early to
make aprevious engagement, negative away anything from the fine sound the front, W-B's dedicated center-chaninferences might be drawn. The other achieved through the hard work of Jeff nel speaker, and Arcs at the rear — and
the two-channel setup, with the jewelside of the coin is that in San Francisco
like dedicated rack of Chord separates
there was one particularly loud press
1Having long ago been involved in politics as well as
demo Iwanted to flee, but instead just having made an academic study of aspects of it. Iknow powering the remarkably smooth and
sat there with my index fingers in my that it is not quite all that simple. There is doubtless an supple Discoverys (which Iraved about
"incumbency effect" at work here as well. Showgoers
ear canals. (Hint, hint) One other ex- will naturally seek out rooms that have scored well in in my January 2002 column, www.
hibitor was playing his setup so ridicu- the voting in the past, to hear what all the fuss has been stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?493).
about. And some rooms are located more advantaNot to pig-pile, or kick adead horse,
lously loudly, for his sole enjoyment (he geously than others. But it is amultifaceted problem.
was alone in the room, and you are just One great-sounding mom in San Francisco Pali but Istill think that Diana Krall is to jazz
what Ann Coulter is to political disspeakers, Ming Da amps, etc.) was almost
shocked), that Isent in afoolhardy vol- Megaline
directly opposite the elevators, yet many people
unteer, asking that he turn it down so I seemed to bypass it to go wait in line for the Joseph- course. And, furthermore, that the popcould enter. Seriously. Isuppose that, in Manley and/or VTL—Wilson Audio Specialties demos. ularity of both is more related to the
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oft-revealed flawlessness of their lower
limbs than to anything else. Nonetheless, Iconfess to having been uncharacteristically mesmerized by a music
video. Because of the sound.
• Cabasse speakers, Buder Audio
amplifiers: The speakers resembled
Cyclopes who had entered the Franciscan order, but that was soon forgotten
as the near-magical imaging and tonal
trueness became apparent. Finely scaled
dynamics, which made setting the proper volume level for each and every track
anear necessity, were probably due in
equal measure to the Butler amplifiers,
the operating principle of which Ifailed
to grasp — but they appeared to be getting crazy amounts of power out of one
tube per channel.
Back (for the last time) to the HE
"Best Sound of Show" voting: The other
factor possibly contributing to the outcome, apart from Jeff Joseph's showmanship and marketing, appeared to be
that the brands selected to display
together worked well together, both in
the audio and personalities senses.
thanthe
Few things
(one is
aretomore
be thankful,
cringe-inducing
rare) experience of walking into an audio demonstration room where things have not
been going well on the audio side, and
as much or more energy is being dedicated to apportioning blame than to fixing the problems. One even hears of
"quickie divorces" and "second marriages" in the early days of ashow (usually at the Consumer Electronics or
similar shows), when brands that had
fallen together by chance, and perhaps
had never before met or auditioned
together, fall apart from audio or personal incompatibility
Such was certainly not the case in the
Joseph Audio room, where Manley
Labs, Cardas, Equi=Tech, Grand Prix
Audio, and Orpheus Laboratories amicably synergized to make inviting
sounds, and never seemed to get in each

Orpheus Zero CD player

other's way when
it came time to get product information. For me, at least, the discovery
was Orpheus Laboratories, arelatively
new Swiss firm, the mission of which is
to realize Anagram Technologies' digital
circuit designs in audio products for the
52

professional and consumer markets
(www.orpheuslab.com).
Feeling that Iwas adequately familiar
with the other products being shown, I
was immediately attracted to the crisp,
clean, unmistakably Swiss industrial
styling of the Orpheus CD transport
and DAC, as well as to the crisp, clean
sounds Iwas hearing. Orpheus' Marc
Chablaix kindly refrained from commenting on my Southern New England
French accent, and gladly played afew
selections from discs I had brought,
which soon confirmed that Orpheus'
gear enviably combined detail retrieval
with essential musicality.

Iwas immediately
attracted to the crisp,
clean, unmistakably
Swiss industrial styling
of the Orpheus CD
transport and DAC.
Irequested areview sample of the
Orpheus transport configured as aonebox CD player. Orpheus' US media representative, Ralph Bauer, tried to get me
to take the transport-DAC combo instead. He felt that only the separates
(which retail for about $12,000) deliver
the full advantages of Anagram's proprietary digital implementations. Ibegged
off because, at $7999, even the one-box is
outside the outer limit of what Iwant the
average price of the units Iwrite about to
be, and Ihad just reviewed Esoteries
$14,000 two-box CD-playing combo.
As it turned out, Iended up dragging
John Atkinson to hear the Ensemble
Amarcord disc there, and he was sufficiently interested in the Orpheus gear
(they also make apreamp, power amp,
and
integrated
amplifier) to take
some photos. There
we also encountered
Stereophilds digital
maven Kal Rubinson, who said he
would be willing (in the fullness of time) to do the honors for the
two-box setup.
The Orpheus Zero — that's their
name for their transport configured as a
CD player — arrived in asturdy shipping carton, and Iset about breaking it
in and becoming acquainted with it.2
The Zero weighs about 22 lbs and is
WorldRadioHistory

unusually configured: it's only one standard professional rack unit (1.75") in
height, and the standard professional
rack measure (19") in width. (In the
rack-unit sizing system, width is agiven
and fixed at 19", while height is expressed in 1.75" rack-unit increments, as
in acomponent's being "3RU" high.)
I'm familiar with acouple of other
1RU CD players, but they're professional
components intended for radio station or
commercial public address use, and they
are, understandably, front-loading. The
Orpheus transport-player is atop-loader,
so one is faced with the counterintuitive
proposition of a professional-looking
piece of gear that can be used in aprofessional rack only if you leave empty asufficient number of rack slots above it
Perhaps the answer is that Orpheus was
making more of adesign statement than
a practical recommendation for placement. As it was, Iused the Zero on a
Symposium Ultra isolation platform, to
predictably excellent effect.
Although I'm usually less than tickled
(in fact, I'm usually annoyed) with trapdoor CD-loading mechanisms that require you to mess with apuck thingy, the
Orpheus Zero's was among the betterthought-out Ihave seen. The trapdoor is
manual, moving from front to back
smoothly and with minimal effort. The
puck thingy is a compound, ringlike
affair with an upper, outer metal piece
that might be titanium, and an inner,
lower collar that is strongly magnetized.
The puck cutout and the spindle that
the puck grabs on to are not the usual
round affairs; each is in the negative or
positive shape of atriangle with bulging
sides, somewhat akin to the rotor of a
Wankel engine. Other than the engineering bravura that Orpheus' manufacturing tolerances are so remarkably
close that you can hardly see any seam
when the puck has been fitted onto and
has grasped the spindle, Icould not figure out any benefit to this arrangement.
There is a negative aspect, however:
Each time you change the CD, instead
of just dropping the puck on the spindle, you have to align it rather precisely,
and the spindle tends to rotate during
this procedure.
As soon as you begin moving the
trapdoor, thanks to amagnetic sensor

2For all this listening, Iused Custom Power Cord Top
Gun Series 2power cords, the aforementioned Symposium Ultra Platform, interconnects and speaker
cables from Wireworld and Nordost, amplifiers from
Sugden (both integrated and separate) and Jeff
Rowland (the new 302, more about which later), and
speakers from Magneplanar and Dali (the MMG and
MSS, respectively, and more about both later).
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[Go Away With Her]

Every so often,an artist comes along and steals your heart. So it was

It's Easier Than You Think.

when Norah Jones sang Come Away With Me on her nulti-Grammy

You t
.
iirà experience Come Away With Me in multichannel surround

Award winning album for Blue Note Records. Now Come Away
With Me is available on Super Audio CD (SA-CD) as well, in full 5.1

SUPER AUDIO CD

on

a variety

dr SA-CD compatible players. From surprisingly

affordable DVD-Video players and complete home theater systems

channel surround sound. Its the next best thing to being tnere and hearing Norah,

that allow you to also en,oy the latest movies and concert videos.To dedicated audio

live, front row center.

components that will make you feel like the Norah Jones tour just made an unscheduled

It's All About The Music.

stop in your living room.

SA-CD is anew higher resolution music format that looks

And because it's ahybrid disc, this SA-CD includes two versions of her recording.One

like aCD but offers awhole lot more. And it sounds better —

that plays on the latest generation of SA-CD hardware —and another that plays on

both in stereo and in 5.1 surround sound —than anything

virtually any home, car or portable CD player. Which means when you hit the road,

you've ever heard.The results are truly breathtak ng.Clcrse your eyes and Norah Jones'

you can also take Norah with you. So what are you waiting for? With SA-CD, you can

soulful voice and lilting piano appear magically in font of you. And acoustic

go away with Norah Jorres today.

instruments like guitar and upright bass sound like they're supposed lo, warm and

Super Audio CD. Because there's so Much More to Hear.'

e

;

CD Layer

SACO Layer

rich in harmonics.
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When's the last time The Perfect 17;sion
and Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
agreed on anything?
Vol'

rzEin. PLI
Movie TH'

Arcam AV8 Surround Processor/Preamp
In the Nov/Dec 2003 issue The Perfect Vision
awarded the Arcam AV8 "Controller of the Year"
honors, saying, "Arcam spent a million bucks
developing the AV8 controller, and it sounds like it.
Sonically, the AV8 has the kind of dynamics that can
throw you right back in your chair, but it also draws
out subtler inner details of soundtracks with a
delicacy on apar with high-end audio components. In
addition, the AV8 is a

way diminished the AV8's superb sound. In fact,
doing so highlighted both the unit's thundering
macrodynamic capabilities and its facility for
delineating the small, microdynamic shifts in between
that allow music to breathe naturally. That ability,
more than any other, spells the difference between
mechanical and believable sound reproduction... The
P7 [power amplifier] was yet more proof that great
sound can come in a
multichannel

RC

very respectable
analog preamp,
with analog
multichannel
inputs that are
good enough to
let you hear
what's so special about SACD and DVD-A. You can

spend a lot more money on a controller, but until you
get into the $15k+ range, you're not likely to find
anything that outperforms the AV8 by asubstantial
margin, if at all. Apparently that million bucks was
well spent."
Then, in the December 2003 Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater Michael Fremer reported that the
Arcam AV8, "...clearly demonstrated an audiophile
pedigree. No A/V receiver I've reviewed matches or
even comes close to the AV8's overwhelming
transparency... And cranking up the volume in no

Audiophile
Systems

package... Together,
for less than
$10,000, these
impressive
products will give
audio/video-philes
asonic ride to savor for many years to come. It

wouldn't be overstating the case to say they sound
like a million bucks".
The Arcam AV8 Processor/Preamp retails for $4999.
The P7 Power Amplifier is $4499. Other awardwinning home theater products from Arcam include:
DiVA DV78 DVD Player -$999
DiVA DV88+ DVD Player -$1599
DiVA DV89 DVD/DVD-Audio Player -$1999
FMJ DV27A DVD/DVD-Audio Player -$2999
AVR200 5.1 Surround Receiver -$1199
AVR300 7.1 Surround Receiver -$1999 [early 2004]

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy, dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio, Nottingham 8c Solid Tech
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658 •www.audiophilesystems.com
WorldRadioHistory
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on its rails, red LEDs (the intensity of
which are adjustable via the programming menu) illuminate the disc
compartment. If the unit has been in
standby, it powers up. If the disc has
been spinning, it stops, as though
Brembo brake calipers had grabbed it
in earnest. As soon as the door is
closed, the disc spins to read the table
of contents. The music begins playing afew, rather than acouple, of
beats after Play is pressed, but it's not
a case of a seemingly interminable
wait. The unit was essentially silent
while spinning discs. All in all, firstrate mechanical performance from the
transport section.3
The front panel has agray-on-green
LED display, and five very small pushbuttons for navigating the transport
functions and programming menu. The
sleek and elegant remote-control handset duplicates the five pushbuttons,
which does seem to limit its functionality to the familiar menu of
Next/Previous/Pause/Stop; navigating
the deeper layers of options in the software menu requires being able to read
what's on the LED screen.
Concerning its digital workings, the
Zero uses Orpheus' proprietary amplifier, located between the disc-reading system and its servo. The claimed benefit is
that the error-correction system is rendered redundant and therefore never
engaged. Orpheus also uses its own
dock-synchronization design, claiming,
as aresult, jitter-free performance. Although Orpheus' separate DAC, the
One, uses Anagram's Adaptive Time
Filtering asynchronous 24-1Dit/192kHz
upsampling, implemented by use of
Analog Devices' SHARC ADSP21065L digital signal processor chipset
with 40-bit floating-point arithmetic,
for cost reasons the one-box CD player
uses aWolfson WM8740 oversampling
DAC with 16/176.4 performance.
The Zero's upconverting and all other
signal processing are nondefeatable —
you can't make comparisons, on the fly
or otherwise, between plain "Red Book"
data and the upconverted results. How3When Iwas first listening to the Zero, Inoted that,
when playing CDs whose music began with the first
digital frame assigned to that track — at the "0 seconds"
point—the Zero delayed asmall fraction of asecond
before producing any sound. This chopped off the very
first bit of the music on such CDs. Iattributed this to
some hangup in adigital mute that was failing to
unmute in time. Iinformed Orpheus' press rep about
it, and sure enough, once people listened for this phenomenon, they heard it. The unmute hangup would
not be noticeable with discs that have some room tone
or tape hiss after the track start and before the start of
the music. All that was required was asoftware revision,
and that was accomplished by mailing me achip that
was adrop-in replacement. Problem solved.
Stereophile, January 2004
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early-music CDs — from Colin Tilney's
excellent new Scarlatti recital, Ladders to
Heaven (Dorian DOR-93253), to Jordi
Savall's evergreen Tous les Matins du
Monde soundtrack (Auviclis Travelling K
4640), to agreat new discovery, ConDOMENICO
vivium Musicum's Monsieur Arbeau's
SCARLATTI
School of Dancing (1589) Vo1.11 (MRCD
Lam S
ONATAS
005) — there was always a sense of
newfound insight into the sotmdstage,
and into the structure of the composition as well. The Orpheus Zero is analytically informative without being
clinically overbearing.
So, one might ask, how could the
Arbeau's
Orpheus Zero be bettered? Pm not
School of Dancing
sure, but one straw in the wind is
1589)
VOLUME II
that, for more than twice the money,
and with perhaps an even more
involved upconverting scheme, the
CONVIVIVM
M VSI CV M
Esoteric D70-P70 did everything the
Orpheus did but with an extra meaSven
sure of musical solidity and weight
Berger
and, most of all, alush tonal ripeness
and temporal languor that beckoned
rather than doyed.
Musical images rendered by the
Esoteric D70-P70 seemed to glow
\I R( IT
from within. Perhaps that was an
artifact of its own upsampling
approach, or of its proprietary intelligent guessing as to what the nonexistent
high-resolution data would have been.
jo lt„,ro
Cerb an
And, perhaps, the Orpheus separates, at
near the Esoterics' price, would substantially close that gap.
To tally up: Pros: excellent build quality, excellent sound quality, switchable
absolute-polarity inversion, good value
for money, Swiss high-tech styling, and
aclearly marked upgrade path. Cons:
Top-loading, idiosyncratic styling, user
interface not very intuitive, does not
play SACD or DVD-Audio discs.
There are far worse ways to get the
attention of the US marketplace than
ever, absolute polarity is switchable
by having one's products used in a
between 0° and 180°, and can be accomroom that gets voted "Best Sound of
plished using the remote control.
Show." Based on my time with the lessI have tilted at the upconverting
windmill before (Stereophile, November
expensive one-box player from Or2001, and www.stereophile.com/show pheus Laboratories, as well as what I
archives.cgi?451), and Iwon't do that heard of the full-boat two-box version
again here. Iam more interested in how in San Francisco, Orpheus certainly
should be on your shopping list if you
aunit sounds and less in how that sound
plan to spend more than $5000 on a
is made possible. The quick bottom line
CD player, and don't need or want to
is that, at less than half the cost of the
wonderful, world-class Esoteric D70- play back high-resolution formats.
Questions, comments: jmrcds@
P70 combination, the Orpheus Zero has
1111
very little to apologize for. There was a jrnrcds.com.
wonderful balance between detail and
the musical whole; the presentation was
4 Ialso listened to non-early music, such as Josh
crisp and clear, but not at all dry.
Groban's self-tided Euro-pop effort J-Pop such as
Two Mix's Super Best Files 1995-1998; and even, in afit
Inner musical voices and low-level
of nostalgia, Boston's self-tided debut, during which I
detail especially seemed to benefit.
did see my Marianne walking away (except she never
really was mine...).
Listening to avariety of well-recorded

ADDERS
HEAVEN,

mr
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AVEPIGES
KEITH HOWARD
EXAMINES
HOW HI-REZ
RECORDINGS
CAN BE
SQUEEZED ON
TO CD WITHOUT
NECESSARILY
LOSING THEIR
SONIC BENEFITS
Stereophile, January 2004

he Compact Disc dearly hasn't read the script At atime when, in the autumn of
its commercial life, the format is supposed to be stepping aside to allow younger
blood to succeed it, CD has instead in recent years enjoyed something of arevival
in audiophile opinion. While SACD and DVD-Audio, rather than strutting and fretting their
hour upon the stage, are doing more plain fretting than anything, the best in CD sound quality
has improved sufficiently for some to question whether we need the new media at all.
Keith Howard, for rnany years editor of the UK magazine Hi-Pi Answers, is currendy Consultant technical editor, Hi-Fi News,
Technical consultant, Autocar, Special contributo4 Motor Sport, and acontributor to Racerar Engineering. His website is www.audio
signalco.uk.
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he Law isAverages
Ithink all the hi-rez and multichannel naysayers are misguided — and those who believe two-channel stereo to be
some kind of theoretical exemplar plain barmy — but there's
no denying that developments such as upsampling have, for
reasons I'm not certain anyone really understands, upped
what 16-bit/44.1kHz digital audio can achieve.
What I'm going to tell you about heir is along broadly these
lines, although in this case the change is to the data recorded
on the disc rather than to the hardware that plays it. In one
sense, that makes this story significantly less universally interesting, because the technique has been used on only asmall
number of discs, all of them of classical music. Moreover the
idea Iam introducing is probably applicable only to this type
of program, and not even all of that. But because it calls into
question some of the core assumptions inherent in digital
audio, it deserves to be aired even if its impact on your particular listening pleasure may be small to nonexistent.
Tony Faulkner: name mean anything? If you are adevotee
of indie classical label Hyperion, for instance, and an absorber
of disc small print, probably it will. Tony is, and has been for
the past 20 years or so, one of the UK's top freelance recording engineers. (There was aperiod afew years back when he
briefly became acorporate man, but we won't go into that.
Suffice it to say it didn't last.) Moreover, he was one of the
first —the first —to embrace high-rate, high-resolution digital recording when the technology first became available. I
recall lending him one of the early Pioneer double-speed
(16/96) DAT recorders in 1993 while Iwas reviewing it, to
make some comparison recordings between 481cHz and
961cHz sampling at his recording sessions, an experience that Ithink acted as acatalyst. Tony was no
more enthusiastic about DAT as amastering medium than Iwas, but soon thereafter he equipped
himself with open-reel digital recorders that would
allow him to capture those improvements he'd
heard via the Pioneer.
Even when there is no prospect of a hi-rez
release —which is normally the case —Tony habitually records at 176.4kHz so that future options are
kept open, something his clients may have cause to
thank him for in years to come. Multiples of
44.1kHz are preferred to 961cHz or 192kHz sampling rates because the downsampling (we should
properly call it decimation) for CD mastering is simpler and less prone to the sonic side-effects that
typically afflict asynchronous downsampling (le,
where the higher sampling rate is not an integer
multiple of the lower).
For many years, Tony generated 44.1kHz CD masters
from his high-rate originals using conventional downsampling techniques. But three years ago he began, without any
fuss or fanfare, to use adifferent method — one that breaks
the "rules." Here, in his own words, is how, more by happenstance than by contrivance, it came about:
"We've recorded everything 176.4kHz for about five years,
so that if anybody really gets their act together with ahighdensity format, we're ready for it. But editing was an issue for
58

people who didn't have sample-rate converters. If you want
to create an archive of 176.4kHz masters, then you record
and edit them at 176.4kHz, but while you edit you've got to
be able to hear them. Here Ihave the luxury of adCS sample-rate converter, which Ican put in the output of the editor and hook up to my normal D-to-A. But when I
subcontract editing out or it goes to aproducer who does
their own editing at home, which happens alot, I've got to
give them something they can work with. So Istarted delivering what looks like eight-track 24-bit/44.1kHz, with the
first four tracks being adjacent samples of the 176.4kHz original's left
"I'm so used
channel and the other four tracks
the same for the right channel.
to
"For editing purposes you can listen to the first track as the left chanwhat 44.1 kHz
nel and the fifth track as the right
channel, so you're doing a crude
decimation with no [low-pass] filter. The sound's abit bright —parsounds like —
ticularly on string quartets and
piano, where you've brought the
there's a
average level up, you can hear that
telltale zizz of aliasing— but it's
of
okay for editing purposes.
"I got a bit bored of this and
impact and
thought I'd average the samples
from each set of four tracks, dither
a
it, and call that 24-bit/44.1kHz instead. Initially, Ijust did it for convenience, but when Ilistened to it I
thought, 'That sounds nice.' I'm so
used to hearing what 44.1kHz sampling sounds like — not just dull,
there's alack of impact and adead
quality that audiophiles have always
hated about CD. Using the averaging, there was less of this.
"I had two titles on the computer
waiting to be edited, the first of
which was [Berlioz's] Symphonie
Fantastique with Sir Colin Davis
([SO Live LS00007). There'd been
afair amount of whinging from critics, players, and others about the
LSO Live recordings because the
quality that
Barbican Hall is abit on the dead
side, and this was compounded by
audiophiles
the deadness of CD. So Ithought,
'I'll put this one out with no filters,
have always
using my averaging technique, and
see what everybody thinks.' Ilistened very critically to it first, burnt a
copy for the office, burnt acopy for
the produce4 and everybody came
about
back and said, Wow, this sounds
nice.'
—Tony Faulkner

hearing

sampling

lack

dead

hated
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"Utterly Amazing Sonic Performance"
Darryl Wilkinson, Home Theater Magazine

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
Legacy builds the finest loudspeakers in the
world. Only the most select components and
ideas are brought together to create a Legacy
'loudspeaker. We hand assemble, tune and finish
each pair to perfection.
No matter which of our models you choose, the
sonic image will be life-size and realistic: with a
level of clarity that is uniquely Legacy.
Why? Because Legacy speakers work with the
laws of physics. More than two decades of
research have been devoted to reducing
colorations caused by reflections and resonance
within your listening room.
Audition Legacy with your dealer today!
The difference is remarkable.

For the dealer
location nearest you

1 800 283-4644
www.legacy-audio.com

Legacy Audio, Macungie, PA, USA 610 965-0494 Fax: 610 965-4915
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Law of Averages
"The reviews were very favorable too, despite this being yet
another Symphonie Fantastique and, not only that, yet another
from this conductot They didn't all say, 'Gosh, Ican't hear
100dB per octave anti-alias filtering.' What they did say was that
it sounded exciting, and that this is refreshing after some of the
previous ones, which we thought alittle laclduster sonically.
"So Ithen tried the same on asolo piano recording of MarcAndré Hamelin. Icould hear more aliasing with that, but still
there was more excitement to the performance using the averaging technique. Ididn't call it 4D or anything to make out that
it was different, I
just hoped people would like it. If they didn't,
Icould always stick my hands up, apologize, say we'll have to
remaster it and I'll pay. But that hasn't happened yet"
The first wind Igot that Tony was up to something unusual
came at the Audio Engineering Society's 17th UK Conference,
in April 2002, where he delivered apaper entitled "Discs: New
Formats Bring Optical Media to Life." Actually, he didn't deliver his written paper at all: he busked it by offering some
thoughts from the podium and then inviting comments from
the audience, which Isuspect caused many to miss asection of
the text that made my eyes light up:
With regular PCM and DSD we have done listening tests
with musicians on aregular basis, and consistently they object
to the sound quality of some, or in some cases all steep roll-off
low-pass filters. Some musicians even prefer the sound of fairly serious aliasing to that of over-steep filters. One pianist said
to me: This is very interesting—you are asking me to choose
between my instrument sounding as though it is covered with
blankets and in acarpeted room, or else in alive space only
with amore metallic hardness. There is no choice —I prefer
the nails to the blankets.'"
BACKGROUND
For readers not au fait with the conventional downsampling
(decimation) process and the concept of aliasing, afew words
of explanation are due at this point.
In order for digital encoding to capture asignal's content
accurately, the signal must not contain any frequency component above half the sampling rate —the famous Nyquist Criterion. When acontinuous signal is converted into adiscrete (ie,
digital) equivalent within an analog-to-digital converter, this
condition is ensured by first passing the signal through alowpass filter that removes signal components above half the sampling rate. If this is not done, then above-Nyquist components
will cause aliasing distortion, so named because they are
misidentified as frequencies below the Nyquist limit
Take, as an example, aslowly swept sinewave, and let's
assume the sampling rate is CD's 44.1kHz. As the signal frequency rises toward half the sampling rate, 22.05kHz, all is
well —it will be correctly represented in the digital encoding.
But as the signal frequency rises above 22.05kHz (we are considering what happens without input filtering, remember), an
odd thing happens. When the Nyquist limit is busted, the
encoded signal frequency appears to bounce off aglass ceiling
at half the sampling frequency, so while the actual input frequency continues to rise, the encoded frequency now falls. A
30kHz signal is encoded as 14.11cHz (44,100-30,000). As the
Stereophile, January 2004

input passes through 44.1kHz, something similar happens: the
encoded frequency now bounces off the 0Hz limit and begins
rising again. A 5821cHz signal is again encoded as 14.11cHz
(58,200-44,100). And so on and so forth.
This aliasing behavior can give rise to notably unpleasant
distortion on music program, so appropriate input filtering is
usually applied to prevent it. (Having said which, if you study
the filter responses of most audio ADCs, you will discover
that the attenuation provided by the input filtering is typically only 10 or 20dB down by the Nyquist frequency. So alittle aliasing is actually permitted. In the case of 44.1kHz
sampling, this premeditated infringement is useful because it
prevents the filter curtailing the response below 201cHz.
Provided the filter achieves high attenuation by 24.1kHz,
aliasing products will be kept out of the nominal audio passband below 20kHz.)
When downsampling adigital signal from ahigher sampling rate to alower one, exactly the same requirement applies:
to prevent signal components above half the new sampling frequency being aliased, they need to be removed by low-pass filtering. So the textbook block
diagram of the decimation process
"Some
always shows it being achieved in
two stages: first the digital signal is
musicians
low-pass filtered, then the sampling frequency is adjusted to the
even
new value. In the case of downsampling from 176.4kHz to
the sound
44.1kHz, the latter simply involves
retaining every fourth sample and
of fairly
trashing the remainder.
As Tony Faulkner has described,
the downsampling method he hit
upon serendipitously works rather
differently. No low-pass filtering is
applied, at least not ostensibly. But
to that of
rather than simply extracting one
in every four samples to construct
over-steep,
the downsampled signal —which
results in obvious aliasing — he
averages each block of four adjacent samples.
filters."
Give this averaging process a
little thought and you'll appreciate
—Tony Faulkner
that it amounts to afiltering of
sorts. Imagine what occurs at a
frequency one quarter the input
sampling rate (44.1kHz for 176.4kHz sampling). Each cycle
is sampled exactly four times, the samples symmetrically disposed so that each has an equivalent of equal amplitude, but
opposite polarity in the other half-cycle. Averaging the four
samples therefore gives aresult of zero (forgetting, for convenience, any small departures resulting from dither).
Likewise, at half the input sampling rate (8821cHz for
176.4kHz sampling) there will be two equal-amplitude,
opposite-polarity samples per cycle, which again will cancel
when averaged.

prefer

serious
aliasing

low-pass
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of 221cHz. Next I downsampled this to
This begins to sound some44.1kHz using the software I'd written, then
thing like a comb filter, which
upsampled it back to 176.4kHz using CEP.
indeed it is. If you plot the fren
What this palaver created was a176.4kHz file
quency response of the 176.4kHz
containing the aliasing distortion generated by
four-sample averaging filter, it
the Faulkner downsampling process. Ialso
looks like fig.1, while that for the
used CEP to downsample the 176.4kHz orig882kHz two-sample equivalent
inal to 44.1kHz the conventional way, which
looks like fig2. In the first inallowed me to assemble the following tracks
stance, the in-band response is
for burning as aDVD-A to DVD-R (using
0.7dB down at 101cHz and 2.9dB
Minnetonka Audio Software's discWelder
down by 20kHz; in the second,
Fig.1 Faulkner "averaging" of 176.4kHz-sampled
Chrome authoring package):
the figures are 0.6dB and 2.4dB at
data comb-filters the input signal. (20dB/
1) the 24-bit/176.4kHz original
vertical div.)
the same frequencies — not unlike
2) the 24-bit/44.1kHz Faulkner downsamwhat we're used to seeing from
pled version
Wadia CD players.
a.
3) the 24-bit/44.1kHz CEP downsampled
Clearly, this filtering is much
version
more gentle than that of atypical
4) the left channel of the 24/176.4 original
"brick wall" filter (fig.3). More sigwith its Faulkner aliasing distortion on the
nificant, perhaps, it also has aclean
right channel
impulse response, unlike that of
5) the right channel of the 24/176.4 origithe brick-wall item (fig.4), which
nal with its Faulkner aliasing distortion on
shows the characteristic pre- and
the left channel.
post-ringing of an abrupt linear
(This is one of the unsung benefits of
phase filter. But manifestly, the
DVD-Audio for inveterate tinkerers like
averaging filter will not prevent
me: You can record files of different samaliasing. So how come the end reFig.2 Faulkner "averaging" of 88.2kHz-sampled data
pling rates to the same disc and replay it on
sult — the 44.1kHz file generated
has asimilar filtering effect. (20dB/vertical
div.)
the same player, thereby eliminating many
using the Faulkner method —
of the variables that would otherwise afflict
doesn't make your hair stand on
such an exercise.)
end and your teeth grind?
When Iplayed the resulting
The answer lies in the spectrum of the input
disc using an Arcam DV89
signal. Tony provided me with WAV-file copies
DVD player, the results unof two excerpts from 176.4kHz masters he's
equivocally justified Tony
downsampled for CD using the averaging techFaullcner's faith in his downnique. One was a five-minute section from
sampling method when used
Tchaikovslcy's Eugene Onegin (Owain Arwel
with this type of source materiHughes, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra), the
al. Although the Faulknerother alonger excerpt from the aforementioned
downsampled track wasn't as
Symphonie Fantastique. Trawling through these
vibrant and airy as the
using real-time FFT, the worst spectrum Icould
176.4kHz original, there was
find—in the sense of threatening the severest
Fig.3 Conventional "brick-wall" low-pass filtering of
no
question it outshone the
aliasing —was that shown in fig.5. As you can
176.4kHz-sampled data applied prior to
downsampling to 44.1kHz. (20dB/vertical
conventionally downsampled
see, the frequency content is already about 35dB
div.)
equivalent, which had apervadown by 22.05kHz relative to lIcHz, and dives
sive grayness to it and was obviinto the noise floor before 50kHz. So even in
ously "pinched," both spatially
this worst case, the level of aliasing distortion
and dynamically. Listening to
"folded back" into the passband will be relativethe last two tracks confirmed
ly low —perhaps low enough to be masked by
that aliasing in the Faulkner
the genuine in-band signal components.
downsampled file was at alow,
To check this out, Ifirst wrote apiece of softprobably inaudible level. When
ware to downsample Wave files using the
replaying these tracks, even at
Faulkner method, then enlisted the help of
realistic levels, Ihad to put my
Synttillium's Cool Edit Pro software editor
ear to within acouple of inches
(CEP) [now Adobe Audition —Ed.]. Using its
of the tweeter on the aliasing
Scientific Filter option, first Ihigh-pass-filtered
distortion channel to hear anyone of the 176.4kHz masters using an 18th-order
Fig.4 Conventional "brick-wall" low-pass filter,
thing from that side—an occaChebyshev alignment set at acorner frequency
impulse response.
20
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MONITOR AUDIO
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C-CAM® technology that was once available in only the most
expensive Monitor Audio loudspeakers now pushes the price vs
performance relationship to greater heights than ever before. The
Silver S Series utilizes Monitor Audio's proprietary C-CAM drivers in
an affordable series of speakers that is guaranteed to stir the soul.
C-CAM = Ceramic Coated Aluminum Magnesium — It's lighter and
stiffer than plastic or woven cones. As a result, performance is
taken to new levels with better bass control, pinpoint imaging
and superior dynamic range.
"In fact, the Silver S system was so transparent and detailed
throughout the Concerts for New York, that Icould have played
a new game called "Name That Mike" as the voices of McCartney,
Jagger, Bowie, James Taylor or Elton John took on the quirky
characteristics of whichever stage microphones were available. These
are seriously good loudspeakers for stereo or multichannel..."
—The Perfect Vision, March/April 2003
"Highs were as smooth as silk, midrange as clear as a bell and bass
as solid as a rock...the 56's belong in that exceptional category of
audio components that we know as the high end. ...These loudspeakers
are under priced."
—The Inner Ear Report, #15 Vol 1
they do about as good of ajob bridging the gap (between music
and home theater reproduction) as anything out there, and the
result is something that Iexpect will just sell itself. ...this system
kicks butt."
— Home Theater, November

2002

Innovation, craftsmanship and dedication to the faithful reproduction of
music and film are now realized in the Silver SSeries from Monitor Audio.

MONITOR AUDIO — turning emotion into reality...
www.monitoraudiousa.com
905 428 2800
Distributed in North America by Kevro International Inc.
WorldRadioHistory

C-CAM - Registered trade mark of Monitor Audio Ltd.

Silver 56 - $999.00 pr

to), but Fm not utterly convinced of this, for reasional
modulation of
sons Imay regale you with another time. (Note
the noise level, synchronized
that Fm not talking here of the discrete pre- and
with the music's pulse.
post-echoes that afflict filters with passband ripIf anyone would like to try the
ple —that's adifferent matter.) The test of this
Faulkner downsampling method
idea is, or ought to be: Has anyone demonstratfor themselves, I've posted
ed this putative energy smear in amusic-like sigFaulknerDownsample.zip on
nal subject to steep low-pass filtering? Not that
the freeware page of my website
Fm aware of; although I'm sure you'll let me
(www.audiosignal.co.uk/freeknow if you reckon otherwise. (Hint: Impulse
ware), where you will also find
testing doesn't crlify.)
other software I've written in the
If energy smear isn't the answer, then Ihave
IkHz-100kHz, of aFaulkner
context of articles published else- Fig.5 Spectrum,
classical orchestral music recording,
one other possibility up my sleeve, but there it
where. Iappreciate that few of
sampled at 176.4kHz. (20dB/vertical div.)
stays until I've had longer to establish whether
you will have access to 882kHz
Ibelieve it myself. Sorry to be atease. In the
or 176.4kHz masters, but those
meantime, we don't have to know why to appreciate that this
who do may like to point the software at some of them and
is another means of wringing the best from CD. It will never
report their findings in "Letters." (Please note that the softwork with source material having energetic high-frequency
ware may not be used for commercial purposes.)
content, rock cymbals, for example — the aliasing would be
If; having tried it, you agree that alittle aliming is indeed sonunacceptable — but for arange of other musical forms, it
ically preferable to steep low-pass filtering, the question formcould be just the ticket. Iwonder if anyone else has the guts
ing on your lips will be: Why? Explanations have been offered
to do as Tony Faulkner has done: stand digital etiquette on its
that relate to the ringing of high-rate filters and the "energy
ear in the cause of improved sound.
smear" they cause (this is the view Tony Faulkner subscribes
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"Miss hearing the Acoustic Zen
cables not only at the risk of your
wallet, but of losing out on some
of the finest musical

enjoyment

possible"
Paul Bolin
Stereophile

January, 2003

2004 CES & THE SHOW _
Please come visit us at Alexis Park room #1701
And San Remo Chateau Ballroom #1

Acoustic Zen Technologies
800 Los Vallecitos Blvd Suite P
San Marcos, CA 92069
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Why do the finest engineers in audio
\ choose the QUAD ESL?

To produce the finest recordings. you must to be able to hear
every detail and nuance of the music. You need to be able to
separate individual instruments and voices, even in complex scores.
Every texture and subtlety contributes towards the overall feeling
of the live performance and conveying this to the listener is an
essential part of every great recording.
The QUAD ESLs offer agreater level of transparency. They
provide a'window' on the performance. They capture detail and
depth that others miss. They create aholographic image of every
performer precisely arranged in three-dimensional space. They
remain, without doubt. ...the closest approach to the original
sound'.
Call today to arrange an audition, or to find your nearest stockist.
(Picture shown is Recording Engineer. Tony Falkner. He has used
QUAD ESLs as monitors in the production of over 1000 albums.)

QUAD
To arrange an audition. contact IAG America Inc..

the closest approach to the original sound...

15 Walpole Park South. Walpole. MA02081
Call 508-850-3950 or visit our website at www.iagamerica.com
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LLA FITZGERALD: COURTESY OF VERVE RECORDS

No

by Robert Baird

big surprise, Ithought, Coltrane is the holy grail. Gazing upon ahuge blowup of the
cover of Blue Train that adorns one wall of Blue Note Records' new Fifth Avenue headquarters in New York, the jazz purist in me wondered: They'd never allow Coltrane to
become the basis for aremix project?
"No one has proposed Blue Train," Eli Wolf, Blue Note's head of A&R, said with asmile. "If that came up, it's
hard to speculate."
A couple days later, uptown at Verve Records, A&R head Dahlia Ambach Caplin echoed this, when asked what
in the Verve catalog was not available for remix projects.
"Yes, Iwould imagine that John Coltrane would be off limits."
To answer the most obvious and, for some, pressing question first, so there won't, at least for the moment, be
any John Coltrane remix albums forthcoming.
But don't relax just yet. At atime when the record business is searching in ever more desperate fashion for ways
to fight the myriad problems that now cling to it like leeches, jazz labels in particular have turned, as they have so
often before, to their trusted catalogs.
"If Iowned alabel," begins remixer Adam Dorn (aka Mocean Worker), "and Iwas sitting on catalog that Inow
Stereophile, January 2004
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CP-6311
1 Way system: Tweeter I'. Mid-Bass
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Sentitivity: 87.5dB R IWatt / IM
Nominal Impedance: 8 Ohms
Frequency Response-3 d131. 34Hz -28kHz
Power Handling: 80 Watts
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sound dispersion and time-phase coherency.
eHigh-gloss mirror-image finishes come in black,
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•De,signed by world-renowned Dr. Joseph D'Appolito.
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Caplin says none of the deejay/remixers
she called to be apart of the first record
turned her down. Ditto for Verve
Remixed 2, released August 26, 2003. (Its
companion album of unremixed originals, Verve Unmixed 2, was released the
same day.)
Ambach Caplin acknowledges that
allowing remixers access to the recorded catalogs of artists such as Ella
Fitzgerald has its dangers. "[First] we
went to the catalog department and
asked them, What do you think? We
have to filter because we have aresponsibility. We are Verve and we can't just
do anything. When we ask for aremix,
we ask for aremix, not asampling job.
"[The rule was,] you have to use as
Remixers extraordinare: Koop.
much [of the original track] as possible, and it's not that easy, because we don't have multitracks
on alot of these tunes. So the deejays have to have some serious skills to extract vocals or lead instruments."
VERVE
Verve Remixed 2shows that the art of remixing classic jazz
At the top of the recent jazz remix wave, in terms ofboth sales
tracks is progressing. When it came to catalog choices, many of
and creative influence, are two projects from Verve Records, the
the remixers went for more soul- and funk-oriented material,
home of such greats as Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughan, as
like Cal Tjader's "Soul Sauce" (remixed by Fila Brazillia) and
well as John Coltrane during the years he was signed to the
Willie
Bobo's
"Fried
Impulse! label. In April 2002, Verve released Verve Remixed, a
Nec.kbones and Some Home
collection based mosdy on female jazz singers of the 1950s and
Fries" (remixed by Dan the
'60s and featuring such tracks as Tricky remixing Billie
Automator). In contrast to
Holiday's "Strange Fruit," Rae and Christian remixing Dinah
some of the remixes on the
Washington's take on the old chestnut "Is You Is or Is You Ain't
first Remixed, the music is noiv
My Baby," and UFO's remix of Sarah Vaughan's version of
being treated less gingerly.
Gershwin's "Summertime." While Verve had allowed remixers
Greater liberties are being
into their vaults on alimited basis before this, Verve Remixed was
taken as deejays gain confithe first organized, label-directed effort. Filled with mostly
dence and become more
upbeat meshings of œmixer and original music, this collection
aggressive. While some tracks,
met with mostly positive reviews,
such as Felix Da Housecat's
and generated enough sales to
remix of Nina Simone's
convince the label that asecond
"Sinnerman," are almost purely
collection, already under way,
dance tracks, others, like Miguel
was still a good idea. As of
Migs' stunning, bass-heavy remix
November 9, 2003, according to
of Ella Fitzgerald's "Slap That Bass,"
Soundscan, Verve Remixed had
are beautiful meldings of classic jazz
sold 112,422 copies.
and insistent new rhythms. Verve
On the same day in April
Remixed 2had already Soundscarmed at
2002, Unmixed, acompilation of
47,766 copies by 11/9/03, barely 10
the original tracks used on
weeks after its release.
Remixed, was also released to
This time out, several tracks are based on instrumenpiggyback on Remixed's momental tracks rather than the remixers' instrument of
tum. That disc had sold 48,626
choice: the human voice. The disc, in fact, opens with
copies as of 11/9/03 — an astounding
the Funky Lowlives' remix of Dizzy Gillespie's
number for ajazz reissue compilation,
"Manteca."
and fuel for the notion that remix
"It depends on the tune with instrumentals; if it's
albums stimulate sales ofjazz catalogs to
got a strong hook," Caplin says. "I think that
ayounger crowd.
`Manteca' works beautifully. That's achallenging remix
"It was an idea that was talked about in
those guys did, and they worked from alive recording. There's
the abstract at Verve for many years,"
areal, real talent in figuring out how to do this.
Ambach Caplin says.
"The true art of remixing—and the Gotan Project [one of
At first, Ambach Caplin and her partner at
the remixers on Remixed 2] said it very well: When you do a
Verve, Jason Olaine, were more fans of the remixing, and so
lacked the contacts to get Remixed off the ground. They reached
remix like this, you need alot of respect, but you need alittle
bit of disrespect. If you don't have disrespect, then you don't
out to New York—based distributor Studio Distribution and its
do anything different and you follow the tracks very closely."
president, Dave Watkins, who, in exchange for helping them
One of Remixed 2's most well-known and talented remixers is
with ideas for possible remixers, was given the rights to release
the Swedish jazz-elec-tronica duo known as Koop, whose latest
on K7 all the vinyl LPs associated with the project. Ambach

successful, have opened new horizons. Perhaps most tantlli7ing is the
argument that these projects will
bring anew, younger audience to jazz
at atime when its older audience is
dying off, and catalog sales can be
measured not in the thousands but in
the hundreds of CDs sold. While jazz
remix albums are adifferent animal
entirely, the perhaps-we'll-get-thekids-interested logic is the same as
what's been used in recent years by
classical labels to justify the time and
energy spent on such atrocities as
Andrea Bocelli: "Kids will hear this
and graduate to Mozart!" What's
happened is that Bocelli has become
an entire genre of music unto himself. That might, in short, also end up
being the story ofjazz remixes.
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album is Waltz for Koop: Alternate Takes
worked with the Beastie Boys,
(Palm Pictures). Although Koop's work
Jazzanova, and Zero 7, among many
has always included jazz samples and
others, Otis Jackson Jr. (aka Madlib)
jazz-like arrangements and rhythms,
has also released solo projects under
even they had to face the issue of respect
the names Lootpack, Yesterdays New
vs disrespect when they took on Astrud
Quintet, and Quasimoto. Although he
Gilberto's "Here's That Rainy Day."
gravitated toward the soul/funk midStrangely enough, in areversal of the
1970s side of the Blue Note catalog for
usual criticism ofjazz remixes, they felt
this project, Jackson has tastes that
the tune needed to be doser to jazz than
range from Bollywood to Sun Ra to
the original, not further away.
his father, soul singer Otis Jackson Sr.
"We knew the original was great; that
and his uncle, trumpeter Jon Faddis.
we couldn't equal it," Magnus Zingmark
Madlib was described in the
said in arecent interview from his home
November 2003 issue of Urb magain Stockholm. "It was impossible to get
zine as "a jazz cat in ahip hop world."
an acappella outtake, because everya The biggest difference between this
thing was recorded live. But we found in
Blue Note remixer: Madlib.
and the other remix projects is variety.
that track that we could get outtakes of
Four tracks are straight remixes, meanthe bass and the vocals, and we managed to get rid of the bass
ing that they're the original tracks, with electronically gener'We rearranged the song; changed the order of the vocals;
ated instruments, rhythms, and sounds added. Donald Byrd's
cut some parts and made our own verse. We changed the
funky 1972 recording of "Distant Land" gets this treatment.
speed. We wanted it to be more jazzy than the original. The
Three more tracks are combinations of the original music,
original is apop ballad —it's not really jazz. So we wanted to
as lifted from multitrack tapes, combined with new additions
add some walking bass and swing rhythms to it."
via live instruments. Bobbi Humphrey's 1975 recording of
That kind of attitude — make jazz jazzier — and remixing
"Please Set Me At Ease," with hip-hop vocals and vibes
talent is what keeps Remixed 2from being adesecration of
added, is one of the best examples of this type of track here.
one ofjazz's most hallowed troves.
Four more tracks, including Wayne Shorter's "Footprints,"
"It should always be in the right spirit," Ambach Caplin
originally recorded for his 1966 album Adam's Apple with the
says. "And the spirit for this project was always twofold: it
great quartet of Herbie Hancock, Reggie Workman, and Joe
was, on one hand, getting these great deejays, opening our
Chambers, are completely new interpretavaults basically, to this generation of great producers. What
tions, played on live instruments.
they do is piece things together and create music from
There's also a new song, "Funky Blue
other music and playing. It's awhole different kind of
Note," written by Jackson and played by the
production from [that of] traditional musicians. And \
Morgan Adams Quartet just for this album,
then, second, expose this music to adifferent genera- '1,
but best of all are the spoken-word shouttion that would otherwise never get exposed to it unless
outs in and between tracks, by such Blue
there was asoundtrack.
,e
Note stars as Lou Donaldson and Horace
"Also, there was always an understanding that
Silver. The album also indudes two spowhatever we do, we hire the remixers, they get a
ken-word tracks: "Blue
Note
flat fee; all the royalties go to the original artist."
Interlude," ahistory of the label, and
Alfred Lion Interlude," an overly laudatory
BLUE NOTE
tribute;
as
well as the bizarre "Andrew Hill Break," in
MADLIBSHALI
Eli Wolf traces the current fancy for jazz reiswhich music and spoken passages alternate.
sues to the Acid Jazz movement of the early
Overall, Shades of Blue contains little dance
1990s. Since then, Blue Note has released a
music, hip-hop influences that are more apparent
number of fairly influential remix records, such
in the beats and the spoken-word overdubs, and a
as Us3's Hand On the Torch (1993), the multimuch quieter and, dare Isay it, jazz-like tone. Jazz
artist compilation New Groove (1996), and
fans will find this one easier to swallow; anyone
Animation Imagination, an album by Bob Belden and Tim
looking for dance beats will be less enamored.
Hagans that Wolf calls "a Bitches Brew for 2000.
The other new Blue Note remix project is Phonography 2,
"We're at this point in the jazz business that, if you're not
which, like Verve Remixed 2, is the second installment in Blue
avocalist, it's really tough these days. Even catalog-wise, you
Note's multi-artist multi-remixer compilation. Directed by DJ
have this core base which you can count on, but it's diminSmash, who helmed Phonography 1, this 15-track collection has
ishing somewhat. It's an older audience. To keep it going, to
the same vibe as Verve's Remixed records, except that in this case
keep it existing, you have to find away to get new audiences
newer artists were remixed. Instead of Ella, there's vocalist
interested and involved.
Bobby McFerrin's "Pat &Joe" (remixed by DJ Smash); instead
"It's been proven that, commercially, these types of proof Ramsey Lewis, there's pianistJason Moran's "Planet Rock" (a
jects are viable, so they're being done. On the other hand, I
track by Moran that sounds remixed).
wholeheartedly believe there is something artistic being done
In the liner notes, writer-deejay TophOne had this to say:
here." In our interview Wolf also made the critical point that
"Some could argue that all this isn'tjazz at all (boy, we haven't
remixing has in some measure returned jazz to being dance
heard that one before!), but I'm sure there were the same
music, aplace it's not been since the demise of swing music.
detractors back in the day when Horace Silver and Jimmy
The most notable recent Blue Note remix record was
Smith were coming out with their new sounds on this very
released June 25, 2003, when Macffib's Shades ofBlue: Madlib
label. And Bird and Thelonious Monk after that."
Invades Blue Note was released. A deejay/remixer who's
Eli Wolf is most excited by anew Blue Note project, Blue
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One thing that remains constant in achanging
world is the superior sound of Linn.
The Linn tradition is to start with the source.
The Unidisk 1.1 universal disc player is an
intelligent source product that makes it simple to
access all available disc formats, including Super
Audio CD, CD, IDVD-Audio and DVD-Video.
It means that one precision-engineered
product enables, you to enjoy music and
cinema in your home. Simply insert
the disc you want to hear or see
and the Unidisk does the rest,
to the highest standard.

LINN TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT.
WE CALL IT LIFETM.

Linn Products Limited.
For more information call 888-671
or visit www.Linninc.com
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SAVOY JAZZ

New art forms is what drives Bird Up! The Charlie Parker
Remix Project, Savoy Jazz's new jazz remix project focusing on
Savoy's portion of the recorded legacy of the great alto sax
player, Charlie "Bird" Parker. The project is being overseen
by Matt Backer, whose remixing experience includes Beatles
projects in Japan and the aforementioned Animation
Imagination on Blue Note, among others.
"To me, it's really as much or alittle more of atribute
album than aremix album. The remix aspect comes into the
fold because these producers and artists are using the master
takes, alternate takes, false starts, etc., from all of Bird's material in his glory years. As far as my going into it, the artists and
producers needed to have complete creative freedom. That
being said, they were all the type of artists who would be
clearly reverent of what Bird is."
Unlike at Verve, where remixers had to use as much of the
original track as possible, Backer's only criterion was that one
note from Bird's horn had to appear in each final remix.
Some of the more intriguing tracks in this collection include:
"Relaxin' at Camarillo," Bird's paean to the California mental hospital where he spent some time, remixed here by
Me'Shell Ndege'Ocello; "Steeplechase," which, like everything else here, is listed as having been "produced and constructed" by Dan the Automator; and the great Bird-and-Diz
standard, "Salt Peanuts," worked on here by the unlikely
combo of the Kronos Quartet, Dr. John, and atrio called
Whoops I'm an Indian: producer Hal Winner, deejay
Mocean Worker, and engineer Martin Brumbach.
"I thought it was avery cool idea, and adangerous one,"
says the mercurial Winner, whose unique producing career
has encompassed atribute to Thelonious Monk, as well as
albums that interpret the music of Disney films and the
words of Edgar Allen Poe. "Something like this could easily
go wrong, and that appeals to me — going where no one has
really gone."
"They were never in the same room with each other" says
Adam Dorn. "Kronos were in San Francisco, and Mac [Rebennack, aka Dt John] came down, and we worked in [Greenwich]
Village. It was incredible, because Kronos tike such aserious approach; everything is written, there's no improvisation.
"And Mac, it's Mac. He comes in and says, 'Hey rm gonna
play.' Therein lie the two diametrically opposed viewpoints of
music. So that's why it was so much fun. And, of course, the base
of the entire track is all these samples from 'Salt Peanuts' itself."
The track opens with Kronos playing soft, melodic lines that
Stereophile, January 2004
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evolve into atrio of the quartet, Bird's horn, and Mac's tinkling,
funky piano. It's the album's highpoint. While he doesn't want
to choose favorites, Matt Backe4 too, knows that the talent
megatonnage assembled on this track makes it special.
"At the end of the day, they — Dr. John, Kronos, Willner,
Dorn, and Brumbach — are five points on astar," he says,
"unexpected but perfect."
More than the Verve and Blue Note projects, Bird Up! has
evoked strong feelings from both sides of the remix argument: those who think Bird's legacy is sacrosanct, and those
who want to use it to create new music. A recent article in
the Los Angeles Times about the project had one interviewee
saying that Parker would turn over in his grave if he heard it.
"I'm not sure," says Eli Wolf "Bebop was all about what
these musicians [ie, the remixers] are doing today. It was new
forms, new chord progressions. Charlie Parker and Dizzy
played flatted fifths and sharp ninths and these chord extensions no one had heard, and there were people out there
(then) saying this sounds like foreign music, this isn't jazz.
"What's the difference between aflatted fifth in 1945
some morphed computer sound today?"
"Didn't he do that too?" Willner adds, "Whatever anyone
might say, Ilove Charlie Parker's music. No way Icouldn't
approach this with respect. When Ifirst saw Rahsaan Roland
Kirk, he was more of [a] punk than anyone Isaw at CBGB's."
"At worst, they don't agree with the concept," Backer says
of the project's detractors. "Even the people who are the most
extreme jazz police' are unwilling to say that this is poorly
executed music. At most they are willing to say that they feel
like it's taking an original work of art and breaking it apart
and creating something new out of it, which to me sounds
like something very cool, but to them feels threatening."
In all cases here, the labels involved have tried hard to minimize the threats to the music's integrity by involving only
deejay/remixers who clearly have afeel for the music. On
some level, what Eli Wolf and Hal Winner say about the
remix process replicating what Charlie Parker and other jazz
greats did in the first place is what gives them their certainty
that they're not desecrating any hallowed tombs but are serving the music, remaking it for anew generation of listeners.
"The deejays, producers, remixers that are really talented are
doing what we've always loved aboutjazz and what jazz musicians have always done," Eli Wolf says, "and that's playing with
new forms compositionally and innovating, and they're on the
vanguard creatively. They're coming up with new definitions
of what asong is. It's bringing music forward."
In the near future, the remix trend will gain new fuel when
independentjazz label, Concord Records releases aLatin jazzoriented remix album and major label Warner Bros. Records
gets into the act with arock/pop remix album.
For Matt Backer, the act of blending old and new remains
an exciting horizon: "A great remix, to me, is when abridge
can be built between whomever the original artist was and the
new artists, in away that remains integrally connected but creates something altogether different. So the bridge, in and of
itself, is sort of like this new transcendent architecture that
didn't exist before these two people joined. To me, that's rare.
Idon't even know if, when it gets to that point, when it's as
good as that, if it's still aremix, because it ends up being more
about ajoining — that is, an altogether new entity based on
whatever it is that these two forces share."
Who knows? If the urge to remix has legs, both creatively
and financially, maybe we'll see A Love Supreme set to dance
beats, or ahip-hop take on Blue Train. And that would be a
good thing, or...?
1111
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Note Revisited, currently scheduled for release in April. What he
calls "a more globally oriented project," this new album will
include deejays/remixers from the UK, France, Germany,
Japan, Puerto Rico, and the US. It aims to be the most diverse
mix of remixing styles and approaches yet recorded.
In the Blue Note offices the day Iinterviewed Wolf he had
just received several of the final mixes for the project, and gave
me asneak preview. Most striking was aremix by Matthew
Herbert of Michel Petrucciani playing Duke Ellington's
"Caravan," from Petrucciani's Promenade with Duke (1993). The
track began with solo piano, which was then looped. Computerized beats were then added, followed by the appearance of
computer-generated bleeps and bluips; finally, the piano was
speeded up. Cacophony ruled for aminute or two before the
track settled back into Petrucciani's solo piano, without any alteration, which dosed the cut on alow-key note. There is no doubt
in my mind that this track qualifies as either ahorror (to those
who rightly love the original) or anew art form.

I

was introduced to Legacy Audio at
the CEDIA Expo in September
2002, and I'll long remember it. A
pair of Legacy's huge new Helix loudspeakers anchored the company's silent
display, and Iwas irresistibly drawn to
them. Sales manager Bob Howard
introduced himself, and, after a few
minutes of chatting, introduced me to
Bill Dudleston, Legacy's founder and
chief designer. Within two minutes,
Dudleston had told me "I don't design
speakers for hi-fi people. Idesign speakers for people who love music."
When you've been in the audio press
for afew years, you've heard rhetoric
like this before, but there was something decidedly different in Dudleston's
tone and manner. My interest was
snared. After a bit of discussion,
Howard, John Atkinson, and Iagreed
that Legacy's Focus 20/20 would be an

Description: 7-driver, 5-way, floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive-units:
4"-long ribbon supertweeter, 1.25"
soft-dome tweeter, two 5" Kevlarcone midrange units, 12" carbonreinforced-cone
"transition"
woofer; two 12" carbon-reinforced-cone subwoofers. Low-frequency alignment: B6 assisted.
Crossover
frequencies:
80Hz,
300Hz, 2.8kHz, 8kHz. Frequency
response: 26Hz-20kHz, ±2dB.
Sensitivity: 96dB/2.83V/m. Impedance: 4ohms nominal. Recommended amplification: 10-400Wpc.
Dimensions: 55" H by 15" W by
13" D. Weight: 185 lbs each.
Finishes: Oak, cherry; other finishes available at extra cost.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
A03092 FONC D1 /D2 (auditioning); A03248 FONC El /E2 (measuring).
Price: $6200/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 54.
Manufacturer: Legacy Audio, 3370
Route 100, Macungie, PA 18062. Tel:
(800) 283-4644, (610) 965-0494.
Web: www.legacy-audio.com.
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optimal place to begin an investigation
of Legacy's wares. Legacy, by the way, is
no Johnny-come-lately to the audio
business. Its 20-year history is discussed
in the sidebar.

The cabinet is extremely solid and
beautifully finished, if not quite as luxuriously as JMlab's Utopias, the big
WiLsons, or Legacy's own more costly
models; four large spikes couple the
speaker to the floor. Around back are
A double-decker (plus)
one of the two 12" subwoofers, the two
Bill Dudleston describes the Focus
reflex ports, and a hookup panel
20/20 as "a satellite and subwoofer in
equipped with two sets of stout binding
one box, with atransition driver to fill posts and three switches. The first of
in the crossover range." The extensively
these changes the low-frequency impereinforced cabinet holds asubchamber
dance contour when using amplifiers
for the midrange drivers and tweeters
with high current capability. This opthat is itself subdivided, the midranges
tion, according to Legacy, "converts the
and tweeters each having their own
Focus from atraditional B4 alignment
sealed spaces. All drive-units in that to a more sophisticated sixth-order
burly cabinet are manufactured to Butterworth alignment, thus reducing
Legacy's own precise specifications. The
distortion in the octave above system
ICevlar Hexacone midranges are from
resonance." Unless the speaker is being
Germany's Eton; Audax supplies the
driven with a low-powered receiver,
dome tweeter, which has amassive 48Legacy recommends that the leftmost
oz magnetic structure; and the ribbon
switch be left in the Up, or B6, position.
tweeter, sporting aneodymium magnet,
In its Down position, the middle
is sourced from Foster.
switch softens the midrange presence,
The 12" "transition driver" was dewhile the rightmost switch provides
signed from the ground up by Dudleston
some subtractive contouring in the
and is made by Eminence, amajor suplower-treble region, to alleviate room
plier of drive-units for the musicalflutter or overly bright recordings. Ileft
instrument amplifier industry. The two
all three in their Up/Off positions for
12" subwoofers, another start-with-aall of my listening.
blank-page Dudleston design, feature a
Most speakers have worked well in
3" voice-coil, a1" butyl-rubber surround,
the same general spot in my listening
and hefty 20-lb magnet structures. An
room, and the Foci were no excepunusual feature of Legacy's bass drivers is
tion: about 3' out from the back wall
their use of two voice-coils. As the
to the back of the cabinet, and 42"
woofer generates back-EMF while
from sidewall to tweeter center, and
reproducing low bass —as much as 50V
all was well. The Legacys worked best
worth in aFocus subwoofer —when that with abit of toe-in, but most of the
energy reaches acertain level it is shorted
side panel was clearly visible from my
from the first voice-coil to the second,
listening chair.
effectively using the woofer's own energy as abrake on excessive excursion.
Defying expectations
The crossover is split between two
Fresh out of their boxes, the Legacy
screened PC boards, which separates
20/20s caught my ear with their effortthe mid and treble sections from the
lessly robust presentation. The Focus is a
bass sections with their large inductors.
big speaker, and the pair of them easily
Each board hosts tuning turrets, where
threw life-sized images into the room —
values of resistors and capacitors can be
presenting the power of alarge orchestra
fine-tuned to match drivers to within
in full cry proved silly-easy. Leonard
1dB. The internal wiring harness is cop- Bernstein's
Candide
Suite
(CD,
per strand of three gauges: 12 gauge
Oue/Minnesota Orchestra, Reference
from the inputs to the woofers, 14 to the
Recordings RR87-CD) spread luxurianthigher-frequency drivers, and 16 to the
ly into the room, with firmly grounded
shunt trimming resistors.
bass and the sweetness and clarity that are
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evolution of the legendary Active X-Series cables with new levels of refinement, air, pin point imaging, detail, and holographic presence
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Legacy
characteristic of Minneapolis' Orchestra
Hall. Most impressive was the sense of
relaxation that the speaker showed on
this highly dynamic, very-large-scaled
music. The Focuses' spatial presentation
was very deep, but atad narrower than
the best I've heard. Iexpected slightly
more top-end extension than was there,
but chalked this all up (correctly, Ilater
learned) to the review samples' spankingnewness. It was soon clear that this was

going to be afun review, so Isettled in to
let the speakers break in for afew weeks
before getting down to any purposeful
"review listening."
The transparency and detail resolution
of the Focus are comparable to those of
speakers costing considerably more.
With three 12" drivers operating below
250Hz, Ihad some concerns that the
Focus would sound alittle slow, thick, or
heavy. Icouldn't have been more wrong.

Audio

Focus

20/2 0

Even with all that air being moved, the
Focus was consistently dextrous and
well-defined throughout the bass and
lower midrange. Frank Zappa's "Take
Your Clothes Off When You Dance"
(CD, You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore
Vol. 6, Rykodisc RCD 19569/70) had
great bop and bounce, and the furious
complexity of Jaco Pastorius' tour de
force "Donna Lee" (LP, Epic PE 33949)
was cleanly and distinctly articulated.

Measurements

t185 lbs and 55" high, the
A
Legacy Focus 20/20 was too
bulky for me to lift into the air for the

acoustic measurements, as Iusually
do. My speaker turntable therefore
had to sit on the ground, which
meant that the midrange resolution of
the farfield measurements curtailed
by the presence of afloor reflection.
However, Idon't believe this affects
the overall validity of the results.
The Legacy's sensitivity was slightly lower than specified, but still avery
high
94.5dB (B)/2.83V/m — this
speaker will play very loudly even
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-43 0
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Fig.1

Legacy Focus 20/20, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
with all three tone switches up/off
(2 ohms/vertical div.).

with alow-powered amplifier. However, its plot of impedance (fig.1)
reveals that it needs to be used with
an amplifier that can deliver high
current into low impedances. Not
only are there two minima in the bass
of less than 2 ohms, and another of
less than 3 ohms in the mid-treble,
but there is an amplifier-crushing
combination of 3.3 ohms magnitude
and 60° capacitive phase angle at
20Hz. Fortunately, it is rare in music
to have high levels of energy this low
in frequency. However, agood, beefy
solid-state amplifier will probably
work better than atube design. (This
graph was taken with all of the tonecontouring switches in the up/off
position, which was how PB auditioned the 20/20. Switching them
on/down changed the shape of the
impedance curve slightly, but without changing the minima.)
The impedance traces have a
slighdy wrinldy appearance between
150Hz and 300Hz, which might indicate the presence of cabinet resonances. However, exploring the

panels' vibrational behavior with an
accelerometer — ahigher-tech equivalent of the traditional knuckle-rap
test — found that what modes there
were were few in number and low in
level. Fig2, for example, is a"waterfall" plot calculated from the output
of the accelerometer when it was fastened to the center of the large sidewall. The four modes visibly changed
their relationship as the accelerometer
was moved up and down the sidewall,
but remained low in level. The
Legacy's designer has obviously done
agood job of arranging the cabinet's
internal bracing.
While the impedance plot implies
that the rear-facing ports are tuned to
alow 32Hz or so, the Focus 20/20's
use of three different 12" woofers and
two midrange units leads to complex
behavior in the lower midrange and
below. This can be seen in fig.3,
which shows the nearfield responses
of the midrange units (black trace),
the upper woofer or transition driver
(red), the lower, front-firing subwoofer (blue), the rear-facing subwoofer (green), and the ports
(magenta). The midranges extend
down to 80Hz or so, with abroad
overlap evident between their output
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Fig.2 Legacy Focus 20/20, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the center of the cabinet's side panel. (MIS driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Legacy Focus 20/20, nearfield responses
of the midrange units (black),
transition woofer (red), front subwoofer
(blue), rear subwoofer (green), and
ports (magenta).
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Legacy

Audio

Focus

20/ 20

The Focus matched its deftness with
power. The raging thunder of John
Bonham's drums on Led Zep's "Achilles'
Last Stand," from Presence (LP, Swan
Song/Classic SS 8416), exhibited great
controlled power and explosiveness.
With Finlandia (LP, Mackerras/London
Proms Orchestra, RCA/Classic LSC2336), the big brass at the right rear of
the stage had superior heft and weightiness and satisfying "blat." In fact, the

Legacy's bass was one of its standout
qualities. The careful attention paid to
the lowest octaves has resulted in excellence that will extend well down into
the low to mid-20Hz region in most
rooms of normal size.
The midrange was always very neutral
and highly detailed, with vocals being
especially well-served. Crispian Mills'
passionate singing on Kula Shaker's
"Great Hosannah," from Peasants Pigs &

Astronauts (CD, Columbia CK 69885),
and Diana Krall's mind-foggingly sultry
take on "Let's Face the Music and
Dance," from When ILook In Your Eyes
(CD, Verve IMPD-304), were near-perfect in every respect. Choral music is one
of the most demanding tests, and the
Focus handled the challenge very well on
the Rachmaninoff Vespers (SACD,
PentaTone Classics PTC 5186 027).
Voices were nicely individualized, and

Measurements
and that of the transition driver. The
two subwoofers have almost identical
outputs, both peaking between 40Hz
and 120Hz. The twin ports do peak at
their tuning frequency, but cover a
wider passband than Iwas expecting.
Fig.4 shows asimilar picture, plotted over the full audioband, with
(from left to right) the port output,
the sum of the subwoofer outputs,

-40
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Fig.4 Legacy Focus 20/20, anechoic response
of midrange-tweeter array on ribbon
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response and spliced at
400Hz to the nearfield response of the
midrange units, with nearfield
responses of the subwoofers and port.
Red trace is the complex sum of the
midrange units and transition woofer,
spliced at 400Hz to the farfield output
of the three 12" drive-units.
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and the nearfield output of the midrange units spliced above 400Hz to
the farfield output of the midrange
units and the dome and ribbon tweeters. Given the LF extension of the
midrange drivers, it almost looks as if
the transition woofer is unnecessary.
However, the red trace in this graph
shows the sum of the outputs of the
midrange units and the transition
driver, showing that, together, they do
produce aflat response through the
lower midrange and the upper bass.
Fig.4 also shows that the output of
the tweeters on the ribbon axis is relatively smooth and even through the
low and mid-treble, but that the top
octave is alittle too hot, with acancellation notch in the region where
the dome tweeter crosses over to the
ribbon. The trace in fig.5 is acomposite. Above 300Hz it shows the
farfield response on the ribbon axis,
averaged across a30° horizontal window; below 300Hz, it shows the
complex sum of the nearfield responses, calculated while taking into
consideration acoustic phase and the

different distances of the drive-units
from anominal farfield point. Some
of the boost in the mid- and upper
bass will be due to the nearfield measurement technique, but it does
appear that the Focus 20/20 will produce weighty low frequencies. Ultimate bass extension is alittle less than
Iwould have expected from aspeaker of this size, but in-room, with the
usual boundary reinforcement, the
speaker will produce bass down to the
mid-20s, as PB found.
In the treble, PB noted that the
speaker was, if anything, abit forgiving and soft, yet fig.5 suggests arather
exaggerated top octave. Isuspect that
what is happening is that, given the
weighty bass, the ear latches on to the
level of the Legacy's top two treble
octaves as its reference, identifying the
lack of energy in the upper midrange
and low treble as relative softness and
lack of aggression.
The Focus 20/20's lateral radiation
pattern (fig.6) reveals that the upper
crossover notch quicldy fills in to the
speaker's sides, which is probably why
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Fig.5 Legacy Focus 20/20, anechoic response
on ribbon-tweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
responses (taking into account acoustic
phase and distance from the nominal
farfield point) plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.6 Legacy Focus 20/20, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on ribbon
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference
response, differences in response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Outstanding speakers that don't stand out
The new B&W FPM Series
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Bowers & Wilkins' new range of Flat Panel Monitors provide
traditional B&W loudspeaker sound quality in stunning,
streamlined, contemporary cabinets. Designed to complement
42", 50" and 60" flat panel monitors, the FPM4, FPM5 and FPM6
possess alevel of poise and elegance all too rare in high-end
home theater and audio components.

Hear these outstanding new speakers at your authorized
B&W dealer.

www.bwfpm.com

For your virtual tour of the B&W Flat Panel Monitor Series please visit our site,
www.bwflatspeakers.com or call +1 978 6642870
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ntelligibility was excellent. (I don't
mderstand Russian, but Icould follow
gortlessly along with the libretto.)
The ribbon tweeter offered the speial speed and extension of its kind, but,
wen after extensive break-in, and while
:ertainly not reticent, it was a touch
ofter at the top of its range than some
)thers Ihave heard. Ies not an openly
:uphonic coloration so much as, Isus)ect, adeliberate design choice to avoid
werly etched and fatiguing highs (a senible choice, given the nature of many
nodern recordings). Given killer source
naterial, such as the exquisitely record:d celeste on The Nutcracker Suite, from
hmest Ansermet and Royal Opera
-louse Orchestra's The Royal Ballet (LP,
.CA/Classic LDS-6065), the highs
vere beautifully grainless and tactile.
[he character of individual recording
paces was very slightly diminished, but
he perfumed atmospherics of Soriano
nd Frühbeck de Burgos' unmatched
)erformance of de Falla's Nights in the
73ardens of Spain (LP, Alto/EMI ASD
45) was spellbinding.

I shamelessly adore the Beecham/Royal Philharmonic Scheherazade,
preferring that interpretation to the
more famous Reiner/Chicago recording [me too —El]. My older-than-dirt

enough elbow room, and the ensemble
sound had excellent weight and density.
Dynamics were what one would reasonably expect from a well-executed
large system —very impressive — and
were consistent from the low bass
through the penultimate octave. The
same slight timbrai softening was echoed
in aminor diminution of dynamics in the
same top half-octave. The Focus was a
tremendous performer with large-scale
power music, whether rock or classical. It
also proved highly adept at resolving
low-level detail, and did not excel merely at the kaboom moments.
The Focus 20/20 showed adecided
preference for two quite differentsounding speaker cables. The Cardas
Golden Reference biwires brought a
delicious palpability and sensuality to
their presentation, and the Nordost
Valhalla (used with Stereovox jumpers
from mid/tweeter to bass) opened up
the lateral aspect of the soundstage a
bit more and resolved more low-level
information, particularly at the back of
the stage.

The Focus was a
tremendous performer
with large-scale
power music,
whether rock or classical.
red-label LP (Angel S35505) is still in
surprisingly good shape, and the
Legacys (with the VTL TL-7.5 and
Lamm ML1.1 amps) showed Sir
Tommy's seductress in rich, lustrous
light. This performance combines
drama, sweetness, and sheer sex appeal
in anever-equaled way. The Legacys let
me hear individual violinists—and lots
of them —playing together with discipline and purpose. Everyone had

Measurements
PB didn't toe the speakers all the way
in to the listening position. The
speaker is a little more directional
than usual in the region covered by
the dome tweeter, presumably because of the modification of its dispersion by the wide baffle. In atypical
room, this, again, will tend to make
the Legacy sound alittle polite. In the
vertical plane (not shown), the speaker's balance changes quite appreciably
with listening height. It's probably
best to sit with your ears level with
the dome tweeter or just above,
which will require ahigher-than-normal seat given the fact that the ribbon
tweeter is 45" from the floor.

The Focus 20/20's step response
on the ribbon axis (fig.7) is hard to
interpret, but it appears that the ribbon supertweeter is connected in positive polarity; the dome tweeter,
midrange units, and transition driver
in inverted polarity; and (though it
can't really be seen in this graph) the
subwoofers in positive polarity. Other
than the two high-frequency drivers,
the step response of each drive-unit
hands over smoothly to the one below it, which correlates with good integration in the frequency domain.

The farfield cumulative spectraldecay plot (fig.8) is not as clean as the
best speakers Ihave tested, with small
amounts of delayed energy evident in
the transition region between the
midrange units and dome tweeter
and at the bottom of the ribbon's
passband. But overall, the Focus
20/20 offers respectable measured
performance and features asurprisingly well-integrated response — considering it uses seven drivers in a
five-way configuration — at a very
competitive price.
—John Atkinson
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Carving Out a Legacy
In mid-September 2003, Ipaid a
II visit to the Legacy factory — or,
more accurately, the Legacy/Allen
Organ Company factory, in the
Pennsylvania Dutch country an hour
northwest of Philadelphia.
Every Legacy speaker is made on
the same assembly line as are Allen's
magnificent church and theater
organs and supporting sound systems.
But "assembly line" doesn't describe
Legacy/Allen's manufacturing process. One sees none of the exotic
machine tools that term implies, save
for a computer-controlled milling
machine that turns MDF blanks into
the panels used to assemble Legacy
cabinets. All other construction, assembly, and finishing processes are
done by hand — there's not so much
as apower sander to be found anywhere in the Legacy/Allen works.
Allen Organ has been afixture in
the Allentown/Macungie area for
more than 60 years, and just as the
Markowitz family still owns Alien,
successive generations of the same
families have crafted the organs, and
now Legacy speakers. If you're anything of an audiophile or an organ enthusiast (Fm guilty on both counts)
and find yourself in the picturesque
Lehigh Valley, you owe it to yourself
to stop in at the Jerome Markowitz
Center, just outside Macungie. There,
you can stroll through the Allen museum and showroom, the Legacy
showroom, and the beautiful Octave
Hall concert center, where visitors are
warmly welcomed.
Softspoken but intense, friendly,
and engaging, Bill Dudleston is the
heart and soul of Legacy Audio. A
native of Springfield, Illinois, he does
not remember atime when he wasn't
involved in audio and electronics.
Dudleston was an enthusiastic amateur recordist in his youth, taping
everything from sound effects to symphonic performances. While in high
school, he fell under the spell of the
Dahlquist DQ-10 and, inspired by that
dassic speaker, built his own first pair
of loudspeakers. The speakers were
eventually relocated, along with their
designer, to the University of Illinois,
where Dudleston earned adegree in
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chemical engineering. Why chemical,
and not electrical, engineering?
"Chemical engineering requires an
understanding of fluid flow and thermodynamics, as well as an appreciation for mechanical and electrical
engineering," according to Dudleston.
And air is, of course, afluid.
After afew years as aprocess engineer, Dudleston decided to follow his
heart and, in 1983, begin designing
and building loudspeakers for aliving.
He entered into apartnership with
his father-in-law, Jake Albright, and
Legacy Audio was born. Initially, the
speakers were made to order, then on
afactory-direct basis; Dudleston depended on word of mouth, spread by
engineer friends, to get the Legacy
story out.' After anumber of years,
and agrowing buzz about the speakers, business began to take off, and the
company has experienced steady
growth for the last 10 years.
By 1997, Albright wanted to retire,
and Dudleston wanted to find apartner to support the expansion of the
business into conventional retail (je,
dealer-focused) sales. Dudleston had
done some design work and consulting
for Allen's electronics and speaker ide,
and the company's president, Steve
Markowitz, proposed that Legacy
become part of the Allen family.
Dudleston agreed, 75% of Legacy was
sold to Allen, and Legacy's production
facilities were integrated with Allen's
organ-building operations. Legacy now
boasts 54 dealers and an extensive
range of speakers and electronics.
Dudleston favors highly damped,
low-Q drivers, which he uses not
over their entire usable range, but
only over the range in which they
provide optimum linearity. This accounts for the complex, multi-driver
nature of his larger designs, and for
such efforts as resulted in his design of
the unique "fill driver" between the
Focus' subwoofers and midrange drivers. Dudleston simply could not obtain the performance he wanted in
the vital upper-bass/lower-midrange
1 During the direct-sale years, less than 2% of
Dudleston's customers returned the speakers, which
were sold on a30-day trial basis.
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with anything less. Control of dispersion is an extremely high priority,
especially in Legacy's larger, more sophisticated speakers: the 'Whisper and
the massive, quad-amping-required
Helix.2 The cabinet is given special
attention inside and our, every Legacy
is heavily constructed and extensively
braced before being hand-finished in
glowing veneers.
Although Legacy also manufactures electronics, Dudleston is anything but pedantic in his choice of the
amps he uses when developing a
loudspeaker. Every speaker is evaluated with various tube and transistor
amplifiers throughout the design
process, and cables used range from
plain-vanilla Belden to exotica from
Monster and Kimber.
Dudleston and sales manager Bob
Howard both laid great emphasis on
the priority that Legacy places on customer service. Because the company
began as adirect-sale operation, pleasing the customer and going the extra
mile to accommodate special requests
were necessary to its survival. That
ethic has been retained as Legacy has
grown into amajor player in the High
End. The company will accommodate any remotely reasonable request
for custom tweaking, from cabinet
modifications to choice of internal
wiring, and stands fully behind every
speaker they have ever made. The 10year warranty on every Legacy speaker is fully transferable.
Bill Dudleston, Bob Howard, and
the rest of the Legacy team could not
have been more helpful and gracious
during my day at the factory, much of
which was spent parked in front of
the Whisper ($15,000/pair) and
Helix ($40,000/pair) loudspeakers,
where Icontentedly, often rapturously, spun favorite CDs. The Focus is a
remarkable piece of work, but the
Whisper and the Helix are even more
so. Watch this space for more on the
Whisper in the months to come.
—Paul Bolin

2The Helix contains discrete 1
kW amplifiers for
each of its two active bass drivers, and requires
three stereo amplifiers —or six monoblocks —for
operation.
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Legacy
Redefining value
Bill Dudleston wasn't kidding when he
said that the Focus is aspeaker designed
for music lovers, but to deduce from
this that they won't be satisfying to
audiophiles would be inaccurate. While
the speaker's emphasis is not on the
virtues of audio per se, it does nearly
everything that the fussiest audiophile
might want. Ifound the Focus 20/20 to
be agenerous, big-hearted speaker that
gave enormous pleasure, and brought
life and joy to the music that Iput
through it. A bit forgiving sometimes,
yes, but it's alot easier to love the wonderful girl who acknowledges but tolerates your shortcomings and quirks than
the one who consistently picks at your
every little imperfection.
As always, Itrusted my own judgments in evaluating the Focus, but perhaps the most eloquent testimonials to
its essence came from friends. The
singer in the band Ioccasionally play
bass guitar with doesn't give ahoot in
hell about audio — her inexpensive receiver, and the Bose modular speakers
strewn haphazardly around her living
room, are ample evidence of that.
Though Tma loves music, she had never
offered much comment on the exotica
she'd heard in my listening room on various occasions. But when I played
"Wicked Game," from Chris Isaak's
Heart Shaped World (LP, Reprise 25837-1),
for her through the Legacys, the expression on her face at its conclusion was
priceless. She looked at me in completely stunned joy. "I never knew music
could sound like that." (I must admit that
the Legacys were in exceptionally suave
company that evening, driven by the
Manley Steelhead, the VTL TL-7.5, and
the Hovland Radia, which Iwill be reviewing in the near future.)
On the other side of the audiophile
spectrum, avery good pal of mine is a
longtime audio-industry professional;
after alengthy Saturday night bull-andlistening session, his only comment was,
"It's so enjoyable to listen to these
speakers —you never notice them, only
the music." Higher praise there is not.
Yes, you can get abit more pure resolution from other speakers, as well as a
soupçon of extra timbrai refinement
and image specificity. Ido not minimize
one bit the importance of that extra performance, but you'd better be prepared
to shell out new-car kind of money to
get it. Any speaker that equals or surpasses the Focus 20/20's combination
of relaxed musicality and broadband excellence will come very dear indeed.
Even more impressive is that Bill
Stereophile, January 2004

Dudleston has done this the hard way.
Integrating aseven-driver, five-way system to this degree of excellence is one

What Iwas not prepared
for was the breadth and
depth of the Focus'
performance envelope at
such areasonable price.
difficult job. To do it this well, and for
such acomparatively reasonable price, is
an extraordinary achievement.
Lessons Learned
When JA introduced me at a"Meet the

Associated Equipment
Analog source: sarA Cosmos
Series III turntable, Graham 22
tonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridge.
Digital sources: Esoteric DV-50
universal player, Classé Omega
SACD/CD player.
Preamplification:
Manley
Steelhead, Aesthetix Rhea phono
preamplifiers; VTL TL-7.5, BAT
VK51SE, Aesthetix Calypso line
stages; Halcro dm10 full-function
preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Lamm ML1.1,
VTL MB-450 Signature monoblocks; Hovland Radia, Plinius SA102, Edge NL-I2.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Acoustic
Zen Silver Reference, Nordost
Valhalla. Speaker: Stereovox LSP600, Cardas Golden Reference,
Shunyata
Andromeda.
AC:
Shunyata Anaconda, Anaconda Vx,
Diamondback; Wireworld Silver
Electra III+.
Accessories: Shunyata Hydra
power
conditioner-distributor;
Grand Prix Audio Monaco, Ultra
Resolution Technologies Bedrock
equipment racks; Ganymede,
Silent Points isolation feet;
Ayre/Cardas IBE System Enhancement CD, Cardas Frequency
Sweep/Burn-In LP, Caig Labs Pro
Gold contact cleaner, Disc Doctor,
LAST Labs record-care products;
Argent Room Lenses. —Paul Bolin
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Editors" forum at the Home Entertainment 2003 show, he accurately described my beat as "the cost-no-object
stuff." And yes, Iam terribly spoiled,
but not so dogmatic that Ican't have
some preconceptions shattered when
the facts demand it. Many in the world
of audio — including, at times, yours
truly — have long held fast to the mistaken belief that only acertain amount
of performance is available at any given
price point, and that the higher the
price, the higher the performance. 'This
is often true, but not always — and the
Focus 20/20 is conclusive proof. The
speaker gave me asort of reverse sticker shock.
There's no denying that all reviewers
approach any product they review with
some set of expectations, however
vague. Iexpected the Legacys to be
competent — the company's excellent
reputation and longevity virtually guaranteed that. This business weeds out the
incompetent and the mediocre with
ruthless vengeance, and few speaker
manufacturers survive for long, much
less for 20 years, without consistently
delivering the goods. What Iwas not
prepared for was the breadth and depth
of the Focus' performance envelope at
such areasonable price.
Iknow that, in "real-world" terms,
$6200 is apile of money to spend on a
pair of speakers. But the world of highend audio is nothing if not afantasyland.
In this world there are speakers that cost
twenty times as much as the Legacy, and
these days there are more $20-$30k
speakers than you can shake astick at. In
the audio world, value is therefore afar
more flexible concept, and Iknow of no
speaker close to the Focus' price that
can offer as much of everything as it
does. In the completeness of its ability
to connect emotionally with alistener
on the deepest levels, the Focus is, if not
singular, mightily exceptional.
The Legacy Focus 20/20 is agenuinely full-range speaker in every
sense; its frequency response, dynamic
capabilities, resolution, and sense of
musical communication can fairly be
compared to cone speakers costing far,
far more, and aselect few panel speakers that are, inevitably, more difficult to
drive than is the Focus. Combine the
20/20's outstanding overall performance with its efficiency, easiness to
drive, and quality of handcraftsmanship, and the result is the finest value
that Ihave ever encountered in highend audio. Quite an accomplishment,
Mr. Dudleston. Take a bow —you've
more than earned it.
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Epos ELS-3 loudspeaker

R

oy Hall, of Music Hall, US distributor of the Creek and Epos
brands, called me one day afew
years back. He was hawking review
samples of Epos speakers.
"Bob, I'd like you to review aspeaker from the eh-pos line."
"Roy, I'm abig fan of Epos, but Ireview only inexpensive speakers; Ithink
the Eposes are out of my price range."
"Nonsense. Since Mike Creek
[founder, designer, and co-owner of
Creek] purchased Epos from Tannoy
in 1999, he has redesigned the entire
Epos line and has shifted manufacturing to China to cut costs. So the new
Epos line is lower in price without
compromising quality."
"What is the least expensive Epos?"
"That would be the ES-12, at $895."
At the time, my self-imposed price
ceiling was $750/pair. Ipolitely declined.
"Nonsense! You should raise your
price ceiling to at least $900." (I could
see that coming.)
Ibegan to lose my patience. "Look,
Roy, over the last few years I've reviewed two flagship Creek integrated
amps, and it seems that every time
you drop your cell phone in the toilet,
Sam Tellig writes page after page
about it. You certainly get enough
exposure in Stereophile."
"But Iwant you to review an eh-pos!"
"Give me acall when Mike designs a
less expensive speaker, and not until
then."
Last year, Roy rang me up again.
"Mike Creek has designed a new
bookshelf speaker, the ELS-3. It's dynamite! And cheap!"
"How cheap?"
"$299 apair."

Big guns in small boxes
The ELS-3 is ashielded two-way bassreflex design. Its 1' aluminum-dome,
tweeter is anew and proprietary Epos
design using a neodymium magnet.
The 5" woofer has an injection-molded
polypropylene cone and arolled rubber
surround, all on aheavy chassis of diecast aluminum. To reduce cost, Epos
used acabinet featuring avinyl wrap
rather than the real-wood veneers featured on more expensive Epos designs.

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
magnetically shielded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1"
(24mm) aluminum-dome, neodymium-magnet tweeter; 5" (130mm)
polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Power handling: 100W. Frequency range:
65Hz-20kHz. Impedance: 4 ohms

nominal. Sensitivity: 87dB/VV/m.
Dimensmons: 10.5" H (270mm) by
6.75" W (174nnm) by 7.5" D
(195mm). Weight: 10 lbs (4.5kg).
Finishes: light cherry vinyl.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
216a &b.
Price: $299/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 25.
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Even so, Iwas quite taken with the
light cherry finish, which I found
attractive and elegant. A center-channel
variation of the ELS-3, the ELS-3C,
should be available by the time you
read this.
I'm used to $300/pair speakers being
packaged with dumbed-down owner's
manuals: "This is the black terminal,
this is the red terminal, don't leave the
speakers out in the rain, electricity is
dangerous." Not so with the Epos. Mike

Manufacturer: Epos Ltd., 12 Avebury
Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. HPVV 7TA, England. Tel: (44)
(0)11442-260146. Web: www.eposacoustics.com. US distributor: Music
Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY
11021. Tel: (516) 487-3663. Fax:
(516) 773-3891. Web: www.musichall
audio.com.
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Class A
Performance
(Now Available in Iwo Sizes)

Introducing the Innersound Isis Mk III loudspeaker.
Everything that the lengendary Class Arated
Eros Mk III offers, except in asmaller package.
Io find adealer near you, go to our new Web site
at INNERSOUNIINEI or call 720.210.1925
WorldRadioHistory

Epos
Creek's exhaustively detailed yet accessible manual intelligently discusses system setup, speaker placement, and the
importance of good wiring. He even
goes into detail about how many hours
of break-in are required, and describes
how one will hear the sound change as
the speakers break in. He recommends
leaving the grilles off for best performance, and Iagree: The ELS-3 was
slightly more detailed and transparent
with its grille off, but the difference
wasn't dramatic.
Big sound, small price
When Ibegan reviewing audio gear 20
years ago, friends criticized my style — if
my conclusions were favorable, Itended
to tip my hand at the very beginning.
Over the years Ithink I've matured in
my writing and have learned to contain
my enthusiasm during the writing of a
favorable review. Well, consider this review areversion to journalistic adolescence: Ihave not been this excited about
an entry-level speaker in years.
Was the ELS-3 special because it had
anatural tonal balance with no noticeable colorations throughout its entire
range? That was true, but that's not why

the speaker was special. Was it because
the ELS-3s projected a wide, open
soundstage, and completely "disappeared" with well-recorded program
material? Also true, but also not quite
the point. Or was it because, despite its

Jazz fans will love
the ELS 3's reproduction
of well-recorded
string bass.
small size and price, Iwas unable to
hear any glaring flaws whatsoever in the
ELS-3 — unless Ipushed the speaker
beyond what one could reasonably expect for its size? True again, but still not
why the ELS-3 was special.
The Epos ELS-3 was special because,
in three areas, it exceeded in performance what I've heard from its competition. The ELS-3 had:
•superior midbass definition and realism
on awide range of program material;
• high-level dynamic bloom beyond

ELS-3

what I'd reasonably expect from a
speaker of its size; and
•alevel of detail resolution Inormally
associate with speakers approaching
$1000/pair.
Jazz fans will love the ELS-3's reproduction of well-recorded string bass. Ray
Brown's bass solo on "I'm an Old
Cowhand," from Sonny Rollins' Way
Out West (CD, Verve/JVC VICJ 60083),
was warm but not overly so, and vibrant,
with just the right amount of naturally
wooden resonant buzz. My listening
notes: "I want these. They sound so
good Idon't miss my big speakers."
Gary Wilson puts his electric-bass
chops through its paces on "When You
Walk Into My Dreams," from his You
Think You Really Know Me (CD, Motel
MRCD 007), as he plays rapid melodic
figures throughout the instrument's
range. An inferior speaker will show a
discontinuity between the instrument's
upper and lower registers; at worst,
Wilson can sound like two different
players. The ELS-3 was natural, quick,
and uncolored throughout the track,
which pointed out another unusual feature of the speaker.
In most speakers I've heard of this

Measurements

D

espite its small size, the Epos
ELS-3 is of average sensitivity, at
acalculated 87.5dB(B)/2.83V/m. In
addition, with an impedance that remains above 6ohms for most of the
audioband and drops to aminimum
value of 4.9 ohms at 250Hz (fig.1), it
is fairly easy for an amplifier to drive
(though the combination of 6ohms
and a-45° phase angle at 160Hz will
be a bit stressful for amplifiers not
rated into 4 ohms). The saddle at
59Hz in the magnitude trace gives a
clue to the tuning frequency of the
rear-facing port.

Other than ag,litch in the fig.1 traces
just below lkHz, there are no signs of
cabinet panel resonances in this graph.
Even so, an accelerometer stuck to the
center of the sidewall found amild resonant mode at 176Hz, and amuch
stronger one at 605Hz (fig2). The latter mode may be too high in frequency to introduce coloration, however.

The black trace in fig3 shows the
ELS-3's overall response on the
tweeter axis, averaged across a 30°
horizontal window and spliced to the
complex sum of the nearfield woofer
and port responses. What would otherwise be a commendably smooth
and even balance is broken by an
excess of upper-midrange energy,
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Epos ELS-3, electrical impedance (solid)
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div.)
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Fig.2 Epos ELS-3, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an accelerometer
fastened to the cabinet's side panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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on any notes. But don't expect deepbass performance from these tiny puppies; timpani sounded tirnbrally correct
but not dramatic, and orchestral bass
drums didn't shake the room.
High-level dynamic slam is acharacter I'm used to forgoing on speakers
this small. Ididn't have to with the
ELS-3. The high-energy dance rock of
"La Locomotora," from Reves/Yosoy
(Luaka Bop 47574-2), combines afrantic, heavily modulated drum machine
with an amplified acoustic string bass.
The Eposes didn't flinch as Icranked up
this great tune to around 95dB and
twitched around the listening room
(the wife and kids weren't home).
Well-recorded acoustic music also
highlighted the ELS-3's wide, natural
dynamic capabilities. On Jerome
Harris' The Mooche, from JA's Editor's
Choice compilation (CD, Stereophile
STPH016-2), the jazz ensemble

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: VP! TNT IV turntable, Immedia RPM tonearm,
Koetsu Urushi cartridge; Rega Planar
3 turntable, Syrinx PU-3 tonearm,
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood, Aurum
Beta Scartridges.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs Icon Mk.II Power Boss, Creek
CD53 Mk.II CD players; Pioneer
DV-333 DVD player.
Preamplification:
Vendetta
Research SCP-2D phono stage,
Audio Valve Eklipse line stage.
size and price, the designer has made
some compromise in bass extension:
either he's limited the midbass extension, or he's created aresonant, "hooty"
discontinuity in the midbass in the
design of the port tuning. Not so with

Power amplifier: Audio Research
VT100 Mk.II.
Integrated
amplifier:
Creek
5350SE.
Loudspeaker: Acarian Systems
Black Orpheus.
Cables: MIT MI-350 CVTwin
Terminator, MIT MI-330SG, MIT
Terminator.
Accessories: Various by ASC, Bright
Star, Celestion, Echo Busters,
Salamander Designs, Simply Physics,
Sound Anchor, VPI. -Robertj. Reina
the Epos ELS-3 - the extended midbass and upper bass were cut from the
same sonic cloth. As such, the synthesized bass on all tracks of Sade's Love
Deluxe (CD, Epic EK 53178) were tuneful and linear, with no sense of overhang

Measurements
which, all else being equal, Iwould
have thought would make the speaker sound rather nasal. (It also contributes to the better-than-expected
sensitivity.) The upside of aresponse
like this is that, as BJR found, it makes
the speaker sound very detailed. Another downside is that, again as BJR
noted, it makes the speaker's upper
midrange sound "glary" at high playback levels.
The nearfield traces on the left of
fig.3 reveal a conventionally tuned
reflex design, the port's maximum
output coinciding with the woofer's
minimum-motion point at 59Hz -
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Epos
breathed organically, as in alive performance, from the most delicate passages
of the vibes solos to the forceful tuttis
with blatty brass.
The startling detail resolution of the
Epos enabled me to hear analytically
into recordings even as it enhanced my
enjoyment of them. On Mark Riboes
idiosyncratic solo-guitar rendering of
John Lennon's "Happiness Is aWarm
Gun," from Saints (CD, Atlantic 834612), his fingerpicked amplified archtop
was tactile and rich, every nuance so
realistic Iwas unable to take notes while
listening. The hum of the guitar amp
was clearly audible as well. On the
Modern Jazz Quartet's Concorde (CD,
Adantic/JVC FXRC 203-2), Inoticed
for the first time how the drums, vibes,
and bass interact almost to the point of
improvised fugal counterpoint. Likewise with Cantus' "Danny Boy," from
Editor's Choice it was very easy to follow

which, not coincidentally, is the
-6dB point. If you ignore the usual
3dB nearfield boost in the upper
bass, this is only modest bass extension in absolute terms. However, it is
quite acceptable in asmall speaker
such as this. Other than alow-level
resonant mode at 605Hz, the port's
out-of-band output is clean. At the
other end of the spectrum, the
tweeter has a big resonance at
20kHz — alittle lower in frequency
than is usually found in aluminumdome units. A second resonance is
just apparent at 30kHz.
Turning to the ELS-3's radiation
pattern, fig.4 reveals the speaker's
horizontal dispersion to be pretty
uniform, except for the usual beaminess above 10kHz and abit of off-axis
flare at the bottom of the tweeter's

the separate vocal lines of rich, naturally
recorded male voices.
The whole package came together
brilliantly on "Strange Fruit," from
Cassandra Wilson's New Moon Daughter
(LP, Blue Note 8 37183 1). Graham
Haynes' opening bass riff was (intentionally) boomy but natural, rich, and
deep. Chris Whitley's Resophonic guitar was scratchy and metallic, and by
the time Lonnie Plaxico's tactile, burnished cornet enters prior to Wilson's
seductive opening lines, all of the musidans seemed to be playing in my listening room.
The ELS-3 was not without flaws.
Here's the inherent catch-22: Its overall performance was so startlingly good
that, when playing favorite recordings,
I would keep tricking myself into
thinking Iwas listening to a larger,
more expensive speaker, and then turn
up the volume to excessive levels.

passband. (The latter may ameliorate
the audibility of the upper-midrange
peak.) In the vertical plane (fig.5), a
big suckout centered on the crossover
frequency of 3kHz develops immediately above the tweeter axis. This suggests that high stands are to be
preferred. As long as the listener sits
with his ears between the tweeter and
the top of the woofer, the balance
should be optimal.
In the time domain, the Epos's step
response (fig.6) shows that both
drive-units are connected in the same,
positive acoustic polarity, but there is
asuspicious-looking reflection about
a millisecond after the first arrival.

ELS-3

When pushed hard, the ELS-3 compressed the sound; the upper midrange
could get quite glary. During the hairiest passages of Stravinsky's The Firebird
(LP, Mercury SR-90226), I was so
taken by the Eposes' airy, ambient disappearing act, their wide, deep soundstage and vibrant dynamic range, that I
kept turning up the volume — at
which point the famous Mercury
midrange forwardness turned into unpleasant glare during the more highly
modulated passages.
Big competition for little money
Icompared the Epos ELS-3 to the usual
affordable suspects: the Polk RT52i (discontinued, $319/pair when last offered),
the Paradigm Atom ($189/pair), and the
NHT SB3 ($600/pair).
The Polk RT52i, the nearest in price,
had more extended, detailed, and
crisper high frequencies as well as a

The cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot (fig.7) shows that this is
associated with the upper-midrange
pealdness. Again, Iwould have expected this to have made the speaker
sound rather nasal.
All things considered — especially
its price of $300/pair — the Epos
ELS-3 is a nicely engineered little
speaker that its owner needn't apologize for.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.6 Epos ELS-3, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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lighter, less colored midbass. The PolIc's
overall balance was more tilted to the
high frequencies than the Epos's, resulting in a presentation that was more
open but less balanced. Although the
PoIles high-level dynamic capabilities
seemed more compressed than the
Epos's, the Polk's low-level dynamics
were superior, with amore dramatic
presentation of solo acoustic instruments. The Epos, however, had far
superior high-level bass dynamics, more
tactile vocals, and even better midrange
detail than the excellent Polk.
The overall character of the less expensive Paradigm Atom was very similar to the Epos's, but with less detail, less
extended highs, warmer bass with limited high-level dynamics, and significantly less midrange bloom. But the
Paradigm's sound, which was balanced
and inviting overall, reminded me of
what Iliked about the Epos.
The NHT SB3, too, was very similar
in overall presentation to the Epos, but
with even more midrange bloom, bass
extension, and high-level dynamic
drama. Midrange character and detail
resolution were almost identical to the
Epos's. Upper-bass definition was abit
better on the Epos, however.

for big men
Usually, a $300/pair speaker — especially one as diminutive as this —is replete with sonic tradeoffs and
compromises. In the case of the Epos
ELS-3, Iwas shocked to find no meaningful shortcomings, and strengths that
Ihad not anticipated. Other inexpensive speakers might present different
Big praises

Ican think of no speaker
that produces greater
sound quality for the dollar
than the Epos

ELS-3.

LIG5Y-31±,ED
-

Chan 9
The best cables
under 200 dollars
Proudly Introducing
The
Music Link 1

characters that some might prefer, and
one can certainly get better overall performance by spending more money.
But of all the speakers I've heard that
are currently available, Ican think of no
speaker that produces greater sound
quality for the dollar than the Epos
ELS-3. Ithank Mike Creek for fathering this design, and Roy Hall for twisting my arm hard enough to finally
review an Epos product.

And
Speaker Link 1
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Three Sensitive Speakers: Meadowlark Audio
Swift, Horn Shoppe Horn, Moth Audio Cicada

L

From that you can assume that my
own position on SETs is asympathetic
one. True: I've committed achunk of
my own time and money to this quaint
little subset of an already quaint little
hobby, with consistently fun results. A
low-power tube amp in combination
with the right loudspeaker is afine way,
though not the only way, to enjoy
recorded music.
What makes one speaker more or
less appropriate to the pairing? In looking for the answer, we'll bow to empiricism, common sense — and John
Atkinson's expertise: Notwithstanding
his lack of enthusiasm for SETs, an ailment for which listening to my
harangues is surely the cure, JA's background in audio engineering and teaching will help us interpret loudspeaker
specifications correctly (pronounce that
last word as did Grady, the butler who
tidied up Jack Nicholson in The
Shining). Besides, JA hates to see the
Assume the position
During the years Iedited Listener magalanguage abused.
zine, hardly aweek went by without a
What we're interested in are two
phone call or e-mail from some reader
things: loudspeaker sensitivity and loudwho wanted to know: What affordable
speaker efficiency.
speakers can Iuse with my low-power,
Think you know how to find them?
single-ended-triode amps? (We SET
Here's atest: Take alook at the brodevotees are amostly cheap lot, somechure or Web page describing your
times out of necessity, but just as often
favorite speaker, and find the number
by inclination.)
that expresses efficiency. If you're point-

ike most people, I'm not interested
in long, windy essays about audio
reviewing, having barely enough
time and interest for audio itself But Ido
perk up when the debate turns to the
audio reviewer's purpose in life: Should I
write about everything that crosses my
path, or should Ilimit my attention to
those products that interest me, and that
stand achance of being good?
A fair question, and one of the few
that attracts wisdom and selflessness as
readily as their opposites. My own
answers aren't set in concrete, but readers should know that the following survey falls into the latter camp. That
doesn't mean Iset out to write aValentine to each of these companies; Idid,
however, set out to invite them all to the
same Valentine party, and to give them
all achance to meet the same girls —
meaning you (no offense).

Meadowlark Audio Swift: Two-way
transmission-line-loaded floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" impregnated fabric-dome tweeter, 4.5"
plastic-coated pulp cone woofer.
Impedance: 8 ohms nominal (minimum not specified). Sensitivity:
89dB/2.83V/m. Frequency response:
35Hz-22kHz.
Dimensions: 36" H by 7" W by 10" D.
Weight: 35 lbs.
Serial number of units reviewed:
W01197 (both).
Price: $1195/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 50.
Manufacturer: Meadowlark Audio
Inc., 800 Starbuck Avenue, Suite A103, Watertown, NY 13601. Tel: (315)
779-8875. Fax: (315) 779-8835. Web:
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vvww.nneadowlarkaudio.com.
Horn Shoppe Horn: Single-driver
horn-loaded floorstanding
loudspeaker. Drive-unit: 3.5" paper cone.
Impedance, sensitivity, frequency
response: not specified (see text).
Dimensions: 30" H by 6.5" W by
11.5" D. Weight: 28 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
None.
Price: $775/pair. Approximate number of dealers: factory-direct only.
Manufacturer: The Horn Shoppe,
460 Laura Brodie Road, Leesville, SC
29070. Tel: (803) 657-7990.. Web:
www.thehornshoppe.com.
Moth Audio Cicada: Single-driver

WorldRadioHistory

ing to the number of decibels the speaker can produce when fed 2.83V and
measured from lm away, you've given
the wrong answer, and Grady must corred you. That number expresses the
loudspeaker's voltage sensitivity. Sensitivity and efficiency are as different from
one another as gain and power —an imperfect analogy, Iknow, but ahelpful
one, Ihope.
Briefly, sensitivity describes how loudly aspeaker will play given acertain
voltage; efficiency describes how well the
loudspeaker converts electrical power
into acoustical power. In other words,
efficiency is how easy it is or isn't for an
amp to develop and maintain that voltage across the speaker, as a load.
Sensitivity is measured in decibels relative to agiven voltage and measuring
distance (typically 2.83V and 1m, respectively), and efficiency can be assessed by looking, not only at sensitivity
but also at aspeaker's nominal impedance, in ohms. Efficiency can therefore
be gleaned from agraph that plots a
speaker's impedance, in ohms, vs frequency, in hertz.
The Wilson Audio Specialties
WATT is anotable example of aloudspeaker that's reasonably sensitive (at
90dB/2.83V/m, it's 2-3dB more sensitive than what most people reckon is

reflex, pipe, who-knows-what-elseloaded floorstanding loudspeaker.
Drive-unit: 7" paper-cone unit with
3.7" paper "whizzer" cone. Impedance: 11.7 ohms nominal (minimum not specified). Sensitivity:
94dB/W/m. Frequency response:
30Hz-18kHz.
Dimensions: 42" H by 10" W by 9" D.
Weight: 40 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
000252, 000228.
Price: $695/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 9.
Manufacturer: Moth Audio Corp.,
1746 Ivar Avenue, Hollywood, CA
90028. Tel: (323) 467-4300. Fax:
(323) 464-9100. Web: vvvvw.moth
audio.com.
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Speakers

new entry-level speaker, the Swift,
average), yet, because its nominal hri- sibly more so—to observe that any
seems cut from the same cloth: a
modern
loudspeaker
whose
impedance
pedance is less than 6ohms, and besmallish, floorstanding two-way with a
cause its impedance curve contains dips below 3 ohms within the audio
minimalist, first-order crossover, and
passband
is
no
engineering
marvel,
drastic dips at audio frequencies (2.4
with specs that suggest at least afair
ohms at 78Hz, for example; see JA's either, an opinion that gains strength as
match with low-power tube amps.
the
price
of
the
thing
goes
up.
It's
horsmeasurements in the September 2003
(When Itold Meadowlark founder
Stereophile,Vo126 No.9), the WATT is a es for courses, as good ol' Grady would
and chief designer Patrick McGinty
say,
and,
as
always,
the
only
real
cure
for
load across which most amplifiers find it
about my review premise and requestdifficult to develop power consistently, any of our ailments is to listen, preferably
ed asample pair of Swifts, his response
to
great
musical
performances
and
not
with respect to frequency. And if the
was cautious: He still doesn't go out of
WATT challenges an average amp, it railway sound effects.
And listen Idid—at the end of my his way to promote this or other
fairly torments aSET amp with pointed
Meadowlarks as being especially SETheels, adog collar; and ariding crop: usual chain (see sidebar), with Fi 2A3
friendly, their efficiency being asimple
Stereo
(3Wpc)
and
Audio
Note
Kit
Because it lacks feedback and speaks to
result of what he considers good
the world through an output trans- One (7Wpc) power amplifiers.
design practices.)
former, the average SET has ahigh outAs in all other Meadowlark speakMeadowlark Audio Swift:
put impedance — often notably higher
ers, the rear wave of the Swift's low81195/pair
than the WATT's own impedance, and
frequency driver plays into a folded
that of other, similarly wiggy-load loud- You look at something like the
transmission line: along and typically
Meadowlark
Swift
and
you
think,
How
speakers. Thus the undoubtedly sensiwell-damped labyrinth whose purpose
tive Wilson WATT is unabashedly can they sell thisfor only $1195/pair?
has more to do with lowering the drivAs
I
lifted
them
out
of
their
carton
inefficient.
er's resonant frequency than with askInversely, there are also speakers that and stripped off the packing, Ihad to
ing the rear wave to contribute much
laugh:
The
Swifts
are
made
—
and
packexhibit very low sensitivity, yet whose
aged — to absurdly high levels for this in the way of sound output. (There's
predominantly high impedances make
it easy for an amplifier to drive them — kind of money. Before I'd even hooked some debate surrounding this topic, of
course — when isn't there? — but afew
and, thus, we should think of such them up, these speakers already seemed
obscure old-timers suggest that
to
exude
competence,
speakers as very efficient. The classic
a "true" transmission line is
BBC LS3/5a falls into that category: an craftsmanship, and professealed, and thus makes no consionalism;
to
see
them
was
82dB speaker with anominal impedtribution to the sound.)
ance of 16 ohms. Ionce had unexpected- to assume that the compaThe Swift's drivers are a1"
ny
has
been
in
business
for
ly good results driving aborrowed pair
impregnated
fabric-dome
of Rogers LS3/5a's with a300B SET decades, carefully refining
tweeter and a4.5" bass/midwhat
they
do
year
after
(roughly 7Wpc), leaving me to conrange unit with aplastic-coated
The
truth
is,
clude, anecdotally and unscientifically, year.
pulp cone and dustcap, both
Meadowlark
is
only
about
that efficiency may be more crucial to
drivers made by Vifa. Each is
nine years old, and just
the SET experience than sensitivity.
held in place with Torx-headrecently
moved
their
factoFor the most part, however, to be coned wood screws, driven right
sidered agood mate for alow-power ry to upstate New York.
into a tapped baffle that's
(They're
in
Watertown,
amp, aloudspeaker requires both high
CNC-milled out of solid,
sensitivity and high efficiency. The latter which is about 100 miles
kiln-dried ash (which is
from
where
I
live
—
alis easy to predict: 8ohms minimum is
what they make Fender
the magic number, and where the curve though I haven't visited
Telecasters out of). A simthem
yet.)
dips, as all curves will, make sure it doesple crossover lives behind
Meadowlark's first-ever
n't go too much lower than 8ohms at
aPlexiglas cover on the
product
was
the
Kestrel,
a
any frequencies corresponding with
other side of the cabinet
musical notes or overtones that hold speaker noted for asensitivone inductor, one cusity
and
efficiency
slightly
some interest for you. The former numtom-made capacitor (I
ber, Idare say, is more open to interpre- higher than average — it
can tell because it has a
combined
a
90dB
sensitivity
tation: Depending on your installation,
picture of abird on it),
89 or 90dB may prove sufficient. (With with asensibly high and flat
and one expensive little
impedance
curve
—
along
a300B amp in asmallish room, I've had
Caddock resistor, the
fine results using the 90dB-sensitive, 8- with avery reasonable price
latter mounted in its
ofjust
$1250/pair
in
healthy
ohms-nominal Spendor SP100 — surely
own heatsink. Again, I
1995 dollars. Although it
one of the greatest "all-around" speakers
have to keep telling
was
never
marketed
as
a
you can buy.) Other users may find that
myself: This is abudget
their amplifier choice, room, and listen- SET-happy speaker as such,
speaker, this is abudget
the
Kestrel
happened
to've
ing habits require something in the high
speaker...
been introduced
90s or beyond.
The enclosures
when
lots
of
hobIt's interesting to note that some hobmeasure 36" tall
byists dismiss the SET craze solely on byists were looking
and 7" wide, with
technical grounds, suggesting that any for just that, and
sloping front bafamplifier this loudspeaker-dependent is before long Meadowfles
for physical
incompetently designed. Allow me to lark... well, took wing.
time alignment: a
Meadowla rk Swift loudspeaker
Meadowlark
Audio's
suggest that it's equally fair — quite posStereophile, January 2004
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graceful look. The slender Meadowlarks would be tippy if not for their separate wooden bases: rocket-shaped
things that screw to the Swifts' underbellies and widen their footprints, as
well as provide threaded inserts for
pointed feet of the usual sort.
As with all the speakers in this survey, Idecided to first make some cursory
measurements
with
the
AudioControl Industrial SA-3050 spectrum analyzer, both to help optimize
their position in the room and because
the sonic changes occasioned by loud-

speaker break-in generally aren't coarse
enough to affect such readings. As usual
with asmallish speaker, Iassumed that
the Swifts would deliver their best bass
performance near the rear wall, so
that's where I started. The results
weren't terribly shocking one way or
the other: With the cabinets almost
touching the wall behind them, placed
about 32" from each side wall, the bestcase frequency curve observed from the
listening seat was flat to 80Hz and
about 4dB down at 50Hz, and still had
some slightly useful output at 40Hz. At

Measurements:Meadowlark

The

Meadowlark Swift is of only
average sensitivity: an estimated
86.5dB(B)/2.83V/m. Its impedance
(fig.1) doesn't drop below 6.5 ohms,
however, rendering it afairly easy load
for the partnering amplifier. While
Meadowlark describes the Swift's bass
tuning as being atransmission line, the
saddle in the impedance magnitude
curve in the bass is characteristic of a
reflex design. hindicates that the vent
is tuned to 39Hz, which implies moderate bass extension.
9000

45 0

0.0

Fig.1

Meadowlark Swift, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

Swift

The sharp peaks at 210Hz and
320Hz in fig.l's magnitude traces suggest that the cabinet has severe resonances of some kind. Checking out
the sidewalls' vibrational behavior
with an accelerometer revealed nothing amiss; though the acrylic rear
panel had some modes present (fig2),
these were not at the frequencies of
the peaks in fig.1, suggesting that there
are acoustic resonances associated
with the Swift's internal air space.
This conjecture was confirmed by
looking at the responses of the woofer
and port in the nearfield. The blue
trace in fig3 is the port output. Note
that it peaks at the woofer's minimummotion point at 39Hz, as with anormal reflex design. But there is aseries
of peaks higher in frequency, the first
two coinciding with the impedance
peaks. The Swift's internal line acts as a
resonant pipe, with the modes canceling or reinforcing the woofer's output
(red trace). Summing the nearfield

I

—

12.00
25.00
27.00

-12.0-

50.00

-18.0-
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1000.0
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Fig.2 Meadowlark Swift, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the center of the cabinet's back panel. (MLS driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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woofer and port responses gives the
black trace in fig3; while the overall
balance is even, it is broken by peaks
and dips that, Iwould have thought,
would have contributed to audible colorations in the midrange.
Fig.3 also indicates that the Swift's
treble region is slightly shelved-down
compared with the midrange —AD
did comment on the speaker's slightly soft top end, though John Marks
was more impressed by its lack of
sibilance when he wrote about it in
his November 2002 "The Fifth
Element" column (see www.stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?726:2).
There are major suckouts between
lkHz and 2kHz and between 6kHz
and 10kHz, which might well tend to
make the speaker sound too polite.
However, as the Swift's lateral dispersion plot reveals (fig.4), both suckouts
fill in to the speaker's sides, which
will even out the perceived treble
balance in all but large rooms. But

0.00

dB
0 .0 -

Cumulative

the other end, with the speakers aimed
straight ahead and not toed-in toward
the microphone, the response curve
began a very gentle rolloff at 8kHz.
The most severe glitch in the curve was
an upper-bass dip of 4-6dB, centered at
125Hz. Toeing the cabinets in toward
the listening seat resulted in a more
extended top-end response — but, curiously, made the upper-bass dip considerably worse.
An impedance mismatch between
source and load — the sort of thing one
sees when using aSET amp to drive un-
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Fig.3 Meadowlark Swift, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across
30 ° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
responses of the woofer (red) and port
(blue) and their complex sum, taking
into account acoustic phase and
distance from the nominal farfield point
(black), plotted below 300Hz, 1kHz, and
400Hz, respectively.
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Three
kind speakers—might have accounted
for that anomaly, but because it changed
when the cabinet positions changed, I
doubted it. My suspicion that the dip
was room-related seemed vindicated
later that day, when Igot much better
overall results by having the Swifts in
very different places, yet still driven by
my 7Wpc Audio Note Kit One. Placed
approximately 4' from the back wall,
20" or so from the side walls, and toedin only very slightly, the Swifts remained dead flat down to 80Hz —
although now the bass response fell off

against this must be put the pronounced off-axis step at lkHz in this
graph and the narrowed radiation
pattern between lkHz and 4kHz. In
the vertical plane (not shown), the
Swift's use of afirst-order crossover
network results in major changes in
balance as the listener moves above
or below the tweeter axis, which is a

more drastically below that — and without atrace of that 125Hz dip.
Of course, bringing the Swifts closer
to the listening seat also increased their
apparent loudness — never abad thing
with alow-power amp. From there, in
my relatively small room (12' by 19' with
an 8' ceiling), the Swifts not only played
music well, they exhibited the sort of
imaging properties that, to my way of
thinking, enhance rather than detract
from the musical message. Image location was obvious but not fussy, and there
was an enjoyable sense of solidity and

lowish 33" from the floor. Don't sit
too high with this speaker.
In the time domain, the Swift's step
response on the tweeter axis (fig.5) is
beautifully time-coherent, which Iassume correlates with the excellent
stereo imaging noted by both AD and
JM. However, note the strong lowfrequency reflection between 7ms
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Fig.4 Meadowlark Swift, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 9e-5° off-axis, reference response, differences
in response 5*--90° off-axis.

Sensitive

wholeness, both to individual images
and to the soundfield as awhole. On the
newish SACD version of the Rolling
Stones' "les All Over Now" (12 x 5,
ABKCO 7402), Mick Jagger sounded as
if he was right there between the speakers and agoodly ways behind them,
while Bill Wyman's bass remained upfront — ditto Charlie Watts' endearingly
clumsy but enthusiastic drumming,
reproduced through the Swifts with surprising and satisfying degrees of whap.
That album and other upbeat favorites
were consistently involving through the

and 8ms in this graph. When Imeasured it, there was nothing close
enough to the speaker to produce
such areflection; Isuspect it is the reflection of the woofer's backwave
from the vent at the end of the line,
associated with the resonant behavior
in the lower midrange noted above.
In my opinion, using transmissionline loading in small speakers like the
Swift just doesn't work. The vent at
the end of the line still behaves as a
reflex port, but the pipe resonances
colors the sound to an extent that
wouldn't occur with a straightforward reflex design.
Finally, while the Swift's farfield
cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.6)
doesn't have sufficient resolving
power in the frequency domain to uncover the lower-frequency resonances, it does reveal a couple of
strong modes in the mid-treble, presumably due to the woofer cone
breaking up. I suspect that these
modes contribute to AD's not finding
the Swift to have the same sense of
ease that he found in the other speakers.
—John Atkinson

III

11.29 dB, 5593 Hz

8.888 msec

Fig.6 Meadowlark Swift, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Fig.5 Meadowlark Swift, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Swifts, with no evidence of soggy beats
or unclear rhythms.
On good recordings of classical and
folk music, the Swifts sounded neutral
within their operating range: A clean,
grainless, and slightly soft top end provided the right foil for their (necessarily)
limited bottom end, making for awellbalanced sound overall. Elizabeth de la
Porte's harpsichord, heard well on her
recording of J.S. Bach's Partitas
(Hyperion CDA66041), had the right
attack and decay: just enough jangle,
with no hint that the (appropriate)
sharpness of the sound interfered with
the flow of the musical lines. Piano
music lacked the physical scale available
with other, mostly larger speakers
(although the physically smaller Horn
Shoppe Horns would prove superior in
this regard), but Iheard no evidence of
gross colorations, and the Swift's midrange was sufficiently clean that notes
decayed realistically.
And while it wasn't as dramaticsounding as the other speakers in the
survey, the Swift was dynamically competent. The first real crescendo in the
Pierre Monteux/LSO recording of
Brahms' Symphony 2(LP, Philips 0835
167), about two and ahalf minutes into
the piece, was handled well: The music
got louder without the instrumental
sounds becoming grotesque in their spatial perspective or strained in timbre:
The experience was natural — and very
like real music.
Drawbacks? Although having an
acceptably good sense of flow, and while
faultless in the accuracy of their portrayal
of pitches and rhythms, with very-lowpower amps the Swift didn't have the
same sense of ease, the same sense of
exuding the music in acompletely natural, organic way, as the more sensitive and
efficient speakers. Ididn't think it sounded forced or mechanical in absolute
terms, but compared to my own much
more expensive, much more SET-friendly Lowther horns —or even, to some
extent, the Horn Shoppe Horn and the
Moth Cicada —it did. Any decent speaker can make the first few minutes of
Karajan's recording of Strauss's Ein
Heldenleben (LP, DG SLPM 0138025)
sound stirring and almost startling, it
takes areally good system to maintain
that incandescence over the bars that follow, and while the Swift played the piece
in amusically pleasing and nonfatiguing
way, the above-mentioned speakers were
somewhat more involving. What I'm
responding to, of course, is aparticular
amplifier-speaker combination, not the
Meadowlark speaker in isolation; douStereophile, January 2004
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intended to increase stiffness and prevent breakup at higher velocities. The
thick, springy foam surround is molded
in a three-dimensional spiral, and I
wonder if this is designed to keep the
driver centered; the irregularities in the
thickness of the surround may also help
break up unwanted waves at the edge of
the cone. (I'm uncertain
because the Fostex fact
sheet supplied with the
Horn is in Japanese.) To
get the sound he's after,
Schilling dopes one side
of each Fostex driver's
cone and dustcap —
which Imean literally, as
in the application of
model airplane dope,
and not dialectically, as if
to suggest he bitch-slaps
the cone.
The cabinet, made
from a combination of
birch plywood and MDF,
amplifies the driver's
rearwave with an internal, exponential horn
constructed of numerous
small panels. Since the
horn is folded, it also acts
as alow-pass filter—an
acoustic rather than electric inductor—and thus
amplifies only the driver's
bass output The mouth
of the horn is on the rear
Horn Shoppe Horn:
of the cabinet, near the
$775/pair
bottom. It's crucial to
Like other SET-oriented comnote that the Horn
panies, the Horn Shoppe began
Shoppe Horn is designed
life when an audio do-it-yourHorn Shoppe Horn
for corner placement.
selfer decided it was time for his
loudspeakei
That's what Idid.
passion to become his profesThe best measured
sion. In this instance, the solder
response Igot with the Horns in my
jockey is Ed Schilling, the passion is
main listening room, with the cabinets
designing rearwave horns for full-range
drivers, and the product is the Horn. Ed plunked right in the corners and toed-in
toward the listening seat, was 4-6dB
and his dad now spend every workday
down at 63Hz and 9dB down at 50Hz,
making affordable horns and other loudwith some useful output at 40Hz —
speakers for their mail-order clients,
some of whom have even started achat which ain't half bad for avehide with a
tiny motor. At the other end of the specroom dedicated to tweaking them (the
trum, even aimed directly at my ears,
speakers, that is—not Ed and his dad).
the highs were flat only to 101(Hz,
The Horn (shown here in natural
birch) uses aFostex full-range driver, a beyond which they rolled off and soon
Japanese product with its own sort of vanished. In my installation I could
never entirely get rid of apeaky plateau
cult following, not unlike Meredith
Monk or Pimm's No.1 (or Lovvthers, I at 200-250Hz, as well as adip centered
at 500Hz, both apparently room-relatsuppose). The model used in the Horn
ed. Neither was severe enough to affect
is Fostex's FE108EZ, a chunky, wellmy eqjoyment of music, although birdmade little thing with acast-alloy frame,
songs, train directionality, and the
rare-earth magnet, and a3.5" banana
dimensions of Dusty Springfield's isolapulp cone with an odd, pyramidal dusttion booth all suffered audibly. (That's a
cap. That cone has six radial creases—
three long, three short—that seem joke, ma'am.)

ble-checked with amore powerful amp,
such as my Naim 110, the already neutral
and transparent Swift did sound abit
more lifelike and spontaneous.
Remember: Meadowlark Audio didn't
volunteer the Swift for this project, and
it's not my intention to judge it out of
context. Nevertheless, the Swift's greatest
strength, it seems to me, was its ability to be driven at least reasonably well by only afew
watts, yet still sound as
timbrally neutral and
spatially convincing as
certain much less efficient — and more expensive — perfectionist
loudspeakers.
Viewed in that light,
the Meadowlark Swift
is a good all-arounder,
and may in fact be an
ideal choice for someone who's just getting
into SETs but is leery of
realizing huge efficiency
gains by having to sacrifice areas of performance
that are otherwise common to high-end loudspeakers. An easy, safe,
sonically faultless, and
musically satisfying recommendation for the
average listener.
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A much flatter curve proved possible
with the horns brought aways into the
room, away from the corners, but at the
expense of bass extension: A few feet
from the wall behind them, the horns
were 9dB down at 80Hz, with nothing
much below that, although from some
microphone positions Iregistered faint
output at 31.5Hz — obviously, aroom
mode getting somewhat excited.
While I'm on the subject of listening
position: The Horn Shoppe Horn is
among the few speakers I've heard that
pass my (admittedly highly unscientific)
oblique listening test: Heard from outside
the listening room, it sounded almost

Measurements: Horn

D

espite its minuscule drive-unit,
the Horn Shoppe's Horn is very
sensitive,
at
an
estimated
94dB(B)/2.83V/m. Its impedance
also stays above 8 ohms over the
entire audioband (fig.1), meaning it is
both sensitive and efficient. But the
raggedness of the traces in this graph
is alittle alarming, as are the peaks at
various frequencies, implying the
presence of resonances.

.11

Fig.1

Hom Shoppe Horn, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

scary-good: realistic and present, with
evidently sharp note attacks, though
without the added penalty of brightness
or graininess. If anything, the Horn was
noticeably treble-challenged when
auditioned directly, even more so heard
from the next room — yet still, its superb transient performance cut through.
The Horn is in good company: The
others that pass this test are Quads and
Lowthers — and, hey, guess which two
speakers I've bought with my own
money, and continue to own?
The Horn's cabinet is tippy on acarpeted floor. If you have cats — especially if your name is Siegfried or Roy and

Shoppe

you have cats — the Horn might not be
for you. I'd consider recommending
using spiked wooden platforms, along
the lines of Mana Acoustic's fine Sound
Stages, but the notion of spending more
on the speaker stands than on the
speakers is too perverse even for me.
Finally, while the Horn is acceptably
well-finished — my sample had an outer
birch layer that was stained amedium
brown, then coated with ahigh-gloss
poly finish — the Moth Cicada and,
especially, the Meadowlark Swift are
much better in this regard.
The Horn Shoppe Horns didn't play
as loudly for a given input as my

Horn

Examining the cabinet's vibrational
behavior with asimple accelerometer
revealed afairly strong mode at 254Hz
on all surfaces (fig2), as well as others
at 610Hz (this was very strong on the
sidewall) and just above 100Hz (the
drive-unies low-frequency tuning frequency). However, the Horn's high
sensitivity will mean that these resonances will not be as audible as might
be expected: for agiven SPL, the drive
signal to the speaker will be considerably lower than with aconventional
speaker, reducing the influence of the
cabinet behavior.
The saddle at 52Hz in the impedance magnitude plot implies that the
rear opening of the horn acts to some
extent as aconventional reflex port, this
confirmed by the driver's nearfield
response (fig3, black trace), which has
aminimum-motion notch at the same
frequency. But note that the horn

opening has aseries of resonant peaks
in the midrange (fig3, red trace), which
coincide both with the peaks in the
impedance plot and with suckouts in
the drive-unies nearfield response. I
haven't attempted to calculate the
summed output of these responses —it
will depend on the effect of the room
to amuch larger extent than with abox
speaker. It's possible that it all evens out,
to give an evenly balanced midband.
Or it might not. Like AD, Ifound that
some bass instruments sounded "plummy" —a bit too resonant.
Higher in frequency in fig.3, the
entire treble region is plateau'd up by
3-5dB compared with the midrange
level. This will make the speaker
sound detailed and lively, and, Iam
sure, contributed to Art's finding the
speaker to pass the "oblique listening
test." However, the danger is that this
balance will become fatiguingly
bright over time. As AD didn't
notice this, Imust assume that this
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Fig.2 Horn Shoppe Horn, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the center of the front baffle. (MLS driving voltage to speaker,
7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Horn Shoppe Horn, anechoic response
on driver axis at 50", averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
responses of the woofer (black) and
horn opening (red), plotted below
300Hz and lkHz, respectively.
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Lowthers, but they were more than
loud enough with a300B-tube power
amp, and a2M (my Fi 2A3 Stereo, for
instance) drove them happily, with absolutely nothing in the way of distortion
setting in. Incidentally, Horn Shoppe
doesn't publish specifications for their
speakers, but the Fostex FE108EZ has a
sensitivity rating of 90dB/2.83V/m,
and is described as having anominal
impedance of 8 ohms. Loading, of
course, will affect these things...
Forget the numbers: The Horns
played music with guts and conviction.
They had asure, tight sense of pitch and
rhythm, and my attention never wan-

dered from the music while Iwas in
their presence. The Horns were fun and
communicative at all times, and faithful
to the nuances and textures of my favorite instruments and singers.
Ilove Hermann Scherchen's Mahler
Second (LP, Westminster WGS 8262
2) for lots of reasons, not the least of
which is the way he and the Vienna
State Opera Orchestra approach the
Rondo —easily the most idiosyncratic
on record. At times it sounds as if it's
about to come apart, forcing orchestra
and conductor to pause, find a new
starting place, and begin again — but
that's why Ilike it, thinking that it helps

atweeter, the Horn has good output
up to 15kHz or so, though Inote
that AD was bothered by its lack of
HF extension.
With its tiny drive-unit, the Horn
has excellent lateral dispersion up to
about 4kHz, when cone breakup

will be amplifier-dependent. Use the
Horn with asolid-state power amp
with a low source impedance and
you'll run from the room. But use it
with asingle-ended triode and the
treble balance will adjust itself
accordingly. Note that, even without
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Fig.4 Horn Shoppe Horn, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on driver axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90*--5° off-axis, reference response, differences
in response 5.-90° off-axis.
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set the otherworldly tone for the Urlicht
to come.
The way the little Horns played the
piece was amazing: Although smaller
overall than Lowther horns, the Horn
Shoppe Horns "tracked" the scale of
the original as faithfully as could be,
pulling themselves up and getting
shockingly big at times — and never
flustered or bereft of poise. The first
time the ruthe came in, Iwas startled —
not only by its "speed" and clarity, but
by its distance from my listening seat,
suggesting a sense of stage depth I
never expected from a corner horn.
Even driven by a 2A3, the Horns

starts to make it look alittle ragged
off-axis (fig.4). What surprised me
about this graph was that the speaker's
dispersion in the top octave was quite
respectable. Again, this will contribute
to the speaker's sounding lifelike from
outside the listening room. The
Horn's vertical dispersion (not shown)
was also excellent, making the speaker unfussy regarding exact listening
axis — much less so than the
Meadowlark Swift, for example.
The Horn's step response (fig.5)
was time-coherent, though broken
up by some ringing. Tying in with
this behavior, the speaker's cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.6) has two
strong ridges of delayed energy in the
mid-treble, as well as another in the
upper midrange (this associated with
asuckout in the on-axis response) and
one in the top octave.
The Horn Shoppe Horn's measured behavior looked alarming, but
AD's auditioning indicates that, under
the right circumstances, what it does
wrong can be outweighed by what it
does right.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.6 Horn Shoppe Horn, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Fig.5 Horn Shoppe Horn, step response on
driver axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Three
played this Mahler well, with aconvincing crescendo toward the end of
the Rondo — even cleaner than with
the 300B, Ithink. (The 2A3 seems to
be acurrent-happy thing, despite its
lower transconductance.) Similarly,
the opening of the final movement
was big, loud, and scary, yet with the
brass instruments maintaining good
pitch and composure within the maelstrom, throughout.
Iwas consistently satisfied with the
Horns' bass extension. Steve Farrone's
floor toms and kick drum had surprisingly and entertainingly good weight
on Tom Petty's neat "House in the
Woods" (CD, Wildflowers, Warner
Bros. 45759-2), and Nick Forster's bass
wasn't at all lacking on Hot Rize's So
Long ofaJourney (CD, Sugar Hill SUGCD-3943). Iwas even satisfied when I
listened to Strauss's Also sprach Zarathustra performed by Serge Koussevitsky and the BSO — although,
since it's an historic mono recording
that doesn't venture much below
80Hz, Isuppose that's cheating.
While the Horn's quantity of bass
was satisfying, the quality was occasionally somewhat less so. Specifically, while
note attacks were excellent (in the bass
and elsewhere —of course), note decays
were ashade sloppy: overlong, by comparison. Electric bass notes sounded
plummy and too resonant on some
recordings — a pleasant distortion, as
distortions go, but one that would tire
some listeners over time.
On other recordings, that boominess
worked its way into the lower portions
of vocal ranges: Alto Lucretia West
sounded too dark in the Urlicht from
that Scherchen Mahler 2, and the clarity of the words suffered abit, too. And
the Horn's bass performance didn't
compliment the otherwise fine-sounding first duet by Tony Rice and Norman
Blake (LP, Blake &Rice, Rounder 0233):
A touch of guitar-body resonance I'd
never noticed before in the recording
was brought to the fore here. Of course,
since the Horn's bass performance was
so room-dependent, other listeners
might hear these things to alesser or
greater extent — and Ican't help but
think this speaker will have cleanersounding bass in a more structurally
rigid room, with more load-bearing
walls, than mine.
Despite the somewhat fulsome lower
octaves, the lowest notes in Jorge Bolees
performance of Liszes Funerailles (CD,
BMG 63748-2) had excellent pitch definition. In fact, the Horn loved good
piano recordings, tending toward a
Stereophile, January 2004
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pleasantly big, dramatic sound with an Moth Audio Cicada: $695/pair
especially nice sense of flow and an I've never been to Hollywood. In fact, I
unusually human touch — nothing have only the vaguest notion of where it
mechanical about the sound of the is (near Los Angeles, right?). But Ido
piano through this speaker. And the harbor afew ideas about what gets done
Horn's bass performance was sufficient- in Hollywood, and until now, speaker
ly taut to maintain all the reverent ten- manufacturing wasn't among them.
The Moth Audio Cicada is built
sion in the first 14 measures of
Brucicnees Symphony 5, which Ienjoy around a7" full-range, dual-cone drivmost via a live recording of Jascha er with asmall voice-coil gap, moderHorenstein and the BBC Symphony ately large magnet assembly, and
(CD, Intaglio INCD 7541). And when asymmetric mounting bolts. In other
things got louder in measure 15, Iwas words, Moth's driver, which is built to
glad for the Horn's remarkable sense of their specifications in China, is a
Lowther-alike. Its main and high-fredrama and scale, as well.
One final, anecdotal observation: quency "whizzer" cones are both made
of yellow, parchmentListening to the Horns, I
like paper, and its sinwas reminded of apleasgle
voice-coil
is
ant consequence of sitwound on the outside
ting farther away from a
of a former that
loudspeaker than usual:
seems to be made of
Record surface noise,
some heat-resistant
which tends to stay at or
plastic. (That last bit
near the planes of the
departs from comspeakers
themselves
mon Lowther pracwith most products, was
tice, where the coil
now farther away, too,
former is an extension
and thus less audible. I
of the cone material
was startled when I
itself, and the wire is
switched from these corwound on both sides.)
ner horns to the
The frame is nicely
Meadowlark
Swifts,
cast from aluminum
Moth Cicadas, and even
alloy and the cones are
my own Lowthers: How
neatly shaped and
did my records get so
glued, although other
noisy all of asudden?
elements — the dualYou have to be fairly
disc ceramic magnet
brave to buy the Horns.
and molded plastic
It's like that scene in The
phase plug —look abit
Abyss where Ed Harris
cheap compared to the
stops breathing air and
original. But consider:
starts breathing liquid:
Acomparable ceramicThis is awhole new way
magnet Lowther, the
of doing things, and it
PM6C, retails for $495;
might not be for you.
the Moth Cicada drivBut if that proves to be
er, which is available
the case, the Horn
for sale to hobbyists
Shoppe will give you
who want to roll their
your money back, no
own, goes for just $119!
questions asked, within
The Moth driver
30 days: All you're out
felt stiffer than the
is the shipping.
average Lowther,
The Horn Shoppe
said stiffness apHorn is agreat speakpearing to come
er in most of the ways that
from the spider
are important to me, and a
Moth Audio Cicada loudspeaker
rather than from the
great buy, period. Ireally
foam surround, and
enjoyed my time with the
Horns: My attention never—and I the voice-coil gap appeared abit bigger
mean never —wandered while Iwas lis- than I'm used to seeing in drivers of this
tening to them, and they appeal to my type. That said, the Moth was perfectly
fiddly DIY side, too: Maybe Icould well aligned and exhibited no sign of
make some nice stands, maybe Icould scraping (a common occurrence with
hardwire them to my output trannies, Lowthers that pick up crud in their
voice-coil gaps or have been damaged in
maybe Icould...
WorldRadioHistory
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shipping), although one Moth driver
appeared to play very slightly louder
than the other.
The Cicada's cabinet is neither horn
nor transmission-line; it is, however,
vented at the bottom, with three artfully shaped slots that give it afriendly,
antique appearance. The cabinet is
made of 3/
4"MDF, very nicely finished
in asemigloss dark red. The inside is
lightly braced and damped with thick
wool felt. The Cicadas stand 42" tall
(once you've fastened their well-made
wooden bases to the cabinet bottoms),
and measure 10" wide by 9" deep.
The all-around best position for the
Cicada proved to he 34" from the hack

Measurements:

wall and 2' from the rear — aposition
from which, interestingly, no other
speaker has worked well in the many,
many days I've lived here. That gave
me flat bass down to 80Hz, but the response rolloff below that was very
gradual — so much so that there was
audible bass all the way down to
31.5Hz! Up top, the rolloff began at
10kHz, although there was that little
bit of prominence at 6-8kHz, even
with the speakers aimed almost dead
ahead. The only other anomaly was a
mild hump at 400Hz, which may or
may not have been room-related —
and may or may not have made some
vocalists sound almost imperceptibly

Moth

Audio

Cicada

cpite its not being a horn
Ddesign,
Moth Audio's Cicada

havior. The peak at 180Hz is associated with a major panel resonance
had avery high sensitivity: an estimat(fig2). Despite the speaker's high sened 92.5dB(B)/2.83V/m. And with an
sitivity, the fact that this mode is preimpedance that remains above 11
sent on all cabinet surfaces works
ohms at all frequencies (fig.1), the
toward its audibility —I can't help
Cicada is very efficient. As with the
thinking it was why AD thought feother two speakers in this survey, the
male voices sounded "almost imCicada's impedance traces are marred perceptibly husky."
by the peaks typical of resonant beAs with the other two speakers, the
saddle in the impedance magnitude
trace indicates that the Cicada's vent
does behave to some extent as aconventional reflex port, tuned in this case
to 50Hz —not coincidentally, the frequency of the drive-unies minimummotion point (fig.3, red trace). But
peculiarly, the port's response (blue
trace) peaks above and below this frequency, which results in an upper-bass
peak in the speaker's summed LF
Fig.1 Moth Audio Cicada, electrical
response (black trace). What would
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
Ki 000
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14. 000

14000
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10 MO

Ed MOO
0:00

•0000
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husky (which, of course, suited June
Christy well).
Out of the box, the Cicada had many
of the typical Lowther strengths and
weaknesses. On the pro side, voices and
solo instruments had tremendous presence; for that matter, just about everything in their midrange had an open,
hear-through quality. The Cicadas were
direct and emotionally satisfying with
virtually all types of music, and I
enjoyed them every time Iturned to
them, regardless of my mood. They
even sounded convincing at low and
moderate listening levels: no need to
crank them to get the juice out.
On the down side, notes below

100

otherwise be the port's smooth lowpass rolloff above 80Hz is spoiled by a
major resonance at 180Hz and a
smaller one at 320Hz. Both result in
small suckouts in the woofer's
nearfield response, which, because of
the phase relationship between the
two sources, results in almost total
cancellation at 187Hz.
Higher in frequency, the response
trend is surprisingly even, but broken
by peaks in the low treble and at
101cHz. All things being equal, this
might add some audible "steeliness" to
the Cicada's sound. However, and as
AD noted, the speaker's output drops
off rapidly off-axis above 51(Hz or so
(fig.4), which will allow the subjective
impact of this narrow peak to be ameliorated by the listener moving to the
side of the drive-unit's whizzer cone.
Also as AD found, the low-treble peak

(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Moth Audio Cicada, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel 12" from top. (MIS driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Moth Audio Cicada, anechoic response
on driver axis at 50", averaged across
30" horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
responses of the woofer (red) and port
(blue) and their complex sum, taking
into account acoustic phase and
distance from the nominal farfield point
(black), plotted below 300Hz, 800Hz,
and 400Hz, respectively.
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Three
100Hz or so had aslightly puffy quality,
lacking in both color and impact as
compared with other speakers — although the timing of the Cicada's bass
notes was superb. Turning again to
Misty Miss Christy, on the song "This
Time the Dream's On Me," from Cisco
Records' fine vinyl reissue of the original Something Cool (LP, Capitol T516),
the upright bass was musically spot-on,
propelling the song just the way it
should. At first Ithought the Cicada's
cabinet vents were intended simply to
keep the driver's free-air resonance reasonably low —with no other audible
consequence. But they did contribute to
sound output in the lowest frequencies,

leading me to wonder if the cabinets
weren't designed to behave like pipes at
some range of frequencies.
Given the relatively large size of
their high-frequency cones, Lowthertype drivers tend to be limited in their
high-frequency response, and similarly
tend to exhibit less than generous highfrequency dispersion. In those regards
the Cicada had nothing up its sleeve,
and fairly drastic toe-in was required
for good stereo imaging. Unfortunately,
as with "real" Lowthers, the Cicada drivers had that slight lower-treble peak
(more than slight, actually, when first
installed — but most of it went away in
amatter of days), resulting in abit of

gives rise to "excess forwardness or
'bite' "when the Cicada is listened to
on-axis. However, this graph shows
that the low-treble peak is also confined to anarrow range of listening
angles, and confirms that the Cicada's

treble balance can be flattened out
quite nicely by experimenting with
less toe-in (though the tradeoff is that
some treble instruments will then
sound too soft). In the vertical plane
(not shown), the dispersion is fairly

Fig.4 Moth Audio Cicada, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on driver axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90*-5e off-axis, reference response, differences
in response 5*-90° off-axis.

Sensitive

Speakers

excess forwardness or "bite" when listened to directly on-axis. Finding a
happy medium was tricky but possible;
Iwound up toeing them in only very,
very slightly toward my seat.
It was asmooth ride from there, and
over the weeks that followed Iwas impressed by the naturalness and overall
lack of fuss with which the Cicadas
played music — and how convincingly
and almost eerily present they could
make voices and instruments sound,
even when positioned for "soft" imaging. The evidently fast Moth driver reproduced notes with realistic attack and
decay components, making piano
music especially easy to enjoy. One of

even as long as the listener sits with his
ears 33" from the floor, level with the
drive-unit or just below. Sit too high
and the mid-treble disappears.
In the time domain, the Moth's
step response (fig.5) is basically timecoherent, but broken up by some
high-frequency ringing and aleading
spike, presumably emanating from
the small whizzer cone. The Cicada's
cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.6)
is disappointing, with major ridges of
delayed energy at 22kHz and 10kHz,
the frequencies of the peaks in the onaxis response.
Like the other two speakers reviewed this month by Art Dudley, the
Moth Audio Cicada manages to
sound acceptable — even good — despite its measured performance, not
because of it. But against that must be
placed its high sensitivity and efficiency, which will allow it to work synergistically with the flea-powered
amplifiers loved by so many.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.6 Moth Audio Cicada, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Fig.5 Moth Audio Cicada, step response on
driver axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Home Entertainment 2004 NEW YORK CITY May 20-23
Experience the ultimate home theater and hi-fi show!

Hilton New York

The largest and most comprehensive event of its kind,

1335 Avenue of the Americas (6th Avenue bet. 53rd &54th Sts.)

Home Entertainment 2004 will feature more than 200

New York, NY

exhibitors, 80 demonstration rooms, asuperb live music
program, and in-depth seminars with expert panelists.

Reservations: 800-445-8667 or 212-586-7000

Meet the editors from leading magazines. Learn how to
get the best from your audio and home theater systems.

For more information visit

Ask the experts for advice. See and hear the hottest new

www.HE2004.com

gear up close and hands-on. Experience the latest and

or call 800-830-3976, ext. 100.

Surround Sound, Two Channel, and more. All in one

For Exhibiting and/or Sponsorship Information:

beautiful hotel, in the heart of the greatest city on earth.

Call Brian Georgi at 212-229-4868.

SPONSORED BY:
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thought the Moths were the most dramatic speakers in the survey, overall.
They did the best job portraying confied Medallion horns.
Analog sources: Linn LP12 turntrasts, going from believably soft to
table, Naim Armageddon power sup- •Cables: Interconnect: Nordost
believably loud and back again, without
Valhalla & Vallcyda, Naim SNAIC
ply, Naim Aro tonearm; Rega Planar
egregious compression. And they had
(various), homemades. Speaker:
3 turntable, Rega RB-300 tonearm;
scale in spades. Given the task of playing
Nordost Valhalla & Valkryja, Audio
ZYX Airy S, Lyra Helikon Mono,
abig-sounding recording such as Solti's
Supex 900 Super, Dynavector Note AN-SPX, Naim NACA-5. AC:
Mahler Ninth (CSA 2220, a great
DV10x5 cartridges; Tamura L2-D JPS Labs Digital (Sony SACD player,
London LP from 1967), they succeeded
all other AC cords stock).
step-up transformer.
handily. The Cicada didn't have quite
Accessories: Mana stands under
Digital source: Sony SCD-777ES
the
timbral
neutrality
of the
Linn LP12, Naim Armageddon, Sony
SACD player.
Meadowlark Swift —muted trumpets
Preamplifiers: Fi Preamp, Naim
SCD-777ES, Fi Preamp, Cary
were abit too muted, although not at all
SLP98P; Audiotech stand under
NAC32-5, Cary SLP98P.
lacking in texture —but timpani had
Naim SLP98P & NAP110; Rega wall
Power amplifiers: Audio Note Kit
shelf under Rega Planar 3; Loricraft
excellent pitch and acceptably good
One (300B), Fi 2A3 Stereo, Naim
weight, and the orchestral sound was
PRC3 record deanet
NAP110.
nicely balanced overall.
—Art Dudley
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL-989,
The Moth Cicada is alot of speaker
Lowther PM2A & PM6A in modifor the money in every sense —musically, and in terms of its build quality
can be very moving under the right and appearance. Combining, as it does,
the best times Ihad with these speakers
conditions, and the Cicadas played it the strengths and weaknesses typical of
was playing Jorge Bolees great live-inthe ultralight dual-cone driver, the
the-studio recording of Wagner's
almost as well as my much more
Cicada would make agreat first speakexpensive Lowther horns. They sailed
Tannhiiuser Overture, as arranged by
er for anyone who thinks they can both
through Bolet's athletic crescendos
Wagner's father-in-law (from the
appreciate the strengths of the genre
above-mentioned Liszt collection). I with no more than 3W, making for an
and withstand the hurdles. Most .
eople
almost exhausting experience, in the
know it's grotesque, and Iknow it's
is alit
absurd — like aperfect scale model of best sense. (It's said that Liszt himself think IS. Elioes poetry is ". •
too —but that's no reason to stay away
the Lincoln Memorial made of sugar
had to rest halfway through the piece.)
1111
By the end of my time with them, I from it.
cubes —but Ilove it: That arrangement
Associated Equipment

"

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

Perfect Pair
power tubes at

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LAI International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com
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Equipment
Larry

Report
Greenhill

Piega C8 LTD loudspeaker

j

ohn Atkinson's track-by-track
written evaluation in the July
2003 issue of his new Editor's
Choice: Sampler & Test CD' (Stereophile STPH016-2) drew me like a
magnet. Here was areviewer-editor
putting into words his musical perceptions, gathered while he served as
the engineer for the various recordings sampled on this compilation.
JA's dual roles of writer and engineer
merge complementary perspectives,
yielding what should be useful
descriptions of the sonic values of
some of my favorite reference CDs.
As Iwas about to start my review of
Piega's new hybrid loudspeaker
when Iread this article, it was only
natural to test whether this Swiss
full-range speaker could deliver
"what you should hear."
Piega's C8 LTD is clad in brushed
aluminum: The cabinet, 40" tall, is
constructed from nine layers of cork
and wood, over which is laid the aluminum veneer. A silver-colored aluminum screen serves as agrille. The
sculpted look of this thin, compact,
floorstanding loudspeaker is enhanced by its curved back, which
gives the speaker aCfootprint. Piega
claims the curved back increases
cabinet stability and optimizes sound
dispersion while reducing standing
waves, and resonances.
The Piega C8 LTD's defining
design element is its ribbon driver —a
4" by 8" coaxial planar design, which
1Editor's Choke is available from www.stereophile.com.
Click on the "Recordings" button to order.

Description:

Three-way,
reflexloaded, floorstanding loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 4" x8" coaxial, rectangular, treble-midrange flat ribbon; three
7" long-excursion aluminum-cone
woofers.
Crossover
frequencies:
650Hz, 3.5kHz. Crossover slopes: 4thorder,
Linkwitz-Riley.
Frequency
response: 28Hz-50kHz, ±2dB. Bass
tuning resonant frequency: 36Hz.
Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Nominal im-

Stereophile, January 2004

the bass foundation. The crossover
features Linkwitz-Riley, fourthorder (24dB/octave) slopes.

Piega C8 LTD loudspeaker

covers the midrange and treble frequencies above 650Hz. The central tweeter
section of the ribbon takes over above
3.5kHz, while three 7" aluminum bassreflex woofer cones, made by VIFA, lay

pedance: 4 ohms. Recommended
amplifier power: 100W continuous,
250W peak.
Dimensions: 40" (1020mm) H by
10.5"
(270mm)
W
by
16.75"
(430mm) D. Weight: 88 lbs (40kg).
Finishes: Silver (aluminum); white or
black varnish, add $400/pair.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
8577, 8578.
Price: $14,799/pair.

Setup and Test Signals
Iset the moderately sized Piega C8
LTDs up 5' from the back wall and
5' from the side walls in my lightly
damped, rectangular, 5400-cubicfoot living room. This placed the
speakers about 8' away from my listening chair. All listening was done
with the grilles in place.
Ibegan by checking the C8's inroom low-frequency response with
the 1
/
3-octave warble tones, from
Stereophilès first Test CD (Stereophile
STPH002-2). From my listening
chair, Iset my RadioShack soundlevel meter to its C-weighted, slow
ballistics mode. To average any pesky
room modes, Itook and averaged
several readings in awindow 4' wide
by 3' high, centered on my listening
position and ear height. When Iset
the volume so that the Piega's 11tHz
output registered OdB on the meter,
the bass response peaked at +6dB at
100Hz (a room mode effect), but
was within ±3dB from 80Hz down
to 40Hz, and down by —10dB at
30Hz. This rolloff in my room was
steeper than the design's specified
—3dB point of 36Hz.
Pink noise from the Test CD varied smoothly and gradually as I
moved back and forth and from side to
side in my listening chair, and dulled
slightly when Istood, or when Imoved
16' back to sit on acouch at the other
end of the room. Listened to in the

number of dealers: 30.
Manufacturer: Piega SA, Bahnhofstrasse
29,
CH-8810
Horgen,
Switzerland. Tel: (41) 1-725-90-42.
Fax:
(41)
1-725-91-92.
Web:
www.piega.ch. US distributor: Sanibel
Sound, PO Box 663, Hardy, VA 24101.
Tel: (800) 531-6886, (540) 721-1076.
Fax:
(540)
721-4279.
Web:
www.sanibelsound.com.
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VECTOR

TONEARM:

ADESIGN BREAKTHROUGH!

•NO MISTRACKING
,nds record wear.

•EXPLOSILIE DYNAMICS
result from Tri-Axial damping.

•NATURAL MUSICALITY
due to inert tonearm structure.

*PINPOINT IMAGING
is achieved by our
Ultra-Track bearing.

•DROP-IN UPGRADE
on all Basis turntables
using Basis/Rega arms.

•PERFECT SYNERGY
with Basis turntables.

ZIMIZIE:

DEBUT VACUUIVI +VECTOR TONEARM: THE ULTIMATE RECORD PLAYER
26 CLINTON DRIVE, HOLLIS, NH, 03049 TEL 603.889.4776 FAX 603 889.5402 E-MAIL BASISAUDIO@CS.COM

ABOUT ALPHA-CORE
Founded in 1982 as amanufacturer of magnetic
cores for transformers and inductors. In 1993
branched into products minimizing distortion
in fine audio systems.

$?'

In 1988 developed Laminae", composites of
foil conductors and dielectric film, used as
winding conductors and for EMI/RF shielding. J
In 1995 developed flat magnet wire, now
used in motors and power supplies
throughout the world.
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Milestones in Audio
1993
GOERTZ" speaker cables US Patent. 5,393,933
1995
Air-Core Foil Inductors for crossover circuits.
2001
Micro Purl &TQ2 interconnects. US Patent 6,225;563
2002
BP30, Symmetrical, Balanced power supply.

...0K

All products are created and manufactured a't
our facility in Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA.

www.alphacore.com

Alpha-Core, Inc. 915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport, CT 06608
•800-836-5920 •203-335-6805 •Fax 203-384-8120
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Piega
nearfield, the C8 LTD's highs in the
pink noise were less prominent compared, for example, with those of the
InnerSound Eros Mk.III, which I
reviewed last April and which uses aflat
electrostatic panel.
Sound
Sitting in the Piegas' nearfield, Iwas impressed with the drivers' seamless blend.
The ribbons sounded transparent and
fast, rendering ambience cues as well as
any speaker I've heard recently. The
soundstage had good lateral extension,
making it easy for me, in most instances,
to resolve groups of instruments or voices in a chorus. There were no colorations that Icould detect. Vocalists
and instruments were reproduced with
their timbres balanced and natural, free
of speaker-introduced tonalities. In
addition, when Ilistened to JA's Editor's
Choice while following along with his

article in the July issue, the placement
on the soundstage of the individual instruments and voices on the various
tracks was dead-on.

The Piega's ribbons
sounded transparent
and fast.

At the beginning of "The Mooche,"
from Jerome Harris's Rendezvous (CD,
Stereophile STPH013-2), the sound of
Billy Drummond's Zildjian ride cymbals covered the full width of the
soundstage with the "sound of shimmering bronze" rather than the anonymous hiss I've heard through other
loudspeakers. Bass guitar and kick

C8

LTD

drum were placed directly in the center,
the trombone right of center, the alto
sax far right—in perfect agreement
with JA's description. The Piegas also
correctly reproduced the trombone's
"brassy blattiness" and the crackle of
the air in the mouthpiece.
The C8 LTDs conveyed the vivid
sound of alarge Bósendorfer 290SE reproducing piano in asmall room when
playing Robert Silverman's performance
of the second movement of Beethoven's
Piano Sonata 24, from 32 Piano Sonatas
(CD, OrpheumMasters KSP830). As
Silverman states, the "exuberant, kaleidoscopic second movement" is played
with speed and energy. The piano's treble notes emanated from just right of
center, just as expected from the microphone placement —see the photograph
at www.stereophile.com/showarchives.
cgiP.298.
On other tracks from Editor's Choice,

Measurements
I
measured
sensitivity
of
II 86dB (B)/2.83V/m makes the
Piega slightly below the average for
the speakers Ihave measured over the
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Piega C8 LTD, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

past 13 years. Its impedance (fig.1) also
drops to 3ohms in the midbass, which
means that it will need to be used with
agood current-capable amplifier. The
traces in fig.1 are free from the wrinIdes that would indicate panel resonances,
and
investigating
the
aluminum-sheathed cabinet's vibrational behavior with an accelerometer
revealed awell-behaved design, with
only alow-level mode at 350Hz evident near the top of the side panel
(fig2) and on the top panel.
The speaker reflex-loads its three
woofers with aport on the front baffle;
fig.1 suggests this is tuned to 42Hz.

0

However, the nearfield responses of the
port and woofer (fig3, left-hand traces)
suggest that while the port output does
peak broadly at this frequency, it is
actually tuned an octave lower —the
woofers' minimum-motion point
occurs at 20Hz. Even so, the port does
not do much about extending the
speaker's low-frequency response, but
probably is more important in relieving
the woofers of having to undergo large
excursions in their bottom octave. The
port response rolls off fairly smoothly
above 80Hz.
The woofers' passband extends
from 40Hz to 600Hz, with asmooth,
fourth-order rollout above that range.
Rolling in above 600Hz, the midrange/tweeter panel has abasically flat

00
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Fig.2 Piega C8 LTD, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel 8" from the top. (MIS driving voltage
to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Piega C8 LTD, acoustic crossover
response on tweeter axis at 50",
corrected for microphone response,
with nearfield responses of the woofer
and port plotted below 300Hz and
800Hz, respectively.
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the Piegas' soundstage did not always
match JA's written descriptions. Antony
Michaelson's clarinet remained center
or right of center during the Larghetto
from Mozart's Clarinet Quintet in A,
K.581, from Mosaic (CD, Stereophile
STPH015-2). However, the other
instruments were positioned as written,
with the cello center, the first violin to
the far left, and the viola between the
cello and the clarinet. Even so, the
Piegas produced asmooth, transparent
clarinet sound better than I've heard
from other loudspeakers, and complemented the quintet's "contemplative
and haunting melody." In summary, the
tracks from Editor's Choice displayed the
Piega's transparent midrange, extended
highs, and ambience retrieval.
Other than the solid midbass
sound of the kick drum on "The
Mooche," JA's selections did not offer

samples of the deepest bass. The
Piega's steep rolloff below 40Hz in
my listening room did exact atoll on
my handful of discs that extend lower
than that. The final organ chords
from Part 1 of Elgar's The Dream of
Gerontius, from Stereophile's Test CD 2
(STPH004-2), were only faintly registered. Icouldn't hear the ponderous
thuds in "The Carnotaur Attack,"
from the soundtrack of Dinosaur (CD,
Walt Disney 50086 06727), or pick
out the 32Hz double-bass-and-organ
note that opens Strauss's Also sprach
Zarathustra, from Time Warp (CD,
Telarc CD-80106). Also missing were
the subterranean synthesizer rumblings of "Assault on Ryan's House,"
from the Patriot Games soundtrack
(CD, RCA 66051-2). The reverberating chimes and bassoon solo that
open Owen Reed's La Fiesta Mexicana,

from Fiesta (CD, Reference RR38CD), were transparent, effortless,
and extended, but the explosive bassdrum beats were softer and more diffuse than heard through the Revel
Salon speakers.
That said, the Piega delivered satisfyingly taut, well-defined bass from most
recordings. Iclearly heard the thudding
synthesizer notes that open "No Sign of
Ghosts," from the Casper soundtrack
(CD, MCA MCAD-11240), and the
soft but dense bass-drum beat on
"Cosmos Old Friend," from the Sneakers
soundtrack (CD, Columbia CK 53146).
When pipe-organ bass was overly abundant, the C8 LTD woke up, registering
both the air and the thunder of that king
of instruments. Shuddering bass notes
"locked" my room when I played
Gnomus, from Jean Guillou's transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Ex-

Measurements
response, but with an on-axis rise
apparent above 81(Hz (fig3, righthand traces). This rise disappears
rapidly to the speaker's sides, so that
averaging the C8 LTD's output across
a300 horizontal window results in a
very flat response from the middle of
the midrange to well above the top of
the audioband (fig.4). In the bass, most
of the apparent boost evident in fig.4
is due to the nearfield measurement
technique. The quasi-anechoic extension appears modest, at —6dB at 40Hz,
but this will be usefully increased inroom by the usual boundary reinforcement to give agood balance of
mid-bass weight and definition.
Nevertheless, as LG mentioned in his
auditioning comments, the C8 LTD is

300.0
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Frequency File Display
- 1.81

10000.0
log

dB,

Frequency
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11364 Hz

18.008 deg

(Smoothed

to 0.10

octaue)

Fig.5 Piega CO LTD, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 15°-5° above axis, reference response, differences in
response 5*-10° below axis.
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Fig.4 Piega C8 LTD, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the
complex sum of the nearfield
responses, taking into account acoustic
phase and distance from the nominal
farfield point, plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.6 Piega C8 LTD, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°--5° off-axis, reference response, differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn SondekLingo turntable with Linn Ittok
tonearm and Spectral moving-coil
cartridge; Day-Sequerra Classic,
McIntosh MR-7& Sony ST-5000
FM tuners.
Digital sources: Krell KRC-28
CD player, Sony SCD-0555ES
multichannel SACD player.
Prearnplification: Duntech MX10 head amplifier, Margulis phono
section, Krell KCT preamplifier;
Mark Levinson ML-7 preamplifier
with L3A MC phono cards.
Minor/ (CD, Dorian DOR-90117).
Conclusions
Ilived with the Piega C8 LTD loud-

not aspeaker for low-bass freaks.
The relatively large tweeter element of the ribbon is quite directional; its output begins to roll off if you sit
more than 5° above or below the
tweeter axis (fig.5). The midrange element of the panel also gets directional
at the top of its passband, which can
be seen in the plot of the C8 LTD's
horizontal dispersion (fig.6). The response at 3kHz is down more than
24dB at 90° off-axis, yet is much higher in level an octave higher, where the
signal is handled by the tweeter.
Predicting the subjective effect of this
behavior is difficult it will depend on
the proximity of the sidewalls and
how absorbent they are whether the
off-axis notch is heard as a loss of
dynamic impact or the subsequent
flare is heard as brightness. Other than
I

I I

C8

LTD

beautiful appearance, user-friendly
portability, superb ambience retrieval,
pinpoint imaging and soundstaging,
Power amplifiers: Krell FPBand transparency. Moreover, the pair of
600c, Mark Levinson No.334,
them did anear-perfect job of reproNo.436 monobloc.ks.
during the instrument placements and
Loudspeakers: InnerSound Eros
inner detail found on John Atkinson's
Mk.III, Revel Ultima Salon.
Editor's Choice sampler. Ienjoyed their
Cables:
Interconnect:
Mark
clean, nonfatiguing sound, their exact
Levinson Silver (single-ended), Krell
positioning of individual images on the
CAST, Bryston (balanced). Speaker:
soundstage, and the transparent,
Mark Levinson HFC 10, PSC
extended music produced by their
Pristine R50 biwire double ribbon,
coaxial ribbon midrange-tweeters. Add
Ultralink Excelsior 6N OFHC,
to that the speakers' high build quality,
Coincident Speaker Technology
modern aluminum exterior, and errorCST 1.
-Larry Greenhill
free performance, and their value is all
too evident.
At $14,799/pair, this Swiss loudspeaker is afine investment. Putting
speakers for several months, and that
to one side its low-frequency restrictime was well spent—their quality
tions, the Piega C8 LTD gets a
only grew with exposure. The C8 features a seamless blend of drivers, a strong recommendation.

this notch and flare in the presence
region, and the tweeter's sharp directionality above 101(Hz, the Piega's radiation pattern is relatively even.
The Piega C8's step response on
the tweeter axis (fig.7, black trace) is
complex, so Ihave overplotted the individual steps of the woofers (blue)
and of the midrange/treble panel
(red). All the drive-units are connected in positive acoustic polarity, but the
speaker is not time-coherent. Although the ribbon is flat, the output
of the tweeter section arrives first at
the microphone, followed within
0.1ms or so by that of the coaxial
midrange section, this presumably delayed a little by the crossover. The
output of the woofers arrives amilli-

second later, coinciding with the positive-going return to the time axis of
the midrange step, which confirms
the good frequency-domain integration of the drivers seen in fig.4.
The C8's cumulative spectral-decay,
or waterfall, plot (fig.8) mainly shows
the behavior of the midrange/tweeter
panel. Yes, there are hints of some delayed energy at 7kHz and 18kHz; otherwise, it is superbly dean.
All in all, the Piega C8 LTD is a
well-engineered loudspeaker that
successfully marries its conventional
moving-coil woofers to aunique coaxial ribbon unit for the midrange
and treble.
—John Atkinson
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Power made simple.
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Mark Levinson No.390S CDProcessor

11

twas 20 years ago that Iappeared
on one of the UK's equivalents of
NBC's Today show to comment on
the launch of CD. Iwanted to talk
about digital technology, but my host
was more interested in the medium's
lack of surface noise, which he demonstrated by showing that adisc smeared
with butter and marmalade — this was
breakfast television, remember —
would play without skipping. (Actually,
it wouldn't play; after the jammy CD
was loaded, the program cut to apretaped segment in which the player had
apristine disc inside it.)
Iflashed back to this talking-head experience when Irecently read that the
typical life of arecorded music medium
is that same 20 years. Which begs the
question: What am Idoing reviewing a
CD player now that SACD and DVDAudio (and MP3) are here?
The fact is that, while SACD and
DVD-A both offer clear sonic advantages
over CD, neither medium has made
much of adent in the recorded-music
market in the four years since their
launch. Their time still lies in the future;
despite its current commoditization, CD
is still the predominant means for audiophiles to get ahigh-quality musical fix.
Enter the No.3905
At $6700, the Mark Levinson No390S is
expensive for aCD player, but it's housed
in the elegant black chassis that evolved
from the center section of Levinson's
groundbreaking but now sadly discontinued No30 Reference digital processor,
from 1991. (Harman's website refers to

Description: Remote-controlled CD
player with volume and balance controls, dual-differential 24-bit DACs,
unbalanced and balanced analog
outputs, AES/EBU (XLR) and S/PDIF
(RCA) digital outputs, and S/PDIF
(TosLink and RCA) digital inputs.
Maximum output level: 2.225V
unbalanced, 4.45V balanced. Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz,
+0dB/-0.3dB. Channel separation:
>110dB. Dynamic range: 96dB
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Mark Levinson No.3905 CD Processor

the No30, in its final ".6" incarnation, as
a"legacy" product.) The No390S offers
HDCD decoding (such discs illuminate
afront-panel LED), and is an internal
redesign of the No39 CD Processor,
which Wes Phillips enthused over back
in the November 1997 Stereophile. Irefer
you to his review (www.stereophile.
com/digitalsourcereviews/292) for afull
discussion of the No390S's functionality
and physical attributes. The most important point to note is that while the '390S
can be used with afixed output level
driving apreamp, it also has adigitally
controlled analog volume control with
0.1dB steps, which allows it to be used
directly into the power amplifiers. Take
into consideration that it has two digital
inputs, and the realization dawns that the
'S can act not only as asource component
but also as the control center for anocompromise two-channel system.
As with all Mark Levinson products,
the No.390S's parts and construction
quality are to avery high standard. The
player's heart is a nicely engineered
transport that occupies the entire depth
of the case behind the right side of the
front panel. The transport's soft bumpers

(10Hz-30kHz). Signal/noise: 105dB
(10Hz-30kHz). THD: 0.002 0/0 at
IkHz, OdBFS (10Hz -30kHz). Intermodulation: <0.005 0/0. Linearity
error: <2dB to below -90dBFS;
<2dB to below -102dBFS with 20bit data. Output impedance: 10
ohms.
Volume-control
range:
-61.2dB to +12dB. Power consumption: 36W.
Dimensions: 15.75" (400mm) W by
3.84" (97.5mm) Hby 14.3" (363mm)
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give anice feel to the elegant, '/8"-high,
belt-driven drawer. Two regular, greencolored, fiberglass printed circuit boards
carry the power supplies — separate
toroidal transformers are used for the
control-transport and audio circuits —
and the circuitry for the digital and control circuits. The audio circuitry is carried on afour-layer PCB made of Arlon
25N — an expensive, low-dielectricconstant material — and shielded by an
aluminum
metal
box
labeled
"No.360S." In fact, the '390S combines
Mark Levinson's No37 CD transport
(another "legacy" product, reviewed by
Tom Norton back in January 1997) with
the D/A and output stages of the
No360S processor (reviewed by Ka!
Rubinson in October 2003).
Tracing the signal path on this mainly surface-mount board (the two channels are physically separated but
identical): Balanced data from the transport section or an external S/PDIF
source are upsampled to 352.8kHz and
aword length of 24 bits and fed to an
Analog Devices AD1853 D/A converter chip. This 24-bit part is used with
hand-selected, bulk metal-foil resistors

D. Weight: 50 lbs (23kg).
Finish: Black-anodized aluminum.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
1563, 1671.
Price: $6700. Approximate number
of dealers: 85.
Manufacturer: Harman Specialty
Group, 3 Oak Park, Bedford, MA
01730. Tel: (781) 280-0300. Fax:
(781) 280-0490. Web: www.har
manspecialtygroup.com.
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Mark
(calibrated to atolerance of ±0.0002%),
and its two dual-differential channels
handle the two balanced signal phases,
resulting in four analog output signals
per channel. This chip is followed in
turn by high-speed AD823 op-amps
(these used, Iassume, as I/V converters)
and the volume control. This operates
in the analog domain to preserve DAC
resolution and, like that of the No.380S
preamp, is implemented with the internal resistor network of an MDAC chip
(here aLinear Technology LTC1590).
The balanced audio circuitry is based on
Analog Devices AD810 video op-amps
and Burr-Brown OPA2134 dual
SoundPlus op-amp chips.
Sound
The No.390S runs warm, so make sure it
has adequate ventilation. Iperformed almost all of my auditioning with sample

1671, and used sample 1563 as acheck.
The only operational problem Ihad was
with the player's slim CD drawer. Occasionally, after rd pressed Open, the
drawer would close asecond or so after
opening. Normally this was merely
inconvenient, but twice I'd already begun
to remove the disc, which then got
crunched. Ilearned to wait before reaching for the CD, but this sort of problem
shouldn't happen with a$6700 player
As KR found with the No.360S
processor, the No390S's high frequencies were smooth and grain-free, its
overall presentation open and transparent. Unlike Kal, however, who heard a
natural, unexaggerated low-frequency
balance in the '360S, Ifound the '390S
to have arather generous midbass. This
was not unpleasant, and lent orchestral
recordings aconvincing bloom. However, kick drum and Fender bass

Levinson

No.390S

acquired abit too much body, which
might be aproblem in systems that are
themselves on the big-bottomed side.
Certainly on Ry Cooder and Manuel
Galbán's Mambo Sinuendo (Perro
Verde/Nonesuch 79691-2) via the
Revel Studios, the low end became
rather overpowering. But on my recording of small-group jazz by the Jerome
Harris Quintet (Rendezvous, STPH0132), the Levinson's bass usefully brought
Harris's acoustic bass guitar forward in
the mix.
Overall, particularly when the
No.390S was used straight into the
power amplifiers with its volume control active, there was an addictive vitality
to its sound, asuperb retrieval of recorded detail. Even weary old recordings
such as The Best of Fairport Convention
(A&M Chronicles 069 493 308-2)
sounded clean and smooth, Sandy

Measurements
measured sample 1671 of the
No.390S, and repeated some of
those tests with sample 1563. The
Levinson's maximum output level
was 2.18V from the unbalanced RCA
jacks, this doubling to 4.36V from the
balanced XLRs, as expected. The
player preserved absolute polarity
from both sets of outputs, the XLRs
being wired with pin 2hot. Error correction was among the best Ihave encountered, the Levinson coping with
gaps in the CD data spiral of up to
1.75mm in length without audible
glitches. The output impedance was
very low, at 24 ohms unbalanced, 27
ohms balanced, though this is higher
than specified.
With CD playback, the No.390S's
audioband response was flat, with the
usual slight droop apparent in the top
octave (fig.1, top pair of traces). Deemphasis error was negligible (fig.1,
bottom traces). Unfortunately, I
couldn't assess the '390S's frequency
response with high-resolution audio
data because Icouldn't get its S/PDIF
input to lock on to adatastream sampled higher than 48kHz. (This was
true of both samples.) Channel separation, however, was superb, at better
than 115dB below 101tHz from either
set of outputs (not shown).
The top pair of traces in fig2 shows
aspectral analysis of the No390S's left
and right outputs while it decoded CD
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data representing a dithered 11(Hz
tone at -90dBFS. The spectrum peaks
at exactly -90dB, implying excellent
linearity, while the noise floor —
almost entirely due to the recorded
dither —is free from power-supplyor distortion-related spuriae. However,
Ialso drove the No390S's data input
with 24-bit data representing the same
signal; the result is shown in the lower
pair of traces in fig2. Usually, the
increase in bit depth drops the noise
floor, revealing the component's true
resolution. This is true for the part of
the spectrum below the signal frequency, where the noise floor drops by
9dB or so, implying DAC performance dose to 18 bits. But above the
11cHz signal frequency, peaks appear at
3kHz, 5kHz, 9kHz, 151(Hz, and
18kHz. The only possible interpreta-

tion of these odd-order distortion
components is that the No.390S truncates external data to 16 bits.
Linearity error with CD data was
superbly low to below -110dBFS
(fig3), with most of the error below
that level due to the recorded dither
noise. With its low noise and excellent
21.00•11e Yen Ler..140-1000 011.ed 11012 • .00. 116..1 00•01
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Fig.2 Mark Levinson No.390S, '/3-octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90dBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
CD data (top) and external 24-bit data
(bottom). (Right channel dashed.)
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Mark Levinson No.3905, CD frequency
response at -12dBFS into 100k ohms,
with de-emphasis (bottom) and without
(top). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Mark Levinson No.390S, right-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit CD data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Mark
Denny's "Who Knows Where the Time
Goes" reminding me why I once
thought this English band more than
equal to anything that came out of San
Francisco in the 1960s. And new CDs,
such as the unlikely but astonishingly
successful collaboration of singer Ronnie
Isley and composer Burt Bacharach
(Here IAm, DreamWorks B0001005 02),
wanted for nothing (other than alittle
less midbass on Neil Stubenhaus's fivestring bass guitar).
Comparisons
Against my long-term reference, the
combo of Mark Levinson No.31.5 transport and No.30.6 DAC, with levels
matched to well within 0.1dB at 1kHz
with the Levinson preamp's Input
Offset function, the more expensive
31.5-30.6 combo had better-defined,
better-extended lows. Otherwise, it was
apretty even match, and Imight even
swear that the No.390S had aslightly

more believable presentation of recorded ambience. Certainly its highs were as
smooth, and almost as free from grain.
This was for CD playback; playing 24bit WAV files from my PowerBook via
a Metric Halo Mobile IO 2882
FireWire audio processor connected via
AudioQueses SVD-4 S/PDIF cable
moved the '30.6 way ahead on points,
the '390 sounding grainy. And amajor
irritation for me was that the '390S
wouldn't lock on to the MIO 2882
when Iplayed back music sampled at
rates higher than 48kHz.
Against the $6000 Musical Fidelity
Tri-Vista SACD player — using only
CDs, of course — and again with levels
matched at 11cHz, the No.390S's soundstage was actually alittle deeper than
that of the tubed player, but its presence
region was a little more forward, its
midrange very slightly less rich-sounding. As aresult, the che that accompanies the start of each note of the flute in

Levinson

No.390S

the Mozart quartet movement on my
Editor's Choice CD (STPH016-2) sounded slightly disconnected on the
No.390S, better integrated with the
image of the instrument's body on the
Tri-Vista. On the other hand, the '390S's
character better defined the leading
edges of piano notes, resulting in amore
delicate presentation of both Robert
Silverman's Bósendorfer and Hyperion
Knight's Steinway on Editor's Choice. The
two players sounded pretty much the
same in the bass, however.
Ialso used the MF player as atransport, feeding the Levinson's digital input
using Stereovoies new, inexpensive hdicv
S/PDIF link. The No.390S's highs were
not quite as grain-free as when Iused it
as aconventional CD player. However,
there was one enormous difference: the
Tri-Vista's S/PDIF data output swaps
the channels! Sloppy engineering on
Musical Fidelity's part; my apologies for
not noting this in our review last May.

Measurements
linearity, the Levinson's reproduction
from CD of an undithered lkHz
sinewave at exactly -90.31dBFS was
superb (fig.4), with excellent waveform symmetry and the three DC
voltage levels described by this signal
clearly evident. However, feeding the
S/PDIF input 24-bit data represent-

ing the same signal resulted in avery
similar waveform (fig.5), 1which again
suggests that the hi-rez audio data are
being truncated to 16 bits before being
fed to the No.390S's DACs.
The No.390S's analog output
stage was bombproof, producing
1The difference in the waveform shapes of these
two graphs is due to the external data lying at not exactly the same level. But the absence of discrete voltage levels between those at the 16-bit LSB, which
should make this waveform look like asinewave, is
clearly evident.
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just 0.0009% THD in the left channel, 0.0006% in the right when driving afull-scale lkHz tone into 8k
ohms (fig.6). The second harmonic
was the highest in level in the left
channel, at -101dB, while the third
was the highest in the right
(-108dB). Dropping the load
impedance to a demanding 600
ohms increased the level of the third
harmonic to -90dB, though this will
still be inconsequential, subjectively.
Intermodulation distortion was also
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Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.390S, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
—90.31dBFS, 16-bit CD data.
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Fig.5 Mark Levinson No.390S, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
—90.31dBFS, 24-bit external data.
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Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.390S, unbalanced output, spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at
OdBFS into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Mark
My third and last comparison was with
the Classé CDP-10 ($2000), which had so
impressed me last September. While the
Canadian player has relatively utilitarian
styling, its measured performance is virtually identical to the Levinson's. It, too,
offers HDCD decoding, and uses the
same Burr-Brown SoundPlus op-amps in
its output stage. As with the Musical
Fidelity, Icompared the players both as
players, and with the Classé used as a
transport driving the '390S's digital input
via the Stereovox datalink.
With each player on its own, using
their balanced outputs, Ifound it impossible to distinguish between the players'
high frequencies or soundstaging capabilities. Both were superb in these respects, probably limited more by the
ultimate performance of the CD medium than by their own intrinsic abilities.
However, when the Classé was used as
atransport for the Levinson's D/A section, the latter's high frequencies sound-

ed slightly more grainy, less smooth.
Idid note apersistent difference in
low-frequency behavior. The Classé's
presentation lacked the low-frequency
bloom of the Levinson's, sounding more
lightweight but more delicate. With
recordings that were overcooked in the
bass, such as Mambo Sinuendo, this was
welcome, but it made the Biisendorfer on
my recording of the complete Beethoven
piano sonatas (OrpheumMasters 75020
14182 7) sound alittle more silvery than
it should have. By contrast, the Levinson
reproduced the piano with more lowermidrange body, more bloom. Similarly
with "Danny Boy," from Editor's Choice
The low basses sounded fuller on the
Levinson, more supportive of the harmonies, to the benefit of the music.
Summing Up
With its classic appearance, its superb
sound from CD, and its transparentsounding volume control allowing it to

Levinson

No.390S

be used without apreamplifier, the Mark
Levinson No390S comes close to justifying its asking price of $6700. But as
much Iwant to replace my Nos31.530.6 stack with something smaller and
more ergonomically friendly, the measured problems I found with the
No390S's external data input mean I
can't abandon my separate processor just
yet. Of course, there aren't that many
domestic sources around with word
lengths greater than 24 bits or sample
rates greater than 481cHz —probably a
suitable DVD player playing one of the
small number of Chesky and Classic
DADs is all atypical audiophile will have
access to. If you have aDAT recorder or
asecond CD transport, then this will not
be an issue for you, but it was an issue for
fussy me. Ican recommend the No390S
as aClass A CD player, but Imust withhold afrill recommendation for it as a
CD "processor" until its external input
problems are resolved.

Measurements
very low, even into 600 ohms (fig.7).
The original No39 CD Processor
had one of the lowest word-dock jitter levels Ihave measured, at 1402
picoseconds peak-peak (www.stereo
phile.com/digitalsourcereviews/292/
index8.html). The No390S was almost as good, at 156ps, the small increase due to higher levels of the
low-frequency sidebands at ±15.6Hz
compared with the No39 (fig.8, purple "1" markers). Data-related sidebands (red numeric markers) are
about the same as with the No.39.
Two low-level sidebands at ±572Hz
also make an appearance (purple "6");
again, similar behavior to the No.39's.
Repeating the jitter analysis with
external data fed from my PC's RME
soundcard via aTosLink connection

raised the measuredjitter level to astill
low 212ps, most of the increase resulting from two strong sidebands at the
signal-related frequency of ±229Hz
(fig.8, grayed-out trace, red circle).
However, aplateau of low-frequency,
harmonically related spuriae appears
on either side of the central tone. I
doubt that this behavior is audible in
itself; but it might be related to the
LCENSED TO STEREOPHILE MAGAZIVE

truncation Inoted earlier.
For CD playback, the No.390S
offers state-of-the-art measured performance. However, its external input
is not transparent to high-bit-depth
data, suggesting inadequate implementation of either the receiver circuit or the circuitry downstream of it.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Mark Levinson No.390S, unbalanced HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-25kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 8k ohms, CD
data (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Mark Levinson No.390S, unbalanced output, CD data, high-resolution jitter spectrum of
analog output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at
229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace
is external TosLink data.)
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Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista kWP preamplifier &
Tri-Vista kW Monobloc power amplifier

T

houghts of power, domination, and
audio road-rage enter one's mind
when contemplating Musical
Fidelity's SUV-like, limited-edition,
20th-anniversary offerings.' (Only 75
sets of kWPs and kWs will be made.)
The gleaming, brushed-aluminum, twobox, oversized, overweight Tri-Vista
kWP preamp is fortress-like — the
"kWP" looks as if chiseled into the faceplate by grimy, sweaty hands. Each of its
boxes weighs almost 56 lbs. The unit's
milled-aluminum remote control, the
size of aVolkswagen Microbus and looking like something Fred Flintstone might
wield, must weigh over 5lbs. The kWP
outputs more juice than many power
amps: 55V, with 20 amps of peak-peak
instantaneous current!
But that's amere trickle compared to
the flood of power delivered by the
bank-vault-like Tri-Vista kW Monobloc power amp, with its egg-slicer
cooling fins running the full length and
1Disclaimer: Musical Fidelity has purchased an advertisement on my website, wsvw.musicangle.com. —MF

Tri-Vista kWP: Tube-transistor preamplifier with separate power supply.
Frequency response: 20Hz-30kHz,
±0.5dB. Maximum output voltage:
>55V RMS. Maximum instantaneous
output current: 20A peak-peak.
Output impedance: <0.1 ohm. Line
inputs: Maximum voltage gain:
12.5dB. THD+noise: <0.0027% (5V
output, maximum volume). S/N ratio:
>98dB ref. 1V output (at half volume,
A-weighted). Input sensitivity for 1V
RMS output: 240mV. Input impedance: 500k ohms. Overload margin:
35dB for rated input, maximum volume. Channel separation: >110dB,
20Hz-20kHz, maximum volume.
Channel balance error: <0.5dB typical,
1.5dB worst case (with volume control
at 8o'clock). Phono input: Sensitivity
for 1V RMS: 2.5mV MM, 350pV MC.
Overload margin: 31dB. S/N Ratio:
<95dB MM, >85dB MC (both ref. 1V,
at half volume, A-weighted).
Dimensions: Preamplifier: 19" W by
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Musical Fidelity Tri -Vista kWP preamplifier

width of their sides, and Gort-ish blue
LED slits. These 19" by 18" by 12"
boxes weigh almost 95 lbs each — but
despite that size and weight, there was

6.54" H by 18.58" D. Weight: 56 lbs.
Power supply: 19" W by 6.54" H by
16.73" D. Weight: 55.6 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
KW031 (auditioning), KW038 (measuring).
Price: $11,995.
Tri-Vista kW Monobloc: Solid -state,
two-channel power amplifier with
separate amplifier chassis but shared
power supply (dual supplies optional).
Maximum
power
output:
1000VVpc into 8 ohms (30dBVV),
1.8kWpc into 4 ohms, 3kVlipc into 2
ohms. THD+noise: 0.005% at 1kHz
up to 80% power into 8 ohms;
<0.005%, 20Hz-20kHz, at 12.5W into
8 ohms. IM distortion: 0.002% at
12.5W into 8ohms. Maximum output
voltage: 92V, 20Hz-20kHz; peak,
130V. Peak output current: ±200
amperes.
Frequency
response:
20Hz-20kHz, ±OdB; 10Hz-100kHz,
+0/-1dB. Voltage gain: 30dB nomi-
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no room left inside for the AC supplies.
They're in ye another box, which
weighs 94 lbs and which is shared by a
pair of kWs. (Those in love with power

nal. Input impedance: 31k ohms.
Input sensitivity for full power out into
8ohms: 2.92V. S/N Ratio:>124dB ref.
full power out (A-weighted).
Dimensions: Amplifier: 19" W by
12.5" H by 17.7" D. Weight: 94.8 lbs.
Power supply: 19" W by 6.6" H by
14.7" D. Weight: 94.1 lbs.
Serial number of units reviewed:
KW037 (auditioning), KW042 (measuring).
Price: $23,995 with single power
supply.
Both: Approximate number of dealers:
70. Warranty: 5years parts &labor.
Manufacturer Musical Fidelity Ltd.,
15-17 Fulton Road, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 OTF, England, UK. Tel:
(44) (0)181-900-2866. US Distributor
(from January 1, 2004): Signal Path
Imports, 215 Lawton Road, Charlotte,
NC 28216. Tel: (704) 391-9337. Fax:
(704) 391-9338. Web: www.musicalfidelity.co.uk.
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the battery-powered
Sutherland Ph.D. Phono Preamp
AC power lines create noise. PERIOD. There's only one feasible way
around that annoyance: Batteries.
BAM! Designer Ron Sutherland brings us anew battery-powered phono stage
with smart circuitry that allows this preamp to turn on and off automatically,
thereby maximizing the life of your batteries.
One of the noisiest components in your home stereo is the incoming AC power.
Even if it were delivered to your home as idealized 60 Hz sine wave, it would
not stay that way long. The audio power amplifier does not draw current from
the power line evenly. There is alarge current spike drawn when the sine wave
reaches its voltage extremes, while at other times current draw is essentially
zero. High frequency harmonics and noise are introduced into the same power
line that's used for sensitive phono preamplification.

e

"The Ph.D. is straining, absolutely no noise and
very liquid soimding. Actually it sounds like
tubes with the speed of solid state. Played an old
copy of Steve Lawrence on Coral Records and it
blew me away...1 love the battery idea, no plugs,
power supplies, or noise. Tell Ron Sutherland
he's agenius. You can quote me, Imean it."
— Harry Weisfeld, Owner of VPI Industries

The Ph.D. doesn't even have apower cord. Instead, 16 alkaline D cell
batteries line the sides of the chassis. After about 800 hours of playing time
roughly half the life of acartridge), ared light will indicate that your batteries
are running low. Replacements cost about abuck apiece.
The Ph.D. turns on the moment your stylus is stimulated. From there, the
unit automatically looks for asignal every half-hour for just afraction of a
second. If it doesn't find asignal, it will stay on for an additional half-hour with
ayellow light indicating that it is preparing to turn off.
What's more, the Ph.D. has four different loading options and gain-stage
settings that are simple to adjust.

There's never been anything
quite like the Ph.D.

AcousTech PH-1 or PH-1P owners: see attractive trade-in offer at www.acousticsounds.com

To order the Ph.D., or for a
Acoustic Sounds
catalog, ca// 1-800-716-3553, or order online
at vww.acousticsounds.com
WorldRadioHistory

PhD,

Sound Smart.

Ph.D. dimensions: 17 -wide x4- high x14 - deep

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

PO Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905 USA
PH 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156
www.acouslicsounds.com
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Fidelity

Tri-Vista

can add asecond supply for
full dual-mono operation.)
Musical Fidelity Tri -Vista
kWP: $11,995
Sonic will find the kWP
preamplifier's outlandishly
sized knobs and remote
control cartoonish. But the
kWP's build and design aspirations are no laughing
matters. The dual-mono
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista kW Monobloc power amplifier
configuration features each
channel in its own chassis
puts for biamping — in case you want
within the main unit. Power from the
to own two sets of $23,995 kWs.
PSU gets to the control and amplifica"A proper phono section" is how MFs
tion box via two sets of multi-pin connector cables per channel: one set for Antony Michaelson describes what's in
the kWP. It includes arear-panel loading
low voltage, one for main power.
choice of 10 or 100 ohms in the MC
There are five sets of single-ended lineinput (with capacitance fixed at 470pF),
level inputs (Tape, Aux, Tuner, SACD,
and afour-switch adjustment for MM
CD), two configurable Phono inputs
that allows you to select a variety of
(moving-magnet, moving-coil) seleccapacitive loads at afixed, standard resistable via afront-panel button, and, for
tive load of 47k ohms. The choice of 10
that increasingly rare breed of threehead analog tape-deck enthusiasts, a or 100 ohms is pretty limited, and if you
like running your MC minimally loaded
dedicated tape loop. Musical Fidelity
at 47k ohms, you're out of luck —but
also provides two sets of preamp out-

Me'

kWP

& Tri-Vista

kW

100 ohms is about right for
many MC enthusiasts. Another feature is achoice of
RIAA and IEC equalization. The IEC choice is
identical to the RIAA curve
in the treble and midrange
but rolls off the low bass to
minimize rumble.
While both preamp and
power amp are part of
Musical Fidelity's limitededition Tri-Vista series, only
the preamp sports the tiny
triode tubes found in the Tri-Vista
SACD player. These tubes are so robust
and long-lived that the preamp can be
left on all the time.
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista kW
Monobloc: 823,995
In the looks department, the kW doesn't
hold a 1000W candle to the magnificently turned-out Pass Labs XA 160 that
Ireviewed last November —but appearance isn't everything, and its imposing
size and scale make the nicely finished,
all-business kW look pretty good.

Measurements

M

usical Fidelity Tri-Vista
kW power amplifier: I
measured the kW using a
separate power supply for each charmeL
The amplifier offered aslightly higherthan-usual voltage gain of 30.1dB into 8
ohms. It preserved absolute polarity,
and its input impedance at lkHz was a
very high 230k ohms. Though this
dropped to 166k ohms at 20kHz, the
kW's input impedance is so high that it
will not load the preamp to any appreciable extent.
The amplifier's output impedance
was 0.11 ohm over most of the
audioband, rising slightly, to 0.18
ohm, at 20kHz. (Both figures include the series resistance of 6' of
speaker cable.) The modification of
the amplifier's frequency response
by the Ohm's Law interaction between its source impedance and the
impedance of the loudspeaker will
therefore be just ±0.1dB, as shown
by fig.l. This graph also shows that
while the amplifier has awide smallsignal bandwidth into 8ohms —3dB
down at 130kHz —this bandwidth
decreases into lower loads. Into 2
ohms, for example (fig.1, bottom
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trace), the -3dB point drops to
55kHz, the kW's output now -1dB
at 20kHz. Even so, the amplifier's
reproduction of a10kHz squarewave
(fig2) was clean, with only afaint
hint of incipient overshoot evident
on its leading edge.
The amplifier's unweighted,
wideband signal/noise ratio with its
input short-circuited was a moderate 75.5dB (ref. 1W/8 ohms).
The figure improved to 88dB when
A-weighted, which is equivalent to
118dB ref. full power. As with earlier Musical Fidelity power ampli-

fiers, distortion was extraordinarily
low and even across the audioband,
though it did increase as the load
impedance dropped (4.3). Figs.4

o—

I
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Fig.2 Musical Fidelity kW, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
.11.0.10,

in.», P.M. 011031/ Me .14.1141

Stenegene 1.11nz al •@delay MV/
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Fig.1

freq .1 at 10V irera IL4R enn”

Musical Fidelity kW, frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into simulated loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8 ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into
2ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Musical Fidelity kW, THD+N (%) vs
frequency (from bottom to top): 10V
into 8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.
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There are certain discriminating
audiophiles who've been hunting for a
worthy AA/ furniture system for along time.
If you're one of them, please read this ad.
l

iefurniture

that was engineered from the ground
up with proper placement of AN gear in mind.
I'm talking open architecture for maximum

heat management. Shelves made of 3/4" thick
medium density fiberboard...the preferred
material for resonance damping. Heavy-gauge
tubular steel framework. It even comes with
premium adjustable carpet spikes for proper
isolation.

Is this really the system
you've been waiting for all your life?

Wait a minute,
IlIed...

That depends. Were you waiting for something
engineered by audiophiles to enhance the sound
quality of your system? Perhaps you were looking for
the timeless style of European elegance? Or is it just
that you've been frustrated because you can't find
anything that will fit your gear properly?

Not every shelf is
made of acoustically
sound MDF.
You also have the
option of frosted
gtass. And not just

Let me tell you about Euro Furniture. This is a dream

any glass. I'm talking 10 mm thick glass that's tempered
for strength and safety. Speaking of options, let's not
forget about the pillars. They come in your choice of

come true for AN buffs like you and !. This is furniture
built by audiophiles for audiophiles. This is furniture
that will proudly display any system you can dream
of...or already own. The shelves aren't only deep
and wide...they even come in three optional heights
(5", 8" and 12".. for your really massive tube amp).

black or silver. Either way, they receive atough,
premium electroplated finish.
But, a pillar, after all, is just a pillar. Let's get back to
Ile real beauty of Euro Furniture, the shelves. Ialready
mentioned glass. But your options are open. You could
always choose beautiful real hardwood cherry veneers.
Or, if you're a purist, you'll go for the special
acid-catalyzed black lacquer.
That's what I'd do.

Need an incentive to buy that new
component you've been dreaming about?
Sanus has got you covered. Euro Furniture is
expandaole...very expandable. Start with a
base unit in your choice of widths. If you're
like me, you'll want several. Then, the
fun starts. Ada ashelf, then

But what about your speakers
and your plasma TV, you ask?

another, and another.
Expandable?

It's like an erector set for
Lei s 5150e sKys the 1,051
AN junkies. The big
paradox is which comes first the new

That's where the web site comes in.
Please visit www.SANUS.com, where
you'll find over 200 items. Items like speaker

component og the new shelf?

stands, television wall mounts, media storage
and more. Items that are for sale at thousands
of retail locations. That's a lot of locations.
,to simplify things, while you're on the site,

Did Imention that Euro Furniture
is built by audiophiles?
What that means is I'm not talking about some
cheap. slap-it-together particleboard junk. This is

RS Maybe you re i-uystriering who Iam sine
Bill no ter he honehay?

The quality comes
through in the
details .. like this
special acidcatalyzed black
lacquer finish

lease use the dealer locator. After all,
the thrill isn't always in the hunt.

ree Éaéri wrItIng 1.711S aci us est person. Well. Iwish icould say Urn Me mastermind behind he wonderful products of Suriras Systems.
recat this company and ns products really are ClleCk thern out .1ro sure you'll agree

S

A

1%1 U

THE

UNION

S
OF

S ME NA S
FORM

AND

FUNCTION

800.359.5520
www.sanus.com
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Musical
Each kW chassis has asingle-ended
input and is rated at 1000W into 8
ohms, 1800 into 4ohms, and aspeakerboggling 3000W into 2 ohms. Instantaneous peak output is claimed to be a
frightening 5000W, with apeak current
potential of ±200 amps and output voltage of around 130 amps. The Tri-Vista
kWs can probably supply more juice
than Florida.
A three-box, two-channel kW rig is
physically and electrically intimidating.
Along with ahefty implementation of

Fidelity

Tri-Vista

MF's preferred choke regulation and a
class-A driver stage, each amplifier has
40 output devices, meaning MF has
taken the opposite tack to Pass Labs'
minimalist approach. The kWs draw
their power from the shared power supply via three cables per channel: two
low-voltage, including control functions,
and one mains connection. Three pairs
of hefty but normal-diameter binding
posts are provided, which means that,
unlike with the Nu-Vista 300's original
binding posts, spade lugs are welcome.

kWP

& Tri-Vista

kW

Three pairs? These amps are so powerful,
you could probably biwire your own
speakers, then drive your next-door
neighbor's speakers with the third set.
All controls are on the kWs' powersupply unit, which features a pair of
2kVA transformers and a front-panel
vacuum-fluorescent display that can tell
you how many hours the amps have
been used, and even the unit's serial
number. Each power-supply channel has
its own 20-amp IEC AC connector.
Front-panel controls include On and

Measurements
and 5show that the third harmonic is predominant at high power
levels. Though a smattering of

10
T0,10

0,0'
10

Fig.4 Musical Fidelity kW, IkHz waveform at
250W into 4 ohms (top), 0.0047%
THD+N; distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).

Ot]

410 DO

Fig.5 Musical Fidelity kW, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 1000W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).

higher-order harmonics is present,
these are, again, all at very low levels. The subjectively benign second
harmonic was the highest in level
at low powers (not shown), but was
buried beneath the kW's noise
floor. Intermodulation distortion
was also very low, though driving
the amplifier at high power into
low impedances brought the 1kHz
difference product up to a still
minimal —90dB (0.003%) (fig.6).
Finally, the kW is apdy named
(and specified), delivering just over
one continuous kilowatt of power
into an 8 ohm load: 1100W, or
30.4dBW! This increased to 1800W
into 4ohms (29.5dBW) and 2.5kW
into 2 ohms (28dBW) (fig.7). However, it should be noted that my wall
voltage drooped during this final
measurement, from 126.5V to 121V.
The resistance of the owner's AC
wiring will be what limits the kW's
ability to deliver prodigious current
into low-impedance loudspeakers.
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista kWP
preamplifier: The kWP is unusual
in having afull-featured phono stage.

The moving-magnet stage's input
impedance was to specification at 68k
ohms or 47k ohms, depending on the
positions of the rear-panel DIP
switches. The moving-coil stage input
loading was 125 ohms at lkHz when
set to "100 ohms," 12 ohms when set
to "10." Measured at the tape output
jacks, the phono-stage gain was 40dB
(MM) and 57dB (MC), the latter alittle on the low side for the lowest-output MC cartridges.
The kWP offered superb RIAA
de-emphasis accuracy (fig.8), though
there was aslight (025dB) channel
imbalance. Set to "RIAA," the phonostage response extended down to
below 10Hz; set to "IEC," it showed
the specified 3dB rolloff at 20Hz.
Channel separation (not shown) was
asuperb 110dB at 10kHz, though this
was reduced at lower frequencies by
the effect of the RIAA equalization.
At greater than 60dB at 100Hz, however, it is still way better than any
phono cartridge.
Whether measured via its MM or
its MC input jacks, the kWP had the
highest phono-stage overload margin
in the midrange and bass Ihave ever
1.1.110.11D

ED.111/101 el3, re

.1

Slar.on,y DlooKel 01.1y 1.W i141,1.11,1 Ds Do.l. into 11,44 Ohms
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U.
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22.

24.

Fig.6 Musical Fidelity kW, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
900W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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100

Fig.7 Musical Fidelity kW, distortion (%) vs
IkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 8ohms, 4 ohms,
2ohms.
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Fig.8 Musical Fidelity kWP phono stage,
RIM error with RIM de-emphasis
(top) and IEC de-emphasis (bottom).
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed.)
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Musical
Off, abrightness adjustment button for
the display, and an Info button, which
toggles through the choices. Three LEDs
confirm left, right, and PSU power.
Connections, Cautions, Control
Once, while acounselor at asummer
camp, Ibuilt a three-stage, solid-fuel
Estes rocket that had to be ignited electronically, with acar battery. Almost the
entire camp assembled for the event,
standing in avast circle at asafe distance
from the missile. Everyone counted

Fidelity

Tri-Vista

down excitedly from "10," and at "Zero!"
my shaking finger pushed the button.
The rocket lifted off the pad about half a
foot, then leaned over 90° and accelerated full throttle on atrack parallel to the
ground, heading straight for some
campers. Fortunately, they scattered in
time, and the rocket crashed into atree
and disintegrated. That came to mind as
I helped Musical Fidelity's Antony
Michaelson connect the various cords
and wires of the mega kW power amps.
"Because the kW will NOT CLIP,

kWP

& Tri-Vista

kW

any inadvertent electrical noise will be
hugely amplified by the kW. As the kW
can deliver 5000W peaks, a mistake
could vaporize the internals of your
loudspeakers. At the factory, we ALWAYS switch off the kW for at least
five minutes before we change anything.
So should you. You have been warned."
That's a section of the instruction
manual's front-page greeting. Scary?
You bet. No wonder the installation
reminded me of an episode of Fear
Factor. When everything was wired up

Measurements
encountered. Assessed at the tape out
jacks at lkHz, for example, the MM
input overloaded (1% THD) at
439mV, which is 38.9dB above the
reference 5mV input, and equivalent
to an extraordinary 43V output! Similar performance was noted from the
MM input at frequencies down to
20Hz, while the MC input offered
even better overload margins, at
46dB at 20Hz and lkHz. This astonishing overload performance degraded with increasing frequency,
reaching a still excellent 25.9dB
(MC) and 192dB (MM) at 20kHz.
Despite these extraordinary overload
margins, the phono stage's S/N ratios
were excellent, at 70dB (MM, ref.
5mV input at 1kHz) and 61.5dB
(MC, ref. 50011V input at lkHz).
Both of these figures are unweighted,
wideband, taken with the inputs
shorted; switching in an A-weighting

THE QC SUITE
Fuld

filter improved them to 83.8dB and
74dB, respectively.
Perhaps not unexpectedly, the
kWP phono stage's high dynamic
range was accompanied by excellent
linearity. Driving the MM input with
a lkHz signal at lmV gave just
0.0018% THD (sum of harmonics).
Though the second harmonic was the
highest in level (fig.9), at —96dB it is
not going to bother anyone. However,
phono-stage intermodulation was
good rather than excellent, with an
equal mix of 19 and 20kHz tones at
10mV giving rise to 0.1% of the lkHz
difference product (not shown).
The Tri-Vista kWP's line stage had
avery high input impedance, at well
above 300k ohms. (It is difficult to get
an accurate measurement with such
high values.) It didn't invert absolute
polarity, and its maximum gain was
very slightly higher than specified, at

©MILLER AUDIO
RESEARCI

12.9dB rather than 12.5dB. Correlating with this, setting the volume
control to an indicated "OdB" resulted
in aresidual gain of 0.5dB.
The kWP's output impedance was
more like that of apower amplifier
than apreamplifier. At lkHz it was
an extraordinarily low 02 ohm, rising to 0.7 ohm at 20Hz and 0.14 ohm
at 20kHz. However, as these figures
include the series resistance of a6'
interconnect, the true source impedance is likely to be even lower! The
tape out jacks don't appear to be actively buffered.
As the kWP doesn't have abalance
control, Iwas somewhat bothered to
find aslight channel imbalance that varied with the volume-control setting.
This can be seen in my plot of the line
stage's frequency response (fig.10). With
the volume control at its maximum
position (top pair of traces), the
response was flat up to 20kHz, 3dB
down at 160kHz, with the right channel 0.05dB lower in level than the left.
Repeating the measurement at the
same output voltage but with the volume control set to "OdB" reduced the

51•rn• Idus/c0101.10111.1•Wt inpume0
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Fig.9 Musical Fidelity kWP phono stage, spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 1V into
8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10 Musical Fidelity kWP line stage,
frequency response at 1V into 100k
ohms with volume control at max (top
above 10kHz) and at unity gain
(bottom). (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed.)
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correctly and securely and it was time to
launch the amps, Michaelson still
seemed concerned. Ican only imagine
some of the factory mishaps on the way
to the kW's final design.
Months later, I'm happy to report that
my speakers have not vaporized, though
Ido behave more cautiously than usual
before connecting or disconnecting anything — something reviewers do much
more of than most audiophiles. With
the kWs, Ialways mute the system before lowering the stylus to or lifting it
from an LP (always agood idea, even
with a3W single-ended triode amp). I
mute before changing sources.
When the kWs are powered up, their
feet glow first yellow, then, after warmup, blue. The light system seems to go
through afull yellow warmup cycle if
you power down for even afew minutes,
which suggests that the warmup system
is governed by time, not temperature.

The kWP's feet go through the same
warmup light show. When you hit Mute,
the feet glow red, which is the only indication that you're in that mode (which is
selectable only from the remote).
Aside from the possibility of vaporized speaker internals, using the TriVista kW system was straightforward
and more than pleasant. All of the remote functions worked crisply and
without glitch.

from around 60Wpc into 4 ohms to
1800Wpc into 4 ohms — the Wilson
WATT/Puppy 7's nominal impedance.
Some amplifier ideologues will tell
you that big = bad; and that when you
create acomplex circuit with dozens of
output devices, clarity, resolution, coherence, and delicacy must suffer. The
kWs destroyed that notion with the first
tune Iplayed: "Ile Golden Age," from
Beck's superbly recorded Sea Change
(SACD, DGC 0694935372). Three
The sound of asmall town's
things became immediately apparent: 1)
generating plant
the size and scale of the picture had
In order to avoid sonic confusion and
grown enormously; 2) the kWs' grip on
minimize variables, Ifirst ran the kW
the woofers was totalitarian, creating
power amps with the already-installed
the tightest, most agile, most dynamicalHalcro dm10 preamp, and later with the
ly supple bass I've ever experienced in
VTL TL-7.5, before inserting the kWP
any audio system I've auditioned; and 3)
preamp. In place of the Pass Labs XA
the kWs' resolution of detail, and their
160s (which failed to meet their sped- ability to separate musical threads in
fled output, due, apparendy, to amanutime and space, were astonishing — akin
facturing fault) the system was going to what the Boulder 2008 phono pre-

Measurements
-3dB point to 851cHz but, more important, there was now a0.45dB imbalance
between the channels. Reducing the
volume to an indicated "-10dB" increased the imbalance to 0.55dB, but
now the right channel was louder than
the left (not shown), which suggests
that the kWP's volume control offers its
best channel gain matching in the
region where it is most likely to be used:
at around 6dB of attenuation.
The kWP's noise level was very
good, with an unweighted, wideband
S/N ratio of 702dB ref. 1V output.
This improved to 90dB when Aweighted. Any crosstalk was buried
within this noise below 10kHz or so,
with perhaps avery slight degree of
capacitive coupling reducing the separation to a still superb 105dB at
501cHz (not shown).

The stated design goal of Musical
Fidelity's kW products was to achieve
very high dynamic range. The kWP
achieved this goal in spades: Iwasn't
able to drive its line stage into clipping
with my Audio Precision System One!
Fig.11 shows the preamplifier's
THD+noise percentage plotted
against the output voltage into 100k,
10k, and 1k ohm. Into 100k ohms, the
maximum output voltage I could
obtain was 55V, with adistortion figure ofjust 0.001%! Only into 1k ohm

did the trace in this graph take on the
usual "clipping" shape, but even then,
the kWP delivered 57V at 0.65% distortion! Ididn't measure the clipping
voltage into lower impedances because the precision resistors in my resistance switch box are rated at only
1W power handling; Ididn't want the
kWP to melt them. But ies safe to
predict that the kWP will not be driven into clipping into any real-world
impedance it is likely to encounter.
As might be expected, the kWP's

0 0,0

100

Fig.11 Musical Fidelity kWP line stage,
distortion (%) vs 1kHz output voltage
into (from bottom to top): 100k ohms,
10k ohms, lk ohm.
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Fig.12 Musical Fidelity kWP line stage, spectrum of lkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 1V into
8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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amp did for an analog front end. Ican
only imagine what aBoulder-kW system would sound like.
Electronic effects on the Beck disc
vary from being woven into the cloth of
the mix to standing exposed and buck
naked, while still being part of the musical whole. Instead of taking asledgehammer to the music, the kWs
unraveled solid silken strands and
placed them delicately in hyper-threedimensional space.
Soft and warm the kWs were not,
but neither were they bright or edgy —
I've reviewed tube amps that were more
wiry and glassy. Nonetheless, people
who prefer the Pass Labs "house sound"
won't like the kWs, and vice versa.
Because the kWs' bottom end was so
tight and well-defined, with no midbass
overhang, one could initially confuse
the amps' sound with leanness, or think
their top end spotlit—but over time, an

distortion is vanishingly low in level
at normal output levels. Fig.12 shows
a spectral analysis of the preamp's
output while it drove a1kHz tone at
1V into 8k ohms. The THD (sum of
the harmonics) was just 0.0007%,
with the second harmonic the highest in level at -104dB (0.0006%),
and only the third and fourth just
discernible above the background
noise. Only in the HF intermodulation test did the kWP miss abeat,
and then only very slightly. With the
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astute listener would reconsider such a
conclusion. In fact, bass extension, solidity, and texture were the best I've heard
from any amplifier, including the big
Halcro dm68s, which are plenty good in
that department.
Rather than sounding "crunchy," "stiff"
or unable to negotiate hairpin musical
turns, the kWs were agile and relaxed.
More than any other amp I've auditioned,
they seemed to become whatever the
recording demanded. On ACIDCs Back
in Black from Epic's epic boxed set of 16
180gm LPs (Epic 090643), the kWs and
the WATT/Puppy 7s sounded as hard
and crunchy as you'd want, but plenty
transparent, and not bright or overhyped
in the upper octaves no matter how loud
Icranked them —and the SPLs were
peaking at well over 100dB in my room.
The kick drum had wallop, texture,
and body, and the electric guitars poured
out rich, overdriven harmonics. What's

preamplifier driving an equal mix of
19 and 20kHz tones at 1V into 8k
ohms, the 1
kHz difference product
reached -80dB (0.01%), with some
higher-order
products
visible
(fig.13). They are all low in level,
however, and would not affect the
preamp's sound quality.
Both the Tri-Vista kW and the
kWP offer extraordinary dynamic
range without their performance in
any other area being compromised.
—John Atkinson

Fig.13 Musical Fidelity kWP, line stage HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 1V
into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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more, no matter how loud Iwent, the
kWs sounded relaxed, with no hint of
compression. The sense of images floating
has never been so pronounced in my experience —especially in the space between the speakers. During the months
leading up to writing this review, that
mesmerizing sense of floating, of unrestrained ease, never diminished. With
electronic fades, as the level drops, the
sense of space usually seems to recede
with it Not through the kWs. Instead,
the picture floated free of the speakers,
full-sized, until the final fadeout
The fun was to go from something
like AC/DC to delicate female vocals
and hear the system shift gears like a
chameleon. S&P Records' reissue of
Peggy Lee's greatest hits album, Bewitching-Lee (LP, S&P-502), originally
issued on Capitol in 1962 and mastered
by Steve Hoffman at RTI, presents totally different tonal and textural pictures
from AC/DC (duh!), but because it's a
hits compilation drawn from different
decades, the sound changes radically
throughout. Icould hear no consistent
coloration that might be attributable to
the kWs.
Nina Simone's first album, Little Cid
Blue: Jazz as Played in an Exclusive Side
Street Club (Bethlehem BC-6028), is a
surprisingly transparent late-1950s recording. The piano is abit boxy, though
with good "wood"; the drum kit, particularly the cymbals, has asubtle spatial
context; and Simone's voice is delicately
and intimately drawn, her unique lower
register perfectly captured. Again, the
system's sound was totally transformed:
The kWs reproduced this recording in
proper scale, and without a trace of
"electronica" surrounding her voice.
They didn't sound like "big" amps, and
floated the mono image as effectively as
Ithink any low-power tube amp might.
Just for laughs, one night Iwent from
Mobile Fidelity's pressing of Nirvana's
Nevermind (LP) to aBritish Decca boxed
set, Homage to Pavlova (SET 523-4): performances by Richard Bonynge and the
London Symphony of ballet music associated with the legendary dancer. The
presentation ranged from bright and
crunchy to delicate and transparent, but
was never too warm and sweet. The
Musical Fidelity kWs were not warm,
and if Ihad any criticism, it was that they
were unforgiving, even ruthlessly revealing, especially in the upper octaves. The
'Wilson WATT/Puppy 7's top end is
considered by many to be equally ruthless and revealing, yet the combo of kWs
and WATTs gave amusical result that,
in my experience, is unsurpassed.
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You'd expect an amplifier with this
much sheer power to produce convincing dynamics at the top end of the scale,
and the kWs did. But what detractors of
big amps might not expect were the
degrees of ultra-low-level dynamic expression the kWs were capable of revealing. I've always believed that there's
apoint where no more event information is to be retrieved from familiar
recordings, yet Iwas surprised — and a
bit unnerved — to find that the kWs
continually exposed previously buried
subtle level and/or textural shifts within
performances, increasing the intimacy
and musical communication between
me and the musicians.
As one's system improves, cardboardcutout recordings of musicians can be-
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come living, breathing entities. Over
the years, and playing the same original
pressing, I've been amazed by the transformation undergone by Miles Davis's
performances on Kind of Blue: from a
reasonable facsimile of atrumpet to one
in which the harmonic and textural
complexities of air, brass, valves, and lips
are laid bare; arecording in which Ican
virtually "see" the instrument, "feel" it
move on and off mike, and sense Davis's
lips forming his embouchure.
Cables and power conditioning had
enormous effects on the kWs' sound —
more than Iusually hear (see "Accessories" sidebar). During avisit from asoftware manufacturer, I switched out a
cable, and his head almost did a360.
Laten Iremoved the Shunyata Research

kW
Hydra passive power-line conditioner
and, after some listening, replaced it with
Shunyata's latest model, the Hydra 8.
Then my head did a360. Iwondered
whether Icould actually describe the
kWs' sound, so different was their presentation with different cables and AC
conditioners. Icould make these amps
sound sterile or warm, coherent or rhythmically uncoordinated. The qualities that
remained consistent were those of unlimited dynamics at both ends of the volume
scale, the floating sensation I've already
mentioned, the bass control, and the
overall sense of effortlessness and relaxation while maintaining full musical grip.
I've just thrown on an original UK
LP of the Who's Tommy and have gotten
another surprise. Ihave never heard the

Accessories
espite the Musical Fidelity TriDVista
kW's choke-regulated

the technology or theories behind the
Hydra 8's operation, but you should
power supplies, and perhaps because
give it atry It's every bit as effective as
of the amount of current these ampli- its supporters say it is, and despite my
fiers pull, their performance was
initial skepticism, I've fallen in line.
enhanced to an enormous and quite
The Hydra 8is an amazing product.
surprising degree by plugging them
I found Shunyata's Andromeda
into Shunyata Research's entirely pasSpeaker cable ($2995/8') far too
sive Hydra 8 power-distribution polite for my tastes. It smoothed over
device ($1995).
the upper octaves, and though this reDuring my first month of auditionsulted in aluscious, grain-free miding the kWs, they drew power from
range, it obscured too much air and
the original Hydra. When Iwas ready
detail, and some of the kW's magic.
to check out the new Hydra 8, IunShunyata's Aries interconnect was less
plugged the original Hydra and
obtrusive. My reference Harmonic
plugged the kWs directly into my Technology Magic interconnect and
dedicated line's Hubbell hospitalspeaker cables proved abit too detailed, giving the sound aslight, ungrade
Ther eceptacles.
difference was not subtle. The
welcome edge. (The Magics were
kWs' basic sonic performance reideal with the Pass Labs XA 160 amps
mained, but the picture lost cohesion,
and my Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
the highs had atouch of grain, and the
300 amps, however.)
bass seemed in a slightly different
The winners were AudioQueses
time zone — as if these revealing
new Kilimanjaro speaker cable
amps were putting my ears in touch
($4400/8' pair) and Cheetah interconwith the quality of juice from
nect ($900/1m pair), both of which
Rockland Electric's grid. After letting feature an onboard, battery-powered
the kWs warm up for another day
Dielectric-Bias System (DBS), which
and continuing to hear the same puts all of the cable's dielectric into a
sound, Iturned them off and plugged
relatively high-voltage (24V) DC
them into the new Hydra 8, which, as
field. There is no interaction with the
instructed, I'd broken in using adehusignal path. AudioQuest claims that
midifier (though Iwas told an electric
cable and capacitor break-in is all
fan would work too). The Hydra 8 about the "forming" of the dielectric,
was connected to the wall with a or its adaptation to a charged state.
Shunyata Research Andromeda vX AQ's DBS cables leave the factory in a
heavy-duty AC cord. Damn if the syscharged state and remain so, even
tem didn't return to its former coherwhen you turn your system off, so the
ent glory, only more so.
cables are always "broken in." WhatThere's no space here to go into
ever's going on, the AudioQuests
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offered the best combination of detail
and frequency extension with the TriVista kW components in my system.
Your results may be different.
When you buy apair of Tri-Vista
kW Monoblocs, Musical Fidelity
throws in aset of their low-resistance,
heavy copper LCOFC Tri-Vista speaker cables. These sounded quite good,
with notably good image focus, but
didn't offer quite the bass control and
HF extension of the AudioQuests —
but after you've dropped $24k on the
kWs, you'll probably be in no mood to
spend another few thousand on speaker cables, and the MF cables are very,
very good.
The Tri-Vista kWP preamplifier's
heavy-duty 20-amp IEC jack offered
the opportunity to give JPS Labs'
super-expensive Aluminata power
cord ($3499) an audition. Compared
to the kWP's stock cord, the Aluminata was noticeably more coherent, full-bodied, and dynamic, though
JPS's own ICaptovator ($1499) gave it
arun for far less money. The VTL
TL-7.5 preamp sounded best with
Shunyata's Diamondback AC cord,
which came with the Halcro dm10
preamp and had to be returned early
into this review. Next best was the
ICaptovator, along with Synergistic
Research's Designers' Reference2.
Cables were important, but for this
review, the Shunyata Research Hydra
8was the real key to musical satisfaction.
-Michael Fremer
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Musical
acoustic guitar in the right channel
sound so physically real, or the overall
presentation so enormous.
Enter the Tri-Vista kWP
When 1replaced the Halcro dm10 preamplifier with the VTL TL-7.5 (reviewed by Paul Bolin in October 2003),
the sonic picture immediately became
warmer, more relaxed, with amidband
Icould sink my head into like adown
pillow. Some dynamic expression was
sacrificed, and the picture was more
congealed and somewhat less threedimensional, but it was also less analytical and more emotionally expressive.
While instrumental space and resolution of inner detail were not presented
quite as starkly, and bass dynamics took
aslight hit, bass textures and the sheer
physicality of the sound improved. In
terms of long-term listenability, tunefulness, and musical flow, the VTL 7.5
scored big points.
The combination of the VTL 11-7.5
preamp and the Musical Fidelity kW
amps was amatch Ididn't think could be
improved on, and given my lack of
enthusiasm for Musical Fidelity's NuVista preamp afew years ago, Iwasn't
looking forward to the change. But once
it was made, Iwas more than pleasantly
surprised. The Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista
kWP was easily competitive sonically,
and that's saying alot. Both preamps
include tubes in their circuits, but the
VTL has that distinctively warm 12AX7
sound, while the kWP's sound was
somewhat less distinctive, some would
say more neutral.
At first Iwas abit disappointed with
the kWP's somewhat more recessed,
less relaxed midband, but as it warmed
up and broke in, its strong suits became
more apparent and the memory of the
VTL 7.5's lush midband faded, replaced
by the kWP's greater dynamic expression and its amazing ability to carve out
space and specify image location.
However, being presented with so
much information in such detail will
not appeal to everyone. Over time, I
came to thoroughly enjoy the kWP's
dynamic slam, grand stage size and
image scale, and the absolute authority
of its iron-fisted control of the bass. Yet
it never sounded etched or "solid-state."
The kWP preamp proved to be an
ideal mate for the kW power amps.
Ironically, it was the Tri-Vista kWP-kW
combo that pointed out the Tri-Vista
SACD player's somewhat lackadaisical
bass control and focus compared to the
Krell SACD Standard (reviewed in the
December 2003 Stereophile).
Stereophile, January 2004
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After afew weeks of enjoying the
kWP, Ire-installed the VTL TL-7.5
and re-experienced its sumptuous but
not excessive midband glow and
smooth overall musical flow. It had
more of a"relaxed fit" that at first was
disappointing—it wasn't as detailed,
and didn't reach down quite as far or as
tightly on bottom, as the kWP, nor did
it have the Tri-Vista's top-end extension and shimmering detail. But when
I'd re-acclimated myself to the TL-7.5,
Ididn't miss the kWP's supercharged
presence and impressive dynamic grip.

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke
Designs S7 turntable; Graham 22,
Immedia RPM2 tonearms; Lyra
Helikon Mono, Lyra Titan,
Sumiko Blackbird cartridges.
Digital source: Musical Fidelity
Tri-Vista and Krell SACD Standard
SACD players.
Preamplification: Manley Steelhead ASR Basis Exclusive, Sutherland
PhD phono sections; Halcro dm10,
VTL TL-7.5 preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Halcro dm68
monoblocks, Musical Fidelity NuVista 300.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
Avanti III, Wilson WATT/Puppy 7.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove, Graham IC-70, Cardas
Neutral Reference Balanced. Interconnect Harmonic Technology ProSilway III, Magiq Shunyata Research
Aries, balanced & unbalanced;
AudioQuest Cheetah. Speaker:
Harmonic Technology Magic
Woofer,
Shunyata
Research
Andromeda, AudioQuest Kilirnarrjaro, Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista
LCOFC. AC: JPS Labs Aluminata,
ICaptovator, Shunyata Research
Anaconda vX; Synergistic Research
Designers' Reference2.
Accessories: PS Audio Power
Plant P300, Shunyata Research
Hydra & Hydra 8AC conditionerdistribution systems; Sounds of
Silence Vibraplane active isolation
platform; Symposium Rollerblocks
(Tungsten, Grade 3 Superball),
Finite Elemente equipment stands,
SAP Relaxa magnetic-repulsion
isolation stand; Audiodharma
Cable Cooker 2.0; Walker motor
drive; ASC Tube Traps; Shakti
Stones, On-Lines; RPG BAD, Abffusor panels.
—Michael Premer
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If the Halcro dm10 was the detail and
neutrality champ and the VTL 7.5 the
smoothest operator, the MF kWP fell
in between, with afine combination of
richness, dynamic expression, bass
extension, and transient clarity.
As for Antony Michaelson's "proper
phono section," though it was competent, it couldn't compete with standalone phono preamps like the ASR Basis
($4995), the Sutherland PhD ($3000), or
the Manley Steelhead ($7000). In direct
A/B comparisons with those designs,
the kW's phono section didn't grip the
music as tightly, couldn't control the bottom end with the same authority, and
lacked the dynamic grandeur and overall
image focus of the outboard boxes —
but given the latters' cost, that should
surprise no one. I understand why
Musical Fidelity wanted to include a
full-service phono stage in the kWP, but
Idon't believe anyone willing to spend
$11,995 on apreamp who is seriously
into analog will accept anything but a
first-class outboard phono section. But if
building aterrestrial digital tuner into an
HMV gives the buyer incentive to add
arooftop antenna, perhaps including a
very good phono preamp in the kWP
will encourage buyers to add aturntable.
Conclusions
Once the lucky few have snapped up the
75 sets of Tri-Vista kWPs and kWs,
they'll become collector's items. With
the kWP, Musical Fidelity has built an
expensive, full-function preamplifier
whose build quality and sound fully justify its majestic price of $11,995.
Whether its buxom industrial design
and outlandish remote will appeal to its
target audience of the well-to-do remains to be seen.
As happened when Ireviewed the
Boulder 2008 phono preamplifier in
July 2002, inserting the Tri-Vista kW
Monoblocs into my system delivered
not just adifferent sonic color or style,
or marginally improved sound compared to anything I'd heard previously,
but rather aunique and sensational upward step in both sheer sonic pleasure
and in the communication of musical
meaning. Itry to be stingy with superlatives, in order to create awide range of
reviewing "dynamics." But when used
with appropriate associated gear and,
especially, the optimum cables and
power-delivery devices (see "Accessories" sidebar), the kWs reached anew
peak performance level in my experience. They're easily the best-sounding
amplifiers Ihave ever heard — as well
they should be, for $23,995/pair.
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Follow-Up
Paul
to improve both reliability and sound
Lamm Industries ML1.1 monoblock
quality. The net effect, according to
tube power amplifier
Lamm, is "a bit more natural sound reThe original Lamm' ML1 monoblock
power amplifier was one of those com- production in low-frequency region, as
well as in midrange/upper-midrange
ponents that seemed to bewitch everyregion." Iimmediately noticed that the
one who heard it. It worked its spell on
ML1.1 seemed heavier than IrememJonathan Scull in the May 2000
bered the ML1 being — Isuspect that
Stereophile (Vo123 No.5), and sent me
into raptures when Ireviewed it for The those transformers have been seriously
beefed up.
Absolute Sound in 2001. Hearing the
news that it had been upgraded and
renamed the ML1.1, Icouldn't help but
wonder just what Vladimir Lamm had
found to improve.
The answers surprised me. While
making acreSS to the plate fuses easier
doesn't seem like much, the ML1 had required you to remove the amp's bottom
covet; and that was a
big hassle —not that
I've ever had anything go wrong with
aLamm amp, other
than a power tube
conking out on one
ML1 I reviewed.
Other
external
L
an,
ndustn es
changes include a
i
simplification of the
MLI .1 rno
nobiock tub
bias/balance procedure, the
eamp
addition of some very welcome handles
on the back of the amp, and asignificant
Ilistened to the ML1.1s in avariety of
upgrade of the binding posts. The ML1.1
system configurations, but most evalualists for $22,690/pair, or $2700 more
tive listening was done with the
than the ML1.
Like the ML1, the ML1.1 is based on Aesthetix Io Signature phono stage,
two 6C33C-B triodes used in push-pull
Halcro dm10 preamplifier (used as a
line stage), and Legacy Focus 20/20 and
operation for apower output of 90W,
Focal-JMlab Nova Utopia Be loudbut some significant changes have been
speakers. Line-level cables were mostly
made. Lamm has upgraded the power
transformer to accommodate 230V Acoustic Zen Silver Reference, and
speaker cables included Siltech LS-188
mains operation — and the output
Classic, Shunyata Andromeda, and
transformer, already asingular strength
Nordost Valhalla. Iused Acoustic Zen
in the ML1, has been revised, though
Gargantua II, Shunyata Anaconda, and
exactly how is not disclosed; Vladimir
lets out only the minimum amount of Siltech SPX-30 Classic AC cords on the
Lamms themselves.2 Tough duty, I
insider information about just how he
know, but someone has to do it. The
works his magic. The effect, according
to Lamin's white paper, is improved Rives Audio PARC signal processor
arrived partway through my auditioning
bass performance.
The PC boards are now made of and promptly took care of acouple of
superior, tighter-tolerance materials said nasty room resonances.
1Lamm Industries Inc., 2621 E. 24th Street, Brooklyn,
NY 11235. Tel: (718) 368-0181. Fax: (718) 368-0140.
Web: www.lammindustries.com.
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2See the "Associated Equipment" sidebar in the Legacy
Focus 20/20 speaker review elsewhere in this issue for
acomplete listing of equipment.
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Bolin

When Ihear of a favorite component's being revised, Ialways hope that
the Hippocratic oath —"First, do no
harm" — has been honored. The ML1.1
retained all of the things that made its
predecessor such acompelling amplifier:
extraordinary image density and palpability, combined with a thrilling and
immediate sense of "thereness." On
Coldplay's "Clocks," from A Rush of
Blood to the Head (CD,
Capitol
CDP
40504-2),
the
Lamins supplied a
scrumptious and enfolding souncispace
that had exceptional
spaciousness
and
solidity. Coldplay's
"Green Eyes" is one
of the more affecting love songs I've
heard in recent
years, and the ML1.1s
let the song's plainspoken
emotions connect with touching
honesty. Speaking of immediacy, Paul
Wellees acoustic guitar and voice on the
Jam's immortal "That's Entertainment,"
from Sound Affects (UK LP, Polydor
Deluxe POLD 5035), was a slice of
heaven, with an enormous amount of air
and space around the vocals; and oh,
those lilting backing voices trailing away
so elegantly...
Lamm's claims of improved bass performance were absolutely on the mark.
The ML1 hadn't offered much to complain about, but the ML1.1 had atightly
defined sock down low that Idon't
remember from the earlier version.
"Boing Boom Tschak," from Kraftwerk's Electric Café (LP, Warner Bros.
25525-1), had lightning bass transients
that were utterly free of overhang or
sloppiness. The punch and drive of the
bass and chums on "Hit Me With Your
Rhythm Stick," by Ian Dury and the
Blockheads (UK LP, Demon X-Fiend
69), kicked major booty and boogied
like amaniac. Acoustic bass instruments
also benefited from the new Lamm's
tender ministrations. Cellos and basses
on Paul Paray and the Detroit Symphony's version of Bizees Carmen Suite
(LP, Mercury SR-90001) had an espe141

daily full-bodied and lifelike size and
scale, and the timbrai definition was
superb. The new transformers made
their presence felt most assertively here.
Midrange and treble also seemed
subdy improved. Though audio memory is short-term, Icouldn't help but
think that the ML1.1 sounded faster
than the ML1. There was abit less of
the fine, dark scrim on the top octave
than I've heard from the M2.1 and ML1,
and the sonic benefit was a derided
improvement in quickness up top. The
ML1.1 had transient snap, most noticeably on acoustic and electric guitars —
in this it rivaled the Halcro cfm58,
which is unequivocally at the head of
the class. The huge soundstage captured
on the Carmen Suite was fabulously detailed in all dimensions, and evenly illuminated from front to back and from
side to side. Every instrument possessed
an uncommonly high degree of presence and harmonic opulence, and reverb trails were long and lush.
Of all the recordings Iauditioned the
ML1.1s with, none more perfectly exhibited the best of what they could do
than Bill Evans' Quintessence (LP, Fantasy
F-9529) and The Weavers' venerable
Reunion at Carnegie Hall (LP, Vanguard
VSD 2150). The gentleness and intimacy of the Evans allowed me to wallow in
Ray Brown's impeccable bass work,
Evans' Debussy- and Ravel-derived harmonic progressions, and the peerless
drumming of Philly Joe Jones. Kenny
Burrell's guitar and Harold Land's tenor
sax were effusively mellow and involving, and the ML1.1s' combination of
holistic spatial presentation, rhythmic
precision, and harmonic truthfulness
made for averitable seminar in jazz.
The Weavers LP allowed the Lamms
to strut their nearly unparalleled mastery of large space and excellent resolution of low-level detail. Every voice was
focused and fixed with textbook clarity
and solidity, whether solo or in ensemble — and yes, the layered depth of the
crowd singing along on "Goodnight,
Irene" was unsettlingly realistic. Multichannel got nothin' on two ML1.1s, at
least with this LP.
Lamm Industries has managed to improve what was already one of the
world's finest amplifiers, and has done
so in ways that are musically meaningful
and, as aresult of the ergonomic refinements, easier to live with. Ican only
reiterate what Isaid in my review of the
original amplifier for TAS: If 90W is
enough and you can afford the ticket,
there may be no finer amplifier in the
world.
Stereophile, January 2004

Music Systems & Home Theatre

/MERIDIAN

New, Meridian G Series in Stock!
G68 Processor, G98 DVD Player
GO7 & GO8 CD Player
Special Sale Prices on 500 Series!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre System
featuring New 861v4 Reference Processor,
New 800 Reference DVD/CD Player
New!
Meridian DSP-7000 Speaker System
Sony 61" XBR 950 Plasma On Display

AUDIOQUEST •
SUMIKO •
KIMBER
TRIANGLE •
CAMELOT •
JPS •
CAIRN
RE-GA •GRADO •
CREEK •
AUDIOPRISM
TARGET •
MAGNUM DYNAIAB •
EPOS
UNISON RESEARCH •
ILLUMINATIONS
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •
ATACAMA •
RGPC
BRIGHT STAR •
OPERA •
BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •CI AUDIO •
VIBRAPODS
AUDIBLE ILUSIONS •
PS AUDIO. EAST
GOWRING •
JOUDA •
EOUITECH •
BDR
BELLES •
MONOLITHIC •
SHANLING
SOULOOUY •
ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
ANALYSIS PLUS •
VON SCHWEIKERT
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JEFF ROVVLAND
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\
ANALYSIS

T. Audio

www.jsaudio.com
, . .
Audio •Cardas •Dynaudio •EAR
Jeff Rowland •Grado •Kimber Illumina
Kimber Select •Mark Levinson
Meridian Digital •Meridian Reference
Monster Cable •Magnum Dynatab
Niles •Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plas
REL •Rix Ras •SME •Sony XBR •So,'
Plasma •Stewart Filmscreens •VPI
One year l(Mit trade up policy •Select pre
owned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com

Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover
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Triangle Titus 202

Triangle
Celius 202
Unison Unico

KIM3ER KA13LE
SOUND

oudioquest

Min
Stereophile Class A

Creek 5350SE
Stereophile (loss A

AUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordableV \
iaur2

800.510.4753 Monday-Friday 8-5:30 (PST)

P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowaves000lcom

wwwmudioshoppertom/AudioWaves
=
FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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DVD Players

Great Audiophile Gifts

Bonus! Order Any DVD Player Now,
Get AFree $20 *Video Cable - Plus Get FREE Shipping!
e

Pioneer SACD/DVD
Player: 5179!

Philips SACD/DVD
Changer: $249!

Philips/Faroudja
SACD/DVD: $499!

World's first bargain-priced
DVD/SACD/DVD-Audio/CD/CDR
&more ND player. Only S179

Five-disc DVD/SACD/DVD+R/RW/CD/CDR/MP3-CD &
more player. Only S249.95

Bargain-priced player with
Faroudia DCDi Video Processing,
Dolby Digital &more, Only S499

Boston Acoustics
Receptor Radio

Best Sounding

Kloss-Designed
Clock Radio

Offers the best reception of any
table radio we've tested. AM/FM,
20 presets, dual alarms &comes
in three colors, Only S159.00

Great sounding
highly portable
rechargeable
weather resistant
radio designed
by Henry Kloss.
Available in eight
colors, only
S129.00

Get great sound and great
reception with the new Henry
Kloss-designed mono AM/FM clock
radio. In cherry wood, 5199.95

Kloss Portable

Headphones
Pioneer DVR-310
Recorder: $499!

Adcom DVD-Audio
Proprietary Player

-"Super-League"
Cambridge Player

Features similar to Pioneer's
S2,000 OVO-7000 like 6-hour
recording -but is only S499

Proprietary circruitry for unsurpassed audio &video performance, black or silver, 5999.95

"Insanely high spec list" raves
Home Entertainment, "buy one
now."DVD55 player, S279

'Free Tributaries Delta 5-Rideo or composite video cable 8Free Shipping. Offer ends 12/31/2003.

More Great Audio Gifts

affludi
41Ib

Vibrapod Feet
Best-Selling component isolation
feet for CO/DVD players &more
VIBRA42 holds 16-32Ibs S24.00

Cordes RCA Caps
Quiet unused RCAs
to eliminate RF &
EMI interference
with machined
Cardin RCA caps,
12 caps S36; 27 caps 501.00

Littlite LED Light

"Essentials" DVD

Concert-style lighting for AV gear.
New 18"
gooseneck
lamp offers
red or white
light,
S115.20

Step-by-step tool to easily coloradjust &calibrate your 1Y or projector. "A winner"
raves David Blair
in DVD Talk.
Only $19.95

Clean Dirty RCA
Connections

PS Audio Power
Port, S49.95 /

1

ir

Z

••

"HTS-2000
transformed
the system's
sound," raves Bob
Harley. 12-outlet,
RF filtering and
more. HTS-2000,
only $199.95

detailed, and warm sounding
50H-1 headphone omp with
oheadphone jocks. Intro
price only:5349.95

lire extremely quiet, exceptionally

Grado Headphone Amps

Creek Amps

Best FM
Antenna

RA-1 battery headphone
amp, 5350/5315.00
RA-1AC, S495/S445

OBH-8 headphone amp, reg.
S225, now S199; OBH-2SE
deluxe 'phone amp, S450/S399

The best indoor/
outdoor FM antenna
we've tested. Period.
Magnum/Dynalab
ST-2, S99.95

Top-Rated Speakers

Infinity
Intermezzo 2.6
Stereophile Class A-Rated audio /
home theater speaker with built-in
350-Watt powered woofer, regular
Si 500, while they last 995.00/pr

New from audio innovator
Paul McGowan. The P500
expands on the technology
of the critically-acclaimed Power
Plant powerline conditioners. Features 8outlets &
500-watt capacity. Regular S1995, order now and get aFREE 5250 PS
Audio xStream Plus Power Cable! Call us or visit us online for details.

Premium custombuilt isolatedground in-wall
receptacle
improves AN
performance.

HD 600

Headphone Amp

PS Audio P500

Monster Cable
H-T Power
%St) Strip

New! Cordes premium replacement headphone table
for Sennheiser HD-580 &HD-600 headphones, 10ft S149.95
Kimber PB.1 Headphone Extension Cable: Features
highly-rated Kimber P81 wire, 15ft length S99.95

Perrenux

Best-selling one-step
audio connection
cleaner. Stereopile
"Recommended".
Kontak is 539.95

Maximum Power Protection

PS Power Port

Grado SR-60 dynamic headphones, reg. $69, now 62.10
New! Sennheiser PX-200 comport &portable, 59.95
Grado SR-80 larger more comfortable 'phones, 595/85.50
New! Sennheiser PX-250 compact, portable, with
noise-cancelling technology, reg. S150, now 129.95
Grado SR-125 -Stereophile Accessory Product of the Year!
-dynamic headphones, reg. S150, now 135.00
Sennheiser HD-600 -Top Rated Headphones -reg. 5460/Call

Energy %%ribs
2.1 Sale!
Audiophile monitor featuring
advanced cabinet construction &
aluminum drivers, regular S1,000,
while they last only 499.95/pair

Wharfedale 8.1

Epos ESL-3

"Astonishing"
-Hi-Fi News.
Only 5199.98
apoir

Top-Rated British
monitor speaker
S299.95/poir

Epos ESL-3C
New Epos center channel S299.95

PS Ultimate Outlet

Stereophile Accessory of
the Year 2002. Reduces
common-mode AC Line noise for
better sound. PS Audio Ultimate
Outlet 15-Amp, Only 5299

Analog Upgrades
Record Doctor II
"Least expensive way to
effectively dean records" says
Stereophile. You get cleaning
machine, brush &4ozs of
cleaning fluid for $199.95

WorldRadioHistory

Perreaux SXV-1
Phono Stage
Perreaux's 50V-1 delivers clean,
quiet, exceptionally detailed sound
with any phono cartridge. Highly
adjustable. Sound competes with
phono stage at twice the price!
Only S349.00

Static Killing Gun
Reduce annoying static from LPs
8CDs with the Milty anti-static
gun Zerostat Gun, S74.95

Call Toll-Free (800) 942-0220

2560

Lovan Sale Rack

Sound Organization

Triple-isolated four-shelf 36"
rack. Reg. S379, now 199.95

Award-winning rock in slate-black
with five adjustable shelves. S350

lar Exclusive!

CEC Single-Ended CD Player

Magnum/Dynalab Tube Tuner!

New ultra-smooth and extremely detailed CD Player features the
world's first single-ended solid state output stage. Only S499.95

The MD90 Triode FM tuner offers superb FM reception plus anatural
sounding Class Atriode tube output stage. Only 51,495.00

A11111111111111111111111.
Parasound Halo P3 Preamp

Creek 5350SE Integrated Amp

"This is on outstanding preomp," roves hometheaterhifi.com. The P3
offers phono, balanced in/outs, direct-bypass &more! Only 5799.95

Stereophile Class "A" Rated stereo integrated power amp.
Regalar S1,495, now only S1,345.

"Amp of the Year"

1111611a
EFAB 511

Class "A" Rated

fr

MGM;

Slumlord 5.0

Audio Advisor was established in 1981.

Cutting-Edge Audiophile Components

Recommended Audio Racks

cla.1

All products sold with Our 30-Day
Money-Back Guarantee.
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"Recommended"
3

3 3

Salamander Rack

Santis Add-A-Shelf

Parasound Halo A23 Stereo Amp

Parasound Halo T3 AM/FM Tuner

Rigid, adjustable, expandable.
Standard 5.0 in lob& 5220/169.95

Expandable non-resonant audio
EFAB racks. 5-shelf S380/219.95

"Power Amp of the Year 2002 Finalist" raves The Absolute
Sound. Asweet-sounding 125W THX Ultra-2 Certified stereo amp. 5850

The Highly Recommended Halo T3 offers exceptional reception and outstanding sound plus remote, balanced inputs, and more. Only S599.95

World's Best Selection of High-End Audio &Video Cables

-Quire

Speaker Cables

Our Best Video Cables

AudioQuest (AD) Type 4speaker cable in "no-frills"
packaging, 6h pr reg. S110, now 59.95, 8h 5125/69.95
AudioQuest Type 6speaker cable in "no-frills" packaging,
6fi pair reg. S150, now 89.95, Oft 5200/119.95; 10ft 5250/149.95
Analysis Plus Oval Twelve "Hallow-Oval" speaker cables, 8h pair $175; 10h $205
Kimber 8TC VariStrand speaker cable 6h pair S216; 8h S272; 10ft S328
AO Granite twin-axial cable with "no-frills" termination, 6h pair, reg. $324, now only
159.95; Oft S432/199.95; 10h S540/239.95; 12h $648/27995; 15k 5810/339.95

Tributaries Delta S-Video, 1.0M S20
Audiohest (AO) VIO-A Component Video Cables, 1.0M 525
Tributaries Delta Component Video Cables, 10M only S50
'Best Selling' Monster Cable M1000SV silver S-Video cable, 1.0M only S59.95
AO Y10-1 high performance silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1OM only 5100
Monster Cable M-Series M1000CV silver-plated Component Video Cables, lOM S125
Monster Cables M-Series M2000 noise-killing S-Video cable, 1.0M 149.95
Tributaries Silver SCV-C silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1.0M 5250
Note: Longer &custom-length video cables also available, Call for details.

Kimber Hero
Interconnects

Tributaries SCV

Audio Interconnect Cables

"Recommended" Upgrade Power Cords

AO Sidewinder audio interconnects, 1.0M pair S39; 1.5M 546.50; 2.0M 554
Analysis Plus Oval One audio interconnects, 0.5M pair S74; 1MM S89
New! Kimber Kable Timbre audio interconnects, 0.5M pair 580; 1.0M 592; 2.0M S116
Kimber Roble Hero -Absolute Sound "Interconnect of the Year" -1.0M pr 5150
AO Jaguar "DOS" audio interconnects, 0.5M pair 5231.50; 1OM S299.95
Kimber Koble Silver Streak audio interconnects, 0.5M pair S160; 1OM 5240.00

PS Audio xStream Statement power cable with 6-go copper and ferrite-impregnated cover
for maximum RFI rejection, 1.0A1 5399.95; 2.0M S499.95; 3.0M S599.95
Kimber PK10 Power Kord with WattGate IEC, 4h $160; 6h S180; 8h 5220
Analysis Plus Power Oval with ultra low impedance design and high quality
Weenie &Marinco connectors, 4h $267; 5k 5299; Aft 5331
PS Audio xStream Plus power cable with 8-go copper,
1.0M 5199.95; 2.0M 249.95
PS Audio xStreom Prelude power cable with 10-ga copper,
lOM $99.95; 13M S119.95; 2.0M $129.95
PS Audio
Cardas Golden Reference power cord
Statement
cut-away
view
with "ground plane demodulator", 5h $439

Digital Audio Cables
Monster Cable M-Series M10000 silver digital coax cable, 1OM reg. S100, now 54.95
Kimber OPT1 toslink fiber optic digital, 1.0M S60.00; 1.5M S70; 2.0M S130; 3.0M S100
Illuminations D-60 "Reference" digital coaxial cable, 0.5M was S212, now 170.00

Upgrade Subwoofer Cables
NEW! AudioQuest (AO) Alpha-Sub subwoofer cable, 2.0M S19; 3.0M 521.50; 4.5M 525.20
New! AD G-Snake subwoofer cable, 2.0M 528.00; 10M 532.00; 4.5M 98.00; 6.0M S44
Monster Cable M-Series Bass 550. Includes aY
-adapter cable for summing the bass signal.
12h S59.95; 18h 579.95; 24h S99.95
Analysis Plus Sub Oval Oft $74.50; 13ft 99.50; 20k S109.50; 26h S129.50
Monster M100 Monster Cable Bass 1000. Like M550, but with three solid-core conductors for
Subwoofer Cable superior bass accuracy &dynamics. 12h S149.95; 18h $199.95; 24h S249.95
Y
-adopter

Audio Advisor, Inc.
4717 Broadmoor SE, Suite A
Kentwood, MI 49512
www.audioadvisor.com
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Most Recommended DVD Player Upgrade
New! AD NRD-1 replacement OVO player upgrade cable. Plugs directly into
the powerconnector of most OVO 8, (D Players, 3ft only 560; 6ft only 575
AudioClues1 NRC.1
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FREE 80-page
Color Catalog!
Call (800) 451-5445
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Advertising

TAS Golden Ear
award winner-20

14ohm-94db
Sensitivity
$7999.UStpr

WAVAC HE4333 0.3
150w/ch SET monosmp

TAL
ECLIPSE

?er4Ti,4e ticcetect .dete,

• 10-150 w/ch Single-Ended Triode amplifiers •
Steve Hoffman uses WAVAC Audio Lab in his reference mastering system
HE-833: "EAR-GASM!" Wow. Jaw dropping tonality. AMADNGLY FAST' -Steve hoffman
HE-833: Absolutely stellar, King of SETs"- D. Robinson, www.positive-feedbacJc.com
•T1 Linestage state of the art transformer-coupled (20-:00khz, -Odb) •

Loudspeaker

Vitus Audio

State -cf-the-art Solid State w/pure aat'ery power
•SM-100 Signature 100w Class-A or 160w Class-AB nonoamps •
RL-100 Reference battery linestage & RP-100 Reference battery Phono •

Visit us at CES
The Alexis Park —
Room #1702

Argento Silver Cabres
A new ultra-high end performance reference!

COINCIDENT
Speaker Technology

KÔC.I lei Loudspeakers
KSP-2 Silver Reference 2-way bass reflex: 35-60kha-381a) 92da an •
MC Phono cartrdge

.

Distributed by tmh audio
info@tmhaudio.com 937-439-2667 www.tmhaudio.corn

www.coincidentspeakercom -Tel: (905) 660-0800 fax: (905) 660-1114

CES2004 - Alexis Park #1753, #1762. #2054

Foreign distributor inquiries "welcome

More power to you

model 2Q

• Astonishing improvement in sonic quality
• The most refined product of its kind
• Unparalleled quality and workmanship

ite

• The choice of audio professionals

merlin

music systems inc.

the sonic performance of Equi=Tech
products are in aclass by themselves"

Tel 585-367-2390
Fax 585-367-2685

-Stereophile Magazine, June 2003

Post Office Box 146

Equi=Tech

4705 South Main St
Hemlock

TollFreel877.EQUI7ECH

NY 14466

info©merlinmusic.com

"The Pioneer of Balanced Power'

www.equitech.com
WorldRadioHistory

www merlinmusic.corn
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Sires Ended'.briex2 nors-Me
6C33C-0 with Owtosi-adificKPT
ex.e Ted:me Zerivery iteitfi Seteganfueodenctomow

Almarro Products
www.almance.oxn

r-

•
DIAMOND GROOVE
•Analogue Productions
•Audio Fidelity
•Cisco Music
•Classic Records
•Diverse Records
•Mosaic Records
•Simply Vinyl
•Speakers Corner
•Sundazed
•Many other labels
Over 1,200 new vinyli titles in stock

Modular...expandable
...total media flexibility'
In aluminum, glass, hardwoods and steel.
Holds alk media types in any combination.
Lip to 500 CDs, 250 DVDs or 140 VHS.

the whole sound of vinyl
for Canada and the world
www.diamondgroove.com
1-877-DGROOVE
info@diamondgroove.com
WorldRadioHistory
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CREATE BETTER
ONIC PERFORMANCE

FOR YOUR DISCS YOUR SYSTEM AND YOU

BLUE CIRCLE

WITH A STEREO WORKSTATIONL

Simplicity Artistry Music

SUIT5E
,
3

Visit us at CES2004,
Alexis Park-Suite 1958.

Blue
Circle
Audio,
Inc.

We will be introducing a

•

A STEREO WORKSTATION WILL TAKE CONTROL OF
YDUR ,
CD/DVD PLAYER TO CALM DOWN THAT
HARSH UPPER MIDRANGE, SWEETEN THOSE HIGHS,
SOLIDIFY THE BASS, AND TAME ANY BASS BCOM.
LEARN ALL ABOUT IT
DOWNLOAD USER MANUAL
ASK QUESTIONS
GET ANSWERS
PURCHASE IT
EXCLUSIVELY AT THE WEB SITE:

digiphase.com

new amplifier, new
linestage preamplifiers
and new phonostages.
Entertainment will be
provided by the new
Mark II versions of our
amplification products.

Blue Circle Audio
phone: 519-469-3215

RR #2

fax
:519-469-3782
email :beircle@bluecirele.com

InnerIcip, Ontario
Canada NOJ

www.bluecircle.com

AN
ACOUSTIC
MASTERPIECE
For those who
demand the very best.
Kestrel Acoustics presents
the Ultimate MonitorT".
Designed and crafted in the USA
for the finest home audio,
home theater and studio systems.

Exclusive USA distributor:
May Audio
Tel 716 283-4434
Fax: 716 283-6264
www.mayaudio.com

Exclusive Canada distributor.

El KESTREL
www.kestrelacoustics.com
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Justice Audio
Tel: 905 780-0079
Fax: 905 780-0443

WorldRadioHistory

GutWire Audio Cables
9019 Bayview Ave.,
Suite 2B-183
Richmond Hill, ON
Canada 1_411 3M6
Tel: 416 930 3118
www.gutwire.com
gutwire@gutwire.com
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Reference Cable
at affordable prices? Visit our web site or call toll fred

30 Day free in Home Auditior

Showing In: Manhattan, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Boston, Washington D.C., New Haven
to Phoenix, Bozeman to the Windy City.

Pfir Audio

Toll free 811.51•AUDIO

wvapnfaudio.com

1•4603 Compone,t Certer /itse

-Original
Designs By

SAND FILLED

Pro-54-3 /2020 AMP Stand

DAMPENED
r.

CORNER COLUMNS

4147-A Transport St.
Ventura, California 93003

805.644.2185
Fax: 805-644-0434

Visit us online and see "What's New" •www.billybags.com

A TRULY

NEW

BREATHTAKING

DIGITAL STEREOPHILE

PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED.

Now available in digital form for
readers anywhere in the world!

Introducing
the new

Click Here to Subscribe

GAP 828

speaker
from
GERSHMAN
ACOUSTICS

•

(;)
•

Jugital

e.'*,+ gr. um ennhile
Delivered Right to Your Computer!

Visit us at
CES -The Alexis
Park
Room #1704

Çainan

:d.e•
-

Stereophile is partnering with Zinio to deliver aNEW and
exciting digital edition to our readers. You get the same great
in-depth articles PLUS exciting interactive features that let you

mile

experience Stereophile in awhole new way.

GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS
TEL: (905) 669-5994 FAX: (905) 669-1941
vif w te.gershmanacoustics.com

Subscribe to the
NEW Stereophile Digital Edition at
www.stereophile.com
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Record

Reviews

Recording of the Month
"Paz" is astrong start, from which
the album climbs to four separate
summits — the vocal tracks. Each
unusual song-poem has music by
Harrell and words by either Kami
Lyle or Lisa Michel. Dianne Reeves
powerfully portrays the latter-day
romance "Straight to My Heart."
"Radiant Moon," with Claudia
Acuña, is very different, athrobbing
incantation with exciting solos from
Jimmy Greene and Xavier Davis, and
with Acufia and Harrell intertwining
at the end. And Cassandra Wilson's dark fluency provides
weight and authenticity for the ephemeral "Leaves."
It might surprise some people that singer Jane Monheit
can hold her own in such company. In fact, other than
Harrell's trumpet and flugelhorn, the most mesmerizing
t is acliché, but unavoidable: A new album by Tom
Harrell is an important event. This is true because he and affecting voice on Wise Children is Monheies. Her gorrecords less than once ayear, because (especially since geous instrument lingers over the lyrics of "Snow" like
his move to the Bluebird/RCA label in 1996) every one of aching sighs of the soul.
Some tracks are less than indispensable. There are other
his recording projects has its own aesthetic purpose and
identity, and mostly because he is one of the three or four players who can do plu 141 ed-in funk like "See You at
Seven" and "What Will They Think of Next" (and the latgreatest trumpet players in the world.
Wise Children is founded on Harrell's regular working ter, at almost 10 minutes, is too long). But most of this
quintet (Jimmy Greene on reeds, brothers Xavier and music could have come only from Tom Harrell. The four
Quincy Davis on piano and drums respectively, Ugonna vocal pieces, as well as "ICalimba" and "Paz" and the conOkegwo on bass), supplemented by strings and alarge vari- cluding, title track, reveal amelodicism that he owns, as
ety of horns and African and Caribbean percussion instru- well as his special touch in arranging diverse elements into
ments. These additional resources provide fresh colors and flowing, evolving forms. His writing for strings exploits
textures and details for aprogram of Harrell's own compo- their sonorities in ways that are new in ajazz context.
And Harrell's arrangements are complementary, prositions. He has recorded with large ensembles before (Time's
Mirror, from 1999, and Paradise, from 2001, are recent exam- vocative surroundings for one of the most compelling
ples), but he has never made an album like Wise Children. It soloists in jazz — himself. With the first notes from his
is more eclectic, drawing on Brazilian and Afro-Cuban and horn, whether flares and flurries, or long tones hung in the
European classical sources, and in parts more groove-based, air, whether for energetic pieces like "Paz" or for rapt medthan anything Harrell has ever done. And on four tracks he itations of memory like the title track, everything simply
uses four different popular jazz vocalists —the first time in stops—not in terms of the music's progress, but in the way
that Harrell's instrumental voice lays complete claim to the
his solo career that he has recorded with singers.
Given its stylistic diversity and its track-to-track variation listener's imagination. Tom Harrell plays lines that enlightin instrumentation, Wise Children could have sounded like a en and hurt and fulfill with their beauty and truth.
The artistic success of Wise Children is inseparable from
sampler. It is, in fact, asingle elaborate tapestry. It opens surprisingly, with tango strains from Gil Goldstein's accordion the engineering achievement ofJoe Ferla. Albums that conand percolating percussion. Then violins take over the stantly change personnel and instrumental configurations
melody of "Paz," before brass instruments (trombone, bass are often recorded in stages and sections, the horn players
trombone, French horns) claim it for themselves. The never meeting the violinists. But Ferla recorded this album
strings and horns take turns refining the theme, sometimes live, in eight sessions over three days. The microphone plot
overlapping in rich densities, all the while succumbing to and floor plan alone must have been interesting challenges.
the headlong pulse of three drummers. It is ariveting The outcome is apresentation somewhat less aggressive and
moment when Harrell's trumpet enters, as if all those shift- up-front than Ferla's work for Harrell's previous album with
ing instrumental layers were simply to prepare for his arrival. large ensemble, Paradise. But the full range of sonic comHis solo is high individual drama, driven by the intensifying plexities that constitutes Wise Children is believably available,
on awide, detailed, integrated soundstage. —Thomas Conrad
actions of the full ensemble.

TOM HARRELL: Wise Children
Tom Harrell, trumpet flugelhom, balafon; Jimmy
Greene, tenor sa; flute; Xavier Davis, piano,
Fender Rhodes, clavinet, kalimba, organ, synth
bass; Ugonna Okegwo, acoustic bass, electric
bass; Quincy Davis, drums
With: Cenovia Cummins, Antoine Silverman, violin;
Juliet Haffner, viola; Daniel Miller, Jeffrey Szabo,
cello; Mondre Moffett Kamau Adilifu, trumpet;
Luis Bonilla, trombone; Douglas Purviance, bass
trombone; John Clatiç Vincent Chancey, French
horn; Howard Johnson, tuba; Myron Walden,
alto sax; David Schumacher, baritone sax; Gil
Goldstein, accordion; Marvin Sewell, electric guitar; Marcel Carmago, acoustic guitar; Reuben
Rodgers, fretless bass; Milton Cardona, congas;
Joe Gonzalez, bongos; Café, congas, berimbau,
balafon, oudu, tambourine, percussion; Claudia
Acuña, Jane Monheit, Dianne Reeves, Cassandra
Wilson, vocals
Bluebird 82876-53016-2 (CD). 2003. John Snyder, prod.; Joe Ferla, eng. DAD.
17: 63:34
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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Roméo et Júliet
Les Nuits d'Été

BERI,10z_,
PHO N I
E

FArJThSTIQUE

IA»err DE CLÉOPÂTRE
IIARMONIKE
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R.

GERGIEV

classical
BERLIOZ
Orchestral Music &Scènes Lyriques
Symphonie Fantastique, La Mort de Cléopâtre
Olga Borodina, mezzo-soprano; Valery Gergiev,
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Philips B0001095-02 (CD). 2003. Andrew Camail,
prod.; Jurgen Bulgrin, Wolf-Dieter Kaiwatky, engs.
DDD. IT: 72:19
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Symphonie Fantastique, Herminie
Aurelia Legay, soprano; Marc Minkowski, Mahler
Chamber Orchestra, Les Musiciens du Louvre
Deutsche Grammophon 474 209-2 (CD). 2004.
Arend Prohmann, prod.; Jurgen Bulgrin, WolfDieter Kaiwatky, engs. DDD. Tr: 80:49
Performance *****
Sonics ****
Roméo et Juliette, Les Nuits d'été
Melanie Diener, soprano; Kenneth Tarver, tenor;
Denis Sedov, bass; Pierre Boulez, Cleveland
Orchestra & Chorus
Deutsche Grammophon B0001303-02 (2 CDs).
2003. Karl-August Naegler, Marion ihiem, prods.;
Wolf Dieter Karwatlry, Everett Porter, engs. DDD.
Tr: 2:04:10
Performance ****
Sonics ****

A

though Colin Davis has reestablished himself as the
Berlioz oracle in his recent
series of recordings for LSO Live!, the
200th anniversary year of the compos152

er's birth wasn't about to slip by with- von Karajan, who wouldn't allow anyout some formidable competition thing to disturb their suave overall
from conductors of long experience sense of line. Even in the waltz movewith this composer — or with perhaps ment, Minkowski pays special attensome new ideas. Valery Gergiev, Pierre tion to what the individual phrases
Boulez, and Marc Minkowski all offer have to say, and that dictates subtle
valid alternatives to Davis' electrified modifications in his tempos.
classicism, and Berlioz' music readily
The sonority of Minkowski's orchesaccommodates it all, even the rather tra is hugely different from Gergiev's
far-afield approaches of Gergiev and and most other recordings of the
the Vienna Philharmonic.
Symphonie Fantastique. The bowing is
If the Georg Solti era of the considerably lighter, which doesn't necChicago Symphony —with its precise, essarily make the texture less substanwhiplash rhythms and lean but spec- tial; it merely lacks that extra and,
tacular color — was the ultimate ultimately, unnecesury sheen heard in
Berlioz orchestra, the Vienna Phil- conventional-instrument recordings.
harmonic represents virtues that are Minkowski also restores an element of
quite the opposite. Precision has never recklessness to Berlioz. The disc was
been the VPO's hallmark (that's par- recorded live in Paris's somewhat overticularly obvious here), and its charac- resonant Cité de la musique, and there
teristic sound gives the Symphonie are times when the sonorities seem to
Fantastique acertain tint that the music collide like a train wreck —a rather
doesn't ask for — aquality accentuated exciting one.
by the resonant recording venue,
Boulez tends to burn at a cooler
Vienna's Musikvereinsaal. The over- temperature, which would seem not to
riding factor, though, is Gergiev's be particularly welcome in Berlioz'
high-voltage personality, which is scattershot but always feverishly
somewhat in the Solti zone but with romantic telling of the Romeo and
higher concepts.
Juliet story. And yes, there is acertain
From listening, it could be that cleanness to Boulez' trademark transGergiev sees Symphonie Fantastique as an parent sonorities that definitely isn't
opera without words — not abad idea, present in Gergiev's and Minkowski's
given the music's graphic pictorialism, recordings. However, with clarity
not to mention its five movements cor- comes a stronger sense of Berlioz'
responding with the classic five-act counterpoint, which is actually more
structure of French opera. One of the like asuperimposition of melodic ideas.
most imaginative moments comes in The interplay of elements becomes
the second-movement waltz, which us- thus endlessly fascinating in this mature
ually lends itself least to being In- Berlioz score.
terpreted (with acapital 1), given its
The recording also boasts an excelmetrical regularity and comparative lent chorus and aptly chosen soloists.
straightforwardness. Cunningly, Ger- Melanie Diener is in far more secure
giev gives sinister weight to the basses voice than she was in her recording of
in the movement's introduction, which Strauss's Four Last Songs with David
creates a foreboding contrast to his Zinman (Arte Nova), and bass Denis
measured, almost leisurely waltz Sedov is aremarkably nuanced Friar
tempo. Rather than being given an easy Lawrence (remarkable because, as
ride with anice tune, you're waiting for written, this part can be relentlessly
the other shoe to drop.
preachy). The recording quality is parThat same movement turns out to ticularly worth noting because Roméo
be atelling litmus test for Minkowski et Juliette poses a stiff challenge: Its
as well. He comes out of the authentic- individual sections have rigorously
instrument movement, and thus his defined and altogether different sound
recording should, in theory, be more worlds. The solution presented here
fairly compared to similar outings by was amore distant microphone placeRoger Norrington (Virgin Ventas) and ment
in
Cleveland's
Masonic
John Eliot Gardiner (Philips), but Auditorium than what Boulez usually
Minkowski's free, flexible tempos are has in his recordings with this orchesat the opposite end of those conduc- tra; the result is aunified and rather
tors' essentially classicist spectrum. pretty sound picture somewhat lacking
One of the basic tenets of authentic- in immediacy.
instrument performance is the liberaAll three discs have fillers, two of
tion of the individual phrase, which them scènes lyriques from which Berlioz
often hasn't been allowed to speak, later recycled music for other pieces.
thanks to such conductors as Herbert The most imposing is on the Gergiev
WorldRadioHistory
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disc, La Mort de Cléopâtre, with
the star Russian mezzo-soprano Olga Borodina. Borodina is
so imposing that her expression risks becoming monochromatic. The voice nearly
overwhelms the music, though
that's rather in keeping with
the overall personality of this
disc, given the VPO's current
lack of precision.
Minkowski offers Herminte,
bits of which were recycled
into Symphonie Fantastique. It's
worth hearing, particularly
with the slimmer-voiced, upand-coming French soprano
Aurelia Legay. Boulez has the
song cycle Les Nuits d'été, and, in
keeping with Colin Davis' first,
decades-old recording on Philips, uses
avariety of voice types. Because Roméo
et Juliette uses its vocal soloists sparingly, it's nice that these singers didn't
travel all the way to Cleveland just for
cameo appearances. Sedov, in particular, captures not just the unbridled
emotionalism implied by the verse but
the whole aura of the times that
Berlioz lived in and went far toward
defining.
-David Patrick Stearns

;•
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Calandrelli, Steven Epstein, prods.; Richard King,
Todd VVhitelock, engs. DDD. TT: 71:53
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

Thankfully thong-less, Yo-Yo Ma flits to Brazil.

YO-Y0 MA
Obrigado Brazil
Works by Assad, Acevedo, de Bandolim, Gismonti,
Guarnieri, Jobim, Mariano, Pixinguinha, Powell,
Villa-Lobos; arr. by Sergio Assad, Jorge Calandtelli,
Egberto Gismonti
Yo-Yo Ma, cello; Paquito D'Rivera, clarinet; Sergio 8.
Odair Assad, Oscar Castro-Neves, Romero
Lubambo, guitar; Helio Alves, Egberto Gismonti,
Cesar Camargo Mariano, Kathryn Stott, piano;
Nilson Matta, bass; Paulo Braga, drums; Cyro
Baptista, José da Silva, José de Fada, percussion;
Rosa Passos, vocals, guitar
Sony Classical SK 89935 (CD). 2003. Jorge

D4oandi.
Susan Graham, la3
Bostridge David Daniels
Le Concert d'Astrée,
Emmanuelle Hams

Chopin: Ballades,
'rkas, Polonaises
Piotr Anderszewski

here seems to be no end to Yo-Yo
Ma's curiosity. From Bach to the
Silk Road, Argentina, Fauré and
Massenet transcriptions, Appalachia —
what next? Here we find him, with
some of today's finest and most popular
Brazilian and Latin American musicians,
mining the fertile ground of Brazil's various rhythms and styles: the popular
bossa nova and samba, the usually melancholy choro, and acouple of pieces by
composer Heitor Villa-Lobos. The influences throughout are the same—
European and African —but the flavor
remains uniquely something else,
uniquely Brazilian. The 16 selections
range in mood from the volatile to the
languorous, with the occasional justplain-danceable, and the musical combinations are diverse, from guitar, clarinet,
and cello to female voice, cello, guitar,
percussion, piano, and bass; to simple
cello and piano; to cello and two guitars.
Going track by track isn't necessary,
but these will give you some idea of
what to expect: Two dances by
Camargo Mozart Guarnieri, with Ma

Dessay
French Opera Arias
Orchestre du Capitol de Toulouse;
Michel Plasson

"PP
loor

Boccherini: Guitar Quintets
aGalante; Fabio Biondi
< Angel Ftc,ords
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Saint-sens:

Carnival of the Animals:
Septet: Fantasy; Romance; Priere
Renaud Capuçon; Dauber Capuçon;
Emmanuel Pahud
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Giving the word "Value" a new meaning in
the world of High End Audio Cables

Skyline v2.0 Interconnect Cables

Sk line Version 4.0 Power Cord

Through the end of 2003 we will
once again be accepting trade-ins

Sonic Horizon
$179"i —ter

of your old interconnects toward
the purchase of the exceptional
Sonic Horizon Skyline version 2.0
interconnect. Skyline is

pun
unquestionably the highest value
interconnect in the line, with sonics and features normally found in far
more expensive cables. It features HSO-EGC silver/copper
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology, the
proprietary STAT-CORE technology, and genuine WBT precision
machined locking RCA plugs. Call or e-mail for the trade-in value of
your current interconnect. All brands accepted.

The Skyline power cord is an incredible value! It makes other $300
power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean. It features
HSO-EGC conductors, Triple independent ground isolated shields
with double RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the
proprietary Z-Stat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the part
that some cord manufacturers really try to avoid talking about.
Skyline is fitted with the state-of-the-art Audio Grade WattGate 330
AC plug and the WattGate 350 IEC plug. You simply can't get better
plugs than the WattGate. When purchased alone the plugs retail for
$180, and they are worth it! But they are standard equipment on
Skyline. For more information on the Skyline power cord and the
WattGate plugs, please call us, or visit www.sonichorizon.com

Daybreak v4.0 Speaker Cable
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
•Stat-Core Technology
•Direct Silver plated connectors

Sonic Horizon

$199.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

Sonic Horizon

$199.95 8' pair

$299. 95

2 meter

Hurricane AC Power Cord

Daybreak AC Power Cord

•Huge 11 AWG design w/EGC Conductors
•Dual Independent Ground Iso Shielding
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 8215 Hospital Grade AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IE-C Connector

•Big 13 AWG design w/EGC Conductors
•Dual Isolated Independent Shields
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
$99.95 2Meter
•WattGate 52GG AC Plug
Sonic Horizon •WattGate 320 WC Connector

SOTA Moonbeam/Gold Turntable Package

The Music Hall MMF CD-25

Designed & built in the USA -Moonbeam
is an astonishing product! Not because of
its looks, in fact it's unimpressive to look
at. What makes the Moonbeam special is
the high level of precision in machining
tolerances in the bearing cup, spindle,
platter and sub-platter. This precision
combined with the best acrylic materials,
makes the Moonbeam aterrific value.
List Price on this package is $821. We have a very limited supply
available for only $499.95. Cartridge mounted and properly aligned.

Here is what you get for only $549.95 ...
•Music Hall MMF-C1:125 CD Player

Here is what you get for only $499.95...

• SOTA Moonbeam Turntable •SOTA VLMT Tonearm
• Grado Prestige Gold Cartridge •LAST Stylus Cleaner
• AQ Carbon Fiber record brush • Professional Setup

•Remote Control
•AudioQuest Diamondback Interconnect
•Three AudioQuest SorboGel Big Feet
•Aurex CD Mat
•Includes Shipping within the USA/48

Turquoise-X2 Interconnect... A Gem Of A Deal!
Turquoise-X2 uses two solid LGC copper conductors in a Double
Balanced Hyperlitz arrangement with a 100% coverage shield.
Terminated with AudioQuest #207 RCA Plugs with Teflon Dielectric.

audioquest

0$r4iinNaolwLi.s..t

$ 24

Toll-Free 800-222-3465 &
voriv4.5011.e0t11.011.com
vereffiCrilalldi10.con

Local 530-345-1341 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
WorldRadioHistory
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Record
and pianist Kathryn Stott, fascinate with
their differences: the first is cool, alternating jagged statements between piano
and cello; the second is, in away, more
sophisticated, with rich anti-harmonies
(Guarnieri studied in Paris with Nadia
Boulanger). Pixinguinha's Ix0, with its
terrific clarinet part, will make you want
to boogie; the same composer's
Catinhoso is languid and Gershwiny, and
wouldn't be out of place as part of the
score to aWoody Allen movie.
A peaceful piece for cello and two
guitars by Villa-Lobos is followed by a
jazzy track, Doce de Coco, by the popular
Jaco de Bandolitn, scored for cello, clarinet, and guitar. It is spoiled only by the
cheap canoodling riff jazz musicians
resort to when they can't think of an
ending—the equivalent of a studiorecorded fast fade. And two selections
by Antonio Carlos Jobim, probably the
most recognized name here, with various instruments and vocals by the
smooth, breathy Rosa Passos, are familiar and sensual. The others are all worth
hearing, even if the idiom itself doesn't
speak to you, the sheer joy in musicmaking from all involved is something
to behold.
It is probably redundant to discuss
Ma's versatility by now — you no sooner bask in the loveliest legato playing
than he begins to thrash his cello mercilessly — and he's always right on the
money. He is remarkable in his rhythmic accuracy, agility, and ability to adapt
to others' sensibilities. The recording is
excellent, the positioning of instruments
throughout fair and wise; these pieces, a
series of dialogues, are treated as such.
All lines can be heard at all times, but
there's none of that artificial "digital,"
one-instrument-per-microphone feel.
This is atreat.
-Robert Levine

rock/pop
BIG STAR
Big Star Story
Rykodisc RCD 10640 (CD). 2003. Various orig.
prods.; Rick Clark, compilation prod.; Jeff Lipton,
mastering. MD? TT: 58:10
Performance ***
Sonics ****

R

ykodisc, with its greenish jewel
cases and cool-before-their-time
reissue series of Bowie, Zappa,
and Elvis (Costello), has always been
one classy CD label. That it would
anthologize Big Star, the tragically overlooked Memphis Anglo-pop band conceived in the early 1970s, looked, on
paper, like aperfect idea. But, like that
big Cubs-Marlins game that didn't quite
follow the script, Big Star Story leaves the
distinct feeling that something's missing.
In the words of Miss Peggy Lee, "Is that
all there is?"
The frustration doesn't stem from the
music so much as the presentation,
which dilutes the jangly elegance of the
band's first two albums, #1 Record (1972)
and Radio City (1974), with darker material from: Third (1978); live and alternate
versions; covers of songs by Loudon
Wainwright III and Marc Bolan; and a
couple of tracks by founding member
Chris Bell, who died in acar accident in
1978. Even more perplexing than the
lack of song-by-song annotation and
credits is the 18 tracks' seemingly random sequence. Liner notes by compilation producer Rick Clark, and a fun
family tree that smartly winks at band
influences —Beatles, Kinks, Memphis
Soul, Who, Yardbirds — only scratch the
surface of the Big Star story, so full of
dashed hopes and record-biz madness.

The men from Memphis who inven
Stereophde, January 2004
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Chris Bell, Alex Chilton (Box Tops
singer before joining Big Star), and company were capable of bridging the gap
between
the Beatles
and
the
Raspberries, Badfmger and R.E1V1. The
gorgeous,
harmonious,
George
Harrison-like "The Ballad of El Goodo"
(from #1 Record) and the luscious preslacker pop of "September Guns" (from
Radio City) are enough to cement Big
Star's legacy, and earn Big Star Story three
stars for performance. There's more
where those came from, but with less
than half of Big Star Stray coming from
the band's first two celebrated, seminal
albums, better that the uninitiated seek
out the twofer that collects those seamless no-filler collections. That's where
the real Big Star Story is told. For its haphazardness, this one gets docked one
very big star — at least.
-David Sokol
STEVE EARLE
Just an American Boy: The Audio
Documentary
Artemis ATM-CD-51256 (2 CDs). 2003. Steve Earle,
Ray Kennedy, prods.; Matt Svobodny, Eric Ambel,
engs. AAD? Tr: 56:30/44:37
Performance ***Vz
Sonics ***

5

teve Earle was once content to
write pop tunes, get the girls, and
be arock star. But in the past half
decade or so, since 1997's El Corazón,
he's become most interested in being
overtly political, and in reviving the Phil
Ochs, Joe Hill, Woody Guthrie school
of the protest song.
While Earle seems genuinely moved
by the state of the union — God knows
it's in ahellish state — music as the carrier of political messages can be amixed
blessing. When the message becomes
the muse and making art becomes secondary, abastard hybrid emerges that's
often more dogmatic than anything else.
That, and the fact that he rushed it out,
is what made Jerusalem one of the weakest studio albums of Earle's career.
I'm not saying that there's never been
apolitical album or song that has simultaneously communicated its message and
been a powerful musical statement —
The Times They Are A-Changin' is as iconic
and catchy as "Jingle Bells" —but it's a
rare trick.
On Just an American Boy, Earle tries to
have it both ways: politics and greatest
hits. This two-CD live album includes
much of the Jerusalem material, some
preaching, and snippets of betweensongs patter. At one point, he says he's
sure he's become an enemy of the government: "I promise you they're fucking
watching me."
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Hardware, Accessories &Music!
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware .
and accessories .
.
with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES &FLUIDS

Basis Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms -$CALL!
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2 ,Robin Tonearms &all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 1, 2, 5, 7&9&Ringmats SCALL
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VPI Scout/JMW9 &Dynavector Cartridges -SCALL!
VPI Aries 2&Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms

Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 &2.5FI, Mini Pro 1&2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI Concentrate
VPI HW-16.5 &17F Models &all Accessories -$CALL!
Orbitrac 2Cleaner $39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $69.99!
LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers &Stands- $CALL!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -$CALL!
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS1&2 Headphones! SCALL

• HR-X Turntable

NEW! VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6-$CALL!
ALL VPI Clamps, Dustcovers &Accessories -$CALL!

with JMW 12.6
made

*ot les.a

Tonearm & SDS

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at $174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $199.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!
Goldring (all models) -starting at $62.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Koetsu, Lyra, Shure, Transfiguration (all models!)

AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &SACO PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD Player -$CALL!
Shanling CD-T200 Tube SACD Player -SCALL!
Philips 763, 795 &963 SACO/OVO Players
Shunting SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps -$CALL
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier -SCALL!
Creek OBH-11/11se Headphone Amps
Grado RA-1 Headphone Amp -SCALL!

CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable $CALL!
Audience powerChord -$CALL!
Audioquest Interconnects, Speaker Cable &Accessories
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -SCALL!

MC Phono Cartridge 0.4mV
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Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Component! SSS

must have accessories under $40!
100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -$29.99!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash 8. Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
RRL Shine Ola CD Cleaner -$24.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -539.99!
Cargos Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in &Demag Lp -$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Audioprism MK3 Ouietlines $24.99!
Brun Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!
Illbrapod Isolators (all models) -$5.99 each'

Recommended Component!

POWER FILTERING &SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Audioprism Foundation .5, I, II, III &ACFX $CALL!
NEW! Audioprism Quietline MK3 Filters -$24.99!
Audioprism Waveguide $99.99! Bedini Ultra Clarifier SCALL!
Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro &Electroclears- $CALL!

NEW! Transfiguraban Spirit Mk3

***Let one of our analogue specialists design
acomplete system for you today!*"*

VPI 11F Record Cleaner -Stereophile

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39.99
Hi Fi News Producen Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cardas RCA/XLR Caps Starting at $29.99!
MESI. Lift Lock Jewel Box 51.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$16.99!
NEW! Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $19.99
Visit www.
elusioedisc.com or call us for a
complete list of all accessories we carry

PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE &NEW! PH-D Phono Stage SCALL
Clearaudio Micro Basic &Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PVVX Upgrade!
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages

Audience Au24 Speaker Cable,
Interconnect and powerChord -All
Stereophile Recommended Components!

NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage
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Record
That blast of self-importance and/or
paranoia aside, Earle's better here when he
sticks to his less overtly political mteriaL
"Guitar Town," the great "Ft. Worth
Blues," and "Hometown Blues" are all
given near-definitive readings, while an
encore of Nick Lowe's "(What's So Funny
'bout) Peace, Love and Understanding?" is
sweet. The superb band —guitarist Eric
Ambel, bassist Kelly Looney, and drummer Will Rigby —is the best version of
the Dukes yet conceived.
Another quibble: If politics and not
his glorious song catalog is Earle's object
here, then why not spend one of the few
slots for non-political older material on a
version of "Fearless Heart," "Valentine's
Day," or some other past gem? Instead,
Earle serves up his bi 141 est hit, the doneto-death "Copperhead Road," which
here he sounds infinitely sick of.
Just an American Boy was recorded on
DAT machines, and its sound quality is
dodgy and, in spots, perilously thin.
While fans (like me) will have to have it,
this is aDYI, okay-sounding, half-baked
live set from one of today's most rewarding and potent talents.
—Robert Baird

THE MAVERICKS
The Mavericks
Sanctuary Sansp-84612-2 (2003). CD. Raul Malo,
Kenny Greenberg, prods.; Dave McNair, eng. MD.
Tr: 44:10
Performance *****
Sonics ****

F

rom the piano tinlde, guitar jangle, and kick-it drum entrance of
its first track, "I Wanna Know,"
this album makes it clear that one of the
best bands of the '90s is back and meaning business.
Led by the inestimable voice and personality of Raul Malo, the
Mavericks formed in South
Florida in the later 1980s,
and went on to do asquarepeg-in-round-hole dance
with mainstream Nashville
that finally, mercifully ended
with 1998's Trampoline, the
last of afour-album run on
MCA Nashville.
After afive-year break in
which yet another guitarist
(in a long line), this time
Nick Kane, was replaced
with Eddie Perez (Jim
Lauderdale, Kim Richey),
the band is back with a
well-recorded, full-bodied
example of what always
made them too a) smart, b)
adventurous, c) hip, or cl)
Stereophile, January 2004
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Public Enemy #? Steve Earle has gone political.

fill-in-the-blank
for
mainstream
Nashville.
Malo's soaring voice and multioctave range, reminiscent of Roy
Orbison but always distinct in its own
right, remains the Mays' focal point.
The nods to Orbison on The Mavericks
are limited to just a few tunes (as
opposed to half the album), such as "In
My Dreams" and "Wondering." Otherwise, Malo, as on past albums, displays a
voice that's nothing short of extraordinary: powerful enough to drive an
upbeat tune like the opening track, then
able to gear down and wrap around a
ballad like "A Little Too Lonely" with
an entirely different but equally compelling aesthetic. As has often been said,
Malo is the male Patsy Cline.
The Mavericks' other great strength,
Malo's songwriting, is also back, as fla-

vorful as ever and, best of all, still
unwilling to be confined to a single
genre. While Malo's solo record was listenable enough, it never reached the
heights or depths of his work with this
band. Here he touches jangle pop in"I
Wanna Know," Latin-flavored dance
music in "Shine a Light," soaring
Orbisoniana in "A Little Too Lonely,"
and a style that can only be called
Beatle-indebted, middle-of-the-alley
pop in Would You Believe." As a
curveball, they tack on agoof cover of
the Holes' always-disposable "The Air
That IBreathe." (Of course, they've
been quoted as saying that they "never
intended for it to be on the album." Uhhuh.) It's the record's only misstep.
The Mavericks is awelcome return by
one of the most diverse and wide-ranging acts ever to defy an easy label.
—Robert Baird

Jazz

é

ACT RECORDS
Jazz in Three ACTs

T F

CKS

JOEL HARRISON: Free Country
Joel Harrison, guitars, sampler, vocals, cassette
machine; David Binney, saxes, sampler; Rob
Thomas, violin; Uri Caine, piano; Rob Burger, keyboards; Tony Cedras, accordion; Sean Conly,
Stephan Crump, bass; Alison Miller, Dan Weiss,
drums; Todd Isler, percussion; Norah Jones, Jen
Chapin, Raz Kennedy, vocals
ACT 9419-2 (CD). 2003. Joel Harrison, prod.; John
Rosenberg. eng. DDD. TT 65:49
Performance ****%
Sonics ****
DAVID BINNEY: South
David Binney, alto & soprano sax, sampler; Chris
Potter, tenor sax; Adam Rogers, guitars; Uri Caine,
piano; Scott Colley, bass; Brian Blade, Jim Black,
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drums
ACT 9279-2 (CD). 2001. David Binney, prod.; Mike
Marciano, eng. DDD. TT: 70:23
Performance ***lb
Sonics ****
NGUYEN LE: Purple Celebrating Jimi Hendrix
Nguyèn Lê, guitars, guitar synthesizer; Bojan
Zulfikarpasic, acoustic piano, Fender Rhodes
piano; Michel Alibo, Me'shell Ndegeocello, electric
bass; Terri Lyne Carrington, drums, vocals; Karim
Ziad, gumbri, North African percussion; Aida
Khann, Corin Curschellas, vocals
ACT 9410-2 (CD). 2002. Nguyen Lé, prod., eng.; Terri
Lyne Carrington, prod.; Jean Loup Morette, eng.
DDD. TT: 55:25
Performance ****
Sonics ****

IN

ith record companies in the
US facing shriveled budgets,
they're dropping topdrawer musicians from their rosters
(not to mention neglecting aspiring
new artists whose careers need nurturing). Increasingly, European labels
(cg, Dreyfus, Winter+Winter) are
picking up the Stateside slack. A particularly strong sampling of adventurous jazz recordings comes from
German label ACT, which recently
released three impressive, meticulously mastered albums, each of
which breaks free from straight-up,
restrictive jazz territory and expands
the idiom's range.
The best of this batch is Joel
Harrison's Free Country, the New
York—based guitarist's soulful exploration of the jazz-country convergence. Improvisational jazz is the
medium, but the heart is American

roots music, ranging from traditional tunes such as "Lone
Pilgrim"
and "Wayfaring
Stranger" to Woody Guthrie's
"This Land Is Your Land" and
Merle Haggard's "Sing Me
Back Home." Harrison writes
complex, unpredictable, headphone-friendly arrangements
replete with tempo shifts, textured layers (including samples
and a variety of guitar voicings), and country-meets-jazz
instrumental colors (for example, Rob Thomas's violin con-

,
Nguyén

Joel Harrison

e
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Le, front, and Terri Lyne Carrington.

appropriately rowdy and galloping, guest pianist Uri
Caine unleashed to bang and
tumble on the keys. Taken as
awhole, Harrison's long-legs
country-jazz collection ranks
among the best recordings of
this Americana hybrid. Its
only problem is its length:
Lop off a quarter-hour's
worth of music and you've
got acomplete, compact listening package.
One of Free Country's stars is
saxophonist David Binney,
who hooked up with ACT for
his own intriguing album,
South, which features an all-star
jazz cast of fellow New Yorkers and
bandleaders in their own rights: saxophonist Chris Potter, guitarist Adam
Rogers, Uri Caine, bassist Scott Colley,
and drummers Brian Blade and Jim
Black. Binney delivers 11 diversely styled
originals that bank on inspired ensemble
interplay. Bookended by the catchy
melody "Out Beyond Ideas," with its
spirited waves of playing based on alyrical motif; and the reflective, quietly drawn
"South," the CD emphasizes composition over solo showboating, while judicious improvisation serves the tunes and
enhances their shapes. "Moment in
Memory" spotlight Binney's saxophone
explorations, which range from the calm
to the ecstatic, while his fire on "Von
Joshua" incites Caine and Rogers to speed
into the uptempo zone. A theme ofjourneying threads through South, with such
tunes as "Leaving the Sea," with its many
COURTESY OF ACT RECORDS

Record

verses freely with David Bimiey's
saxophone).
Free Country opens auspiciously with guest vocalist Norah
Jones nailing ahaunting rendition of Johnny Cash's "I Walk
the Line," supported by lonesome fiddle and FX'd guitar.
Recorded before Jones' meteoric
pop
rise, this tune and
"Tennessee Waltz," on which
she melts into the melody to
Harrison's arrangement (not the
Charlie Hunter setting that
Jones uses in concert), are the
best recorded examples of her
prowess as ajazz singer. Another
Cash beaut, "Folsom Prison
Blues," is taken for aromp with
a slowed-down, stormy interlude, while the traditional "Hell
Broke Loose in Georgia" is
WorldRadioHistory
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Record
different moods; the wailing "The Global
Soul (reprise)"; and the whimsical and
ragged "Tangles Outcome" —four minutes of whooped-up, carefree jaunting.
This same unfettered spirit characterizes Purple Celebrating Jimi Hendrix, guitarist Nguyên I,ê's engaging tribute to
his hero. Lê avoids guitar clichés, an easy
route for Hendrix buffs who worship
the riffs but can't quite shake free of
their gravity. Instead., Lê references the
melodies and the original instrumental
embellishments, then expresses variations in his own passionate voice. He
writes in the liner note, "While each
note of [Hendrix] is still burning, Iplay
his music with the same freedom and
dedication as ajazzman." Not all jazz
aficionados would agree: rock dominates, and swing is largely absent. Yet
Purple's calling trump card is U's improvisational brio in connecting to
Hendrbdan vitality.
Lê plays an incendiary electric sixstring, extending Hendrix's world view
by bringing new multicultural insights
into his tunes — which is in keeping
with the expansive nature of ACT jazz.
Lê uses aguitar synthesizer to get a
sitar-like sound on the sampled and
treated "Are You Experienced" (with

)3
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conradjohnson

B&W

Bowers &Wilkins

Classé
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Me'shell Ndegeocello funking up the
proceedings with haunting bass lines),
and enlists North African percussionist
Karim Ziad and Malian vocalist Aida
Khann to transport his barbed take on
"Voodoo Child (slight return)" to the
mother continent. All but one track
feature vocals, and drummer Terri
Lyne Carrington is arevelation. While
she's a topnotch beat-keeper, to the
best of my knowledge this album
marks her début as a vocalist, with
sung and spoken contributions on
"1983 ... (A Merman IShould Turn To
Be)" and "Purple Haze."
That Carrington is allowed to
multi-task here, as Joel Harrison was
permitted to make his vocal début on
Free Country, is testament to ACT's
willingness to let musicians determine
the expression of their art. It's alesson
many jazz labels should heed.
—Dan Ouellette

short takes
CHARLIE ROUSE & RED RODNEY:
Social Call
Charlie Rouse, tenor sax; Red Rodney, trumpet
flugelhom; Albert Dailey, piano; Cecil McBee, bass;
Kenny Washington, drums

Reviews

Uptown UPCD 27.50 (CD). 2003. Robert E.
Sunenbliclç M.D., prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.
MD? Tr: 59:08
Performance ****
Sonia *** I
/2

Often, jazz fans form their deepest
bonds not with the towering giants, the
Parkers and Rollinses and Coltranes,
but with players in the second tier of the
hierarchy. The acknowledged masters
do not need defenders. Players like
Charlie Rouse do.
Rouse created a totally distinctive
mode of tenor sax expression, with a
gritty, astringent tone, explosive terse
phrasing, and a liberated, levitational
sense of time. He is known for his 12year tenure with Thelonious Monk
between 1959 and 1970. But Rouse was
even more than Monk's locked-in alter
ego. Social Call, recorded in 1984, proves
that he was one of the most eloquent
practitioners of the living language of
classic bop.
Another player who is fast receding
into history is trumpeter Red Rodney.
The two are on fire here, nailing fast,
tricky stuff such as Rouse's "Little
Chico," and dancing elegantly through
primary texts of the bop genre, such as
Tadd Dameron's "Casbah" and Gigi
Gryce's tide track.
-Thomas Conrad
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5-50

The Fifth Element (Marks)
1-51, 3-43, 5-45, 7-39, 9-49, 11-53
Honor (but escape from) Thy Father (Ouellette)
5-57

The 2003 Products of the Year (Atkinson, Mejias)
Victim of Life's Circumstances (Baird)

Index to Volume 25 (Mejias)

1-149

Where There's aWay, There's aWill (Baird)

Kenny Barron (Baird)

4-101

As We See It

Rosanne Cash (Baird)

8-43

The Angel's Share (Phillips)

12-5

Ravi Coltrane (Ouellette)

5-57

Classical Music as an Act of Rebellion (Austin)

3-5

Ry Cooder (Baird)

.3-49

The Five Dealer Rule (Atkinson)

1-5

Dan D'Agostino (Krell) (Lander)

12-75

Hi-Rez Audio's Uncertain Future (Willis)

5-5

Renée Fleming (Baird)

5-138

Noise Pollution (Austin)

11-7

Warren Haynes (Mills)

9-65

No Smiths: Matters of Taste (Atkinson)

2-5

1-35

Nude, Not Naked (Atkinson)
Overcooked Floyd (Atkinson)

7-5
6-5

Will Kimbrough (Baird)

1-65

The Passing Parade (Atkinson)

9-5

Daniel Lanois (Durchholz)

6-57

SACD: The Way Forward? (Iverson)

4-4

Interviews:

Matthew Johnson (Baird)
Chad Kassem (Acoustic Sounds) (Fremer)

John Leventhal (Baird)
Delbert McClinton (Baird)
Anne-Sophie Mutter (Stearns)
Christopher O'Riley (Baird)
André Previn (Stearns)
Franco Serblin (Sonus Faber) (Tellig)
Jim Smith (Avantgarde USA) (Dudley)
Richard Thompson (Moerer)
Jim Wiriey (Magnepan) (Lander)
Listening (Dudley)

11-59

8-43
12-81
7-53
2-130
7-53
1-27
2-35
10-105
1-57
1-45, 2-35, 3-37, 4-41, 5-39, 6-43,

7-35, 8-37, 9-43, 10-37, 11-47, 12-47
Maggies Man (Lander)
The Man Who Could Be King (Baird)
A Mind Out of Time (Moerer)
Music in the Round (Rubinson)
Outdoing the Delta (Baird)
Power Is As Power Does (Lander)
Re-Birth of the Mule (Mills)
Recommended Components
Records To Die For
Sam's Space (Tellig)

1-57
4-101
10-105
6-49, 9-55, 12-51
11-59
12-75
9-65
4-47, 10-51
2-41
1-27, 2-19, 3-21, 4-27, 5-23,

6-27, 7-23, 8-23, 9-29, 10-23, 11-31, 12-33

12-61
12-81
1-65

Show Business (Atkinson)

8-5

That Really Sucks (Iverson)

10-5

Building aLibrary
Warren Haynes (Swenson)

9-125

Kirsty MacColl (Cohen)
Sergei Prokofiev (Bambarger)

1-123
12-143

Swedish Rock Bands (Durchholz)

4-165

Richard Thompson (Schinder)

10-161

Yo La Tengo (Fritch)

8-99

Recording of the Month
Beethoven: Complete Violin Sonatas (Disiler)

2-113

Rosanne Cash: Rules of Travel (Baird)

4-177

Ry Cooder & Manuel Galbin: Mambo Sinuentio (Baird)

3-107

Franck:

Violin

Sonata

in

A/Rachmaninoff:

Cello

(Bambarger)
Led Zeppelin: How the West Was Won (Baird)

Sonata

in

g

9-135
8-105

Albert Lee: Heartbreak Hill (Baird)
11-127
Geoff Muldaur's Futuristic Ensemble: Private Astronomy: A Vision of the Music of
Bix Beiderbecke (Baird)
Randy Newman: The Randy Newman Songbook VoLl (Baird)
Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon (Iverson)

The Sound of Silence (Baird)

8-43
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Is There Hope for Old Dogs and New Tricks?
Many years ago Isat at atable full of audio writers and asked the question, "Does the quality of reproduction significantly affect our ability
to appreciate the artistic intent of a musical performance?" The answer was a unanimous "No." Which was immediately followed by a
cacophony of qualifying statements—most of which Iagreed with—but the point had been made: The art of the music itself, and the quality
of the reproduction of that music, are two separate, though related, things.
Over the years, I've come to see the art of music like the program on a TV, and the audio reproduction like the chair in which you sit in to
experience it. The music is the TV program itself and its artistic intent; while the chair is the vehicle from and through which you enjoy that
art. By allowing you to shed the discomforts of daily life and to be immersed in its comforting embrace, the chair provides you with aperfect
point of access. Your understanding of a TV show's intent doesn't really differ whether viewed from a wooden bench or a plush La-Z-Boy
recliner, but your sensory enjoyment of the evening certainly will. The chair is significantly beneficial to the viewing experience as a whole
even though it's not mandatory for understanding the intent of the program. Likewise, your appreciation of apiece of music as art need not
change whether played bock on a transistor radio or o high-end system, but the pleasure found in the listening experience probably will.
If the above is true, then the goal of high-end audio equipment is to provide more "sonic comfort" and pleasant ease of access in our music
listening.
Ibring this topic up now because of Wes Philips' recent review of the Apple iPod. While perusing reader comments about the article on
Stereophile's web site, Iwas heartened by the 77% positive response; but Iwas also troubled by the negative comments that claimed a
portable audio player doesn't belong in the pages of this magazine. "Troubled" not so much because some readers seemed close-minded
and elitist, but because it made me wonder whether those readers really loved music more than the hardware built to honor it. My
assumption has always been that this hobby is about an intense love of music, and ahealthy fascination with the hardware that improves
the listening experience. It saddens me when fanatic audiophiles elevate the importance of reproduction to apoint so high that they would
refuse themselves the gifts of music if not reproduced well enough. Ithink an important milestone in the life of on audiophile is when he can
appreciate great art on an old, bad recording without obsessing over sound quality.
It also seems to me that this magazine is about the ongoing search for, and discovery of, hardware that knows best how to please and
provide easy access to music. As people live more mobile lives, and therefore develop more interest in portable equipment and formats, I
would expect Stereophile to keep audio enthusiasts around the world informed of the developments in the best of mobile audio products.
Stereophile, it seems to me, is amagazine about the best in audio hardware rather than the best place to listen; and therefore should not
limit itself to listening room equipment only. Knowing how to get great audio reproduction on acomputer, or in an airliner, seems to me a
reasonable, though probably not primary, goal for this fine magazine and audiophiles world wide.
Iknow there are old dogs out there that will have a tough time with some of these new tricks, but trust me—some of these tricks are
amazingly worthwhile and provide broader access to the pleasures of music listening in our lives. Ibelieve that when the true audiophile
finds himself in the sometimes uncomfortable environment of being out and about, he can simply use the best portable player and
reproduction hardware available, and turn wherever he may be into a musical sanctuary. Ialso believe that for the first time, these new,
hard-drive based portable audio players exhibit qualities audiophiles desire. They are both comprehensive in their ability to provide awide
variety of music at one's fingertips (these players can hold about 250 albums on a40 Gig disc at 320kbs compression, which sounds quite
good), and pleasurable in their sonic character (with a portable headphone amp and high quality headphones, portable systems con
outperform home systems many times their price).

If you're an old dog (or a young one) and are willing to give these new tricks a try, visit our website at http://www.headphone.com or
call us. I'm TyII Hertsens, the president of HeadRoom, and we'd love to help because we are...

Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.

HeacJRoom
www.headphone.com
HeadRoom Corporation 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman,WorldRadioHistory
MT 59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fax 406.587.9484
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Index

The Police: Every Breath You Take: The Classics (Atkinson)

5-117

Ayre CX-7 CD player (Atkinson)

5-77

Steve Tibbetts: A Man About aHorse (Iverson)

1-129

2-93
7-39

Vivaldi: La Stravaganza (Levine)

7-103

Ayre D-ix DVD/CD player (Bolin)
Benchmark Media System DAC 1D/A processor (Marks)

Yes: Fragile (Atkinson)

5-117

Burmester 001 CD player (Darnkroger)

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Amplifiers (integrated)
Atoll Electronique IN 100 (Tellig)
Ayre AX-7 (Dudley)
Brinlcmann Integrated (Marks)

4-27
10-123
1-51

12-109

Classé CDP-10 CD player (Atkinson)

9-101

Classé Omega SACD player (Bolin)
dCS Elgar Plus D/A processor (Fremer)

8-76
4-108

dCS Purcell D/D processor (Fremer)
dCS Verdi SACD/CD transport (Fremer)

4-108
4-108

Esoteric D-70 DAC (Marks)

7-39

Esoteric DV-50 universal disc player (Bolin)

8-69

Esoteric P-70 CD transport (Marks)

7-39

7-23

47 Laboratory 4715 D/A processor (Dudley)

.3-81

NAD C320BEE (Dudley)

7-35

Naim Nais 5(Dudley)

8-37

47 Laboratory 4716 CD transport (Dudley)
GamuT CD 1CD player (DamIcroged

3-81
5-85
12-84

Musical Fidelity A32 (Reina, Dudley)
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 300 (Tellig)

4-149,8-37

Pathos Acoustics Classic One (Tellig)

11-31

Krell SACD Standard SACD/CD player (Fremer)

Pathos Acoustics Logos (Tellig)
Perreawc R200i (Fremer)

11-31
6-64

Linn Unidisk 1.1 universal disc player (Rubinson)
Mark Levinson No.360S D/A processor (Rubinson)

Portal Audio Panache (Tellig)
Rotel RA-02 (Tellig)

2-19
7-35

Meridian 800 DVD-A/DVD-V player (Rubinson)

8-89

MSB Platinum Link Plus D/A processor (Rubinson)

.3-93

Simaudio Moon i-3 (Dudley)

10-37

Sugden A2la (Marks)
YBA Integré Passion (Tellig)

11-53
2-19

Amplifiers (power)

Tri-Vista

SACD/CD

player
(Fremer,
Tellig,
5-64,7-23,12-89,12-103

Simaudio Moon Eclipse CD player (Damlcroged
Sony SCD-XA9000ES SACD/CD player (Atkinson)
Weiss Medea D/A processor (Rubinson)

Audiopax Model Eighty-Eight (Deutsch)

5-93

Audio Research VS110 (Deutsch)
Bel Canto eVo6 multichannel (Rubinson)

8-48
9-55

Bryston 7B-SST (Greenhill)

Musical
Fidelity
Atkinson)

4-157

12-95
10-154

4-157
12-103
2-85

Loudspeakers & Subwoofers
Alón Li'l Rascal Mk.II (Reina)
Andes Jazz (Robinson)

12-117
6-97

Cary CAD-805 10th Anniversary Edition monoblock (Tellig)
Classé Omega monoblock (DamIcroger)

8-23
7-60

Audio Physic Virgo III (Damkroger)

9-72

Calix Phoenix Grand Signature (Bolin)

6-87

Conrad-Johnson MF2250A (Tellig)

5-23

Canton Karat Reference 2DC (Atkinson)

Conrad-Johnson MV6OSE (Tellig)

5-23

Dynaudio Confidence C4 (Atkinson)

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 (Tellig)
darTZeel NHB-108 model one (Marks)

10-23

Dynaudio Special Twenty-Five (Marks)

9-49

Earthworks Sigma 62 (Atkinson)

1-72
3-58
1-51
6-105

1-97

Focal-JMIab Cobalt 806 S(Tellig)

9-29

HaIcro dm58 monoblock (Bolin)

4-147

Focal-JMIab Cobalt 816 S(Tellig)

9-29

Lamm Industries M2.1 monoblock (Bolin)

4-139

Final Laboratory Music-6 (Dudley)

Linn Klimax Twin (Dudley)
Mark Levinson No.436 monoblock (Bolin)
Parasound Halo JC 1monoblock (Fremer, Tellig)
Pass Labs XA160 monoblock (Fremer)
Plinius SA-102 (Tellig)

6-75
8-59
2-77,12-33
11-83
.3-21

Amplifiers (prearnps)
Audio Research SP16L (Deutsch)

Focal-JMIab Grande Utopia Be (Messenger)
Harbeth Audio Compact 7ES-2 (Tellig)
Innersound Eros Mk.III (Greenhill, Atkinson)

4-127,5-110

Jean-Marie Reynaud Arpeggione (Marks)

11-53

Joseph Audio RM33si Signature (Stem)

1-119

KEF Reference 207 (Atkinson)
Kharma Midi-Grand Ceramique 1.0 (Fremer)

2-68
1-81

Kirksaeter Silverline 60 (Damlcroger)
8-48

9-93
12-33

1-91

Magnepan CC3 (Rubinson)

12-51
12-51

Balanced Audio Technology VK-51SE (Bolin)

11-93

Magnepan MGMC1 (Robinson)

Blue Circle BC21.1 (Rubinson)

9-121

Monitor Audio Silver 2(Atkinson)

8-79

1-97

Morel Octwin 52 (Atkinson)

Linn 'Climax Kontrol (Dudley)

6-75

PBN Montana SP3 (Willis)

8-93

McCormack MAP-1 multichannel (Rubinson)

9-55

Peak Consult InCognito (Marks)

9-49

Meridian 861 surround-sound controller (Rubinson)

8-89

Polk Audio LSi7 (Reina)

3-65

Nains NAC 552 (Fremer)

7-67

PSB Platinum T8 (Atkinson)

11-66

Final Laboratory Music-5 (Dudley)

Rogue Audio Magnum Ninety-Nine (Stem)
VTL TL-7.5 Reference (Bolin)

1-109
10-114

Quad ESL-989 (Dudley, Atkinson)
Reference 3A MM de Capo i(Dudley)
Retlun The Third Retlun (Dudley)

Amplifiers (phono preamps)
Acoustic Signature Tango (Fremer)

Sonus Faber Cremona (Tellig)
8-29

Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor (Tellig)

Aesthetix Rhea (Bobo)

9-109

Spendor S3/5se (Dudley)

ASR Basis Exclusive (Fremer)

10-31

Tannoy Dimension TD12 (Dudley)

Conrad-Johnson EV-1 (Fremer)
EAR 834P Deluxe (Fremer)

8-29
8-29

Emmeline XR-2 (Fremer)

8-29

Final Laboratory Music-4 (Dudley)
Hagerman Technology Bugle (Fremer)
Linn Linto (Fremer)
Manley Steelhead (Fremer)

1-97
8-29
11-119
10-31

Digital Components

Thiel CS6 (Damkroger)
Totem Acoustic Model 1Signature (Greenhill)
Triangle Magellan (Tellig)
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy 7(Fremer)

10-131

5-105
12-129
5-39
1-27
11-31
7-75
11-73
10-153
4-157
6-27
9-83

Phono Cartridges
Audio Tekne MC-6310 (Fremer)

6-35

Benz Micro L2 MC (Bolin)

7-85

Dynavector 10X5 (Dudley)

10-145
11-113

AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 CD player (Stem)

11-103

Linn Akiva (Fremer)

Apple iPod portable music player (Phillips)

10-137

Lyra Titan (Fremer)

6-35

Transfiguration Temper W (Fremer)

6-35

Atoll Electronique CD 100 CD player (Tellig)
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GOODWIN'S

ASC Tube Traps
Audio Physic
Audio Research

HIGH END

Avalon
Basis
Benz Micro
Billy Bags

www.goodwinshighend.com

Boulder
Clearaudio
dCS
Dynaudio
Equi.Tech
Faroudja
Grado
Graham
Hovland
Koetsu
Lamm
Linn
Loewe
Magnum Dynalab
MartinLogan
McCormack
MIT

Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Owens Corning
Particular Contemporary Design
Princeton
PS Audio
REL
Richard Gray
Runco
Salamander
Sanus
Sennheiser
Simaudio Moon
Spectral
Stax
Stewart

Moon Eclipse. Insert disc. Close door Fade to black.

TARA Labs

Music emerges like moonlight escaping the earth's shadow.

Theta

Focused resolution and arichly textured soundscape.

Totem

Brilliant flash of dynamic explosion. A decadent pleasure

Transfiguration

to the hand, eye, and ear. It's really good; no kidding.

Verity

Experience the Eclipse in our acoustically-designed and

VPI

meticulously constructed state-of-the-art listening

Wilson Audio

rooms. As always, no hurry, no pressure.

781-893-9000

• 899

Main

Street

Zoethecus

• Waltham,

MA

02451

• Fax

781-893-9200

• info@goodwinshighend.com

Hours: Tuesday through Thursday from 11 a.m. until 7p.m. •Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. until 6p.m. or by appointment

HIGH

END

ONLY

I
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van den Hut DDT-II Special (Dudley)

1-45

Index

Magnepan MGMC1 wall-mounted loudspeaker (Rubinson)

12-51

Meridian 800 DVD-A/DVD-V player (Rubinson)
Meridian 861 surround-sound controller (Rubinson)

Tonearms
Clearaudio Unify (Bolin)
Graham Robin (Dudley, Fremer)

7-83
4-121, 5-31

Helius Omega (Fremer)
Linn Ekos (Fremer)

11-39
11-119

Morch DP-6 (Fremer)

11-39

VPI JMW-9 (Dudley)

2-103

Turntables

8-89
8-89

Sony SCD-XA9000ES SACD/CD player (Atkinson)

12-103

Accessories & Headphones
Equi=Tech 2Q & Q650 Balanced Power Systems (Stern)
Expressimo

Audio

The

Heavy

Weight

tonearm

6-121
counterweight

(Fremer)
5-31
Grace Design Model 901 headphone amplifier (Marks, Atkinson) ... 3-43, 8-87
Kerry Audio Design F2 Titanium tonearm counterweight (Fremer)

Avid Acorns (Fremer)

5-31

Clearaudio Champion 2 (Bolin) .

7-83

ELP LT-2XRC (Fremer)

12-41

Linn Sondek LP12 (Fremer)

11-114

Lirai Lingo turntable power supply (Fremer)
Living Voice Mystic Mat (Fremer)

5-31
11-117
8-29

Monster Power AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage Stabilizer (Stern)
Outlaw Integrated Controlled Bass Manager (ICBM) (Rubinson)

6-121
12-51
11-47
7-89

Music Hall MMF-9 turntable (Fremer)
Nottingham Analogue Horizon (Fremer)

8-29
2-27

PS Audio Power Port AC receptacles (Dudley)
Rives Audio PARC parametric equalizer (Rubinson)

Pro-Ject Perspective (Fremer)
Pro-Ject RM-4 (Fremer)

1-35
1-35

Symposium Ultra isolation platform (Marks)

Pro-Ject 11M-9 (Fremer)
Rega P3 (Fremer)

1-35
2-27

Interconnects, Data Links, AC Cords & Speaker
Cables

SME Model 30/2 (Fremer)

.3-75

SOTA Comet II (Fremer)

2-27

Acoustic Research HT-130 interconnect (Tellig)
Acoustic Zen Gargantua II AC cord (Bolin)

4-27
1-115

Acoustic Zen Satori Shotgun loudspeaker cable (Bolin)

1-115

Acoustic Zen Silver Reference II interconnect (Bolin)
Analysis Plus Solo Crystal Oval 8interconnect (Fremer)

1-115
4-115

Analysis Plus Solo Crystal Oval 8loudspeaker cable (Fremer)

4-115

AudioQuest Anaconda interconnect (Damkroger)

6-111

SOTA Cosmos Series III (Bolin)
VPI Aries Scout (Dudley)

7-99
2-103

V.Y.G.E.R. Atlantis (Fremer)

7-29

Music Surround Components
lid canto eVo6 multichannel power amplifier (Rubinson)
Esoteric DV-50 universal disc player (Bolin)

9-55
8-69

Krell SACD Standard SACD/CD player (Fremer)

12-84

Linn Unidisk 1.1 universal disc player (Rubinson)

12-95

McCormack MAP-1 multichannel preamplifier (Rubinson)
Magnepan CC3 center-channel loudspeaker (Rubinson)

9-55

3-43

AudioQuest Gibraltar loudspeaker cable (Damkroger)
Echo Busters Decorative Room Treatments (Damkroger)

6:1
9
1
1
17
1

Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer loudspeaker cable (Fremer)

4-115

Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway II interconnect (Fremer)

4-115

JPS Labs The Digital AC cable (Dudley)

4-41

12-51

CLEARAUDIO EMOTION
Our new all acrylic Emotion turntable features an isolated motor. The Satisfy dual pivot
tonearm has adjustable VTA and magnetic anti-skate. Together, they redefine the
i
r
o
ice/performance ratio for analog. A new Aurum Classic Wood moving magnet at
r

$200 completes the package. Handmade in Germany.

A

i1 4ClearaudP

.e..„

tb**Ik

Emotion + Satisfy $899

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC. 510.420.0379 www.musicalsurroundings.com
Exclusive U.S. Agents: BENZ •CLEARAUDIO •GRAHAM •KOETSU
Worldwide Distributors: AESTHETIX •CABLE RESEARCH LAB • MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS • RECORD RESEARCH LAB
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odification supplies.
Hi-Vi Research
Focal • Scan-Speak
Tang Band • Peerless
Audax • Raven • Vifa
Bohlender Graebener
Dayton Loudspeaker

FREE CATALOG

1-800-338-0531

www.partsexpress.com
Replacement
transducer for
older Carver and
Genesis speakers

203 Mamaroneck Avenue

725 Pleasant Valley Drive
Springboro, Ohs) 45066-1158
Phone. 937-743-3000 Fax 937-743-1677
&Mail. sales@ partsexpress.com
SOURCE CODE: SPM
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Bob Kirk -Stereo Maestro

hear!

Electronics
Acoustic Zen, Analysis Plus,
Antique Sound, Atlantis,
Audio Analogue,
Audio Refinement, AVID,
Cambridge, Chang Lightspeed,
Creek, DH Labs, EAR, Echo Busters,

Discover why the

EDGE, Etymotic Research,

BBC uses Harbeth
loudspeakers as
their reference
monitors.

Foundation Research,
Golden Sound, Harmonic Tech,
HOVLAND, Marantz, Monarchy,
Music Hall, NAD &Silver Series,
MOON,Onkyo, Plateau, PLINIUS,
Rogue, Salamander,TG Audio

Speakers
"Stereophonic reproduction of musk using two
speakers, is still the most realistic, and satisfying
way to listen to the vast majority of currently

ideIis
hi-end audio •home i

303 S. Broadway
Salem, NH 03079

Call: 603 894 4226
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existing recordings."
With over three decades of experience, Bob Kirk has

Eminent Technology,
Induction Dynamics, Jamo, KEF,
Krix, Living Voice, Meadowlark,
Opera, Reference 3a,Totem,
Von Schweikert,WISDOM

selected those brands that best recreate the emotion, soul
and ambiance of live music.
As for the power, pleasure, and passion of agreat movie,
more is decidedly better.
But few can go to the theatre or concert hall every night.
So call Bob, at Archive Audio, and you can enjoy all the
thrills of being there in the privacy of your own home.
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Superbly performing
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Manufacturers'
Helius Omega
Editor:
rm very pleased that Michael Fremer liked
the Helius Omega tonearm (November
2003, p.39), though there are some issues
that arise within his review that could do
with both explanation and clarification.
As hinted in the article, the shape of
the arm is an important part of its function. As the stylus vibrates in the groove,
the headshell and mechanicals supporting
it must remain relatively stationary. If the
headshell/armtube vibrates at all in sympathy with the musical waveform within
the groove, the signal generated by the
cartridge will be asum of the two waveforms, and the combination of the two is
the signal that gets sent to the preamp.
A tonearm is nonetheless a pivoted
mechanical structure that must move
freely in two planes, with virtually frictionless bearings. Herein lies acontradiction. On one hand, the arm needs to be
able to move freely, while on the other it
must present arigid platform for the cartridge. The design solution we use is to
control the motion by damping — not
with fluid, but by differential masses. I
chose not to use fluid because it is not
only messy, but the viscosity is usually
fixed, and does not suit all cartridges.
Ibelieve that coloration arises when
the tonearm doesn't exert control, and
that this distortion is responsible for many
of the tonal characteristics associated with
the arm. Indeed, the point of the Omega's
design is to eliminate the "tone" from the
"tonearm," and to produce aneutral platform for the cartridge. Iam pleased to
note that Fremer comments on the apparent control the Omega exerts in all registers of music.
Controlling the low-frequency motion
of the arm is, however, only half the story.
The stylus vibrates, and since the cantilever is never infinitely compliant, the
vibration will pass through the armtube
into the bearing structure and out to the
turntable chassis. To this end, the pressure
of the wavefront should diminish as it
progresses along its journey through the
arm, rather than reflect internally. This
explains both the overall shape of the arm
and its unique bearing layout. All of the
arm's masses are dynamically balanced
around acentral point, which is, effectively, apoint of zero potential. In this sense,
the Omega arm masquerades as aunipivot, but in reality the structure is fully
captured by three other bearings.
Stereophile, January 2004

Comments

Inow come to responding to points
made within the article. Iaccept minor
criticisms, such as the baseplate screws
being the wrong size. Normally, we supply the correct screws to fit specific
turntables, so this should not present a
problem for anyone setting up the arm.
While concealing them in the way that
we do makes installation slightly more
fiddly, it does make for amuch neater job.
With respect to the small headshell
counterweight, this allows the arm to maintain quite exact resonance and inertial characteristics. Consider that the main
adjustable counterweight will remain in almost the same position regardless of what
the cartridge mass is. A lightweight cartridge, plus small weight, equals (almost) the
same counterweight position as amediummass cartridge with no headshell weight. As
for heavy cartridges, they often have lowcompliance cantilevers, so are not as sensitive to changes in the inertial layout By
designing the counterbalance to function in
this way, we have optimized the low-frequency behavior of the system.
The main criticism seems to be the fact
that the back of the arm is close to the
record. The reason for this is to perfect
the dynamic balance of the system. However, the tube should obviously not touch
the record, or come so close as to make it
acause for concern. Isuspect the cartridge used here was not very tall. The solution we are implementing (which also
addresses the question of setting the angle
of the armtube) is to tilt the headshell
back by asmall amount with respect to
the tube. This can be done in such away
as to render the underside of the armtube
parallel with the record, thereby killing
two birds with one stone.
I'm glad that Michael Fremer found the
Omega's musical reproduction to be so
good. As for his comments on the ways in
which the Omega differs from the norm,
my observation is that if nobody ever tried
anything different, all products would ultimately be virtually identical. This is safe
from amarketing perspective, but fundamentally boring. We've tried something
new and different with the Helius Omega
tonearm. Our technology has evolved,
and clearly, those improvements are audible and beneficial.
Geoffiry Owen
President & ChidDesigner, Helius
Krell SACD Standard
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Michael Fremer for
WorldRadioHistory

his thorough review of the Krell SACD
Standard in December. Ishare Michael's
passion for listening to music in stereo,
and that is why Idesigned the unit to perform as Michael experienced it. The
option for playback of multichannel
SACDs allows customers to experience
all of the benefits that format promises,
including the added dimensionality and
sense of spaciousness that amultichannel
SACD source and a properly set-up
home entertainment system can deliver.
Does Michael want aBaby Ruth or aButterfingers candy bar...?
Dan D'Agostino
CEO, Krell Industries
Reference 3A MM de Capo i
Editor:
We are utterly grateful to Art Dudley for
suggesting anew, simplet and definitely
more fluid name for our Reference 3A
MM de Capo iloudspeaker (December
2003,2:). "This Speaker" suits us just
fine;
you, Art. The Reference 3A
MM de Capo i(here again in amouthful) is
really too long aname for any loudspeaker.
Having to say it numerous times aclay can
get us tongue-tied. From now on, it shall be
called "This Speaker" around here.
For those who are curious, "3A" is short
for "Applied Arts of Antibes" (France, 43
years ago). "MM" simply means "Midi
Monitor." "de Capo" is, of course, from the
Italian cla capo: emotional c211s by the audience often heard at an opera, following a
particularly well-performed aria, demanding arepeat (Italian with aFrench accent,
if you like). The i, of course, is for improved,
as this loudspeaker model took along time
to evolve (16 years, to be exact).
We are also grateful to Art Dudley for a
wonderfully meaningful review. His
insights and convictions for natural musicality are inspiring. We are grateful to
John Atkinson for meticulous lab work
and objective insights that will no doubt
help to further evolve our products for
years to come. And we are grateful to
Stereophile for providing us, all music
lovers, with the best tools for our beloved
hobby.
Tash M Goka
Divergent Technologies
Music Hall Maverick
Editor:
Well, finally, the old codger got it right:
"the Maverick — a beautifully built
SACD player that doesn't shortchange
CD." High praise indeed from one who
all too often zings it to me. But, as usual,
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Wadia Model Change! 301 Closeout!

New Wadia Model -Available now!

301 Upsampling CD Player

861 Basic Upsampling CD Player

The Wadia 301, with it's patented
Digimaster upsampling filter, gives
SACD like quality playback from
standard cd's. It utilizes the time
honored low jitter Pioneer Stable
Platter Transport. Unfortunately, Pioneer's tooling on the Stable
Platter has worn out, necessitating achange to acommon
Philips transport in the new Wadia 302 model. The 301's built in
digital volume control can drive apower amplifier directly without
the sonic degradation and cost that apreamp adds. Available
without restriction in US or Canada (except La, Ca) in black or
silver with full manufacturers warranty.

The new Wadia 861 Basic is
identical in every respect to the
Stereophile Class A model 861,
except it does not include digital
input or output jacks. This lone
change lowers the price $1700!
Either 861 model, with it's Teac full clamping transport and
patented Digimaster upsampling filter, gives SACD like quality
playback from standard cd's. The 861's built in digital volume
control can drive apower amplifier directly without the sonic
degradation and cost that apreamp adds. Available in black
or silver with full manufacturers warranty.
Call If You Have

Call for exceptional price!

Special Pricing Available!

No Local Dealer

Call For Factory Authorized
Special Pricing!

ProAc Announces Three New
Response Series Models!

AN Racks

ProAc Speakers

Billy Bags offers rigid steel frame
AN racks with beautiful finish
choices and custom dimensions.
Drop shipments available directly
to your home.

The new Response D25, D38 and D80
models offer dramatically improved
performance over earlier models, while
maintaining the clarity and musicality that
ProAc is famous for.

le"

fDProAc

IlitAlviCZI.S.

PRO-STANDS

perfectly natural

Call If You Have
No Local Dealer

Model Pro-1.5

Exclusive! NHT Closeouts

Call For Factory Authorized
Special Pricing!

SW-2Pi Subwoofer

NHT SB-3

The two piece NHT SW-2P1 has been a
favorite of audiophiles and reviewers alike
and features aseparate amplifier and
speaker cabinet for easy installation.
New with full factory warranty.

The NHT SB-3 is acompact two-way speaker
with surprising performance for the money. We
are an authorized NHT Internet dealer offering all
Super Audio series products at great prices.
Stereophile magazine recommended.

$499.00 — Save $300

Exclusive! PASS LABS Closeout
Aleph 30

X-1 Line Stage
Hybrid p

metic

SAVE 30%

•Class A single ended amplifier
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4 ohms
•XLR /RCA inputs
•New -Full 3year warranty

X-ONO Phono Stage
Hybrid Cosmetic

i•

•f

SAVE 40%

•2chassis balanced line stage
preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

(CI

r
-*AVE 40%

•2 chassis balanced phono
stage preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

•Audio Research •Audioquest •Billy Bags •Denon •Grado •Krell •Lovan •Marsh •Monster Cable •Musical Fidelity*
•NHT •Nordost •Onkyo Integra •Panasonic •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS Audio •Rega •Sanus
•Sound Anchors •Toshiba •Van den hul •Velodyne •VPI •Wadia •B&W* •Rotel*

6 Months
No Payments
No Interest
Financing!

Audio-Video
L•00G•1•C
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(*local

sales only)

3025 100th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
515-727-2279
soi
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Sam misses the point.
"And what is that?" Ihear you ask.
"SACD," Ianswer.
Even though Sam thinks it's better than
CD ("For starters, SACD is capable of
better resolution than CD ..."), he bemoans the lack of software. Where does
he live? Connecticut? Doesn't he talk to
anyone in the industry?
There are lots of SACDs on the market,
and more are coming out all the time. I
just picked up Glenn Gould's recording of
Bach's Two- and Three-Part Inventions,
and Yo-Yo Ma's Solo (boy, is that good).
SACD has the potential to revolutionize recorded music. It is so much closer to
analog than CD will ever be, and, without
trying to cast aspersions on DVD-Audio,
which can't seem to get its act together,
SACDs are readily available on all audiophile websites and most stores.
Iam glad that Sam enjoyed the Music
Hall Maverick. With alife as bleak as his,
Ifeel honored that my modest product
brought him such pleasure.
But maudlin as Imay sound, Imust
take issue with something he said:
"Enough already with the Bob Dylan and
Rolling Stones."
Sam just doesn't get it. Iget this crap
from my 15-year-old daughter, Tess. Do I
really need it from acontemporary? The
latest boxed set of Dylan on SACD is so
fabulous Ican actually understand the

words he sings! Viva SACD!
Which only goes to prove that Sam
really is an old codger.
Roy Hall
Music Hall
Graham Slee Projed Audio Era Gold
Mk.V
Editor:
Graham Slee and Ithank Stereophile, and
especially Michael Fremer, for his time and
effort in reviewing the GSP Audio Era Gold
Mk.V phono preamp. Michael Fremer's
description of the Era Gold Mk.V as "miraculous" is apinnacle statement of accomplishment. Coming from a renowned
reviewet we feel both honored and blessed
to have created this magical product
In truth, the Era Gold Mk.V is quite
unlike any phono preamp in the world. It
is based on Graham Slee Project's concept
of phase integrity, which can be realized
only by extremely fast electronics, an art
seldom understood or achieved by other
phono-preamp manufacturers. The Era
Gold Mk.V throws current thinking into
the wind to achieve asingular design mission: that of reproducing music the way
music sounds. All the elements of the
product design and handcrafted manufacturing are concentrated toward this goal.
And, of course, there is the engineering
wizardry and artistry of Graham Slee, its
designer. The result is the Era Gold's abil-

Comments

ity to reproduce the natural harmonics of
sound. That is what lifts the Era Gold
Mk.V from the genre of current and past
phono preamps. That is the difference that
was heard, appreciated, and written about
in the review.
The Era Gold's aluminum casing won't
win abeauty contest. It is admittedly plain
and unobtrusive. It is our compromise to
enable the widest audience to own and experience a"miracle."
Rome Castellanes
Elec. Atelier
Orpheus Zero
Editor:
We were very happy that John Marks
decided to evaluate our Orpheus Zero
CD player after hearing our source components in the award-winning "Best
Sound" exhibit room at the San Francisco
show. We thank him for his complimentary comments about the Zero, and we
look forward to seeing Kalman Rubinson's thoughts about the Zero paired with
our model One D/A converter.
Regarding John's comments about the
styling and functionality of the Zero, we
can only say that our studies showed that
people like the "crisp, clean" styling that he
said attracted him in the first place. Given
our components' 1RU (1.75") height,
someone can install acomplete Orpheus
system in a4RU space. Obviously, we at
Orpheus think that the Zero is certainly

"Better
Hi-fi
Components"

innersound "Eros"
Stereophile

Class A"

Simaudio Moon "Eclipse" CD Player
Stereophile "Class A'

Acoustic Zen

Conrad Johnson

Music Hall

Sennheiser

Apollo

Creek

NAD

Analysis Plus

Nottingham Analogue

Simaudio Moon
Shelter

Art Audio

Devore Fidelity
Golden Sound

Avalon Acoustics

Harmonix

Cairn

Finite Elemente
Innersound

Pathos
Plinius
Quantum

Shindo Labs
Straightwire
Totem

Cain & Cain
Cambridge Audio
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Reference 3A

Triangle Acoustic

47 Labs

Chang Lightspeed

Mc Cormack

Sim2 Seleco
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Unison Research
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Okay, at Music Lovers we don't care.
Solid-state or tubes? Don't ask which we prefer.
We don't pay attention to the debate.
We don't care for all the jaw-jacking.
We care when the record is spinning
and here comes that first note,
and you're not listening. Oh no. You're feeling.
You're breathing the smoky Jazz club air.
You're seeing the conductor's arms akimbo.
You're smelling the acrid smoke ofJimi's flaming axe.
What? You think we're pouring it on kinda' thick?
Hmmmn... Well, maybe... Alittle.

But that's musicality. That's Conrad Johnson.
You're hearing the music. That's what matters.

for fifteen years-

Music Lovers and CJ, together for 15 years—getting it right.

that's what matters
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS Series Il Preamplifier (Top)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 Stereo Amplifier (Bottom)

A Bay Area Company Since 1989
1995 El Dorado Avenue
510.558.1000

Berkeley, CA

Mark Levinson
MIT

Arcam
Avalon Acoustics
Avante -Garde
Basis
Benz-Micro

•

Music Hall
Nagra
Paradigm
Parasound
Richard Gray

Black Diamond Racing
Clearaudio
conrad-johnson

•
•
•

Revel
Rotel
Runco

Equi=tech
Fujitsu
Grado Labs
Graham Engineering
Grand Prix Audio
Hitachi

•
•
•
•
•
•

Samsung
Shunyata Research
SME
Spectral
Synergistic Research
Theta

Integra
Joseph Audio
Koetsu
Magnum Dynalabs
Manley Labs

•
•
•
•
•

Transparent Audio
VPI
Wadia
Wilson Audio
Zoethecus

1/J C/ Lút-Per.5

94707

www.MusicLoversAudio.com

Acoustic Energy
Anthem

audio •video •installation
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worthy of its own parking space at the top
of arack or component stand, but given its
short stature, the top door and transport
are still easily accessible between the
shelves of anormal equipment stand.
To answer the question about the benefits of our triangular spindle and puck, I
can say that there is indeed agood engineering principle behind it. The close
manufacturing tolerances he observed
allow the puck and spindle to couple
solidly and prevent any microvibrations
that can occur with around spindle and
clamp. That, combined with the strong
magnetic clamp to hold the disc firmly,
ensures exact disc rotation and accuracy.
Again, thank you for afair and insightful evaluation.
Marc Chablaix
Orpheus Laboratories Sàrl
Epos ELS-3
Editor:
I'm speechless! (Well, almost.) Bob
Reina's review of the Epos ELS-3 loudspeaker is fabulous.
He said, "I can think of no speaker that
produces greater sound quality for the
dollar than the Epos ELS-3."
Icouldn't have said it better myself.
He also said, "I was shocked to find no
meaningful shortcomings, and strengths
that Ihad not anticipated." And "a level of
detail resolution Inormally associate with
speakers approaching $1000/pair."

Icould go on, but that would just be
redundant.
It is gratifying to receive such praise
from Bob, agreat but mostly out-of-work
musician. How rude of me to think that
all those cases of rare wine Igave him
were for naught.
Oh, for the good old days, when aglass
of malt whisky and aslice of pizza could
buy you areview.
Roy Hall
Just kidding.
Music Hall
Horn Shoppe Horn
Editor:
Dad and Iwould like to thank Art Dudley
and John Atkinson for making this review
possible. Because the Horns are built to
order, there are several finishes available,
as well as afew accessories (cones, grilles,
bases, etc.). Iencourage people to contact
us by phone or e-mail; Iwill be happy to
answer any questions. Again, I'd like to
thank the folks at Stereophile for the rivilege of areview.
Ed Schilling
The Horn Shoppe
Piega C8 Limited

Thank you for the fine writing about the
Piega C8 Limited. Our findings are very
much in line with the bulk of the review.
Ibelieve comments about the restricted
bass, as you suggested, are aproduct of

AUDIO NEXUS

Comments

room-placement characteristics. In our
large, open rooms, we find better detail
and measurements than what you have
suggested. The C10 Limited incorporates
an entirely different bass alignment: A
greater throw on the active woofers in a
larger sealed cabinet with two active and
two passive radiators are employed. This
may be more appropriate for Larry
Greenhill's listening environment; we
would be interested-to see if he would
compare the speakers in afuture review.
Steve Davis
President, Sanibel Sound
Musical Fidelity kW & kWP
Editor:
Thank you for such awonderful review
of our kW monster amps. Everybody
here has put their heart and soul into
them. We know that we are going to
make only 75 sets or so, and this is not
our normal market area (lucky competition), but nevertheless, we have given our
all to make aset of definitive amplifiers
that unite adelicate, subtle sound with:
inputs that cannot, in practice, be overloaded; apower amp that cannot, in practice, be overdriven; and excellent
technical performance. We are all proud
that Michael Fremer agrees with us.
Thank you again for such a generous
review.
Antony Michaelson
Musical Fidelity

STEREO COMPONENciTS THAT .com
HO NOR MUSIC
www.ou

If you want great home theater, you've got to have great sound!
What good is agreat picture if the sound that accompanies it is third rate?
Just because asystem is supposed to play movie sound tracks, that doesn't
mean it shouldn't image beautifully and sound clean, spacious, and natural,
whether it's reproducing amulti-channel sound track or 2-channel music.
Properly-designed systems will play your movie sound tracks as well as they
play your music.
At Audio Nexus, our home theater systems start with the world's best
video from companies like Runco and Loewe. We carefully choose each
projector, plasma, or TV to meet your needs. Then we use our 22 years of
experience in setting up great sounding systems to combine that video with
world class audio and make sure that your home theater system sounds
fantastic. The resulting packages are unbelievably engrossing and enveloping
because great video and great audio complement and reinforce each other
so that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Your friends will be
absolutely blown away by how great your system is, and you will, too.

Home Theater Systems

Here are some important points to remember:
Adealer can't design agreat sounding home theater system for you if he
doesn't know how to design afirst class audio system. It takes dedication, a
love of music, and frequent trips to live concerts to comprehend how to pick
the best components and set them up properly.
O If the home theater system you're auditioning doesn't sound great with music,
it won't sound great with anything. If adealer doesn't enthusiastically offer to
play music on it, how will you ever know?
0 Adealer must have facilities for setting up audio systems so he can keep in
practice and evaluate the latest audio and home theater components. If he
doesn't have aproper showroom, open to the public for quality demos, he's
probably forgotten how to do great audio. Or, worse yet, he might never
have known.
So, whether you want the best sound for your stereo system or the best
sound and video for your home theater system, now you know you can
count on Audio Nexus.

That Captivate Your Imagination

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Loewe •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty
Pro-Ject •PSB •Quad •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel* •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

® Trade-ins Accepted 0 Consultations
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice! www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901

We Ship anywhere

908-277-0333

*Not available b mail order.
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JOSEPH AUDIO & AVANTGARDE
TWO-CHANNEL

AND

HOME THEATER SYSTEMS

.1 Three Iwo-channel/home theater rooms
.1 Consultation, custom audio/video installation
and support

auantgarde
muse
mf cum

AVANTGARDE •AUDIOPAX •AUDIO AERO •CARDAS
HALO/PARASOUND • EQUI=TECH • JOSEPH
AUDIO •RPG ROOM TREATMENTS •JPS
LAMM •LJNN CLASSIK •MANLEY LABS
ORPHEUS LABS •PLINIUS AUDIO
QUICKSILVER •RIVES AUDIO
SYMPOSIUM ACOUSTICS
GRAND PRIX AUDIO
THETA DIGITAL
•VIVA
www.avantgardemusic.biz

ltd

27 VV 24th St, Ste 502

NEW YORK, NY
2
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by appointment
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acoustic energy
artcoustic
dali
elac
gallo acoustics
morel
polk Isi
spendor
thiel
triangle
wilson benesch

nAudioVision
san francisco

High Value, High End Sound...
the extraordinarily capable
LSi series from
POlkaUdIO
the speaker specialists

Believe it!
LSi 7

1603 pine st. san francisco ca 94109 •415.614.1118
www.audiovisionsf.com
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THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST

Kuzma, Loewe HDTV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Nagra.
Nordost, Pathos, PS Audio, Rega, Shelter, Sherwood

(310)541-8177 www.theaudioenthusiast.com

ASC, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Balanced Audio
Technology, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder Amplifiers,
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ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS-Come Visit Our
Show-Room In Northern New Jersey
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•Sala •EureLah •Morch •FJ •
Omega Speakers •Stillpoints
Cable Manufacturing And Repair, Amplifier Modification &Upgrades
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Etymotics priced Too Low to list here.

ANALOG SPECIALIST SINCE 1980.
Nestorovic, EPOS speakers; Aesthetics, Herron,
Hovland, Magnum Dynalab, Creek electronics; VPI,
Amazon, Basis, Music Hall turntables; Allaerts, Koetsu,
Clearaudio, Benz cartridges; Merch, Graham
tonearms; Fadel, Analysis Plus, ZCable, DiMarzio
cables; Shanling SACD player; Much more.

Offers Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight,

Call 416-638-8207 for literature
and adealer near you.

e c

Reference -Quality
Earphones
for the audiophile or recording engineer

Anthem. Bowers &Wilkins, Lexicon, Linn
Mark Levinson, Maranta, M&K, Musical Fidelity
Revel, Raga, Rotel
twire, Von Schweikett

424-5850
.digitalsoundva com

PassDIY
Zen & other DIY projects

Hudson Audio Technologies (201)768-0672
www.hudsonaudio.net

ADVERTISE IN
STEREOPHILE
•It's easy! We can design your ad.

•It's effective! You will reach
enthusiasts who actively look
to our magazine for product
purchase decisions.

www. •ass • .com

FREE M I- HORN GIVEAWAY!

We aregiving away 5,000 MI-Horns ($70 value)
Better than a$10k upgrade
Ne3, are..ea
Mi-Hom

Mi Rohl

1111HORN.COM

Arizona' Hi—Fi
You know you want to call!

Factory direct since 1984
Free brochure (mention Stph)
Per Madsen Design (800) 821-4883

www.rackittm.com
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Latarria.Hardy@primedia.com.

LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ

www.tubeaudio.com
480-921-9961

CD, LP and gear
storage furniture

DISPLAY RATES:
Contact Latarria Hardy
at (212) 462-3332 or

Servicing, modifications
and upgrades. Custom
work by the people who
designed it and built it.

www.altavistaaudio.com
or call 1877 517 4247 toll free!

WorldRadioHistory

DEADLINE:
Ads are due on the first working day
of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if

you want your ad to run in the
March 2004 issue,
you must submit

.

it byJanuary 6,2003.

No refimds.
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Audio Mart
Stereophile
Editor's Choice:
Sampler & Test CD
You've got aClass A audio system
— here are some
Class A recordings
to show it off at its best

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, Ventura California—
Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor,
Quad, JA Mitchell, Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark, Ruark, Koetsu, Creek, Epos, Sound
Organisation, Gold Ring, and more. Always lots
of used gear. Established way back in 1979!
(805) 658-8311, www.generubinaudio.com.
QS&D, SPENDOR & QUAD—Factory Sales
and Service for SPENDOR. The FactoryAuthorized US service Center for QUAD, with
upgrades available. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy,
(540)372-3711,
fax
(540)
372 -3713 ,qsandd@aol.com,www.
qsandd.com
AUDIO ART, EST. I976—Edge-of-the-art audio component dedicated to servicing music. Avalon, Piega, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff
Rowland, Classé, Shunyata, Aesthetix, Theta,
Aerial, Caardas, Kimber. Richmond, VA Voice/
fax (804) 358-5300, AudioArtUSA@aol.com.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA?— Free
stay in New Orleans B&B, Travel reimbursement
with purchase. Also: Analysis Plus, Audience,
ATC,
Atma-Sphere,
Birdland,
Buggtussel,GamuT, Gilmore, Gradient, InnerSound,
JoLida, Magnan, MSB, Parasound Halo, PHY,
TAD, TG Audio, Wolcott. (504) 866-1 730,
www.audiokinesis.com.

Retail Price: $9.97

Stereophile's John Atkinson selects
the best of his recordings from the
past 10 years -from solo violin to jazz.
23 tracks of Stereophile's audiophileapproved recordings, every one
recorded, edited, and mixed by
the editor of Stereophile:
-2system diagnostic tracks
- 14 music tracks
-7test signal tracks
Allows you to set up your system
and speakers without test gear
Hear recorded music as it was meant
to sound, with natural dynamics
and hi -raz sound quality

Order online at
vvvvvv.stereophile.com

Stereophile, January 2004

PRELUDE AUDIO CABLES—Using only
the best from Alpha, Belden, Canare, Cardast, &
WBT, for audio and video interconnects.
We would never sell you a cable that we
wouldn't own ourselves. Check us out at:
www.preludeaudio.com.

SOUND LAB IN CHICAGO AND MIDWEST!—Experience the ultimate speakers,
Parasound 1C-1 amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable
Concepts, and more in a home environment.
Ask about our free offers. (84 7) 382-8433,
www.essentialaudio.com.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS—finest-quality mods
since 1979, audiophile parts including BlackGate
caps, Platinum resistors, Schottky diodes, much
more. We mod many already high-priced units.
SACD/DVD-Audio "all-format" players, $995up. Incredible single-ended PA-3B boards for
Hafler amps—sublime, $299/kit. Available
soon—tube preamp kit and phono stage! Musical
Concepts, 49 Jason Ci., St. Charles, MO 63304,
(636) 447-0040, www.musicalconcepts.com.
WE CAN HELP YOU—Choose excellentsounding,
dependable
audio
equipment
(plus video). We offer friendly, knowledgeable
advice, years of hands-on experience. We carry:
NAD, Parasound, NHT, Adcom, KEF, TARA,
VPI, Aragon, Spendor, Salamander, JoLida,
Cambridge, more. Read Brothers, 593 King
Street, Charleston, SC 29403, (
843) 723-72 76,
www.readbrothers.com.
WWW.RANGERSADIO.COM
Dali, Quad, Rel, Rogue, Pass Labs,
Supra, 1M -Reynaud, Silverline
Portland, Oregon, (503) 998-6836
SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Audio Research,
Benz, Clearaudio, Grado, Koetsu, NAD, Plinius,
Rega, Ruark, Totem Acoustic, Vandersteen,
Wadia, Wasatch Cable, Wilson Benesch, and
more! (801) 272-1690, www.arisaudio.com.
MCINTOSH, B&W, KRELL, KLIPSCH, Tannoy,
Cl, VPI, Sunfire, Marantz, Levinson, Lexicon &
more. Bought-Sold-Traded-Repaired 3501 Old
Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY, (800) 321-2834,
AudioClassics.com.
BLUE MOON AUDIO serving the Northeast.
Offering products that just make music:
Art Audio, Cain & Cain, Devore Fidelity, Deuvel,
Gradient, Klimo, Reimyo, and many others.
Call (860) 908-4094.

BEST PRICES—BEST QUALITY stereo and
home theater components: Audio Research,
Burmester, Classé, Collins, Gryphon, Krell,
Levinson, McIntosh, Meridian, Proceed, Thiel,
Totem, Runco, Revel, JMIab, Eggleston Works,
Dynaudio,
Durland,
B&W, and others.
Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Hillcrest Audio,
(310) 891-6866.

ANALOG! The very finest and most musical
analog equipment available: Allaerts, EuroLab,
dps, Lehmann, Morch (see Stereophile Nov.
2003!) Schroder, and Tron. NEW:Canyon Jewel
air-bearing tonearm and Orion headphone
amplifier.AudioAdvancementsLLC, (973)8758705, www.audioadvancements.com.

SERVING THE NYC
METRO AREA
Sonic Spirits is an authorized dealer for:
Blue Circle, Focus Audio, Resolution Audio,
Audience, Acoustic Zen, 8th Nerve, and more!
ri'ri'ii'.sonicspirits.com, (212) 706-1 756.

FLORIDA! Hi-end audio has arrived! St.Ceclia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand new showrooms.
(727)726-7575,
www.scsoundgallery.com.

SOUNDS REAL AUDIO-Huge Demo Sale!
Speakers, Amps, Preamplifiers, CD Players,
Turntables, joule-Electra, Belles, Atma-sphere,
Merlin, Coincident, Talon, Sophia Electric,
Reference 3A, VPI, Cardas, Shanling, Music
Hall, Antique Sound Labs, LAT, Polycrystal.
www.soundsrealaudio.com, (303) 278-2256.
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SOUTHWEST ELECTRONICS
Tubes
Capacitors
Transformers
www.southwestelectronics.com
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ar stories are really what magazine publishing is all about.
In that vein, Iwas recently
reminded of how, at Stereophiles little engine that could, the HI-FI Show (since
transformed into the mega, bicoastal
Home Entertainment shows), the room
occupied by boutique record label
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab always had
the vibe of Pennsylvania Station at 5pm
on Friday: hell.
For those who missed it, the MoFi
room, often manned by my old friend and
publicist extraordinaire, Karen Thomas,
was ahive of commerce. Audiophiles were
seen staggering out, carrying their body
weighes worth of the label's famous halfspeed-mastered LPs and gold CDs.
Happily, if you missed your chance back
then, you'll soon have another opportunity.
While most people remember Mobile
Fidelity from its late eighties/early
nineties glory years, when it hit home run
after home run with sonically enriched
reissues like the set of Beatles LPs, and
CDs of Nirvana's Nevermind, Guns 'N
Roses' Use Your Illusion 1and 2, and Elton
John's Goodbye Yellow Brick Road (to name
afew of my favorites), the company is
much older. Brad Miller founded the
label in 1958 to record his own pet sonic
bailiwick: steam locomotives. The first
MoFi record featured the sounds of
Southern Pacific engine No.4455. Miller
later went on to found the Mystic Moods
Orchestra, which combined music
with sound recordings of storms,
trains, etc.
In 1977, Miller became partners
with the inimitable Herb Bella, and
the label took aturn toward music.
Their Original Master Recordings LPs,
mastered from master tapes instead of
production copies, and using their
Half-Speed Mastering system, grew
into an audiophile standard. In 1979, an
OMR remastering of Pink Floyd's
Dade Side of the Moon caused quite astir
in the audiophile community, as did
their early-'80s, multi-LP boxed sets of
the music of the Beatles, the Rolling
Stones, and Frank Sinatra. The company's 200-gram Ultra High Quality
Records (UHQR), all pressed on virgin

vinyl and limited to editions of 5000,
raised the bar for sonically pristine LPs.
What MoFi is most famous for,
however, are their Ultradiscs, the 24karat-gold-plated, meticulously remastered CDs that, prior to the
introduction of high-resolution formats, were the Cadillacs of CDs.
During the 1990s, Mobile Fidelity
continued to tweak its mastering technologies, but when the distribution company it owned went broke, the label went
bankrupt and closed its doors. Audiophiles everywhere let out a collective
groan. eBay.com has been humming ever
since with MoFi product.
But those of you still able to tote your
weight in LPs/CDs —or who refuse to
wace into eBay auctions—reopen your ears
and your wallets. Thanks to music/gear catalog company Music Direct owner Jim
Davis, who bought the proprietary mastering chain and all other intellectual property
associated with the Mobile Fidelity name,
the label has risen from the ashes. Davis
also hired back four of the principals from
the old company: John Wood (manager),
Michael Grantham (licensing), Shawn
Britton (mastering engineer), and Krieg
Wunderlich (analog mastering engineer).
And although Music Direct and Davis are
based in Chicago, MoFi is back in its original space, in Sebastopol, California.
"Content-wise, we want to get the best
possible that we can." Davis said recently.
ORIGINRL MRSTER RECORDING'! "

"It's not an easy thing in this kind of climate ro get ahold of the recordings that
everybody wants. We've had to go out
and look everywhere we could to find
high-quality releases that we could put
out. We finally got ahold of the Lennon
catalog, and we have some Sinatra stuff
coming out, so we're certainly getting
into some very important artists."
The big question is, given the changes
in the record business since MoFi was riding high, what will its place now be in a
business riven over high-resolution formats? While Davis admits that the major
labels have most of their premier titles
locked up for their own SACD or DVDAudio release programs, he thinks there
will be a"big shakeup" in the high-resolution formats in the next year or two that
might make labels more willing to license
premium content.
"We still put quite abit more time and
effort into making sure we're putting out
the very best product. Most SACDs being
reinastered today, they have about eight
hours ta master it. It has to go in and it
has to go out, just like any other release.
And they really aren't taking the time
to really go through it.
"Also, equipment-wise, Istill think
we have the edge. One of the biggest
reasons is we still have the Tim de
Paravicini—modified Studer deck,
which really has afreaky frequency
response. We're just getting more off
the tape than other people are."
As this went to press, Mobile
Fidelity Sound Lab was hopeful that
they could introduce a new line of
Gain 2 Ultra analog vinyl LPs at the
2004 edition of the Consumer Electronics Show (CES). The debut slate of
releases is to include Alison Krauss's So
Long So Wrong, John Lennon's Imagine,
Aimee Mann's Lost in Space, and Isaac
Hayes' Hot Buttered Soul.
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Shure E Series earphones feature a sound-isolating. in-ear design that naturally
attenuates background noise. Without the artifacts created by active noise-canceling
headphones, the E5c reveals extraordinary detail even at moderate listening levels. Shure
originally developed these earphones fou professionà1 musicians and recording
engineers. Lightweight and comfortable, if-ay are ideal for travel, exercise and any active
listening pursuit. Visit us online to find adealer where iou can hear the E5c yourself.
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UTOPIA BERYLLIUM LINE

AVM
BERYLLIUM TWEETER

POWER FLOWER

"W" SANDWICH COMPOSITE CONE

We at Focal-JMIab were proud to launch earlier
this year the new Grande Utopia Be, which has
since received unanimous, glowing praise from
the international press and has been lauded
as an absolute reference loudspeaker. Today
we raise the br
,nce again by integrating
these exclusive ts_
,logies to a new Utopia
Be range, being t.
Nova, Alto, Micro and
Center Utopia Be. r
hese models shine in
their own right, sharing the same technologies
found in the Grande Utopia Be: Power Flower
midrange, W membrane, Focus Ring magnet,
OPC crossover and above all the superlative,
inverted-dome tweeter made of pure Beryllium.
All this, and more, in our pursuit to extend
the Spirit of Sound.
For further information visit the Focal-JMIab website
at wfflv.focal-fr.com

AltoUtop. Be and Micro Utopia Be on stand
SMU, Avant Garde finish.

Focal AM lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound

US -Audio Plus Services -Tel. 800 663 9352 -www.audiopluservices.com
WorldRadioHistory -Canada -Plurison -Tel. 450 585 0098 -www.plurison.com

